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Accession numbers cited in this Supplement fall within the
following ranges.
STAR (N-10000 Series) N82-28243 - N82-30281
IAA (A-10000 Series) A82-38103 - A82-41587
This bibliography was prepared by the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration by PRC Government Information
Systems.
NASA SP-7011 (238)
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AND BIOLOGY
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY
WITH INDEXES
(Supplement 238)
A selection of annotated references to unclassified
reports and journal articles that were introduced into
the NASA scientific and technical information system
and announced in October 1982 in
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
(STAR)
International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)
Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1982
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
NASA SP-7011 and its supplements are available from the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Questions on
the availability of the predecessor publications, Aerospace
Medicine and Biology (Volumes I - XI) should be directed to
NTIS.
This supplement is available as NTISUB/123/093 from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price of $7.00 domestic; $1400 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
This Supplement to Aerospace Medicine and Biology lists 583 reports, articles and other
documents announced during October 1982 in Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
(STAR) or in International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA). The first issue of the bibliography was
published in July 1964.
In its subject coverage, Aerospace Medicine and Biology concentrates on the biological,
physiological, psychological, and environmental effects to which man is subjected during and
following simulated or actual flight in the Earth's atmosphere or in interplanetary space.
References describing similar effects of biological organisms of lower order are also included.
Such related topics as sanitary problems, pharmacology, toxicology, safety and survival, life
support systems, exobiology, and personnel factors receive appropriate attention. In general,
emphasis is placed on applied research, but references to fundamental studies and theoretical
principles related to experimental development also qualify for inclusion.
Each entry in the bibliography consists of a bibliographic citation accompanied in most
cases by an abstract. The listing of the entries is arranged in two major sections: IAA Entries
and STAR Entries, in that order. The citations, and abstracts when available, are reproduced
exactly as they appeared originally in IAA or STAR, including the original accession numbers
from the respective announcement journals. This procedure, which saves time and money,
accounts for the slight variation in citation appearances.
Two indexes - subject and personal author - are included.
An annual index will be prepared at the end of the calendar year covering all documents
listed in the 1982 Supplements.
AVAILABILITY OF CITED PUBLICATIONS
IAA ENTRIES (A82-10000 Series)
All publications abstracted in this Section are available from the Technical Information Service,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA), as follows Paper copies of
accessions are available at $8 00 per document Microfiche'1' of documents announced in IAA
are available at the rate of $4.00 per microfiche on demand, and at the rate of S1 35 per microfiche
for standing orders for all IAA microfiche
Minimum air-mail postage to foreign countries is $2.50 and all foreign orders are shipped on
payment of pro-forma invoices.
All inquiries and requests should be addressed to AIAA Technical Information Service Please
refer to the accession number when requesting publications
STAR ENTRIES (N82-10000 Series)
One or more sources from which a document announced in STAR is available to the public
is ordinarily given on the last line of the citation The most commonly indicated sources and
their acronyms or abbreviations are listed below If the publication is available from a source
other than those listed, the publisher and his address will be displayed on the availability line
or in combination with the corporate source line.
Avail- NTIS Sold by the National Technical Information Service. Prices for hard copy (HC)
and microfiche (MF) are indicated by a price code preceded by the letters HC or
MF in the STAR citation. Current values for the price codes are given in the tables
on page VM.
Documents on microfiche are designated by a pound sign (#) following the accession
number. The pound sign is used without regard to the source or quality of the
microfiche.
Initially distributed microfiche under the NTIS SRIM (Selected Research in Microfiche)
is available at greatly reduced unit prices For this service and for information
concerning subscription to NASA printed reports, consult the NTIS Subscription
Section, Springfield, Va 22161
NOTE ON ORDERING DOCUMENTS: When ordering NASA publications (those
followed by the * symbol), use the N accession number. NASA patent applications
(only the specifications are offered) should be ordered by the US-Patent-Appl-SN
number Non-NASA publications (no asterisk) should be ordered by the AD, PB, or
other report number shown on the last line of the citation, not by the N accession
number It is also advisable to cite the title and other bibliographic identification.
Avail SOD (or GPO). Sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U S. Government Printing
Office, in hard copy. The current price and order number are given following the
availability line (NTIS will fill microfiche requests, at the standard $4 00 price, for
those documents identified by a # symbol.)
Avail NASA Public Document Rooms Documents so indicated may be examined at or
purchased from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Public Document
Room (Room 126), 600 Independence Ave., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20546, or public
document rooms located at each of the NASA research centers, the NASA Space
Technology Laboratories, and the NASA Pasadena Office at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
(l) A microfiche is a transparent sheet of film 105 by 148 mm in size containing as many as 60 to 98 pages of information
reduced lo micro images (not to exceed 26 1 reduction)
Avail- DOE Depository Libraries Organizations in U.S cities and abroad that maintain
collections of Department of Energy reports, usually in microfiche form, are listed
in Energy Research Abstracts Services available from the DOE and its depositories
are described in a booklet, DOE Technical Information Center - Its Functions and
Services (TID-4660), which may be obtained without charge from the DOE Technical
Information Center
Avail' Univ Microfilms. Documents so indicated are dissertations selected from Dissertation
Abstracts and are sold by University Microfilms as xerographic copy (HC) and
microfilm. All requests should cite the author and the Order Number as they appear
in the citation
Avail: USGS. Originals of many reports from the U S Geological Survey, which may contain
color illustrations, or otherwise may not have the quality of illustrations preserved
in the microfiche or facsimile reproduction, may be examined by the public at the
libraries of the USGS field offices whose addresses are listed in this introduction
The libraries may be queried concerning the availability of specific documents and
the possible utilization of local copying services, such as color reproduction.
Avail: HMSO. Publications of Her Majesty's Stationery Office are sold in the U.S. by
Pendragon House, Inc. (PHI), Redwood City, California The U.S. price (including
a service and mailing charge) is given, or a conversion table may be obtained from
PHI.
Avail- BLL (formerly NLL) British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby,
Yorkshire, England Photocopies available from this organization at the price shown
(If none is given, inquiry should be addressed to the BLL.)
Avail: Fachmformationszentrum, Karlsruhe Sold by the Fachmformationszentrum Energie,
Physik, Mathematik GMBH, Eggenstem Leopoldshafen, Federal Republic of Germany,
at the price shown in deutschmarks (DM).
Avail. Issuing Activity, or Corporate Author, or no indication of availability. Inquiries as to
the availability of these documents should be addressed to the organization shown
in the citation as the corporate author of the document.
Avail U S Patent and Trademark Office. Sold by Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
U S Patent and Trademark Office, at the standard price of 50 cents each, postage
free.
Other availabilities. If the publication is available from a source other than the above, the
publisher and his address will be displayed entirely on the availability line or in
combination with the corporate author line
ADDRESSES OF ORGANIZATIONS
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Technical Information Service
555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor
New York, New York 10019
British Library Lending Division,
Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire,
England
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
Pendragon House, Inc.
899 Broadway Avenue
Redwood City, California 94063
Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231
Superintendent of Documents
U.S Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
Department of Energy
Technical Information Center
P O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
University Microfilms
A Xerox Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
ESA-lnformation Retrieval Service
ESRIN
Via Galileo Galilei
00044 Frascati (Rome) Italy
University Microfilms, Ltd.
Tylers Green
London, England
Fachmformationszentrum Energie, Physik,
Mathematik GMBH
7514 Eggenstem Leopoldshafen
Federal Republic of Germany
U.S Geological Survey
1033 General Services Administration
Building
Washington, D.C 20242
Her Majesty's Stationery Office
P.O. Box 569, S.E. 1
London, England
NASA Scientific and Technical Information
Facility
PO Box8757
B.W.I Airport, Maryland 21240
U.S. Geological Survey
601 E. Cedar Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona 86002
U S Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, California 94025
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Scientific and Technical Information
Branch (NST-41)
Washington, D C. 20546
U.S. Geological Survey
Bldg. 25, Denver Federal Center
Denver, Colorado 80225
VI
NTIS PRICE SCHEDULES
Schedule A
STANDARD PAPER COPY PRICE SCHEDULE
(Effective January 1, 1982)
Price
Code
A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
A06
Pag* Rang*
Microfiche
001-025
026-050
051-075
076-100
101-125
North American
Price
S 4 00
600
7 50
900
1050
12 00
Foreign
Price
S 800
1200
15 00
1800
21 00
2400
A07
A08
A09
A10
A11
126-150
151-175
176-200
201-225
226-250
13 50
1500
16 50
18 00
1950
27 00
30 00
33 00
3600
3900
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
251-275
276-300
301-325
326-350
351-375
21 00
22 50
24 00
25 50
2700
4200
45 00
4800
51 00
5400
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
376-400
401-425
426-450
451-475
476-500
28 50
3000
31 50
3300
34 50
57 00
6000
63 00
6600
69 00
A22
A23
A24
A25
501-525
526-550
551-575
576-600
601-up
3600
37 50
3900
40 50
-- 1
A99-Wr i te for quote
'1 Add S1 50 for each additional 25 page increment or portion thereof for 601 pages up
2 Add S3 00 for each additional 25 page increment or portion thereof for 601 pages and more
Schedule E
EXCEPTION PRICE SCHEDULE
Paper Copy & Microfiche
7200
75 00
7800
81 00
--2
Price
Code
E01
E02
£03
E04
£05
North American
Price
S 6 50
7 50
9 50
11 50
13 50
Foreign
Price
S 13 50
1550
19 50
23 50
27 50
E06
E07
E08
E09
E10
.1550
17 50
19 50
21 50
23 50
31 50
35 50
3950
43 50
4750
£11
E12
E13
F14
E15
2550
2B 50
31 50
34 50
3750
51 50
5750
6350
6950
7550
E16
£17
£18
E19
E20
40 50
4350
4650
51 50
61 50
81 50
8850
9350
10250
12350
E-99-Write lor quote
N01 3000 4500
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TYPICAL CITATION AND ABSTRACT FROM STAR
NASA SPONSORED
DOCUMENT
-AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
NASA ACCESSION
NUMBER
-N82 10699*// BioTechnology. Inc. Falls Church. Va
TITLE-
AUTHOR-
REPORT
NUMBER-
AVAILABILITY
SOURCE
USSR SPACE LIFE SCIENCES DIGEST. VOLUME 1. NO. 3
Quarterly Review -/"
—•-Patricia M Wallace Sep 1980>I41 p refs
(Contract NASw-3223)
r-»-(NASA-CR-164780) Avail /NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
06D-i
An overview of the developments and direction of the USSR
Space Life Sciences Program is given Highlights of launches,
program development, and mission planning are given Results
of ground-based research and space flight studies are summarized
Topics covered include space medicine and physiology, space
biology, and life sciences technology J M S
-CORPORATE
SOURCE
-PUBLICATION
DATE
- COSATI
CODE
TYPICAL CITATION AND ABSTRACT FROM IAA
AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
AIAA ACCESSION
NUMBER
AUTHOR-
*
•A82-11697 t The significance of the respiratory minute-.
volume index in the evaluation of vestibular stability (Znachenie
pokazatelei minutnogo ob'ema dykhaniia pri otsenke vestibuharnoi
ustoichivostil^A. S. Gusarov. Voenno-Meditsinskii Zhurnal, Aug .
1981, p. 48-50. In Russian
The respiratory dynamics of persons of various vestibular^
stabilities undergoing Coriohs acceleration is investigated in order to
assess the possibility of using respiratory minute volume in the
evaluation of vestibular function. Respiratory rate, respiratory
minute volume, heart rate and electrocardiography were monitored
continuously in 100 men with healthy vestibular analyzers in a 5-min
test of tolerance to cumulative Coriohs forces. Changes in respiratory
parameters are observed to be correlated with levels of vestibular
reaction to Coriohs acceleration. Rotational and especially post-
rotational vestibulospirometry and vestibulospirography are found to
be the objective means of determining vestibular condition. It is
concluded that the determination of respiratory minute volume
taking into account other vegetative reactions appears to be a useful
means of evaluating subject vestibular stability A L W.
-TITLE
-PUBLICATION
DATE
TITLE OF
PERIODICAL
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IAA ENTRIES
A82-38115 Clay and the origin of life. C Ponnamperuma. A
Shimoyama, and E Fnebele (Maryland, University, College Park, MD) Origins
of Life, vol 12. Mar 1982, p 9-40 118refs
The possible roles of clay minerals in chemical evolution on the primitive earth
are reviewed on the basis of available experimental evidence Experiments in-
volving the synthesis of biomonomers, including ammo acids, punnes, pyrimidmes
and carbohydrates, from gas mixtures in the presence of various clay minerals
have shown the minerals to act by promoting the synthesis reactions without
changing the direction of the reaction path, thus decreasing the time required for
significant quantities of these molecules to accumulate The capacity of clay
minerals to adsorb and concentrate by several orders of magnitude these biomo-
nomers from aqueous solution has also been demonstrated, with conditions for
the adsorption process most favorable at low pH, and with basic molecules
Finally, it has been shown that clays may act to promote the polymerization of
biological monomers by concentrating them, providing containment and a surface
for immobilization, and protecting the reaction products, rather than by catalysis
or direct participation in the reaction A L W
A82-38116 Formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by elec-
tric discharges of model primitive gas. Y Yamagata and T Mohn (Kanazawa
University, Kanazawa, Japan) Origins of Life, vol 12, Mar 1982,p 41-44 Brefs
The formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate, possible condensing
agents in early chemical evolution, as a result of electrical discharges in a model
of the pnmitive atmosphere consisting of a mixture of nitrogen, carbon dioxid.6 and
hydrogen is reported Experiments were performed in a 5-I discharge vessel
containing 100 ml of 02 M NaHCOS solution, 10 cm Hg nitrogen, 20 cm Hg
carbon dioxide and from 5 to 30 cm Hg hydrogen. Determinations of cyanate
formation according to the 690 nnT absorption of the copper pyridme cyanate
complex indicate maximum cyanate formation efficiency to be achieved at a
hydrogen partial pressure of 10 cm Hg, corresponding to a largely oxidized gas
mixture The use of a phosphate solution in the discharge vessel with the same
gas mixture is found to lead to the production of carbamyl phosphate, as indicated
by the formation of ATP upon the incubation of the discharged solution with ADP
and carbamyl phosphokmase A L W
A82-38117 Uracil synthesis via HCN ollgomerlzation. A B Voetand
A W Schwartz (Nijmegen, Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen, Netherlands)
Or/gins of Ufa, vol 12, Mar 1982, p 45-49 27 refs
The identification of uracil among the products of the acid hydrolysis of HCN
oligomers is reported Oligomers were prepared from 1 and 0 1 M HCN solutions
allowed to stand at room temperature for at least 6 months, then hydrolyzed in
5 M HCI at 110 C for 18 hours Uracil was identified by high-pressure liquid
chromatography following, although not prior to, acid hydrolysis, at concentra-
tions corresponding to yields of 0 001 % for the 1 -M solution, and 0 005% for the
0 1-M solution Experiments with oligomer hydrolysis in the presence of orotic
acid have shown the uracil detected not to be a product of orotic acid decarboxy-
lation, but to originate from at least two other precursor fractions The results
represent the first report of the production of a genetic code pyrimidine by HCN
oligomenzation A L W
A82-38118 * The radiolysis and racemlzation of leucine on proton
irradiation. W A Bonner (Stanford University, Stanford, CA), R M Lemmon,
and H E Conzett (California, University, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berke-
ley, CA) Origins of Life, vol 12, Mar 1982, p 51-54 19 refs Contract No
W-7405-eng-48, Grant No NGL-05-020-582
D- and L-Leucine have been subjected to 39-55 percent radiolysis using 0 11
MeV protons, both with the proton beam passing through the sample or being
absorbed by it and with quenching the sample immediately on completion of
irradiation or after a 21-day interval Racemization was small (1 1-1 7 percent)
and comparable in all cases, suggesting that radioracemization and secondary
degradative effects were not important factors in the recent unsuccessful at-
tempts to induce optical activity in DL-Leucme by partial radiolysis using 0-11
MeV longitudinally polarized protons (Author)
A82-38119 Polynucleotide replication coupled to protein synthesis
- A possible mechanism for the origin of life. A G Mackmlay (New South
Wales, University, Kensington, Australia) Origins of Life, vol 12, Mar 1982, p
55-69 22 refs
A speculative scheme is proposed for the origin of protein synthesis by the
incorporation of ammo acid linking into the process of polynucleotide replication
The scheme supposes polynucleotide replication to be accomplished by the
condensation of ammoacyl-blocked oligonucleotides concomitant with the trans-
fer of the blocking ammo acid to an adjacent ammoacyl oligonucleotide, resulting
in the formation of a peptide chain of random sequence The polynucleotides are
proposed to have been composed of repeating units similar to modern tRNAs,
with internal complementarity Selection of primitive tRNAs in which the ammo
acid and anticodon stem sequences were rotationally symmetrical could then
have led to specific, anticodon-directed ammoacylation and the fixation of the
genetic code The end result of this evolution would have been a nucleoprotem
structure resembling the nbosome, which would have been able to give rise
directly to triplet-coded protein synthesis Recent RNA sequence data are consis-
tent with the proposed scheme A L W
A82-38120 Ambiguity and the evolution of the genetic code. R R
Kocherlakota and N D Acland (Vincent Massey Collegiate Institute, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada) Origins of Ute, vol 12, Mar 1982, p 71-80 25 refs
A scenario for the evolution of the genetic code by a word length alteration is
proposed that relies on code ambiguity to minimize the time required for code
changes The model posits a primeval code containing orly two bases (G and C)
arranged in two-letter codons The first alteration in the code that would probably
have occurred would then be an alphabet alteration, in which the replacement of
some G and C bases by A and U bases at a time when the environmental rate
of change was high and ambiguity was favored would have expanded the vocabu-
lary Due to the high ambiguity, however, the vocabulary will begin to decline, and
another alteration, this time a word length alteration to a value of three, could
occur The proposed model predicts the distribution of 4-blocs and 2-blocs in the
genetic code, and determines the probable sites for code variations A L W
A82-38121 * Evolution of major metabolic innovations in the Pre-
cambrian. J Barnabas (Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington,
DC, Ahmednagar College, Ahmednagar, India), R M Schwartz, and M O Dayh-
off (Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington, DC) Origins of Life,
vol 12, Mar 1982, p 81-91 91 refs Grants No NIH-GM-08710, Contract No
NASw-3317
A combination of information on the metabolic capabilities of prokaryotes with
a composite phylogenetic tree depicting an overview of prokaryote evolution
based on the sequences of bacterial ferredoxin, 2Fe-2S ferredoxm, 5S ribosomal
RNA, and c-type cytochromes shows three zones of major metabolic innovation
in the Precambnan The middle of these, which reflects the genesis of oxygen-
releasing photosynthesis and aerobic respiration, links metabolic innovations of
the anaerobic stem on the one hand and, on the other, proliferation of aerobic
bacteria and the symbiotic associations leading to the eukaryotes Those path-
ways where information on the structure of the enzymes is known are especially
considered Halobactenum and Thermoplasma (archaebactena) do not belong to
a totally independent line on the basis of the composite tree but branch from the
eukaryote cytoplasmic line (Author)
A82-38122 * Chemical evolution and the origin of life - Bibliography
Supplement 1980. L G Pleasant (George Washington University Medical Cen-
ter, Washington, DC) and C Ponnamperuma (Maryland, University, College
Park, MD) Origins of Life, vol 12, Mar 1982, p 93-114 484 refs Grants No
NASW-3165, No NGR-21-002-317
305
A82-38151
A82-38151 t Changes in electrically neutral Ca/2+/-H/+/ exchange
in rat liver mitochondria following gamma irradiation (Izmenenie elek-
troneitral'nogo Ca/2+/-H/+/ obmena v mitokhondniakh pecheni krys
posle gamma-oblucheniia). B I Medvedev, G V Gogvadze, and A M Kuzm
(Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino, USSR) Radi-
obiologna, vol 22, May-June 1982, p 291-295 5 refs In Russian
A82-38152 t Changes in the relations of pyrimidine blocks in DMA of
the hematopoietic system immediately following gamma irradiation of the
animal (Izmenemia v sootnoshenhakh pirimidmovykh blokov ONK krovet-
vornoi sistemy neposredstvenno posle gamma-obluchenha zhivotnogo).
A A Vetchmkma and G A Kntskn (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimn,
Moscow, USSR) Radiobiologua, vol 22, May-June 1982, p 296-300 9 refs In
Russian
A82-38153 t Study of the relation between the number of sulfhydryl
groups and the level of lipid antioxidant activity in the organs of individual
animals of different species (Issledovanie sviazi mezhdu kolichestvom
sul'fgidril'nykh grupp i urovnem antiokislitel'noi aktivnosti lipidov organov
u individual'nykh zhivotnykh raznykh vidov). E B Burlakova, G F Ivanenko,
A A Konradov, V M Maksimov, and L N Shishkma (Akademna Nauk SSSR,
Institut Khimicheskoi Fiziki, Moscow, USSR) Radiobiologua, vol 22, May-June
1982, p 301-306 20 refs In Russian
A study is presented of the possible relation between the two principal determi-
nants of an organism's radiosensitwty - sulfhydryl groups and lipid antioxidant
activity - in the sensitive organs of individual animals of different species Determi-
nations of thiol contents and lipid anitoxidant activity were made simultaneously
in the spleens and livers of individual rates, mice, golden hamsters and guinea
pigs Mathematical analysis reveals no linear or uniform correlation between the
two parameters either in individual animals, or in animals of different species It
is thus concluded that the levels of sulfhydryl groups and lipid anitoxidant activity
represent different aspects of cellular metabolism, both of which play a significant
role in determining radiation tolerance A L W
A82-38154 t Optimization of the conditions of modified cell irradia-
tion (Optimizatsiia rezhima modifitsirovannogo oblucheniia kletok). E K
Palamarchuk (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Fizicheskn Institut, Moscow, USSR) and
S V Semenov (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Fiziko-Tekhniches-
kikh i Radiotekhnicheskikh Izmerenn, Mendeleevo, USSR) Radiobiologua, vol
22, May-June 1982, p 307-311 6 refs In Russian
Results are presented of the optimization of a cell irradiation procedure on the
basis of a dynamic mathematical model describing the effects of ionizing radiation
on cells Numerical integrations of model equations were performed on a BESM-6
computer to obtain the temporal characteristics of preliminary sensitizing and
subsequent damaging radiation fluxes leading to the maximal death of cells of
different initial radiosensitivities for a given damaging radiation dose Model
parameters were taken from experimental data obtained in HeLa tumor cell
cultures The possibility of enhancing the damaging effects of the mam dose by
repeated preliminary sensitization is considered, and the potential for the sensiti-
zation of only one type of cell in a population with heterogeneous radiosensitivities
is noted A L W
A82-38155 t Radiation-induced shortening of the life span of D.
melanogaster. II - Sensitizing effects of 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridme (Radiat-
sionno-mdutsirovannoe ukorocheme prodolzhitel'nosti zhizni D. melano-
gaster. II - Sensibiliziruiushchee deistvie 5-brom-2-dezoksiuridina). A I
Potapenko, A P Akif'ev, and V I Ivanov (Moskovskn Inzhenerno-Fizicheskn
Institut, Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Khimicheskoi Fiziki, Moscow, USSR)
Radiobiologua, vol 22, May-June 1982, p 318-322 12 refs In Russian
A82-38156 t Radiation damage and recovery of mouse T-cells. IV -
Elimination of radiation-induced migration abnormalities in T-lymphocytes
(Radiatsionnoe porazhenie i vosstanovlenie T-kletok myshei. IV - Likvidat-
siia migratsionnykh defektov T-limfotsitov, indutsirovannykh oblu-
cheniem). A A lanlin, lu N Anokhm, and E F Polushkma (Akademna
Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Obninsk, USSR) Radiobiologua, vol 22, May-June
1982, p 341-345 15 refs In Russian
A82-38157 t Effects of cAMP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute radiation damage to the
organism. Ill - Comparative study of the properties of RNA synthesized in
a system of isolated liver and spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior to irradiation (Vlnanie
aktivatorov nakopleniia tsAMF na otdel'nye etapy ekspressii genoma v
kletkakh pri ostrom luchevom porazhenii organizma. Ill - Sravnitel'noe
izluchenie svoistv RNK, sintezirovannoi v sisteme izolirovannykh iader
kletok pecheni i selezenki obluchennykh krys i zhivotnykh kotorym pered
oblucheniem vvodili serotonin). B A Tsudzevich, L A Galkina, and N E
Kucherenko (Kievskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Radi-
obiologua, vol 22, May-June 1982, p 379-382 10 refs In Russian
A82-38158 t State of the lactate dehydrogenase reaction in the mus-
cular tissue of irradiated animals (Sostoianie laktatdegidrogenaznoi reakt-
sii v myshechnoi tkani obluchennykh zhivotnykh). I V Savitskn and A A
Mardashko (Odesskn Meditsmskn Institut, Odessa, Ukrainian SSR) Radiobi-
ologua, vol 22, May-June 1982, p 390-392 In Russian
The state of the reaction catalyzed by lactate dehydrogenase is studied as an
indicator of oxidative metabolism in the muscles of irradiated animals Lactate
dehydrogenase activity, isoenzyme levels and lactate and pyruvate levels were
determined in muscle taken from rats having undergone whole-body X radiation
at a dose of 5 82 gram roentgen A decrease in enzyme activity is found in cardiac
muscle on the third day following irradiation, followed by an increase to a peak
on the 15th day, while skeletal muscle showed a steady increase in activity to the
seventh day The activity of the second lactate dehydrogenase activity is ob-
served to increase steadily in cardiac muscle, while in skeletal muscle the activity
of the dominant fifth isoenzyme dropped after 1-3 days, then increased signifi-
cantly by the seventh day A slight increase in the lactate/pyruvate ratio is
observed in both tissues It is thus concluded that the processes of aerobic
metabolism are not affected by penetrating radiation in the early stages, and that
the role of anaerobic reactions increases only at the height of radiation sickness
A L W
A82-38159 t Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture during combined radiation and thermal injuries to rats
(Izluchenie radiozashchitnoi effektivnosti gazovoi gipoksicheskoi smesi
pri kombinirovannom radiatsionno-termicheskom porazhenii krys). R B
Strelkov, N G Kucherenko, M V Radzhapova, V D Baranov, A I Drozd, and
A I Bntun (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Obninsk, USSR) Radiobi-
ologua, vol 22, May-June 1982, p 392-395 11 refs In Russian
The possibility of using a breathing gas mixture containing 10% oxygen, which
has been found effective in protecting against the harmful effects of ionizing
radiation, to reduce the effects of combined radiation and thermal exposure is
investigated Rats were irradiated at total doses of 7 0, 8 5 and 1O 0 gram roent-
gen while breathing either the hypoxic gas mixture or room air, then subjected
to third-degree thermal trauma over 15% of their body surface Hypoxia is ob-
served to decrease the monbidity after 30 days of rats irradiated at all doses, with
a dose reduction factor of 1 25, corresponding to the magnitude of that observed
in rats subjected to radiation alone Morbidity is higher, however, and mean
lifetimes shorter, in rats exposed to both heat and radiation than in those undergo-
ing radiation alone, even when both groups are subject to the hypoxic gas mixture
during treatment ALW
A82-38160 t Equivalent doses, dose rates and times of chronic ex-
posure to ionizing radiation for various mammals (Ekvivalentnye dozy,
moshchnosti dozy i vremena khronicheskogo oblucheniia icniziruiushchei
radiatsiei dha razhchnykh mlekopitaiushchikh). V G Tiazhelova (Akademna
Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino, USSR) Radiobiologua, vol
22, May-June 1982, p 420-423 9 refs In Russian
A survey of data reported in the literature shows that three distinct stages of
clinical, biochemical and morphological changes are manifested in mammals
after chronic exposure to varying nonlethal doses of ionizing radiation Listed in
a detailed table are the characteristics for each of these three stages, such as
changes in the electrocardiogram, blood, and endocrine system The doses, dose
rates and times of chronic exposure necessary to produce equivalent physiologi-
cal effects characterized by each of the three stages are determined for humans,
dogs and mice N B
A82-38161 t Changes in the hemodynamics and efferent activity in
the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia under the stabilization of perfu-
sion pressure in carotid sinuses (Izmeneniia gemodinamiki i efferentnoi
aktivnosti v pochechnom nerve pri ostroi gipoksicheskoi gipoksii v us-
loviiakh stabilizatsii perfuzionnogo davleniia v karotidnykh sinusakh). O V
Baziliuk (Akademna Nauk Ukramskoi SSR, Institut Fiziologn, Kiev, Ukrainian
SSR) FiziologicheskuZhurnal(Ktev),vo\ 28, May-June 1982, p 285-289 9 refs
In Russian
A8z-3t5l62 t Baroreflex regulation of hemodynamics under ortho-
static effects /an investigation with a mathematical model/ (Baroreflektor-
naia reguliatsia gemodinamiki pn ortostaticheskikh vozdeistviiakh
/issledovanie na matematicheskoi model!/). R D Gngonan (Akademna Nauk
Ukramskoi SSR, Institut Kibernetiki, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Fiziologichesku Zhur-
nal (Kiev), vol 28, May-June 1982, p 298-301 In Russian
Mathematical modeling is used to investigate the role of the baroreflex from the
reflexogenic zones of the carotid sinuses and aortic arch compensating for distur-
bances to the central hemodynamics during simulations of changes in body
position Here, the head moves upward and downward from the horizontal to
angles of up to 90 deg It is shown that in comparison with antiortnostatic compen-
sation for an altered level of arterial pressure, compensation with orthostatism is
effected with less baroreflex stress By means of simulations on a model for the
deafferentation of aortic and smocarotid baroreflexes, it is shown that the method
of deafferentation does not allow a quantitative evaluation of the relative regula-
tory roles of these processes C R
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A82-38163 t The effect of repeated episodes of emotional stress on
heart activity and the content of monoammes in the heart (Vliianie mno-
gokratno povtoriaemogo emotsional'nogo stressa na deiatel'nost' serdtsa
i soderzhanie v nem monoaminov). I V Raitses (Ivano-Frankovskn Meditsm-
skn Institut, Ivano-Frankovsk, Ukrainian SSR) Fiziologichesku Zhumal (Kiev), vol
28, May-June 1982. p 302-305 10 rets In Russian
It is experimentally established that when rabbits are repeatedly subjected to
emotional stress, changes occur in heart rhythm, with bradycardia alternating
with tachycardia In addition, the electrical activity of the heart is lowered, and
ventricular extrasystoles are observed The arrhythmia is found to be accom-
panied by an increase in the amount of noradrenalme and its precursors and of
serotonin in the myocardium C R
A82-38164 t Features of mlcrocirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood and the activity of the antioxi-
dant system in people of various ABO blood groups (Osobennosti mikrot-
sirkuliatornogo gemostaza, gemokoaguliruiushchikh i fibrino liticheskikh
svoistv krovi i aktivnost' aktioksidantnoi sistemy u liudei razlichnykh grupp
krovi sistemy AVO). G A Loban' (Poltavskn Meditsinskn Stomatologicheskn
Institut, Poltava, Ukrainian SSR) Fiziologichesku Zhurnal (Kiev), vol 28, May-
June 1982, p 317-321 18 refs In Russian
A82-38165 t The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue respi-
ration (Vliianie geliia na gazoobmen i tkanevoe dykhanie). V A Berezovsku,
A I Nazarenko, and T N Govorukha (Akademna Nauk Ukramskoi SSR. Institut
Fiziologn, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Fiziologichesku Zhurnal (Kiev), vol 28, May-June
1982, p 353-358 31 refs In Russian
The various studies that have been carried out on the subject are surveyed
It is pointed out that many investigators believe that the effect of helium under
normal pressure is more physical than pharmacological On the basis of an
analysis of these investigations, it is contended that helium is not neutral in
relation to biological structure and that the effect of gases of the helium group
on physiological processes is realized through a modification of the physical
characteristics of the gaseous medium It is also maintained that inert gases can
exert a pharmacological effect by virtue of a change in cellular function brought
about by interactions at the molecular level C R
A82-38166 t The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under physi-
cal stress at mountain elevations (K kharakteristike gemodinamicheskikh
sdvigov pri fizicheskoi nagruzke v usloviiakh vysokogor'ia). L G Stepa-
nenko (Akademna Nauk Ukramskoi SSR, Institut Fiziologn, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR)
Fiziologichesku Zhurnal (Kiev), vol 28, May-June 1982, p 361-363 8 refs In
Russian
The changes that occur in central hemodynamic parameters in athletes at
mountain elevations are investigated The study is carried out on 13 oarsmen
ranging in age from 18 to 26 The subjects are given a week to adapt to a
temperature of 18 C and a relative humidity of 60% at elevations of 2200 m and
3500 m above sea level The circulatory systems of the athletes are found to
possess sufficient stability in relation to the lower content of oxygen in the blood,
a consequence of the physical stresses to which they are subjected and the lower
partial pressure of oxygen in the air The changes in the central hemodynamic
indicators at the two elevations are found to be adaptive, attesting the resistance
of the athletes to the effects of hypoxia C R
A82-38167 t Causes of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema (0 pri-
chinakh vysotnogo ostrogo oteka legkikh). E M Ismailov (Kirgizskn Meditsin-
skn Institut, Frunze, Kirgiz SSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologna i Eksperimental'naia
Terapua, May-June 1982, p 21-25 6 refs In Russian
Changes in functional systems and their possible participation in triggering
mechanisms of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema were studied in experi-
ments performed on male rabbits The development of the high-altitude edema
is discussed in relation to hypo- and hyper-protememia, hypo- and hyper-volemia,
the blocking of alpha and beta adrenoreceptors, tropmization, glomectomy, in-
creases in the central blood volume and pressure in pulmonary vessels, and
increases in the permeability of these vessels B J
A82-38168 t Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending on
the condition of the peripheral M-chohnergic systems (Ranniaia reaktsiia
krovetvornykh organov na stress-vozdeistvie v zavisimosti ot sostoianiia
perifericheskikh M-kholmoreaktivnykh sistem). lu B Deshevoi Patologi-
cheskaia Fiziologna i Eksperimental'naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 25-27 10
refs In Russian
Rats were subjected to six-hour immobilization during atropme block or acecli-
dme stimulation of the peripheral M-cholmergic receptors It is shown that the
injection of the agents produced no significant effect on the cellular reaction of
the bone marrow and lymphoid organs to the stress The injection of the agents
did alter the character of the poststress lymphopenia and neutrophilia It was
found that atropme injection intensified while aceclidme injection reduced the
degree of lymphopenia and neutrophilia B J
A82-38169 t The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DMA and
RNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in rabbit bone marrow during
the stimulation of erythropoiesis (Sintez iadernykh i mitokhondrial'nykh
DNK i RNK, sintez gema i globina v kostnom mozge krolikov pri stimulatsii
eritropoeza). lu O Goncharenko and A D Pavlov (Riazansku Meditsmsku In-
stitut, Ryazan, USSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologua i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua,
May-June 1982, p 36-39 18 refs In Russian
Biosynthesis in bone marrow cells for periods of 4 and 24 hours after hypoxia
and bloodletting was studied in experiments on rabbits Four hours after hypoxia,
the serum erythropoietm level increased and the synthesis of nuclear and mito-
chondnal RNA in the bone marrow was augmented, nuclear DMA synthesis
increased by the 24th hour It is found that erythropoietm produces a primary
activating effect on the differentiation of erythropoietm-responsive cells and a
secondary effect on the proliferation of erythropoietm-responsive cells and matu-
rating erythroid cells Changes in the synthesis of mitochondnal DNA, heme, and
globin were found to occur in phases, which was apparently associated with the
characteristics of bone marrow cell energy in the early and late periods of
hypoxia B J
A82-38170 t The effect of hypokmesia on the resistance of the heart
to hypoxia (0 vliianii gipokmezii na rezistentnost' serdtsa k gipoksii). E A
Markova, V M Gandziuk, and I L Popovich (Ternopol'skn Meditsinskn Institut,
Ternopol, Ukrainian SSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologua i Eksperimental'naia
Terapua, May-June 1982, p 46-50 19 refs In Russian
Experiments performed on white mice show that hypokmesia reduces the
heart's resistance to acute hypoxia and changes the character of the effects of
adrenaline and mderal on the heart's tolerance to hypoxia These data are ex-
plained in terms of heterochronous disease in the synthesis of protein structures
of the sarcolemma and myocardiocytic sarcoplasmic reticulum during hypo-
kmesia The cation pump capacity is reduced and a change occurs m the relation
between the effect of adrenaline on two differently directed processes determin-
ing the efficacy of oxygen utilization by the mitochondria B J
AB2-38171 t The effect of denervation and tendotomy on oxidative
phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of the rabbit and the resistance of
phospnorylation to uncoupling agents (Vliianie denervatsii i tendotomii na
okislitel'noe fosforilirovanie v skeletnykh myshtsakh krolika i rezistent-
nost' fosfonlirovamia k razobshchaiushchim agentam). M A Shvets
(Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Leningrad, USSR) Patologicheskaia Fizi-
ologua i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 76-78 10 refs In Rus-
sian
A82-38177 t Experimental and clinical study of a new immunoregula-
tory preparation - thymalin (Ekspenmental'noe i klinicheskoe izuchenie
novogo immunoreguliruiusnchego prepparata - timalma). V Kh Khavinson
andV G Morozov Voenno-Meditsmskii Zhumal, May 1982, p 37-39 In Russian
Results are presented of studies of the preparation, pharmacological proper-
ties and clinical applications of thymalin, a substance with immunoregulatoTy
properties Thymalin was first isolated from the thymus of the calf in 1971, by a
procedure involving acetone and acetic acid extraction to produce a polypeptide
complex containing thymarm as its active agent Injection of thymalin into thymec-
timized animals was found to facilitate the recovery of T-lymphocyte levels and
the immune response to thymus-dependent antigens In clinical studies on pa-
tients with various conditions connected with a disturbance of the immune system,
the administration of thymalin has been shown to aid healing or improve the
condition in a majority of cases, associated with increases in the activity and
quantity of T-lymphocytes and the normalization of various metabolic processes
with few side effects Thymalin is therefore recommended for a wide range of
medical purposes, including the improvement of human performance under con-
ditions where the state of the immune system determines tolerance to unfavora-
ble environments A L W
A82-38178 t The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot environment
(Ob effektivnosti potootdeleniia v usloviiakh zharkoi sredy). F T Eronm and
N F Koshelev Voenno-Meditsmskn Zhurnal, May 1982, p 42, 43 8 refs In
Russian
The relation of beverage consumption to the effectiveness of perspiration as
a cooling mechanism in a hot environment is investigated Measurements of
perspiration, beverage consumption, sweat evaporation and heat loss were made
in trained volunteers exercising in 34-34 5 C heat and drinking either water, a salt
solution, or a vitamin solution No significant differences were foun, in any of the
measured parameters with the exception of beverage consumption, for which
unpleasant tastes and appearances associated with the salt and vitamin drinks
are credited with reducing the amounts consumed It is noted, however, that most
of the sweat produced, amounting to as much as 1000 g/h, was evaporated from
the skin or clothing, and was thus effective in body cooling A L W
A82-38179 t Evaluation of vestibular function in flight personnel with
chronic diseases during stable remission (K otsenke vestibuliarnoi funktsii
u letnogo sostava s khronicheskimi zabolevaniiarni v period stoikoi remis-
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sii). E V Lapaev, O A Nakapkm, and O A Vorob'ev Voenno-Meditsmskn
Zhurnal, May 1982, p 44-46 11 refs In Russian
The status of vestibular nystagmus and vestibulosensory reactions in persons
with several chronic diseases not impeding flying activities is investigated Tests
of vestibular-autonomic tolerance to intermittent Conolis acceleration, nystagmus
upon undamped sinusoidal rotation, postrotational nystagmus, counter-rotation,
cupulometry and caloric stimulation of the labyrinth were performed on flight
personnel with various diseases while their respective diseases were in stable
remission Definite changes in vestibular function are observed for patients with
several conditions not preventing flying, most notable those with diseases of the
nervous system and cochlear neuritis It is thus recommended that flight person-
nel with histories of such conditions be evaluated by combined studies of ves-
tibulo-autonomic, nystagmic and sensory reactions A L W
A82-38180 t Some characteristics of the diurnal rhythm of physio-
logical functions of sailors in the tropics (Nekotorye osobennosti sutoch-
nogo ritma funktsii organizma u moriakov v tropikakh). V V Berdyshev and
G F Gngorenko Voenno-Meditsmsku Zhurnal, May 1982, p 47,48 In Russian
The diurnal patterns of central nervous system, thermoregulatory, cardiovas-
cular, respiratory adrenal cortical, vitamin C metabolic and mental and physical
work capacity parameters were investigated in sailors during prolonged cruises
in the tropics Evaluations prior to sailing show the patterns of 20 healthy sailors
to be essentially similar to those of groups in other climatic regions, with most
indicators reaching their maximal values at 1200 and 1600 hours in the absence
of a daytime nap, and a two-peak structure present when a nap is taken after the
midday meal In the initial period of the cruise, during the period of acute adapta-
tion, the average levels of the various parameters are observed to be shifted, and
diurnal rhythms exhibit a pronounced peak in the hot afternoon hours while the
daily curve was flattened Prolonged exposure to tropical conditions leads to
changes in the activity of the various systems, including an overall improvement
in cardiovascular functioning, a reduction in urinary 17-ketosteroid and vitamin C
excretion, an increase in work capacity and vascular resistance, and a pro-
nounced decrease in the markedness of the functional peak in the hot hours of
the day A I: W
A82-38268 Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body tem-
perature, maximal oxygen consumption and perceived exertion. I E Faria
and B J Drummond (California State University, Sacramento, CA) Ergonomics,
vol 25, May 1982, p 381-386 20 refs
The effect of time of day on maximal oxygen uptake, heart rate, body tempera-
ture, and the rated perceived exertion (RPE) during exercise was studied over a
24 hr day-night cycle Thirty-one subjects were randomly administered a tread-
mill test on 24 separate occassions, 48 hr apart, and the RPE determined at heart
rates of 130, 150 and 170 beats/mm Oral temperature and heart rate exhibited
parallel variance and were lower in the morning than afternoon or evening, while
the maximal oxygen uptake was stable throughouy 24 hr Heart rate and RPE
varied nonlmearly, with the RPE being higher at 02 00 and 04 00 hr than at 20 00,
22 00 and 24 00 N B
A82-38325 Rotating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep are
improved by applying Circadian principles. C A Czeisler (Center for Design
of Industrial Schedules, Boston, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA), M C
Moore-Ede (Harvard University, Boston, MA), and R M Coleman (Stanford
University, Stanford, CA) Science, vol 217, July 30, 1982, p 460-463 33 refs
The possibility of easing the transition of Circadian rhythms to different
schedules was examined in terms of swing shift worker schedules which were
shifted by a phase delay process A control group of employees, numbering 33,
changed shifts once per week while the experimental group, with 52 subjects,
followed a phase delay schedule with a complete shift change only once every
21 days The program continued for 9 mos, after which the previous complaint
rate concerning abrupt changes of shift dropped from 90 to 20% of the workers
rotating shifts Productivity, health, and turnover rates improved among the phase
shift delay subjects, indicating that work shift schedules which rotate by phase
delay with lengthy intervals between each rotation are more compatible with the
human Circadian rhythm system than are abrupt changes in schedules M S K
A82-38534 t Selecting optimal conditions for heart conservation in
weak aldehyde solutions by using mathematical methods of experimental
design (Vybor optimal'nykh rezhimov konservirovaniia serdtsa slabymi
rastvorami al'degidov s ispol'zovaniem matematicheskikh metodov
planirovaniia eksperimenta). V I Tel'pukhov, V A Shepelev, and A N Lisen-
kov (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Ek-
spenmental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 106-109 10 refs In
Russian
Heart conservation experiments were carried out, in vitro and in vivo, on 200-
300-g rats using weak aldehyde solutions, and a multiple-factor experiment was
used to optimize the conditions of heart conservation A regression model was
obtained for the principal effects involved, and aldehyde concentrations for con-
servation in vitro and in vivo as well as the amount of aldehyde in ml per 100 g
of animal weight were singled out as the most essential factors The optimum
values of these factors were then determined by using a two-level second-order
expenmental design, these values are aldehyde concentrations of 0 037 and
0 03% for in vitro and in vivo heart conservation, respectively, with 0 65 ml of
aldehyde used per 100 g of animal weight V L
A82-38535 t RNA-content distribution of cells from the normal and
atherosclerotic human aorta (Raspredelenie po soderzhaniiu RNK kletok,
vydelennykh iz normal'noi i vovlechennoi v ateroskleroz aorty cheloveka).
V A Kosykh, A N Orekhov, and V S Repm (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Eksoerimental'noi Biologu i Meditsmy, vol 93,
May 1982, p 104-106 7 refs In Russian
The distributions of RNA contents in cells from the intima and media of normal
and atherosclerotic human aortas are investigated Measurements of red fluores-
cence from acridme-orange-stamed nucleic acids were made by a flow cyto-
fluonmeter in cells isolated from 15 men aged 40 to 53 within 3 hours of death
by means of enzymatic dispersion Plots of the intensity of red fluorescence
against light scattering, an indicator of cell size, reveal the presence of two
subpopulations of cells in normal and atherosclerotic arteries Cells of subpopula-
tion A, with low RNA levels, are smaller than those in subpopulation B, with high
RNA levels Intimal cells from vessels with atherosclerotic lesions are observed
to exhibit a greater proportion of subpopulation A cells than those from normal
vessels, while the relative proportions of the two subpopulations in the medial
cells remained the same It is proposed that the cells of subpopulation A are less
active than cells of subpopulation B A L W
A82-38536 t Separation of bone marrow cells in mice by free-flow
electrophoresis (Razdelenie kletok kostnogo mozga myshei metodom
preparativnogo elektroforeza). V M Kotel'nikov, V P Reshchikov, N M Fer-
tukova, 0 A Gurevich, N A Rudneva, and G I Kozmets (Mmisterstvo Zdra-
vookhranenna SSSR, Institut Gematologn i Perelivanna Krovi, Moscow, USSR)
Biulleten'Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsmy, vo\ 93, May 1982, p 102-104 12
refs In Russian
A82-38537 t Study of RNA synthesis rate and DNA content in the
myocardium of new-born rats during adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia
(Izuchenie intensivnosti sinteza RNK i soderzhaniia DNK v miokarde novo-
rozhdennykh krys v protsesse adaptatsii k vysotnoi gipoksii). V A
Kononova (Kirgizskn Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Akusherstva i Pediatm,
Frunze, Kirgiz SSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsmy, vol 93, May
1982, p 100-102 12 refs In Russian
A82-38538 t The dynamics of quantitative changes of RNA in rat
cerebellum Purkinje cells in different functional states (Dinamika kohi-
chestvennykh izmenenii RNK v kletkakh Purkm'e mozzhechka krys pri ra-
zlichnykh funktsionaf'nykh sostoiannakh). Z A Mikeladze (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Institut Biologu Razvitna, Moscow, USSR, Tbihsskii Gosudarstvennyi Uni-
versitet. Tbilisi, Georgian SSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsmy,
vol 93, May 1982, p 94-96 12 refs In Russian
UV cytophotometry was used to study the time-dependent effect of vestibular
stimulation on RNA content in the Purkinje cells of the rat cerebellum The rats
were placed in narrow boxes which were rotated horizontally (60 rpm) for an
hour In order to evaluate the effects of stress and hypoxia, the RNA content was
examined in immobilized animals placed in the same boxes without rotation
Rhythmic quantitative changes in RNA content in the cytoplasm and nucleus of
Purkinje cells were observed upon vestibular stimulation of the cerebellum func-
tion In the nucleolus, changes in the RNA content were less pronounced Periodic
quantitative changes in the RNA content in the cytoplasm, nucleus, and nucleolus
of Purkinje cells were statistically significant in the majority of the rats, but weakly
pronounced B J
A82-38539 t The influence of the GABA-receptor blocker bicuculline
on the effects of fenibut and diazepam (Vliianie blokatora GMAK-retsep-
torov bikukullina na effekty fenibuta i diazepama). L Kh Allikmets, L K
Riago, and A M Nurk (Tarfuskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Tartu, Estonian
SSR) Biulleten'Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsmy, vo\ 93, May 1982, p 64,
65 9 refs In Russian
Fenibut (100 mg/kg) was found to suppress motility and emotional reactivity
but did not show any antiaggressive properties, whereas diazepam (2 5 mg/kg)
increased motility and decreased agressiveness in rats Bicuculline (1 25 mg/kg)
by itself did not cause any behavioral changes, though it was capable of coun-
teracting the effects of diazepam and potentiating those of fenibut Bicuculline
attenuated the rise in GABA but did not affect the increased content of HVA and
DOPAC after administration of fenibut B J
A82-38540 t Enzymes that detoxify active forms of oxygen and
lipoperoxide in expenmer.'al ischemia and myocardial infarction (Fer-
menty detoksikatsii aktivnykh form kisloroda t lipoperekisei pn ek-
sperimental'noi ishemii i infarkte miokarda). V Z Lankm, A Kh Kogan, A L
Kovalevskaia, G G Konovalova, D R Rakita, A N Kudnn, and A M Vikhert
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(Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, I Moskovskn Meditsmskn Institut. Moscow,
USSR) Biulleten' Eksperimental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93 May 1982, p
58-60 15 refs In Russian
The variation in the activity of superoxide dismutase, giutathione peroxidase,
and glutathione-S-transferase was studied in experimental ischemia and myocar-
dial infarction produced in rats The activity of the first two enzymes mentioned
decreased drastically two to fifteen minutes after ligation of the coronary artery
and remained at a reduced level during the observation period (14 days) The
activity of glutathione-S-transferase in the mfarcted zone of the myocardium
significantly decreased only by the third day of the experiment The activity of
giutathione penoxidase in the blood of patients with acute myocardial infarction
rose more than 1 5-fold B J
A82-38541 t Migration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in mice
after severe mechanical trauma (Kinetika migratsh stvolovykh krovetvor-
nykh kletok u myshei posle tiazheloi mekhanicheskoi travmy). V K Kulagm
and V N Aleksandrov (Voenno-Meditsmskaia Akademiia, Leningrad, USSR)
Biulleten' Eksperimental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 45, 46 7
refs In Russian
A82-38542 t Comparative study of systemic hemodynamics in nor-
motensive and hypertensive rats (Sravnitel'naia otsenka sistemnoi
gemodinamiki u normotenzivnykh i gipertenzivnykh krys). Sh I Ismailov
(Akademiia Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) and O S Medvedev
(Andizhanskn Meditsmskn Institut, Andizhan, Uzbek SSR) Biulleten' Eksperimen-
tal'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 38-40 9 refs In Russian
A82-38543 t The protective role of the forebrain with respect to
pathological cardiac reflexes (O 'zashchitnoi' roll perednikh otdelov golov-
nogo mozga v otnoshenu patologicheskikh refleksov na serdtse). G E
Samonina (Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten'
Eksperimental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 32-34 16 refs In
Russian
A study is presented of the relative importance of the facilitating and inhibitory
influences of the hypothalamus on adaptive and pathological cardiac reflexes
The adaptive cardiocardiac reflex was elicited by the expansion of a small balloon
in the right auricle and the pathological viscerocardiac reflex was elicited by the
stretching of the urinary bladder in frogs undergoing electrical stimulation of the
hypothalamus Hypothalamic stimulation is found to either enhance or reduce the
magnitude of the bradycardia produced by the viscerocardiac reflex and the
tachycardia produced by the cardiocardiac reflex Facilitation is observed in 27%
of the cases of simultaneous and 31 % of the cases of delayed reaction to the
cardiac stimulus, but in only 23% of simultaneous and 12% of delayed reactions
to the visceral stimulus Reversal of the direction of the reflex was also observed
The greater inhibitory influence of the hypothalamus on the pathological reflex is
thus seen as an instance of the physiologically beneficial control of lower nervous
centers by higher ones A L W
A82-38544 t Local cerebral blood flow dynamics during experimen-
tal ischemia (Dinamika lokal'nogo mozgovogo krovotoka pri eksperimen-
tal'nom ishemicheskom msul'te). L N Dorokhova, V A Sorokoumov, and V
A Tsyrlm (I Lemngradskn Meditsmskn Institut, Lenmgradskn Nauchno-
Issledovatel'sku Institut Kardiologn, Leningrad, USSR) Biulleten'Eksperimental'-
noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 29-32 6 refs In Russian
Changes in blood flow characteristics in various regions of the cerebral cortex
during experimentally induced local ischemia are investigated Experiments were
performed on anesthetized cats undergoing ischemia produced by the occlusion
of the middle cerebral artery Recordings of local cerebral blood flow made by
the hydrogen clearance method in 16 areas of the brain at various times after the
ischemic insult show marked changes in the cerebral blood flow patterns, includ-
ing enhancements and reductions in different areas, in both cerebral hemi-
spheres In addition, a disturbance in the mechanisms of cerebral blood flow
regulation is noted in tests involving the artificial elevation of systemic blood
pressure A L W
A82-38545 t Alterations in heart work rhythm during hyperactivation
of the anterior amygdaline nucleus (Izmenenie ritma serdechnoi deiatel'-
nosti pri giperaktivatsn perednego amigdaliarnogo ladra). G N Kryzhanov-
skn (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) and lu I Pivovarov
(Irkutskn Meditsmskn Institut, Irkutsk, USSR) Biulleten'Ekspenmental'noiBiologn
i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 26-29 16 refs In Russian
A82-38546 t The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose ganglion
during acute hemodynamic and respiratory disorders (Impul'snaia aktiv-
nost' neironov uzlovatogo gangliia pri ostrykh narusheniiakh
gemodinamiki i dykhamia). G I Kositskn, S 0 Mikhailova, and T M Semush-
kina (II Moskovskn Meditsmskn Institut, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Eksperimen-
tal'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 24-26 8 refs In Russian
A82-38547 t The role of central gray matter in the activation of
antipain systems of the rat's brain under stress (Rol1 tsentral'nogo serogo
veshchestva v aktivatsn protivobolevykh sistem mozga krys pri stresse).
E O Bragm, G F Vasilenko, and R A Dunnian (Tsentral'nyi Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skii Institut Refleksoterapn, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Eksperimen-
tal'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 22-24 6 refs In Russian
Electrolytic lesions of central gray matter (CGM) were induced in rats
Analgesia produced by stress (foot shock) was found to be significantly reduced
in the lesioned rats The baseline pain threshold measured by the hot-plate
method was significantly longer in CGM-lesioned rats The baseline tail-flick
latency was unaffected by the lesions The role of CGM in the regulation of pain
sensitivity in rats is considered B J
A82-38548 t An improved apparatus for venous occlusion plethys-
mography (Usovershenstvovannaia ustanovka dlia venoznoi okkliuzionnoi
pletizmografii). L f Bonsova (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow,
USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 17,
18 7 refs In Russian
An apparatus for venous occlusion plethysmography has been designed which
allows the simultaneous recording of changes in the volume of a limb segment,
and the rate and logarithm of these changes as the venous occlusion is effected
and removed The apparatus is based on a plethysmograph using a mercury-
rubber sensor mounted on the limb to detect changes in limb size according to
variations in sensor resistance, which depends on its length Following amplifica-
tion, plethysmographic signals are transmitted to a three-channel recording de-
vice directly, to obtain the plethysmographic curve, and after passage through a
signal differentiator (an operational amplifier) and a logarithmic signal amplifier,
to obtain the time rate of change and the logarithm of the limb volume, respec-
tively The device may be useful in studies of peripheral circulation in healthy
subjects and in persons with disturbances in peripheral circulation A L W
A82-38549 t Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline - The
calcium dependence (Dve fazy tonotropnogo deistviia adrenalina Kal't-
sievaia zavisimost'). L V Sorokm, O P lurchenko, and T M Turpaev (Akade-
mna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologn Razvitna. Moscow, USSR) Biulleten'
Ekspenmental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 15-17 12 refs In
Russian
The biphasic inotropic effect of adrenaline administered for a long time (30
minutes) was studied on a frog ventricular strip The decrease in contraction
amplitude became more pronounced as the intensity of Ca-ion introduction into
myocardial cells was potentiated by the increased frequency of stimulation and
calcium or adrenaline concentrations were increased Mechanisms of the adrena-
line-induced decrease in contraction amplitude are examined B J
A82-38S50 t The influence of the speed of blood flow in the carotid
artery on the hematocrit of the blood being delivered to the brain (Vliianie
skorosti krovotoka v sonnoi arterii na gematoknt krovi, raspredeliaemoi k
golovnomu mozgu). G I Mchedlishvili and M N Varazashvili (Akademna Nauk
Gruzmskoi SSR, Institut Fiziologn, Tbilisi, Georgian SSR) Biulleten' Eksperimen-
tal'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93, May 1982, p 12-14 8 refs In Russian
A82-38551 t The cholmergic nature of hypothalamo-cortical excita-
tory influence (Kholmergicheskaia pnroda gipotalamo-korkovykh voz-
buzhdaiushchikh vliianii). S N Kozhechkm (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten'Ekspenmental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93,
May 1982, p 10-12 13 refs In Russian
The excitatory effect of electrical stimulation of the ventrocaudal area of the
lateral hypothalumus on optical-cortex neurons in rabbits was observed mainly
in cells whose activity increased under the effect of acetylcholme applied micr-
oionophoretically Atropine applied microionophoretically decreased or com-
pletely blocked the hypothalamic excitatory effect as well as that of acetylcholme
Atropine did not change the depressing effect of the rostral region of the lateral
hypothalamus on the neural cortical activity It is found that the hypothalamo-
cortical excitatory relationships are M-cholmergic in nature B J
A82-38SS2 t Evidence of an immune mechanism of enzyme-nemos-
tasis regulation (Ookazatel'stvo immunnogo mekhanizma reguliatsii fer-
mentov gemostaza). N N Tsybikov and B I Kuznik (Chitmskn Meditsmskn
Institut, Chita, USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologn i Meditsmy, vol 93,
May 1982, p 8, 9 5 refs In Russian
Direct evidence was discovered of the immune regulation of homeostasis in the
blood coagulation system Autoantibodies that inactivate the appropriate en-
zymes were isolated from the plasma gamma-fraction and serum of nonimmu-
nized animals by affinity chromatography on the sorbents lla- and Xa-sepharose
The obtained mnmunoglobms displayed antienzymatic activity in pure systems
and revealed a cross reaction in HIT B J
A82-38553 t The detection of premorbid states and cardiovascular
diseases during medical examinations of seamen (Vyiavlenie predbolez-
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nennykh sostoianii i boleznei serdechno-sosudistoi sistemy pri meditsm-
skom osvidetel'stvovanii plavsostava). L I Alemikova, A N Gobzhelianov, I
I Saltykov. A G Putienko, and V P Knvunchenko (Bassemovaia Bol'nitsa na
Vodnom Transporte, Odessa, Ukrainian SSR) Sovetskoe Zdravookhraneme,
no 5, 1982, p 48-50 In Russian
A82-38SS4 t Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of patients
with disorders of blood circulation in the brain (K voprosu diagnostiki i
organizatsii lecheniia bol'nykh s narvsheniem mozgovogo krovoobrash-
chemia). V A Gusev, R L Kuvshmova, Z A Markova, V R Rubtsova, and A
V Shishkma (Riazansku Meditsmskn Institut, Riazan, USSR) Zdravookhraneme
Rossiiskoi Federatsii, no 5, 1982, p 35, 36 In Russian
A82-38SS5 t A study of temporary absences from work arising from
disorders of the circulatory system (Nekotorye voprosy izucheniia vre-
mennoi netrudosposobnosti pri bolezniakh sistemy krovoobrashcheniia).
N A Frolova, G S Mazanov, A N Branskaia, V L Krasnenkov, and T D
Kozlova Zdravookhraneme Rossiiskoi Federatsii. no 5, 1982, p 30-33 In Rus-
sian
The medical records of persons who missed work in a particular region be-
cause of illnesses of the circulatory system are reviewed The timeliness and
accuracy of the diagnosis in each case are studied, along with the reasons for
the diagnosis Hypertonic and ischemic disorders are found to be the most com-
mon The incidence of the illnesses, as reflected in time lost from work, is found
to be lower among workers on kolkhozes and sovkhozes than among workers
in urban areas Those absent from work for the longest periods tended to be
younger women and older men The importance of an early diagnosis and of
hospitalization is stressed C R
A82-38556 t The effect of long-wave ultraviolet radiation on cyclo-
phosphamide-induced levels of chromosome aberrations in the bone mar-
row cells of mice (Vlnanie dlinnovolnovogo ul'trafioletovogo izlucheniia na
indutsirovannuiu tsiklofosfamidom chastotu khromosomnykh aberratsn v
kletkakh kostnogo mozga myshei). V S Zhurkov, V P ll'm, and lu I Proko-
penko (Akaderrma Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Tsitologna i
Genetika, vol 16, Mar-Apr 1982, p 6-9 14 refs In Russian
A82-38S57 t Morphological and functional factors contributing to a
hypertomc heart (O nekotorykh morfofunktsional'nykh osnovakh for-
mirovaniia 'gipertonicheskogo serdtsa'). V A Frolov and G A Drozdova
(Universitet Druzhby Narodov. Moscow, USSR) Arkhiv Patologn, vol 44. no 5,
1982, p 35-41 8 refs In Russian
The changes in heart activity that occur at various stages of arterial hyperten-
sion are investigated from a morphological and functional viewpoint Experiments
are carried out on 239 chinchilla rabbits ranging in weight from 3 0 to 3 2 kg Three
stages are discerned in the development of a hypertomc heart The first stage
(from the first to the fourth week) is a preparatory stage leading to compensation,
the effects of overexertion manifest themselves and compensatory and adaptive
changes begin The second stage, from the sixth to the 10th week, is the compen-
sation stage Here, the process is stabilized and adaptive changes are strikingly
apparent in the cardiac muscle, in particular, hypertrophy of the myocardium The
third stage, from the 22nd to the 52nd week, is one of decompensation Here,
destructive processes develop in the myocardium, and the contractile ability of
the myocardium begins to weaken C R
A82-38S58 t Ultrastructural changes in the brains of rats subjected
to acute emotional stress (Ul'trastrukturnye izmeneniia mozga krys, pere-
nesshikh ostroe emotsional'noe perenapriazhenie). N N Bogolepov, L B
Verbitskaia, T I Belova, and K V Sudakov (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Zhurnal Nevropatologn i Psikhiatni im SS Korsakova,
vol 82. no 5, 1982, p 51-54 7 refs In Russian
Changes in neuronal and synaptic ultrastructure in the parietal region of the
cerebral cortex, the reticular formation of the midbram and the pons varilu follow-
ing acute emotional stress are studied in rats undergoing 2 hours of immobiliza-
tion Electron microscopic examination immediately, 1 hour and 24 hours after the
immobilization procedure reveals two types of ultrastructural changes The first
type, including peripheral chromatolysis of the nerve cells and cytoplasmic
changes including mitochondrial swelling, vacuohzation and changes in the
smooth endoplasmic reticulum, are of a functional, transitory character, being
significantly reduced 24 hours after immobilization The second type, on the other
hand, are of a more pronounced and resistant nature, including vacuolization of
the neuronal nuclei and marked changes in the synapses, and persist for at least
24 hours It is suggested that these changes may represent the morphological
basis for cerebrovisceral disorders developing after immobilization stress
A L W
A82-385S9 t The thermal pulsation method in the study of several
physiological mechanisms of the brain stem (Metod teplovoi pul'satsii v
issledovanii nekotorykh fiziologicheskikh mekhanizmov mozgovogo
stvola). V A bkhtenshtein (Dagestanskn Meditsmskn Institut, Makhachkala,
USSR) Zhurnal Nevropatologn i Psikhiatni im S S Korsakova, vol 82, no 5,
1982, p 44-50 14 refs In Russian
Results of physiological studies made using the application of thermal pulses
to the body surface in the nasolabile region are discussed. Thermal pulsations
have been observed to induce sleep, and thereby ameliorate neurotic and neurot-
ic-like conditions The somnogenic power of thermal pulsations has been noted
to be enhanced when the pulsations are synchronized with respiration, a fact
explained by the physiological thermopulsations normally experienced by the
nasal thermoreceptors during the course of the respiratory cycle A hypotensive
effect of clinical significance has also been noted during thermal pulsation, which
is attributed to local vascular dilation, along with an increase in peripheral blood
flow Results thus demonstrate the close relationship of thermoregulation with the
mechanisms of sleep regulation, respiratory functions and the regulation of blood
flow ALW
A82-38560 t The concentration of adenyl nucleotides and creatine
phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres during different manifestations of
stress (Soderzhanie ademlovykh nukleotidov I kreatinfosfata v polu-
shariiakh golovnogo mozga pri razlichnykh proiavleniiakh stressa). V V
Davydov, V P Tverdokhlib, and V S lakushev (Orenburgskn Meditsmskn Institut,
Orenburg, USSR) Zhurnal Nevropatologii i Psikhiatni im S S Korsakova vol
82, no 5, 1982, p 31-34 16 refs In Russian
Changes in cerebral high-energy phosphate metabolism occurring during vari-
ous manifestations of stress are investigated using as a model the development
of cardiac necrosis in previously stressed rats A marked increase in creatine
phosphate levels is found in rats subiected to both emotional-nociceptive stress
and cardiac necrosis with respect to intact animals and those subjected to stress
alone, while creatine levels fell sharply Whereas ATP levels remained constant
as a result of stress, cardiac necrosis led to a steady decrease in ATP levels,
accompanied by an increase in the levels of its decompostion products Results
indicate the importance of creatine and creatine phosphate in maintaining cere-
bral ATP levels, and suggest a possible pathogenetic mechanism for neurotic-like
conditions observed in many visceral ailments ALW
A82-38S61 t Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral circulation
under conditions of the altered gaseous composition of the blood (Prosta-
glandiny i reguliatsiia mozgovogo krovoobrashcheniia pri izmeneniiakh
gazovogo sostava krovi). E S Gabnelian and E A Amroian Akademna
Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Vestnik, no 5, 1982. p 38-45 13 refs In Russian
A82-38562 t An attempt at the classification of 'patient pharmacoki-
netic capacities' (Popytka tipizatsii 'farmakokineticheskikh sposobnostei
bol'nykh'). L B Nurmand and L S Mekhilane (Tartuskii Gosudarstvennyi Uni-
versitet, Tartu, Estonian SSR) Farmakologna i Toksikologua, vol 45, May-June
1982, p 79-82 14 refs In Russian
The individual pharmacokmetic capacities of a group of patients are studied on
the basis of the rates for the biotransformation of a single drug Levels of the
barbiturate barbamyl (Amobarbital) in the blood were determined at hourly inter-
vals for 6 hours following mgestion on an empty stomach in 42 female patients
with schizophrenia, seven with chronic alcoholism and three healthy women
Calculations of the absorption constant, distribution coefficient, residence half-
life, total clearance and elimination constant of the substance on the basis of the
concentration data allow the classification of the patients into three pharmacoki-
netic types average, slow and rapid The pharmacokmetic types are found to be
related to patient age, the duration of drug therapy, and especially the efficacy
of drug treatment, indicating the usefulness of pharmacokmetic capacities in the
prediction of the effectiveness of pharmacotherapy A L.W
A82-38563 t The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism of
certain vitamins in patients with fractures of the long tubular bones (Vliia-
nie kaliia orotata na obmen riada vitaminov v organizme bol'nykh s
perelomami dlinnykh trubchatykh kostei). R S Kuzdenbaeva, U Sh Shaik-
hiev, B A Utegenov, and S A Rystina (Aktiubmskii Meditsmskn Institut, Akti-
ubmsk. USSR) Farmakologna i Toksikologua, vol 45, May-June 1982, p 76,77
In Russian
A82-38S64 t Sword and scalpel (Mech i skal'pel'). A Kholmskaia
Khimna i Zhizn', May 1982, p 36-39 In Russian
A description is given of a laser knife developed in the Soviet Union known as
Scalpel-1, an optical quantum generator using CO2 The knife is designed for use
in operations on the stomach and intestines In discussing the advantages of
lasers in medicine, it is pointed out that they eliminate bleeding during operations
An account is also given of the way in which lasers can be used in skin trans-
plants They can also be used in cosmetic procedures, such as removing tattoos
CR
A82-38565 t Use of the thermovision method in the prophylactic ex-
amination of polar workers (Ispol'zovanie teplovizionnogo metoda pri
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provedenii profilakticheskikh osmotrov rabochikh Zapoliar'ia). A V Ivanov,
B A Sknpal', V F Taroev, and G P Gagarin (Ministerstvo Zdravookhranenna
RSFSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skaia Laboratorna Kompleksnykh Problem Gi-
gieny Truda s Klinikoi Professional'nykh Zabolevann, Kirovsk, USSR) Gigiena
Tntda i Professional'nye Zabolevanna, May 1982. p 56, 57 In Russian
The potential of thermography for the early detection of neurovascular and
osteoarticular disorders in the massive prophylactic examination of workers is
evaluated in workers of the arctic metal-working industry Thermograms of the
hands and the wrist, elbow and shoulder [Pints were recorded photographically
in 106 workers concurrently undergoing clinical and physiological studies About
30% of the workers exhibited asymmetries in skin thermotopography and a
reduction in thermal emission from the distal portions of the phalanges, which
were often but not always accompanied by complaints of numbness and elevated
sensitivity to cold Similar disorders were found in fitters and molders, indicating
the changes in skin thermotopography to be a result of the cold microclimate
rather than vibration Asymmetries in thermal emission from the large joints were
observed in about 57% of the molders, corresponding to previously detected or
unnoticed osteoarticular pathologies Results thus support the use of thermogra-
phy for the early detection of disorders induced by the combined effects of factors
in the work environment A L W
A82-38567 t Physiological and hygienic analysis of the response of
young truck drivers to their work load (Fiziologo-gigienicheskii analiz
reaktsii organizma molodykh voditelei gruzovogo avtotransporta na proiz-
vodstvennuiu nagruzku). A I Khmenko, V la Umanskn, lu E Liakh, and L L
Pshedromirskn (Donetskn Meditsmskii Institut, Donetsk, Ukrainian SSR) Gigiena
Truda i Professional'nye ZabolBvanna, May 1982, p 24-27 9 refs In Russian
gieny, Moscow, USSR) Gigiena i Santtama, Apr 1982, p 79, 80 16 refs In
Russian
A82-38S79 t A method of evaluating the functional state of the cen-
tral nervous system of a person performing work (K metodike otsenki
f unktsional'nogo sostoianiia tsentral'noi nervnoi sistemy cheloveka v prot-
sesse truda). I I Ponomarenko and G A Antropov (Moskovsku Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skn Institut Gigieny, Moscow, USSR) Gigiena i Samtania. Apr 1982,
p 59-61 In Russian
A method is described that makes possible a determination of quantitative and
qualitative indicators of the following the interactions of the first and second
signal systems, criteria for stress on the nervous system, and the ratios between
the principal nervous processes The state of the central nervous system is
evaluated by measuring the latent reaction time to light and then determining the
ratio between excitation and inhibitory processes The latent reaction time here
is measured in three series in which the light stimulus acts for 3-5 sec C R
A82-38580 t Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation (Ob
obosnovaniiakh gigienicheskogo normirovaniia iomziruiushchego izlu-
cheniia). I V Filiushkin and I M Petoian (Ministerstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR,
Moscow, USSR) Gigiena i Sanitama, Apr 1982, p 48-51 16 refs In Russian
It is pointed out that safety standards today are based on a linear concept that
does not recognize a threshold An alternative approach, one based on a recog-
nized threshold of carcinogenic effects, is described In deciding between these
two approaches, it is necessary to know whether a threshold is an actual biologi-
cal phenomenon The way in which the zero hypothesis can be used to |ustify both
approaches is demonstrated C R
A82-38568 t The effect of certain characteristics of work motions on
the tolerance of hand muscles to static exertions (Vliianie nekotorykh
kharakteristic rabochikh dvizhenii na vynoshvost1 myshts ruk k statiches-
komu usiliiu). N A Kokhanova, E F Shardakova, V V Elizarova, and F A
Kolosova (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Gigiena
Truda i Professional'nye Zabolevanna, May 1982, p 15-18 10 refs In Russian
A82-38569 t The conditions attending muscular strain in worV involv-
ing only a few types of movements (Usloviia vozniknoveniia myshechnykh
perenapriazhenii pri lokalnoi fizicheskoi rabote). lu V Moikin, N lu Tara-
senko, B E Anan'ev, S G Kropivko, D N Kriukova, A I Mironov, V V Piskunov,
A C Poberezhskaia, E N Pron'kova, and O I lushkova (Akademna Meditsm-
skikh Nauk SSSR, I Moskovsku Meditsmskii Institut, Moscow, USSR) Gigiena
Truda i Professional'nye Zabolevanna, May 1982, p 11-15 8 refs In Russian
Attention is given to the fatigue and overexertion that manifest themselves in
physical work performed by, say, only the hands The movements are of a
prescribed type, and they do not require that the entire body be in motion Fatigue
of the neuromuscular apparatus, which is related to the workload, is found to be
the principal cause of muscular strain For work involving only hand motion, a link
is found between the number of movements required by a particular type of work
and the incidence of such maladies as myalgia and myofascitis C R
A82-38581 t Effect of the combined administration of antibiotic-
resistant bifidobactena and the corresponding antibiotics on the survival
of Irradiated mice (Vliianie sochetannogo primeneniia antibiotikoustoi-
chivykh bifidobakterii i sootvetvuiushchikh antibiotikov na vyzhivaemost'
obluchennykh myshei). V M Korshunov, B V Pmegin, N P Ivanova, and V
N Mal'tsev (II Moskovsku Gosudarstvennyi Meditsmskii Institut, Ministerstvo
Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Biofiziki, Moscow, USSR) Zhurnal Mikrobi-
ologn, Epidemiologn, i Immunobiologn, May 1982, p 50-53 13 refs In Russian
A82-38582 t Delayed effects of the internal irradiation of endocrine
system in female rats (Otdalennye posledstviia vnutrennego oblucheniia
endokrinnoi sistemy samok krys). V I Dedov (Tsentral'nyi Institut Usover-
shenstvovanna Vrachei, Moscow, USSR) Akademna Nauk SSSR, Izvestna,
Senia Biologicheskaia, May-June 1982, p 454-458 8 refs In Russian
Experimental data are presented on the condition of rat endocrine system
several months after a single injection of selenium-75-selenium methionine The
development of harmful side effects such as tumors of the mammary gland,
uterus, and endocrine organs is shown to result from persistent disturbance of
the hormonal homeostasis induced by the internal radiation The principal patho-
genetic factors in the development of the tumors are high blood levels of estrogen
and prolactm combined with thyroxme deficiency V L
A82-38573 t Achievements and possibilities in the research being
carried out to protect workers in the 11th five-year plan from noise and
vibration (Itogi i perspektivy issledovanii po profilaktike vliianiia shuma i
vibratsii na rabotaiushchikh v odinnadtsatoi piatiletke). G A Suvorov
(Akademiia Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Gigiena Truda i Profes-
sional'nye Zabolevanna, May 1982, p 1-4 6 refs In Russian
A82-38577 t Histoenzymological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise (Gistoenzimologicheskie izmenenha u ek-
sperimental'nykh zhivotnykh pri vozdeistvii nepostoiannogo shuma). O K
Khmel'nitskn, Z G Gngor'eva, and K V Negnenko (Lenmgradskii Institut Usover-
shenstovanna Vrachei, Leningrad, USSR) Gigiena i Samtania, Apr 1982, p 92,
93 7 refs In Russian
Histoenzymological changes produced in various organs of rats exposed to 5
hours daily of transportation noise at an equivalent level of 65 dB over the course
of 60 days are investigated Measurements of the concentrations of glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase, peroxidase, succmate dehydrogenase and lactate
dehydrogenase in the follicular epithelium of the thyroid gland reveal a significant
enhancement in synthetic activity and hormone production at the expense of
glycolysis, the pentose cycle and the Krebs cycle following noise exposure Cells
of tne zona fasciculata of the adrenal cortex showed moderate changes indicative
of a reduction of energy-producing processes, while myocardial cells showed
evidence of an uncharacteristic activation of the pentose cycle A L W
A82-38578 t Setting hygienic standards to be applied to environ-
mental standards pertaining to the rolling stock of railroads and subway
systems (Voprosy gigienicheskogo normirovaniia faktorov sredy podvizh-
nogo sostava zheleznykh dorog i metropolitenov). A A Prokhorov and S
V Suvorov (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Zheleznodorozhnoi Gi-
A82-38583 t The effect of serotonin on the development of acute
hyperthermia in rats (Vliianie serotonma na razvitie ostroi gipertermii u
krys). A V Konusova (Novosibirsk!! Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Novosibirsk,
USSR) Akademna Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdeleme, Izvestna, Seriia Biologi-
cheskikh Nauk, Apr 1982, p 110-112 7 refs In Russian
Injections of serotonin creatme sulfate were administered to rats following
heating with a 250-W infrared lamp from a distance of 65 cm The prior heating
is found to accelerate the serotonin-induced overheating of the rat body to 42 C
after the injection, however, the skin temperature of rats injected with serotonin
is lower than that of rats in the control group The effect of serotonin is found to
be dose dependent and is attributed to heat transfer inhibition V L
A82-38584 t Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues in
rats under normal conditions and under stress during postnatal develop-
ment (Soderzhanie serotonina v penfencheskikh organakh i tkamakh v
norme i pn deistvii stressa v protsesse razvitiia krys). I I Lobacheva
(Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Tsitologu i Genetiki, Novosibirsk, USSR) Akade-
mna Nauk SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Izvestna, Serna Biologicheskikh Nauk, Apr
1982, p 112-116 20 refs In Russian
The serotonin levels of stomach, spleen, blood, and brain were determined in
4- and 16-day-old rats as well as in adult rats 70-80 days old The serotonin levels
are found to increase much more rapidly in peripheral tissues than in the brain
In response to immobilization, blood serotonin of adult rats increases, while
serotonin level in stomach decreases Stress-induced changes in the serotonin
content of peripheral tissues are not evident immediately after birth, but appear
at a certain point during postnatal development Thus, such changes were not
observed in 4-day-old rats but were marked in 16-day-old animals V L
A82-38S85 t The effect of laser radiation on lipid synthesis in yeast
(Deistvie lazernogo izluchemia na sintez lipidov v drozhzhakh). L P Koval'-
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chuk, S A Burtseva, and P N Razumovskn (Akademna Nauk Moldavskoi SSR,
Otdel Mikrobiologn, Kishinev, Moldavian SSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982,
p 554, 555 In Russian
A82-38586 t Nonthermal effect of nanosecond microwave pulses on
the transepitheliat transport ol sodium ions (Neteplovoe vozdeistvie SVCh
impul'sov nanosekundnoi dlitel'nosti na transepitelial'nyi perenos ionov
natriia). N D Deviatkov, Z S Chernov, O V Betskn, T A Novskova, and A V
Putvmskn (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Radiotekhniki i Elektronoki, Moscow,
USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 552-555 5 refs In Russian
Nonthermal biological effects of electromagnetic waves are investigated using
a newly developed relativist* microwave generator based on an explosive-emis-
sion electron accelerator The exposure of isolated frog skin to 10-ns microwave
pulses of a peak power of 30 MW, at a wavelength of 3 cm, is shown to result
in a marked acceleration of Na(+) transport during several minutes following
irradiation V L
A82-38587 t The mechanism of the microwave effect on the conduc-
tivity of bilayer lipid membranes (K mekhamzmu mikrovolnogo deistviia na
provodimost' bisloinykh lipidnykh membran). S I Alekseev, V V Chertish-
chev, lu A Kim (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino,
USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 545, 546 7 refs In Russian
The conductivity of bilayer lipid membranes modified with amphotericm B,
gramicidin C, and tetraphenylborate has been studied as a function of specific
absorbed power during microwave irradiation The relationship between conduc-
tivity change and specific absorbed power is found to be linear Experimental data
are shown to be consistent with the hypothesis that a microwave field affects
bilayer lipid membranes through local heating V L
A82-38588 t Ion currents through a neuron membrane during the
injection of cyclic nucleotides (lonnye toki cherez membranu neirona pn
m'ektsii tsiklicheskikh nukleotidov). E A Liberman, S V Minma, and N E
Shklovsku-Kordi (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Problem Peredachi Informatsii,
Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 542-545 13 refs In
Russian
A82-38589 t The flavin-dependent consumption of oxygen in mito-
chondria under illumination (Flavm-zavisimoe potreblenie kisloroda v
mitokhondrhakh pn osveshchenii). N L Vekshm and G P Mironov (Akade-
mna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino, USSR) Biofizika, vol
27, May-June 1982, p 537-539 7 refs In Russian
The use (absorption) of light by oxygen in an illuminated suspension of mito-
chondria from rat liver is described A 5% solution of copper sulfate is used as
the heat filter The consumption of oxygen ceases when the light is turned off
Alpha-ketoglutarate accelerates the consumption, but glutamate, beta-oxybuty-
rate, and succinate are found to have no effect Since rotenone and antimycm
retard the process only slightly, it is thought that the consumption cannot derive
from the respiratory chain Sodium azide, however, slows the process by half
The absorption of light by oxygen is therefore seen as a consequence of photo-
chemical involving a substrate, triplet flavins, and oxygen It is thought likely that
these reactions are for the photochemical oxidation of phospholipids and sub-
strates of the alpha-ketoglutarate type and that they involve triplet flavins and
singlet oxygen C R
A82-38590 t A comparison between the protonophonc and separat-
ing functions of weak dibasic acids (Sravnenie protonofornoi i razobsh-
chaiushchei funktsii slabykh dvukhosnovnykh kislot). E E Topaly, V P
Topaly.A F Kozhokaru, and A D Rakul (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologi-
cheskoi Fiziki, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 535-537
6 refs In Russian
The effect of five dibasic acids on the speed of mitochondnal respiration and
on the electrical conductivity of bilayer lipid membranes is investigated A correla-
tion is found between the physiological and protonophonc functions of the acids
The results are seen as supporting a chemosmatic mechanism for oxidative
phosphorylation C R
A82-38591 t The absence of the magnetic-field effect on Na/+/,
K/+/-dependent ATPase (Ob otsutstvii vhianiia magnitnogo polia na
Na/+/, K/+/-zavisimuiu ATFazu). M L Savich, M V Shcheglova, L M Raikh-
man, and A N Kuznetsov (Nauchno-lssledovatel'sku Institut po Biologicheskim
Ispytannam Khimicheskikh Soedmenn, Kupavna, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-
June 1982, p 532, 533 8 refs In Russian
A frequency analysis of macroscopic fluctuations is carried out The spectral
density, which shows how the variability of a process is distributed on the basis
of frequency, is chosen as the frequency characteristic Evaluations of the spec-
tral density are averaged The dependence of the density on frequency f is found
to have the shape of a hyperbola, which is seen as justifying the classification of
these macroscopic fluctuations as 1 /f processes C R
A82-38593 t Determination of blood-lipoproteid dimensions by opti-
cal methods (Opredelenie razmerov hpoproteidov krovi opticheskimi
metodami). S M Burkitbaev, G E Dobretsov, and E A Manykm (Moskovskn
Inzhenerno-Fizicheskn Institut, II Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Meditsmskn Institut,
Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 528, 529 8 refs In
Russian
A82-38594 t Specificity of action of monovalent cations on the AT-
Pase activity of myosin HMM-S-1 (Spetsifichnosf deistviia odnovalent-
nykh kationov na ATFazu subfragmenta HMM-S-1 miozina). Z I
Vishnevskaia (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino,
USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 527,528 In Russian
A82-38595 t Changes in man's constant electric field in the course
of adaptation to hypokinesia (Izmenenie postoiannogo elektncheskogo
polia cheloveka v protsesse adaptatsn k usloviiam gipokinezii) G N Zat-
sepina, S P Kuprm, S V Tul'skn, and M N Flerov (Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi
Universitet, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 520-526 10
refs In Russian
It is shown that the process of adaptation to hypokinesia after normal physical
stress, and vice versa, is characterized by equal values of the electric potential
difference between certain fixed points of the skin Once the state of adaptation
is reached, superposition of adaptation processes does not change the mean
value of the electric potential difference The level of adaptation is the upper
amplitude value of the electric potential difference for a healthy individual V L
A82-38597 t A study of the mechanism governing the different types
of behavior exhibited by the spiral excitation wave period in auricle and
ventricle (Issledovanie mekhanizma razlichnogo povedeniia perioda spi-
ral'nykh voln vozbuzhdemia v predserdii i zheludochke). A K Grenader and
G G Zurabishvih (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Push-
chino, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 505-508 9 refs In Russian
Sources of spiral excitation waves (reverberators) were generated in strips of
rabbit attrial and ventricular tissues by feeding a single, properly timed electric
stimulus It is found that the source period increases during the first seconds
following its appearance in attrial tissue, while showing little change in ventricular
tissue The relationship between changes in the source period and the refractori-
ness of heart tissue is investigated, and a model is proposed which accounts for
the observed differences in the bheavior of the source period in auricle and
ventricle V L
A82-38598 t Changes in the microelement content of muscles under
denervation (Izmenenie soderzhaniia mikroelementov v myshtsakh pn
denervatsii). M M Ogievetskaia (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Khimicheskoi
Fiziki, Moscow, USSR) and E L Zhuravleva (Ob'edmennyi Institut ladernykh
Issledovann, Dubna, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 501-504 10
refs In Russian
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry has been used to determine the contents of
Zn, Br, and Rb in the rat musculus gastrocnemius following denervation It is found
that by the third week after denervation, the concentration of microelements
increases in the denervated muscle and decreases in the intact muscle Analysis
of microelement content in the intact muscle has made it possible to identify two
stages in post-denervation changes hypertrophy and atrophy The differences in
the dynamics of concentration changes in denervated and intact cells suggest
that the rate of protein decomposition and microelement utilization in denervated
muscle cells are essentially different V L
A82-38599 t Proof of the existence of Ca/2+/-induced structural
changes in stems of myosin-contaming filaments of vertebrate skeletal
muscles (Dokazatel'stvo sushchestvovaniia Ca/2+/ - indutsiruemogo
strukturnogo perekhoda v stvolakh miozinsoderzhashchikh mtei skelet-
nykh myshts pozvonochnykh). V V Lednev, L K Srebnitskaia, A N Kornev,
and S B Malmchik (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Push-
chino, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 493-497 7 refs In Russian
A82-38592 t Attributing macroscopic fluctuations in aqueous solu-
tions of proteins and other substances to the class of flicker noise (Ob
otnesenii makroskopicheskikh fluktuatsii v vodnykh rastvorakh belkov i
drugikh veshchestv k klassu flikker-shumov). N V Udal'tsova (Akademna
Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27,
May-June 1982, p 529-531 11 refs In Russian
A82-38600 t Temperature characteristics of the ouabain-insensitive
sodium flux in frog muscles (Temperaturnaia kharakteristika uabam-
nechuvstvitel'nogo potoka natriia v myshtse hagushki). T G Ambartsumian,
G G Mankian, and S la Adamian (Akademna Nauk Armianskoi SSR, Fizicheskn
Institut, Yerevan, Armenian SSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 489-492
11 refs In Russian
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A82-38601 t Conditions leading to kinetic and thermodynamic iso-
topic effects in a cell (Ob usloviiakh poiavleniia kineticheskikh i ter-
modinamicheskikh izotopnykh effektov v kletke). A A Ivlev, D A Kmazev,
and A G Kaloshin (Vsesoiuznaia Akademua Sel'skokhoziaistvennykh Nauk,
Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 485-488 15 refs In
Russian
A study was made of the conditions associated with thermodynamic and kinetic
isotopic effects of carbon in metabolic processes The key role of kinetic isotopic
effects that occur at metabolic path bifurcations is demonstrated It is shown that
a kinetic isotopic effect involved in the reaction of pyruvate decarboxylation is the
principal element of the mechanism of isotopic carbon fractionation in cells
VL
A82-38602 t A possible explanation for the fluctuations in reflec-
tivity exhibited by bilayer liped membranes excited during electrostriction
(Vozmozhnaia prlroda kolebanii otrazhatel'noi sposobnosti blslolnykh
lipidnykh membran, vozbuzhdaemykh pri elektrostriktsii). V I Pasechnik
(Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27,
May-June 1982, p 469-474 16 refs In Russian
A82-38603 t A measurement of the size distribution of lipoproteins
in the plasma of human blood (Izmerenie raspredeleniia po razmeram lipc-
proteidov plazmy krovi cheloveka). A N Klimov, G E Shmelev, V A Noskm,
I F Mamontova, L G Petrova-Maslakova, and N S Parfenova (Akademua Nauk
SSSR, Leningradskn Institut ladernoi Rziki, Leningrad, USSR, Akademua Medit-
smskikh Nauk SSSR, Leningrad, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p
458-462 7 refs In Russian
It is shown that the optical displacement method can be used to investigate the
size distribution of hpoprotem particles The sensitivity of the method to changes
in the distribution during the incubation of lipoprotein particles is assessed under
various conditions In particular, it is shown that in incubating lipoproteins of low
density together with erythrocytes, donor properties of the lipoproteins relative
to cholesterol manifest themselves, in the incubation of high-density lipoproteins
with these cells, the result is more complex Here, the lipoproteins separated from
the hypercholesteremic plasma exhibit donor properties, whereas those obtained
from the plasma having a normal level of cholesterol exhibit acceptor properties
CR
A82-38604 t The conductivity of model protein-lipid membranes
(Provodimosf model'nykh belkovo-lipidnykh membran). S A Badzhinian
and K G Manukian (Akademua Nauk Armianskoi SSR, Institut Biokhimn, Yere-
van, Armenian SSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 450-453 11 refs In
Russian
Artificial membranes are reconstructed using proteolipids from the white sub-
stance of cattle brains The proteolipids differ in the extent to which they have
been purified and in the content (72,50-45,15-8 wt %) and qualitative composi-
tion of the lipids connected to them The conductivity of artificial membranes of
all three types of proteolipids in 0 1 -M solutions of alkali metal chlorides is found
to be higher by two to three orders of magnitude than that of bilayer membranes
composed of lecithin and the common phosphohpids of the brain In all cases,
membranes composed of proteolipids that are 85-92% protein have the highest
conductivity, and those of proteolipids that are 28% protein have the lowest
CR
A82-38605 t Gramicidin A-lnduced conductance of the muscle fiber
membrane (Indutsirovannaia gramltsidinom A provodimost' membrany
myshechnogo volokna). N E Shvmka, G Kafier, and V V Malev (Akademua
Nauk SSSR, Institut Tsitologii, Leningrad, USSR, Tsentral'nyi Institut Fiziologii i
Meditsmy Truda, Berlin, East Germany) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p
445-449 13 refs In Russian
The conductance of an isolated muscle fiber induced by gramicidin A has been
investigated by the method of double saccharose bridge under constant current
conditions It is shown that the conductance is directly proportional to gramicidin
concentration in the solution The results suggest that the gramicidin channel in
the muscle membrane is of dimer nature V L
A82-38606 t The incorporation of an erythrocyte membrane into pla-
nar bilayer lipid membranes (Vklluchenle membrany erltrotsitov v ploskie
bisloinye lipidnye membrany). I N Babunashvili and V A Nenashev (Akade-
mua Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchino, USSR) Biofizika, vol
27, May-June 1982, p 441-444 8 refs In Russian
The volt-ampere characteristics of planar bilayer lipid membranes modified by
vesicles from the erythrocyte membranes of rabbits are investigated The vesi-
cles contain amphotencin B and tetraethylammomum It is shown that for several
minutes after the vesicle makes contact with the membrane there is partial fusion
and that while this is occurring a bilayer is formed consisting of a layer of ery-
throcyte membrane lipids and a planar membrane layer Approximately 30 min-
utes later, the erythrocyte membranes are observed to enter the planar
membrane, this occurs either through fusion or through the embedment of the
sealed vesicle Higher temperatures are found to increase the probability of
fusion The sealed vesicles are embedded in the membrane asymmetrically, the
area of contact is always smaller than the area without contact C R
A82-38607 t An investigation of the conformational stability of inv
munoglobulin G in the monolayers at the phase boundary between aque-
ous solutions of NaCI and octane (Issledovanie konformatsionnoi
ustoichivosti immunoglobulinov G v monosloiakh na granitse faz vodnye
rastvory NaCI-oktan). L V Chasovnikova, N A Matveeva, and V V Lavrent'ev
(II Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Meditsinskii Institut, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika,
vol 27, May-June 1982, p 435-440 17 refs In Russian
A82-38608 t Light curves for photosynthesis under intermittent il-
lumination (Svetovye krivye fotosinteza pri impul'snom osveshchenii). V
I Zvalmskn (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologn Moria, Vladivostok, USSR)
and F F Litvm (Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR)
Btofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 410-414 8 refs In Russian
A mathematical description is proposed for the light curve typical of intermit-
tent-illumination photosynthesis for unicentral and multicentral organizations of
photosynthetic units It is shown that the curve shape is determined by the number
of photosynthetic units per domain (degree of multicentrality) and the efficiency
of energy migration between the units A criterion is proposed for distinguishing
between unicentral and multicentral photosynthetic unit organizations V L
A82-38609 t Thermodynamic parameters characterizing interaction
between polymer-absorbed ligand molecules (Termodinamicheskie
parametry, kharakterizvivshchie vzaimodeistvie mezhdu molekulami
Uganda, adsorbirovannymi na polimere). lu D Nechipurenko (Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Institut Molekuliarnoi Biologn, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27,
May-June 1982, p 391-398 11 refs In Russian
A82-38610 t Conformational dynamics of proteins and simplest
molecular 'machines' (Konformatsionnaia dinamika belkov i prosteishie
molekuliarnye mashiny). K V Shaitan and A B Rubin (Moskovskn Gosudarst-
vennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27. May-June 1982, p
386-390 13 refs In Russian
The stochastic nature of macromolecular dynamics and the coupling between
the functional activity and conformational mobility of proteins are discussed with
reference to experimental data obtained by Mossbauer spectroscopy It is shown
that the conformational motion of macromolecule fragments is realized by a
diffusion mechanism through conformational substrates An equation describing
the operation of a simple molecular 'machine' is obtained and its solution is
presented V L
A82-38611 t The temperature dependence of the H-1 NMR spectrum
of hydrated collagen (Temperaturnaia zavisimost' spektra laMr 1H gi-
dratirovannogo kotlagena). lu P Meshalkm, S P Gabuda, and A F Rzhavm
(Novosibirsk!! Gosvdarstvennyi Meditsinskii Institut, Akademua Nauk SSSR, In-
stitut Neorganicheskoi Khimu, Novosibirsk, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June
1982, p 375-379 7 refs In Russian
By analyzing the temperature dependence of the spin-spin interaction constant,
it is shown that the population probabilities for the donor and acceptor adsorption
centers on the collagen surface are 1/10 or less and zero, respectively, at
temperatures below 265 K At 265-283 K, the population probabilities are 1 /30
or less for the donor centers and zero for the acceptor centers Above 283 K, the
fine structure of the H-1 NMR spectra disappears due to destruction of the
clathrate-like structures of the protein hydrate shell V L
A82-38612 t The effect of urea and heat on the activity of lactate
dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase (Vliianie mo-
cheviny i tepla na aktivnost' laktatdegidrogenazy i ghukozo-6-fosfatdegi-
drogenazy). V I Stabrovskaia and A D Braun (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut
Tsitologn, Leningrad, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982, p 371-374 6
refs In Russian
The stability of lactate dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate dehydroge-
nase under exposure to urea and heat was investigated within the muscle system
and m an isolated state Both enzymes were found to have higher heat stability
than creatine kmase. glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase being the more stable
enzyme In the case of muscle exposure to urea, glucose 6-phosphate dehy-
drogenase had the highest stability and lactate dehydrogenase had the lowest
stability among the enzymes studied However, when the effect of urea was
investigated on isolated enzymes, glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase proved
to be the most labile of the enzymes studied V L
A82-38613 t Acridine orange inhibition of the ATPase activity of
myosin and its fragments (Ingibirovanie ATFaznoi aktivnosti miozina i ego
fragmentov akrldinovym oranzhevym). L G Filatova, I G Shtrankfel'd, D I
Levitsku, and N G Esipova (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki,
Pushchino, USSR, Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Molekuliarnoi Biologn, Mos-
kovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-
June 1982, p 368-370 8 refs In Russian
A82-38614 t Reactions of O-18 exchange in the myosin systems of
skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles (O-18-obmennye reaktsii v sisteme
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A82-38615
miozina skeletnykh, serdechnoi i gladkikh myshts). N S Panteleeva, E A
Karandashov, G G Ivanov, I E Krasovskaia, N V Kuleva, V M Danilova, and
M A Zueva (Lenmgradskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Leningrad, USSR,
Vsesoiuznyi Kardiologicheskn Nauchnyi Tsentr, Moscow. USSR, Kievskii Gosu-
darstvennyi Universitet, Kiev. Ukrainian SSR) Biofizika, vol 27, May-June 1982,
p 365-367 14 refs In Russian
A82-38615 t The effect of monovatent cations on the ATPase ac-
tivity and superprecipitation of actomyosin (Vliiame odnovatentnykh ka-
tionov na ATFaznuiu aktivnost' i superpretsipitatsiiu aktomiozina). G I
Pavliashvili, M Sh Simonidze, R M Kupatadze, and M M Zaalishvili (Akademiia
Nauk Gruzmskoi SSR. Institut Fiziologii, Tbilisi, Georgian SSR) Biofizika, vol 27,
May-June 1982, p 362-364 7 refs In Russian
A82-38694 F-actin is a helix with a random variable twist. E H Egel-
man, N Francis, and D J DeRosier (Brandeis University, Waltham, MA) Nature.
vol 298. July 8, 1982, p 131-135 21 refs Grant No NIH-GM-21189
Electron microscopic observations and modeling o1 disorder in the structure of
the F-actm filaments are reported Digitized electron micrographs of negatively
stained filaments were analyzed by Fourier transformations, layer line spaangs
were measured, and the number of units per turn were quantified The actin
filaments were found to untwist 0 5 deg per subunit A variable twist model is
constructed considering a constant axial rise of 27 3 A and a sequence of random
angular deviations An angular disorder of 10 deg was chosen and model pre-
dictions regarding the variability between cross-over points within a filament and
the effects of the transform of the filaments by the presence of a variable twist
were made It is concluded that actin filaments within cross-bridged bundles are
not helical and are governed by interfilament interaction M S K
A82-38698 Similar genes for a mitochondria! ATPase subunit in the
nuclear and mitochondria! genomes of Neurospora crassa. P van den Boo-
gaart, J Samallo, and E Agsteribbe (Gronmgen Rijksuniversiteit, Gronmgen,
Netherlands) Nature, vol 298, July 8, 1982, p 187-189 17 refs Research
supported by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver-Wetenschappelijk
The location and possible function of a nucleotide sequence on the mitochon-
dnal DNA of N crassa which encodes a dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD) pro-
tein are discussed along with its evolutionary origin Evidence for the genetic
character of the 225 nucleotide sequence includes a conservation of glycme in
three positions, argmine at one, prolme at one, and alanme at one. the conserva-
tion of the DCCD-bmdmg glutamic acid at another, the absence of histidme and
tryptophan. and the distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic ammo acid resi-
dues along the polypeptide chain Noting that the gene segment lacks a small
mRNA transcript, the possibility that the gene has recently become nonfunctional
is discussed The continued presence of the gene is taken as evidence that the
gene is active, has existed in Neurospora for a long time, and may have resulted
from the uptake of a foreign gene M S K
A82-38795 Changes in the human visually evoked cortical potential
in response to chromatic modulation of a sinusoidal grating. H M Retry, W
J Donovan, R K Moore, W B Dixon, and L A Riggs (Brown University, Provi-
dence, Rl) Vision Research, vol 22, no 7, 1982, p 745-755 38 refs Grant No
NIH-EY-0744
A82-38796 Contrast influence on perceived orientation. A Cattaneo
(CNR, Istituto di Neurofisiologia, Pisa. Italy) and D Spmelli (Padova, Universita,
Padua, Italy) Vision Research, vol 22, no 7, 1982, p 783-785 7 refs
When two gratings of slightly different orientation and equal contrast are
presented dichoptically the observer perceives a unique fused grating at an
orientation intermediate between the two It is shown that if the contrast of the
two gratings is different the perceived orientation of the fused grating depends
on the relative contrast of the two monocular images The results show that the
perceived orientation varies linearly with the contrast difference, provided that the
contrast values of the gratings presented to each eye are such as to give rise to
a fused image In these conditions, the perceived orientation is the average of the
two monocular orientations, weighted with their contrast (Author)
A82-38797 Effects of reference lines on displacement thresholds
at various durations of movement. C A Johnson and R P Scobey (California,
University, Davis, CA) Vision Research, vol 22,no 7,1982,p 819-821 14refs
Grants No NIH-R01-EY-03424, No NIH-R01-EY-01495
Subjects were exposed to a moving line and a reference line, both in vertical
orientation, in order to determine the threshold for detection of movement The
lines were projected on a CRT, with the mobile line being moved according to a
ramp function, with the slope of the ramp determined by the displacement and
duration of the stimulus Movements lasted from 10-2500 msec, and tnals were
run with and without reference lines The presence of the reference line was found
to reduce the movement displacement detection threshold at all time intervals
examined The thresholds were not linked to a constant velocity process Finally,
the use of reference stimuli was determined to result in acuity of 12-15 arcsec
among the subjects M S K
A82-38798 Color vision in the peripheral retina under photopic con-
ditions. U Stabell and B Stabell (Oslo, Universrtetet, Oslo. Norway) Vision
Research, vol 22, no 7, 1982, p 839-844 22 refs
A82-38799 Hyperacuity for luminance phase angle in the human
visual system. M J Morgan and R J Watt (University College, London, En-
gland) Vision Research, vol 22, no 7. 1982, p 863-866 12 refs Medical
Research Council Grant No G979/870/N
A moving target with identical trajectories in the two eyes appeared shifted in
depth if flickered with a phase difference between the eyes The direction of the
depth shift was the same as if the phase-lagging eye had been seeing the target
with a spatial advance in the direction of target motion Maximum acuity for this
effect was in the region of 7 deg of phase angle, which may be expressed as a
spatial difference between corresponding luminance points of about 13 sec arc
Acuity was approximately constant over a wide range of modulation periods from
50 to 150 msec when expressed in terms of phase angle, but fell off rapidly at
higher and at lower frequencies The results cannot be explained simply by either
conventional disparity theory or by spatio-temporal interpolation, but suggest that
inter-ocular correspondence is influenced by dynamic luminance information
(Author)
A82-38802 Absorption characteristics of prolate spheroidal mod-
els exposed to the near fields of electrically small apertures. A Lakhtakia,
M F Iskander, C H Durney, and H Massoudi (Utah, University, Salt Lake City,
UT) IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, vol BME-29. Aug 1982, p
569-576 20 refs
Irradiation of prolate spheroidal models of biological models by the near fields
of electrically small apertures is analyzed The solution procedure involves the
replacement of the aperture source by an equivalent configuration of electric and
magnetic dipoles The specific absorption rate induced in the irradiated object is
then calculated using the extended boundary condition method Numerical results
are presented for the exposure case where the incident electric field at the
spheroid location is parallel to the major axis of the model This polarization is
associated with the maximum low-frequency absorption in biological models and,
hence, is the most important polarization case in microwave • dosimetry
(Author)
A82-38823 # On the mathematical modelling of microbial age dy-
namic and some control aspects of microbial growth processes. J Ranta
(Technical Research Centre of Finland, Electrical Engineering Laboratory, Esbo,
Finland) Acta Polytechnica Scandmavica, Mathematics and Computer Science
Senes, no 35, 1982 107 p 164 refs Research supported by the Academy of
Finland, Alfred Kordelm Foundation, Emil Aaltonen Foundation, and Finnish Cul-
tural Foundation
The biomass age dynamic is studied, and it is shown that the model of the age
distribution dynamic can be converted into a feedback system described by a
Volterra type integral equation The letter's asymptotic properties show that the
age distribution can be stabilized only by using a dilution rate with the constant
specific growth rate, which is proposed The maximum sustainable yield is found
and it is shown that there is only one age distribution for which the process can
be stabilized, this being the eigenvector associated with the maximum eigenvalue
of the Leslie matrix The discrete model can be presented as a bilinear system
with stability properties Dynamic equations for the average age of biomass and
the variance of the average age can be produced, and the average age and age
distribution can describe changes in the intercellular states of the biomass Math-
ematically analogous statements can be formulated for other measures such as
the DNA or protein content C D
A82-38841 The nature and rate of occurrence of medical emergen-
cies on board Air France aircraft (Nature et frequence des urgences medi-
cales a bord des avions d'Air France). J Pasquet, J Lavernhe, and E
Dozolme (Compagnie Nationale Air France, Service Medical, Pans, France)
Medecine Aeronautique et Spar/ate, vol 21. 1st Quarter, 1982, p 14-17 In
French
Illnesses and injuries requiring medical attention on board Air France aircraft
during the years 1978-79 are discussed A total of 585 events requiring medical
attention and 379 uses of the emergency medical kit occurred, with seven in-
stances leading to the necessity of requesting radio-relayed instructions from the
ground A plurality of all incidents comprised benign neurological or neurotic
disotders such as excitement or anxiety, while 30 74 percent of the total cases
were actual injuries such as foreign bodies in the mouth or eye Twelve cases
needing surgical intervention were encountered, including appendicitis, pancreati-
tis, and bleeding ulcers The equipment, procedures, and the presence of a radio
are concluded to have proved efficacious in handling the medical events which
have happened on the flights M S K
A82-38842 Physiological stresses linked to flight on airliners (Con-
traintes physiologiques liees au vol sur les avions de ligne). J Colin (Service
de Sante des Armees, Paris, France) Medecine Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol
314
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21, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 18-22 In French
Pathological physiological conditions linked to flight on board aircraft are
caused either by characteristics of the cabin atmosphere, to motions of the
aircraft, or to normal functions of the aircraft, such as radio communications,
vibrations, etc Atmospheric problems which occur include hypoxia if pressunza-
tion is lost above 5000 m and barotraumatisms such as diaphragmatic spasms
due to exposure to the ambient pressures at 1800 m altitude Decompression is
most dangerous to persons who have been deep-sea diving very soon prior to
flight Some protection from high altitude ionizing and nomonizing radiation is lost
during flights, although the duration of flights is nominally short enough to ensure
no excessive radiation is absorbed by passengers Air sickness is largely elimi-
nated by high altitude cruising to avoid turbulence Finally, sound levels encoun-
tered in modern airliners are kept below the 80 dB levels which serve as a
standard above which physical damage can occur M S K
A82-38843 Medical emergencies in flight - Pathogenic aspects (Ur-
gences medicates en vol aspects pathogeniques). G Leguay (Hdpital Domi-
nique Larrey, Versailles, France) Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21,
1st Quarter, 1982, p 22-26 In French
Medical emergencies which occur during flight happen with a frequency of
1/17,271 passengers, are chiefly of a benign neurological nature, and in serious
cases mainly comprise coronary angina, epileptic crises, nephretic colic, or acute
abdominal pain Causes of myocardial anoxia, which is indicated by the presence
of angina, are explored, including those due to the cabin conditions and the
emotional stress experienced by the passenger Although high altitude flight does
offer precipitating circumstances which can lead to anginal pain, only 29 cases
have been observed thus far with 20,900,000 passengers Little evidence exists
for a significant role of flight in lithogenesis or renal colic, while cases of epileptic
fits have been observed at a rate of 37/20,897,000 passengers Contributing
factors which can be linked to flight are a lack of sleep, hyperventilation, and
intermittent lighting levels which precipitate photogenic attacks It is concluded
that most events occurring in flight are due to a disruption of normal living pat-
terns, a change of surroundings, fear of flying, or an alteration in medication
schedules M S K
A82-38844 Medical emergencies on board an airliner - Procedures
when a doctor is on board (Urgences medicates a bord des avions de ligne
- Conduite a tenir en vol en presence d'un medecin). P Fourn (Union de
Transports Aeriens, Pans, France) Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21,
1st Quarter, 1982, p 26-30 In French
A82-38845 Medical emergencies on board airliners - Procedures in
the absence of a doctor (Les urgences medicales a bord des avions de
ligne - Conduite a tenir en ('absence de medecin a bord). P Ledoux (Lignes
Aenennes Inteneures Air Inter, Paray-Vieille-Poste, Essonne, France) Medecme
Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 30-32 In French
Procedures which a flight attendant will follow in the event of a medical emer-
gency on board an airliner in flight when a doctor has not been found among the
passengers are reviewed An inventory is made of available medical supplies
after first aid has been givm to the stricken passenger Medications are adminis-
tered from the emergency medical kit where deemed necessary while other
utensils are improvised from material at hand Advice is gained by radio communi-
cations with the ground and emergency evacuation of seriously ill persons is
arranged to take place immediately upon landing Attention is given to the pro-
cess of examining the passenger, including skin color, location of pain, state of
consciousness, pulse, breathing, and an assessment of the threat to the person's
life due to heart malfunction A suitable posture must be found for the passenger
and oxygen from the emergency breathing apparatus must be ready M S K
A82-38846 Medical emergencies on board airliners - Ground man-
agement (Urgences medicates a bord des avions de ligne • Conduite a tenir
ausol). A van Elstraete and M Cara (Hopital Necker, Paris, France) Medecme
Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 33-36 In French
Ground-based assistance to medical emergencies on board an airliner in-flight
include the provision of medical information, the power to deny or comply with
a request for rerouting for an emergency landing, and to prepare assistance for
a stricken person whose plane lands French airports have on hand necessary
medical equipment, personnel, access to other branches of an international
aeromedical network, and the authority to accept a patient from a foreign aircraft
which has been diverted to an emergency medical landing A 24-hr radio monitor-
ing service for medical emergencies was established in 1973 to operate on a high
frequency unique side band reserved for medical calls Case-history examples
are outlined for instances of diverting an aircraft for an emergency landing, noting
the necessity of providing for medical services at airports in different countries
in order to provide life-saving medical care to seriously ill passengers M S K
A82-38847 Standards of physical condition for private pilots of air-
craft and gliders (Normes d'aptitudes medicales des pilotes prives d'a-
vions et de planeurs). J M Masson (Tours, Universite, Tours, France) and R
Auffret (Centre d'Essais en Vol, Laboratoire de Medecme Aerospatiale, Bretigny-
sur-Orge, Essonne, France) Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21, 1st
Quarter, 1982, p 37-39 In French
The establishment of legal jurisdiction and the levels of health necessary for
the obtaining and renewal of a private pilot's and glider pilot's license in France
are discussed The standards are noted to agree in the most part with interna-
tional agreements, particularly the Chicago Convention of 1944 which required
each signatory nation to ensure that pilot health standards were met domesti-
cally The doctor who qualifies a private pilot is held directly responsible for any
accidents or injuries which result from a debilitating physical condition which
existed during the physical examination A medical examiner is empowered to
request a review or supplementary tests, including sonograms, ECG, and more
frequent tests after the pilot reaches 40 years of age Particular visual acuity,
color perception and aural competency levels are outlined M S K
A82-38848 Aerobatics in light aircraft - Sensations and stresses
experienced by the pilot (La voltige sur avions legers - Sensations et
efforts subis par le pilote). C Lelaie Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol
21, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 40-42 In French
Physical stresses experienced by pilots of light aircraft during spins are catego-
rized into stresses from pitching motion in the vertical plane and angular accelera-
tions in rolls or side slip An increase in g forces of from 3 8 to 8 times normal
can be incurred The same forces can be induced in rolls and square and octago-
nal loops, where the maneuver places a maximum structural strain on the aircraft
for a short period of time A chief danger is in greying or blacking out of vision,
which occurs in degrees depending on the pilot's physical condition and ability to
concentrate, and may be lessened in effect by contraction of the abdominal
muscles Planning the rhythm of the maneuvers before entering the rolls is noted
to be necessary in order to retain control The geometry of aircraft rolls is exam-
ined, and it is noted that female pilots have displayed a greater capacity for the
physical stresses of extreme maneuvers than males M S K
A82-38849 Medico-physiological aspects of stunt-flying (Aspects
medico-physiologiques de la voltige aerienne). A Leger (Centre d'Essais en
Vol, Laboratoire de Medecme Aerospatiale, Bretigny-sur-Orge, Essonne,
France) Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21, IstQuarter, 1982,p 43-47
In French
Physiological stresses encountered by a pilot during aerobatic maneuvers may
be manifested in cardiovascular, sensonal, hormonal, and psychological effects
Cardiovascular consequences are caused by linear accelerations in the head-
buttock axis which produce both positive and negative loadings Rotations about
the same body axis produce sensory disonentation, arising from input to sensory
neural receptors which have evolved for ground-based activity Increased g
forces during flying maneuvers are tolerated inversely to the magnitude of the
increase, and depend on the state of fatigue, hypoglycemia, presence of alcohol,
and the heat of the environment in which the pilot sits A neural model is assumed
to physically exist, which stores possible tolerable orientations, shirts of orienta-
tions, and accelerations which a human might encounter, and the introduction of
sensations, shifting scenery, and accelerations on otolith organs is noted to
create a conflict between stimulated organs and expectations, leading to the
onset of motion sickness M S K
A82-38850 Physiological stresses in flying a sailplane (Les con-
tramtes physiologiques du vol-a-voile de performance). J P Crance and M
Pittaco (Nancy I, Universite, Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, Meurthe-et-Moselle,
France) Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21,1st Quarter, 1982, p 48-50
In French
Flying a sailplane requires constant attention, sometimes to the extent of 19-20
hr/day Consciousness must be focused efficiently on the ambient meteorologi-
cal conditions, the instruments, navigation, and obstacles which threaten collision
Continued deteriorating flying conditions, a lack of a place to land, and even a
lack of experience can lead to anxiety, fatigue, and errors in judgment Sitting for
long periods with the body inclined to the vertical by 40-50 deg, arms extended,
feet reaching the control pedals, and back m a bent posture can result in a
pathological lumbar condition Severe changes in interior cabin temperature can
be experienced among different terrains and at varying heights and exacerbated
by sweating Respirators must be used after an hour of flying at 4000 m, or 4 hr
at 2500-3500 m, or a 20 percent reduction in mental workload capacity occurs
Finally, hypoglycemia is a danger if a substantial meal is not consumed shortly
before take-off for a long flight M S K
A82-388S1 In-flight mcapacitation and pathology for the light air-
craft stunt-flyer (Incapacites en vol et pathologic de la voltige aerienne en
avion leger). B Froissart, A Herman!, and A Milhaud Medecme Aeronautique
et Spatiale, vol 2i, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 51-56 9 refs In French
The physiopathology of stunt flying is examined in terms of the stresses and
effects induced by vertical angular accelerations A total of 109 responses were
received from questionnaires distributed to pilots, asking 400 questions regarding
physiological phenomena observed by the pilots during and after stunt-flying
episodes The subjects' responses were categorized by the level of experience
and type of activity Specific queries were devoted to vertiginous and disonenta-
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tional experiences, painful vertebral syndromes, black-out, loss of conscious-
ness, convulsive trembling in the jaw or hands, and hiatal hernias during negative
acceleration A further investigation of causes of incapacity which led to accidents
and fatalities revealed factors such as alcohol consumption before flight, and
accelerations exceeding tolerance levels The pathology of stunt-flying was found
to be dominated by vertebral symptomology and problems with equilibration
M S K
A82-38852 The clinical selection of astronauts at the C.P.E.M.P.N.
(La selection clinique des spationautes au C.P.E.M.P.N.)- R Carre Mede-
ane Aeronaubque et Spatiale, vol 21, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 57-59 In French
The process of clinically qualifying astronaut candidates at the French
CPEMPN in Pans is reviewed A medical history dossier is completed by the
family doctor and the candidate before a one week clinical examination begins
An ECG is then taken for a 24 hr period, along with heart radiography, peripheral
pulse readings at different points, ECG readings during maximal exercise, and
phonocardiography at four frequency bands Spirography is employed to assess
ventilatory functioning, capacity, and reserves An EEG trace is obtained in nor-
mal and hyperventilation conditions, and thorough examination is made of the
lymphatic system, the thyroid, the genitals, rectum, and the abdomen by palpita-
tion All areas of the body are X rayed and laboratory tests are run in hematology,
serology, urinology, parasitology, blood chemistry, and enzymatic activity Clini-
cal and functional appraisal of the ophthalmological status is obtained and dental
health is assessed Conditions of rejection are discussed MSK
A82-38853 Vestibular screening of cosmonauts (Selection ves-
tibulaire des cosmonautes). A Leger and G Bezamat Medecme
Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21, 1st Quarter, 1982, p 60-63 In French
The methods employed in the first French clinical examinations of vestibular
tolerances of astronaut candidates at the CEMPN are reviewed Closely following
Soviet practices, the candidates are exposed to a continuous application of Corio-
lis accelerations Candidates are strapped into a seat which can be made to spin
at 0-8 turns/sec, with monitoring proceeding on vital physiological parameters
Trials are performed in short spin modes at 180 deg/sec, constantly reversing
the direction of motion, and in a long mode where spinning continues for tens of
seconds, with the subject occasionally required to tilt his (her) head in response
to an auditory signal Questionnaires are filled out regarding the candidate's
subjective assessment of motion sickness experiences Assessments are made
of the degree of nausea encountered, both from candidate reports and from
measurements of arterial pressure The severity of the tests is regarded as
suitable in order to avoid onsets of motion sickness in actual flights MSK
A82-38854 Orthostatic tests during cosmonaut selection (Tests
d'orthostatisme lors de la selection des cosmonautes). J L Poirier (Centre
d'Essais en Vol, Laboratoire de Medecme Aerospatiale, Bretigny-sur-Orge, Es-
sonne, France) Medecme Aeronautique et Spatiale, vol 21, 1st Quarter, 1982,
p 64-71 In French
Techniques for assessing the Orthostatic tolerance to weightlessness by as-
sessing the lower body negative pressure before flight are described The lower
part of the body is exposed to a lower barometric pressure than the upper part
by placing the lower body in a neoprene-sealed cylinder Another test is per-
formed wherein the subject is fixed in a web on a table and tilted back, head down,
at different inclinations lasting 10 mm each, interspersed with five minutes in the
horizontal position Continuous monitoring proceeds of ECG, arterial pressure,
and the volume variation and blood flow in the lower leg The state of return
circulation in the lower extremities is thus assessed, following the results of trials
performed on board Spacelab An assessment of the tolerance to Orthostatic
changes in the distribution of bodily fluids encountered during the first few hours
of spaceflight and the level of hypotension which will be sustained in the first week
after returning to the ground is possible with the techniques MSK
A82-39159 Mechanical chemical and bio-hazards. S M Siegel (Ha-
waii, University, Honolulu, HI) Advances in Space Research, vol 2, no 3,1982,
p 61-64
Mechanical and chemical hazards resulting from space activities are briefly
discussed, while biohazards are more extensively treated The toxic materials
that might be introduced into the atmosphere from mechanical and chemical
space activity would be so slight in quantity as to pose no significant threat
Biohazards include contamination of other planets by terrestrial microorganisms,
contamination of earth by extraterrestrial organisms, and contamination of earth
by mutated terrestnal organisms exposed to space environments It is concluded
that the environment on other planets, including Mars, is completely inhospitable
to terrestrial life forms, and that extraterrestrial forms would be so different from
those of earth that they would be unable to survive in the biosphere or parasitize
any organism on earth No mutant capable of infecting or otherwise disrupting the
earth's biosphere has ever been developed in scientific research, and any greatly
mutated organism would not survive C D
A82-39241 t Pathomorphological investigation of the mechanism of
cochlear damage caused by noise (Patomorfologicheskoe issledovanie
mekhanizma povrezhdenii ulitki shumom). L Voldnch (Ceskoslovenska
Akademie Ved, Ustav Experimental™ Mediciny, Prague, Czechoslovakia) Vest-
nik Otonnolanngologu, July-Aug 1982, p 23-26 7 refs In Russian
An investigation of the pathogenesis of inner ear damage in guinea pigs induced
by excessive noise shows that excessive noise has a dual influence on auditory
organs Sound intensity that exceeds the limits of the mechanical rigidity of the
exposed inner ear tissues (145 dB) destroys these tissues or their components
Repeated or prolonged exposure to sound at intensities not strong enough to
mechanically destroy the structural integrity of the inner ear (90 dB) causes the
auditory analyzer cells to die off due to an induced hyperactivity which results in
the exhaustion of the cell's metabolic capabilities N B
A82-39242 t Alterations of histochemical organization in the organ
of Corti under the influence of chronic noise (Izmeneniia v gistokhimiches-
koi organizatsii spiral'nogo organa pri khronicheskikh shumovykh voz-
deistviiakh). A B Karpanchev(MeditsmskaAkademna, Sofia, Bulgaria) Vestnik
Otorinolanngologii, July-Aug 1982, p 29-31 In Russian
A histochemical investigation of receptor cell metabolism in the organ of Corti
in guinea pigs is undertaken to study the effects of chronic noise exposure on
aerobic and anaerobic metabolism A high level of activity of two enzymes,
succinic dehydrogenase and lactic dehydrogenase, indicators of aerobic and
anaerobic metabolism respectively, is found in the outer and inner receptor cell
zones of the receptor structures of the organ of Corti When the animals are
exposed to chronic noise (85-90 dB), the activity of these enzymes decreases in
some experimental animals, as reflected by a lower concentration of the reaction
product in the outer and inner receptor cells In addition to cells showing a lower
activity, some cells show very little alteration of the reaction intensity These
alterations are morphological and cytochemical expressions of adaptation, over-
strain and primary degeneration of receptor cells N B
A82-39243 t Application of xylite for the detection of labyrinthine
hydrops (Primenenie ksilita dlia vyiavleniia vnutrilabinntnogo gidropsa). V
T Pal'chun, V I Aslamazova, O A Buianovskaia, and T S Poliakova (II Moskov-
skii Meditsmskn Institut, Moscow, USSR) Vestnik Otonnolanngologu, July-Aug
1982, p 35-38 10 refs In Russian
The use of xylite for detecting labyrinthine hydrops (Meniere's syndrome) is
examined in order to find a compound more suitable for detecting this condition
than glycerol, which has serious side effects and cannot be used in many patients
Xylite was administered in single oral doses of 0 75 to 1 5 g/kg body weight to
40 patients with Meniere's syndrome and its effects on auditory threshold values
and several biochemical parameters of blood serum (potassium, sodium, sugar,
total protein, osmolanty) were studied Xylite in doses of 1 to 1 5 g/kg body weight
significantly increased the levels of sugar, potassium and osmolanty and altered
the auditory thresholds of the patients The maximum dehydrating effect was
obtained 2 hr after a xylite intake of 0 75-1 g/kg body weight and 1 hr after doses
of 1-1 5 g/kg body weight, the latter being twice as fast as for a like amount of
glycerol Thus, xylite can be used effectively to diagnose Meniere's syndrome
NB
A82-39244 t Alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser irradia-
tion as detected by electron microscopy (Elektronno-mikroskopicheskoe
izuchenie izmenenli v retseptorakh ushnogo labirinta pri vozdeistvii laz-
era). M P Nikolaev, V F Anichm, O P Tokarev, and lu L Tverskoi (Moskov-
skaia Klmicheskaia Bol'nitsa imeni S P Botkma, Mmisterstvo Zdravookhraneniia
RSFSR, Moskovsku Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Ukha, Nosa i Gorla, Mos-
cow, Leningradskn Sanitarno-Gigienicheskn Meditsmskn Institut, Leningrad,
USSR) Vestnik Otonnolanngologu, July-Aug 1982, p 39-44 11 refs In Russian
Laser irradiation of the vertical semicircular canal in rabbits was conducted to
assess its usefulness in the surgical treatment of ear diseases such as Meniere's
syndrome The receptor apparatus was examined by electron microscopy at
periods of 1 hr, 3 days and 1 month following pulsed laser irradiation at 250 J/sq
cm The cellular structure was completely destroyed in the vertical semicircular
canal within 1 hr after irradiation, but the cellular structure of the other receptors
was not damaged, although erythrocytes were observed both in the endolym-
phatic space and in the interstitial tissues After three days, again no structural
elements were observed in the vertical semicircular canal However, in the re-
maining receptors, several ultrastructural changes had occurred, including bend-
ing of the stereocilia on the apical surface of the ampullar receptor, an outflow
of part of the supporting cells' cytoplasm into the endolymphatic space, and
cytoplasmic vacuolization No structural damage was found after 1 month, al-
though there were ultrastructural changes in the meylm nerve fibers Thus, laser
irradiation exerts only a locally destructive effect on the semicircular canal, and
the ultrastructural changes observed in the other ear receptors are general
biologic actions which occur under the influence of external factors N B
A82-39283 t The cortical regulation of human motion (Korkovaia reg-
uliatsiia dvizhenii cheloveka). E B Sologub Leningrad, Izdatel'stvo Meditsma,
1981 184 p 228 refs In Russian
The book presents results of the electroencephalographic study of systems in
the cerebral cortex involved in the control of human motor activity Problems
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associated with the recording of EEGs during the performance of muscular work
are considered, and techniques for EEC recording during intensive exercise are
presented which are suitable for use under laboratory and field condit'ons The
general characteristics of EEGs during muscular work are then discussed, and
the specific changes associated with particular motions are examined The forma-
tion, characteristics, programming, actualization, regulation and noise tolerance
of cortical functional systems controlling motion are then discussed, and the
problem of the automatization of human motions is considered Attention is also
given to mterhemispheric relations during motor activity, impairments in cortical
systems of motor control in fatigue and neuroses, and the relation between
cortical control systems and motion effectiveness A L W
A82-39286 t Otoneurological symptoms and syndromes (Otonev-
rologicheskie simptomy i sindromy). N S Blagoveshchenskaia Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo Meditsma, 1981 328 p 146 refs In Russian
The book considers the auditory and vestibular symptoms and syndromes
which are encountered as a result of cerebral and peripheral damage at various
levels Following a review of vestibular and auditory anatomy and physiology and
the methods available for the study of the vestibular and auditory analyzers,
symptoms and syndromes associated with impairments of these analyzers are
discussed on the basis of vast clinical experience Methods examined for the
detection of vestibular symptoms include the recording of spontaneous nystag-
mus either visually or by means of electronystagmography, and vestibular tests
involving caloric stimulation and rotation The differentiation between peripheral
and central vestibular syndromes is also considered, and the classification of
vestibular disorders as a function of the phase of the disease and the degree of
vestibular compensation is discussed Clinical symptoms and syndromes indica-
tive of auditory disorders addressed include noises, hypercausia, and auditory
hallucinations, and the use of the Weber experiment to differentiate between
cochlear and retrocochlear lesions is discussed A L W
A82-39290 t Histamme in biochemistry and physiology (Gistamin v
biokhimii i fiziologii). I L Vaisfel'd and G N Kassil' Moscow, Izdatel'stvo
Nauka, 1981 280 p 710 refs In Russian
Various aspects of the way in which histamme figures in the physiology of
human beings and animals are considered Recent theories on the biosynthesis
and metabolism of this widely distributed biogenic amme are presented,'as are
assessments of its importance in the neurohumoral regulation of bodily functions,
in biochemical transformations, and in the diurnal rhythm of formation and excre-
tion Also considered are the normal working of histamme and its effect when it
is interfered with in certain ways Attention is given to the importance of the
synthesizing and splitting enzymes that bind and liberate factors in the mech-
anisms by which histamme works on cells, organs, physiological systems, and the
organism as a whole The interaction of histamme with other biologically active
substances, serotonin in particular, is discussed C R
A82-39416 t Current problems concerning the vestibulo-ocular in-
teraction (Sovremennye problemy zritel'no-vestibuliarnogo vzaimodeist-
viia). A A Mit'km (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Psikhologn, Moscow, USSR)
Uspekhi Fiziologicheskikh Nauk, vol 13, July-Sept 1982, p 56-81 233 refs In
Russian
Results of recent research on the tn-neural reflex arc linking the receptors of
the labyrinth with the external muscles of the eyes are reviewed, emphasizing the
plasticity and adaptivity of the vestibular-eye movement reaction, which is depen-
dent upon the participation of many nerve structures and the close interaction of
afferent-efferent mechanisms in various levels of integration The mam aspects
that are discussed include the dual character of the link between the vestibular
and ocular systems, the integrated functions of the vestibular nuclei, the role of
the pontomedullar reticular formations in the organization of vestibulo-ocular
responses, the adaptive changes in the vestibulo-ocular interactions conditioned
by the vestibular section of the cerebellum, the participation of the central and
peripheral zones of the retina in evaluating the parameters of movement and the
postural reactions of an organism, and the unity of the mechanisms of the vestibu-
lar and optical nystagmus N B
A82-39417 t Systemic mechanisms of homeostasis (Sistemnye
mekhanizmy gomeostaza). A N Medelianovskn (Akademna Meditsmskikh
Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Uspekhi Fiziologicheskikh Nauk, vol 13, July-
Sept 1982, p 96-126 209 refs In Russian
A systemic theory of homeostasis is developed, in which the basic organiza-
tional forms of the inner medium that provide adaptive behavior for an organism
in its interactions with the surrounding medium are considered Graphic models
of regulation mechanisms and the direct material-energetic interactions of the
most important factors of an organism's inner medium are presented These
models are suitable for a general representation of structural mechanisms of
homeostasis and for the formation of algorithms for bioregulation of artificial
organs The role of mechanisms for the search of optimal conditions of the inner
medium is discussed, and the applied modeling of these mechanisms is consid-
ered A quantitative method is developed for the analysis of the state of a func-
tional system which maintains the conditions of the inner medium This systemic
method is based on the modeling, separation, and synchronous registration of the
values of the most important indicators, and the calculation of the indicators of
the efficiency and the steadiness of the system N B
A82-39422 Is the CH4, H2 and CO venting from submarine hydro-
thermal systems produced by thermophilic bacteria. J A Baross, M D
Lilley, and L I Gordon (Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR) Nature, vol 298,
July 22. 1982, p 366-368 27 refs NSF-supported research, Contract No
N00014-79-C-0004
The results of chemical, physical, and microbiological analyses of microbial
cultures obtained from eight hot water samples from black and white smoking
chimneys and on a chimney wall obtained at the East Pacific Rise at 21 deg north
are presented The cultures were high in concentrations of H2S, Mn, and Fe and
were found to be capable of growing in 86 C water The culture from the hottest
water held the highest amount of H2S, while the surrounding water had the lowest
observed pH Mixed cultures at 100 C displayed a 37-65 mm generation time in
a medium containing S, Mn, Fe, and NaHCO3, and were found to be giving off
CH4 and H2 The results are concluded to be important for the fields of prokar-
yotic evolution, marine geochemistry, industrial microbiology, and exobiology
M S K
A82-39423 Ligation of ohgonucleotides by pynmidine dimers - A
missing 'link' in the origin of life. R J Lewis and P C Hanawalt (Stanford
University, Stanford, CA) Nature, vol 298, July 22, 1982, p 393-396 22 refs
Grant No NIH-GM-09901-20
It is reported that thymidme oligonucleotides annealed to polydeoxyadenylate
on DMA strands can be hgated end-to-end by UV irradiation by means of thymme
dimerization of the terminal nucleotides in adjacent oligonucleotides Direct
photoreversal of the linkages is then possible with 254 nm UV radiation, although
cleavage by the bactenophage T4 endonuclease V, is not possible Further dis-
cussion is given to the possibility that high molecular weight polynucleotides in
primordial seas were generated from oligonucleotides by pynmidine dimenzation
induced by solar UV radiation without a protective ozone layer It is suggested
that cyclobutane pynmidine dimer which is hostile to DNA replication and survival
in present day organisms once played a role in the prebiotic assembly of primor-
dial genetic material MSK
A82-39426 t Abiogenic synthesis of the peptide bond. II (Abiogennyi
sintez peptidnoi sviazi. II). L N Moiseeva, R F Zaiats, and T E Pavlovskaia
(Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimii, Moscow, USSR) Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Izvestna, Seriia Biologicheskaia, Mar -Apr 1982, p 230-241 81 refs In
Russian
Experimental approaches to abiogenic peptide synthesis in heterogeneous
conditions are surveyed along with mechanisms of such synthesis An examina-
tion of heterogeneous polycondensation of ammo acids with the participation of
their active forms indicates that mineral matrices can carry out catalytic functions,
leading to different mechanisms of polycondensation for homogeneous and
heterogeneous conditions, and to increased polymerization of ammo acids The
specific character of abiogenic peptide synthesis in open systems is also consid-
ered B J
A82-39427 t Metabolism of the thermophilic hydrogenous bacterium
Pseudomonas thermophila K-2 (Metabolizm termofil'noi vodorodnoi bak-
terii Pseudomonas thermophila K-2). E E Emnova and A K Romanova
(Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Mikrobiologn, Moscow, USSR) Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Izvestna, Serna Biologicheskaia, Mar -Apr 1982, p 271-283 39 refs In
Russian
A82-39428 t Mycelial fungi, isolated from the ice sheet of the central
Antarctic (Mitselial'nye griby iz tolshchi lednika tsentral'noi Antarktiki). S
S Abyzov (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Mikrobiologn, Moscow, USSR) and L
A Behakova (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimii i Fiziologii Mikroorganiz-
mov, Pushchmo, USSR) Akademna Nauk SSSR, Izvestna, Seriia Biologiches-
kaia, May-June 1982, p 432-436 23 refs In Russian
Microbiological analyses of core samples from the central Antarctic ice sheet
have identified various microorganisms, including mycehal fungi preserved for a
long period of time in a state of anabiosis Attention is given to certain morphologi-
cal peculiarities of the fungi, which are apparently associated with the long-term
effect of extremal conditions B J
A82-39429 t Investigation of the cardiovascular system during pro-
longed space flights on board the Salyut space stations (Issledovamia
serdechno-sosudistoi sistemy v dhtel'nykh kosmicheskikh poletakh na or-
bital'nykh stantsiiakh 'Saliut'). A D Egorov. I V Alferova, O D Anashkm, V
I Bernadskn, Z A Golubchikova, M V Domracheva, O G Itsekhovskn, I I
Kas'ian.V R Liamm, and A P Poliakova(MmisterstvoZdravookhranennaSSSR,
Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Izvestna, Seriia Biologicheskaia, July-Aug 1982, p 485-498 38 refs In
Russian
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A82-39430
The effects of weightlessness on the cardiovascular system of cosmonauts
during space flights lasting up to six months are investigated Changes in blood
circulation indicators measured at rest and during dynamic tests both during and
after the flights showed no linear dependence on the length of the flight and, in
general, did not increase with a lengthening of flights from one to six months The
changes in the central hemodynamics were reflected by an initial increase in the
systolic volume and a longer, continuing increase from preflight levels in the
circulatory minute volume The changes in the phase structure of the cardiac
cycle at rest were characterized by a reduction of the isometric phases of con-
traction and relaxation and a prolonging of both the sphygmic phase and the rapid
filling phase The regional hemodynamics showed an increase in the venous
pressure of the jugular vein, and in the veins of the antebrachium and the tibia
Also, several parameters of arterial pressure and the peripheral resistance
showed a slight tendency to decrease Functional tests conducted during and
after the flights showed a decrease in the orthostatical tolerance and physical
efficiency of the cosmonauts, but this decrease remained at a constant level
during flights of up to 5-6 months N B
A82-39430 t The microflora of the central Antarctica glacier and con-
trol methods for the sterile isolation of an ice core for microbiological
analyses (Mikroflora lednika Tsentral'noi Antarktiki i metody kontrolia ste-
ril'nogo otbora ledianogo kerna dlia mikrobiologicheskikh analizov). S S
Abyzov, V la Lipenkov, N E Bobm, and B B Kudnashov (AN SSSR, Institut
Mikrobiologii, Moscow, Leningradskn Gornyi Institut, Gosudarstvennyi Komitet po
Gidrometeorologn i Kontroliu Prirodnoi Sredy, Arkticheskn i Antarkticheskn
Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut, Leningrad, USSR) Akademna Nauk SSSR.
Izvestua, Serna Biologicheskaia, July-Aug 1982, p 537-548 31 refs In Russian
A82-39431 Field sensitivity of the 'red' mechanism derived from
primate local electroretmogram. R M Boynton (California, University, San
Diego, CA) and W S Baron (SRI International, Life Sciences Div , Menlo Park,
CA) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982, p 869-878 25 refs Grants No
NIH-EY-01451, No NIH-EY-01579
Using the local ERG in response to a long-wavelength stimulus as an indicator,
field sensitivity functions have been obtained from cynomolgus macaque mon-
keys (Macaca fasciculans) with flashed and smusoidally flickering test stimuli
These functions show the reciprocal of the relative radiance, for various adapting
wavelengths, required to reduce a 667-nm test response to a criterion level The
resulting functions resemble both Stiles's pi and the S sub R function of Smith and
Pokorny, provided that pis and S sub R are displaced about 7 nm toward longer
wavelengths, in agreement with microspectrophotometric evidence When field
sensitivity functions are obtained with a 20 Hz sinusoidal test stimulus, using a
continuous change of field wavelength, the direction of a slow spectral traverse
has a large effect upon the shape of the sensitivity and phase functions - a
hysteresis effect These effects do not occur at 5 Hz The test light is proven to
be ineffective upon G cones, and it appears unlikely that measurably significant
signals are significantly induced into G cones as an indirect result of the modula-
tion of R cones Therefore, the steady background light absorbed in the G cones
seems to be influencing the response of the R cones (Author)
A82-39432 Model of the accommodative mechanism in the human
eye. J F Koretz and G H Handelman (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
NY) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982, p 917-927 24 refs Grant No
NIH-EY-02195
A82-39433 Effect of chromatic adaptation on the achromatic locus
- The role of contrast, luminance and background color. J S Werner
(Colorado, University, Boulder, CO) and J Walraven (Centrale Organisatie voor
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek, Instituut voor Zmtuigfysiologie
TNO, Soesterberg, Netherlands) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982, p
929-943 54 refs
The influences of background chromaticity and luminance and stimulus con-
trast on chromatic adaptation are studied in an experiment involving a white test
field superposed on a range of background colors Stimuli were presented as a
flashed annulus superimposed on a circular background field, with the observer
task being to adjust the intensities of the two complementary test beams making
up the stimulus so as to maintain an achromatic (white) appearance The shift in
chromaticity of the achromatic point is found to be in the direction of the
chromaticity of the background, with the magnitude of this shift depending directly
on background luminance and inversely on contrast Results support a model of
chromatic adaptation in which the transient test and steady background fields are
nonadditive, in that the background field only affects the test flash by altering the
gam of cone pathways, the Vos-Walraven cone spectral sensitivities are applica-
ble, and a proportionality is found between the attenuation of dim and bright test
flashes A L W
no 8,1982, p 967-982 30 refs Medical Research Council of Canada Grant No
MT-5201, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council Grants No
A-0323, No A-9939, Grants No PHS-EY-02248, No AF-AFOSR-78-3711.
A82-39435 Global visual processing for saccadic eye movements.
J M Fmdlay (Durham, University, Durham, England) Vision Research, vol 22,
no 8, 1982, p 1033-1045 26 refs Medical Research Council of England Grant
No G977/865/N
Four experiments are reported in which saccadic eye movements are exam-
ined when the eye moves to targets in peripheral vision which consist of two
discrete stimuli It is found that under a variety of conditions, the saccade ampli-
tude is such that the saccade lands at an intermediate position between the
stimuli This result has been termed the global effect and is interpreted as an
influence of the global target configuration on the saccade amplitude It is sug-
gested that this phenomenon may be explicable in terms of activity in an ensem-
ble of cells with large receptive fields The experiments demonstrate the global
effect in the situations of rapid automatic tracking, scanning for target detail and
comparison of target configurations The effect depends in a systematic quantita-
tive manner on the properties of the visual stimuli This may be loosely described
by saying the saccade is directed to the center of gravity of the target configura-
tion But the saccades are generally directed closer to the near target than
predicted by the geometric center of gravity (Author)
A82-39436 Retinal location and visual localization during pursuit
eye movement. L Mitrani and G Dimitrov (B'lgarska Akademna na Naukite,
Institut po Fiziologua, Sofia, Bulgaria) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982, p
1047-1051 9 refs
Experiments were performed to measure the mislocation of a brief visual
stimulus presented during pursuit eye movements in different places over the
retina The results obtained show that the mislocation for regions 5 deg from
fovea in the direction of motion is greater than in fovea This fact shows that some
kind of reorganization takes place in the visual localization mechanisms during
pursuit eye movements The results cast doubts on the concept of 'perception
time' which is often used to explain the visual mislocation phenomenon
(Author)
A82-39437 Temporal sensitivities to square-wave gratings, saw-
tooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals - More evidence for multiple
spatial frequency channels in human vision. T Nagano ahd K Yamagami
(Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Electrotechnical Laboratory,
Sakura, Ibaraki, Japan) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982, p 1053-1056 10
refs
A82-39438 Discrimination and detection thresholds - The effect of
observer criterion on the spatial properties of chromatic and achromatic
mechanisms. I R Moorhead and J E Saunders (City University, London, En-
gland) Vision Research vol 22, no 8, 1982, p 1057-1060 9 refs
A82-39439 Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength path-
ways. B A Wandell, J Sanchez, and B Quinn (Stanford University, Stanford,
CA) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982. p 1061-1069 35 refs Grant No
NIH-5-R01-EY-03164-02
The simultaneous detection/discrimination method is applied to the mech-
anisms mediating the detection of long- and middle-wavelength test lights The
results suggest the following (1) a test light detected by a signal initiated primarily
in the long-wavelength receptors will be ultimately detected by different sets of
nerve cells, depending upon the background illumination, (2) the discnminability
of two test lights depends upon their duration, even when the lights are equated
(at threshold) for visibility (Author)
A82-39440 Gravity and the tilt aftereffect. J M Wolfe and R Held
(MIT, Cambridge, MA) Vision Research, vol 22, no 8, 1982, p 1075-1078 18
refs Grants No NIH-EY-01191, No NIH-EY-02621
Wolfe and Held (1981) have reported that, following monocular exposure to a
tilt aftereffect-inducing stimulus, bmocularly measured tilt aftereffects were sig-
nificantly smaller than either monocularly or mterocularly measured effects In-
terocular effects are those measured in the eye not exposed to the adapting
pattern They are smaller than monocular effects The present investigation has
the object to provide support for an hypothesis considered in the earlier study,
taking into account the difference between the chevron and tilted grating versions
of the tilt aftereffect The ability of gravity to alter the grating results but not the
chevron results is found to suggest that the grating results are produced, in part,
by a binocular process not active in the chevron experiment The hypothetical
binocular process would be subject to vestibular influences G R
A82-39434 Neurons in cat visual cortex tuned to the direction of
motion in depth - Effect of positional disparity. M Cynader and D Regan
(Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada) Vision Research, vol 22,
A82-39448 t Abiogenic synthesis of the peptide bond. I (Abiogennyi
smtez peptidnoi sviazi. I). L N Moiseeva, R F Zaiats, and T E Pavlovskaia
(Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biokhimn, Moscow, USSR) Akademna Nauk
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A82-40309
SSSR Izvestiia, Sena Biologicheskaia, Jan-Feb 1982, p 26-43 65 refs In
Russian
Various experimental approaches for the abiogenic synthesis of the peptide
bond in homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions are reviewed, and the likeli-
hood of each of these processes being involved in the origin of life is examined
The role of the different energy sources, as well as the thermodynamic and
physical requirements, in these processes is also discussed Synthesis of the
peptide bond under homogeneous conditions can occur in four general ways
thermal polycondensation of ammo acids at high temperatures, polymerization of
ammo acids and their precursors under the influence of prebiological condensa-
tion agents of the carbodnmide type, polycondensation of ammo acids with the
participation of polyphosphate, and polycondensation of ammo acids with the
participation of ammoacyladenilate Synthesis under heterogeneous conditions
involves polycondensation of ammo acids on the surface of minerals N B
A82-39507 # Selection and training of European astronauts (Auswahl
und training Europaischer Raumfahrer). K E Klein, J R Hordmsky, and L
Vogt (Deutsche Forschungs - und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, In-
stitut fur Flugmedizm, Bonn, West Germany) Luft- und Raumfahit, vol 3, 2nd
Quarter, 1982, p 35-38, 40-42 11 refs In German
Planning for the participation of European astronauts in the Spacelab mission
is discussed The historical development of the plan, the design concept for the
spacecraft and lab, and the preliminary astronaut selection process in Europe are
described, including the roles of ESA and NASA Training for the mission is
discussed, including training not directly concerned with the scintific goals of the
mission and that directly concerned with the payload The ESA training program
is detailed, and ideas for furthering biomedical training are discussed along with
training procedures using mission and experiment simulation C D
A82-39541 Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences flight ex-
periments. T M Olcott (Lockheed Research Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA)
Lockheed Horizons, Summer 1982, p 36-47
The goals, procedures, and equipment for the Shuttle life sciences program,
which will assess effects of microgravity environment on humans, allow continu-
ous observations of humans in space, and include exobiological experimentation
are described Physiological and metabolic changes caused by microgravity will
be monitored, along with variations due to sex, motion sickness, and bone demin-
erahzation The role of gravity in plant growth will be assessed, as will plant and
animal gravity propnoceptive mechanisms, the interaction of gravitational forces
and stress or light, and effects of microgravity over several generations Details
of the Spacelab facilities and experiments are discussed in terms of the use of
a plant growth unit, and animal holding facility, a general purpose work station,
a vestibular research facility, and accelerators and a centrifuge M S K
A82-39569 # Approaches to the study of the hypothalamus-pituitary
gland relationship (Neki od pnstupa izuchavaniu khipotalamus-khipofiza i
mekhamzma povratne sprege). P N Martmovich In Collection of papers
dedicated to Pavle Savic on the occasion of his 70th birthday
Belgrade, Srpska Akademna Nauka i Umetnosti, 1980, p 111-121 33 refs In
Serbo-Croatian
Experimental studies relating to hypothalamus-pituitary gland relationships are
summarized Particular attention is given to ovulation induced in rats by mechani-
cally produced lesions in the region of the pituitary stalk, the effects of X-rays on
anterior hypophysis, and hypothalamus releasing factors and the control of the
anterior pituitary function B J
A82-39570 # Modeling and simulation in the study of certain biologi-
cal systems (Modelovanje i simulatsija u ispitivanju nekikh bioloshkikh
sistema). Z Damjanovich In Collection of papers dedicated to Pavle Savic on
the occasion of his 70th birthday Belgrade, Srpska Akade-
mna Nauka i Umetnosti, 1980, p 123-131 In Serbo-Croatian
Various aspects in the use of mathematical models and computer simulation
to study basic biological processes are examined Particular attention is given to
the use of simulation in studies of metabolism and excitability B J
In Remotely piloted vehicles, International Conference, 2nd, Bristol, England,
April 6-8, 1981, Supplementary Papers Bristol, England,
University of Bristol, 1982, p 25 1-25 3 5 refs
The human factors of system design are concerned with the many facets of
the man in the system The range covers not only the design of the man-machine
interfaces and the general working environment but also wider issues such as
task performance, selection, training and |Ob design As part of a research pro-
gramme studying the human factors of RPV systems, a ground control station
simulator was commissioned This paper reviews the evolution and use of this
simulator as a system research and development tool (Author)
A82-39792 t The histochemistry of enzymes in specific skin glands
of the European hedgehog /Ennaceus europeaus/ during hibernation (Gis-
tokhimiia fermentov spetsificheskikh kozhnykh zhelez evropeiskogo ezha
/erinaceus europaeus/ v period zimnei spiachki). V E Sokolov and N K
Dzhemukhadze (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Evoliutsionnoi Morfologn i ekolo-
gn Zhivotnykh, Moscow, USSR) Akademna Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol 264, no
6, 1982, p 1492-1494 15 refs In Russian
A82-39793 t The participation of the lymphatic system in the resis-
tance of an organism to hypoxia (Uchastie limfoidnoi sistemy v rezistent-
nosti organizma k gipoksn). V T Antonenko, N P Pen'kovskaia, and V I
Danileiko (Kievskii Institut Usovershenstvovanna Vrachei, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR)
Akademna Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol 264, no 6, 1982, p 1511-1513 13 refs In
Russian
The relationship of changes in the cellular metabolism of the lymphatic system
with the formation of resistance to altitude hypoxia is investigated Mice were
miected mtraperitoneally with anti-thymocyte and anti-cytochrome sera and sub-
jected to conditions equivalent to 11,000 m above sea level in an altitude cham-
ber The survival times of the mice increased by 5 and 104 times following
injections (0 5 ml) of anti-thymocyte and anti-cytochrome sera respectively, while
normal rabbit serum only slightly increased the survival times In addition,
anticytochrome injections induce decreases in the amount of lactic acid found in
the liver, while after 24 hr the amount of lactic acid increases by 65-120% The
antihypoxic effect of the anti-cytochrome serum is linked with anti-cytochrome
oxidase antibodies, since no antihypoxic activity remains after the serum is boiled
The antihypoxic effect is observed 30-60 mm after the injections of anti-
thymocyte and anti-cytochrome sera N B
A82-40277 # Experimentally determined pilot models using hovering
VTOL flight data. D Andnsani (Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN), S M
Bourne, and C F Gau American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, 9th, San Diego, CA, Aug 9-11, 1982,
Paper 82-1294 12 p 10 refs Contract No N62269-81-C-0729
It is pointed out that the successful design of manned aircraft and their flight
control systems requires careful attention to the dynamic interaction of the pilot
and the vehicle The present investigation is concerned with this interaction for
a hovering VTOL The specific approach employed in the investigation involves
the use of time domain parameter identification methods to determine the math-
ematical model of the human pilot In connection with the conducted research the
pilot was told to precisely hover a VTOL aircraft, the X-22A, over a landing pad
which moved in semirandom step like manner The reported research involves
an attempt to obtain time domain pilot models from transient responses of a
manned VTOL Attention is given to the employed two-strategy pilot model,
preliminary pilot model results using that model, and a discussion of problems
involved with time domain pilot modeling R R
A82-40307 t Echocardiographic characterization of heart hyperten-
sion (Ekhokardiograficheskaia kharakteristika gipertonicheskogo
serdtsa). A I SmopalYiikov Voenno-Meditsmskii Zhurnal, June 1982, p 34-37
19 refs In Russian
An approach to the analysis of echocardiograms of the left ventricle in patients
with hypertension is proposed It is shown that this approach makes it possible
to identify different types of heart hypertension as well as different stages in the
evolution of such hypertension This approach should lead to a greater differentia-
tion of the types of antihypertension treatments B J
A82-39743 Image orientation for RPV ground station crew. R S
Harvey (Army Personnel Research Establishment, Farnborough, Hants, En-
gland) In Remotely piloted vehicles, International Conference, 2nd, Bristol, En-
gland, April 6-8, 1981, Conference Papers Bristol, England,
University of Bristol, 1982, p 24 1-24 7 6 refs
An experiment was carried out to determine the most appropriate image orien-
tation for the crew in the ground station of a remotely piloted vehicle equipped
with a steerable sensor Such a sensor could provide imagery with a 'honzon-up'
orientation or a 'specified-compass-direction' orientation Each of these orienta-
tions has a different impact interpretation and vehicle navigation (Author)
A82-39749 Human factors of an RPV ground control station. S J
Page (Army Personnel Research Establishment, Farnborough, Hants , England)
A82-40308 t Factors of the natural resistance of the body and meth-
ods for studying them (Faktory estestvennoi rezistentnosti organizma i
melody ikh izuchenna). G A Bashmakov Voenno-Meditsmskn Zhurnal, June
1982, p 38-40 18 refs In Russian
A82-40309 t Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and con-
ductance and their professional evaluation in flight personnel (Diag-
nostika naruschenii serdechnogo ritma i provodimosti i ikh ekspertnaia
otsenka u letnogo sostava). V I Koledenok, V M Kondrakov, and N A
Lysogor, Voenno-Meditsinsku Zhurnal, June 1982, p 46-49 10 refs In
Russian
The paper describes an investigation of the incidence of heart arrhythmias and
mtracardial blockades in flight personnel at rest and in conditions of measured
physical loads A large number of flight personnel ranging in age from 20 to 54
319
A82-40310
years were tested Heart arrhythmias and blockades were revealed in 3 5% of
the tested cases in a state of rest Physical-exercise testing led to the disclosure
of hidden disturbances of heart rhythm and conductance in 10 1 % of the sup-
posedly healthy subjects Some recommendations on the professional evaluation
of such disturbances are given B J
A82-40310 t The content of CAMP and cGMP in brain tissues during
adaptation to ischemia (Soderzhanie tsAMF i tsGMF pri adaptatsii tkanei
mozga k ishemii). L V Govorova, A G Ziabkma, Kh M Markov, Sh S Ta-
shaev, and S I Teplov (Lenmgradskii Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Neirokhirurgi-
cheskii Institut, Leningrad, Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow,
USSR) Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol 68, June 1982, p 752-757 16refs
In Russian
The participation of the adrenergic and cholmergic systems in the adaptation
of the brain to ischemia, caused by the occlusion of both common carotid arteries,
is studied in rats The dynamics of cAMP and cGMP levels in the cerebral hemi-
sphere following ischemia induced in normal animals and in rats that have under-
gone cervical sympathectomy show that at the onset of compensatory reactions
the adrenergic mechanisms are optimal, but during prolonged brain ischemia and
severe brain damage the cholmergic reactions play the leading role In addition,
these findings support previous observations which show that parasympathetic
influences determine the increase in the stability of animals to extreme hypoxia
NB
A82-40311 t The physiological mechanisms of the arousal response
in animals under conditions of hypobiosis (Fiziologicheskie mekhanizny
'storozhevoi reaktsii' u zhivotnykh v sostoianii gipobioza). S A Bugaev and
E V Nikitma (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Fiziologi-
chesku Zhurnal SSSR, vol 68, June 1982, p 758-762 9 refs In Russian
The arousal response is studied in rats during conditions of artificial hypobiosis
as a means of investigating the mechanism of the animals' interrelation with the
outside environment The arousal response in rats during hypobiosis is character-
ized by an outburst of movement with a definite coordinated sequence of motion
in response to a change of the animal's posture Repeated responses of this type
lead to a rapid accumulation of electromyographic activity and an increase in
body temperature These responses are more pronounced in heterothermic ani-
mals, and are accompanied by a restoration of the original body position and a
significant increase in body temperature This effective heat production in hetero-
thermic animals during the arousal response is probably linked with the mech-
anism of 'special' awakening under conditions of reduced activity N B
A82-40312 t Spatial organization of the vestibular influences on the
cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats (Prostranstvennaia organizatsiia ves-
tibuliarnykh vliianii na neirony fastigial'nogo ladra koshki). V A Sarkisian
(Akademna Nauk Armianskoi SSR, Institut Fiziologn, Yerevan, Armenian SSR)
and L Simon (Akademna Nauk Armianskoi SSR, Institut Fiziologn, Yerevan, Ar-
menian SSR, Semmelweis Orvosturdomanyi Egyetem, Budapest, Hungary)
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol 68, June 1982, p 768-775 20 refs In Russian
A82-40313 t The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of dif-
ferent regions of the warm-blooded animal heart (0 reguliatsii obmena
kal'tsna v kletkakh razlichnykh otdelov serdtsa teplokrovnogo zhivot-
nogo). V V Barabanova, V la Egorov, and T A Smirnova (Lenmgradskii Gosu-
darstvennyi Pedagogicheskn Institut, Leningrad, USSR) Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal
SSSR, vol 68, June 1982, p 791-798 10 refs In Russian
The effect of the specific calcium-regulating hormone calcitonm on the action
potentials of contractile myocardium and pacemaker cells is studied in sexually
mature and immature rabbits under conditions of a normal ionic environment and
an increased calcium concentration Results show that the regulating influence
of calcitonm is exerted through the alteration of calcium ion transport in the
electroexcitable channels of the membranes in various regions of the myocar-
dium The age specificity of the hormone's action is a result of the varying contri-
butions of the different potential-forming ions to the action potential generation in
the myocardium cells of animals of different ages N B
A82-40314 t The changes in the concentration of free amino acids in
muscles during exercise (Izmeneniia soderzhaniia svobodnykh ammokis-
lot v myshtsakh pri ikh usilennoi aktivnosti). A A Viru and A K Eller (Tartus-
kn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Tartu, Estonian SSR) Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal
SSSFt, vol 68. June 1982, p 799-803 16 refs In Russian
The effect of exercise on the ammo acid metabolism in rats is studied by
determining the concentration of free ammo acids in the quadriceps femorn mus-
cle and the liver of rats which have been subjected to swimming for 1 5 hr with
a load of 6% of body weight or 12 hr without load Results show a decrease in
the concentrations of free ammo acids both in the quadriceps femorn muscle and
in the liver after 1 5 and 12 hr of exercise After 1 5 hr of exercise the concentra-
tion of alanme is sharply lower, although no further decrease in alanine concen-
tration is observed after 12 hr of exercise The total content of oxidizable ammo
acids (alanine, asparagme, valine, glycine, isoleucme, and leucme) is found to
decrease after 1 5 hr of exercise, but increases after 12 hr of exercise Thus,
prolonged muscular work seems to suppress the tissue catabolism of ammo
acids, as well as to suppress the glucose-alamne cycle in muscle In addition, no
pronounced change in the ammo acid content of myocardial muscle is observed
NB
A82-40315 t The gradualness of the reaction of the pituitary-
adrenocortical system to activating and inhibiting signals (Gradual'nosf
reaktsii gipofizarno-adrenokortikal'noi sistemy na aktiviruiushchii i tormoz-
nyi signaly). A I Bogdanov, L P Filaretova, and A A Filaretov (Akademna Nauk
SSSR, Institut Fiziologn, Leningrad, USSR) Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol
68, June 1982, p 804-808 12 refs In Russian
The influence of electrical stimulation (0 3-1 1 mA) of the skin and injections of
hydrocortisone (5-100 micrograms/kg body weight) on the functioning of the
pituitary-adrenocortical system in rabbits is investigated Results show that elec-
trical stimulation of the skin of 0 3-0 7 mA induces a rise in the level of corticoster-
oids in the blood that is proportional to the electric current applied However, an
increase in the electric current to 0 9-1 1 mA results in a decrease of the hor-
monal response Hydrocortisone intravenously injected immediately prior to im-
mobilization of the rabbits for 90 mm inhibits the response of the
pituitary-adrenocortical system to the applied stress in proportion to the amount
of hydrocortisone injected N B
A82-40316 t Trace reactions of the frog tissue metabolism on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Rana ndibunda Pall (O sledo-
vykh reaktsiiakh tkanevogo metabohzma pri smene temperatur sredy u
ozernoi liagushki Rana ridibunda Pall). G I Ibraimova (Akademna Nauk Kirgiz-
koi SSR, Institut Fiziologn i Ekspenmental'noi Patologn Vysokogor'ia, Frunze,
Kirgiz SSR) Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol 68, June 1982, p 809-813 16
refs In Russian
The influence of temperature compensation on frogs which have been ac-
climated to cold (7 C) and ware (17-22 C) environments is investigated by observ-
ing the metabolic shifts in the acclimated frogs upon changes in the ambient
temperature Moving a frog from a cold to a warm environment causes a sigmgi-
cant decrease in the temperature coefficient (Q10) of the brain and skeletal
muscle tissue respiration, a trace reaction, within a 1 4-24' hr period However,
moving a frog from a warm to a cold environment results in no change of the Q10
value The temperature coefficient of brain tissue respiration gradually begins to
decrease after one hour following the transfer from a cold to a warm environment
and reaches a minimum value after 24 hr One hour after the transfer from a cold
to a warm environment, the Q10 of skeletal muscles sharply increases (from 1 87
to 2 27) A plateau in Q10 occurs during 6-18 hr after the transfer, and is followed
by a decrease in Q10 to 1 78 by the 24th hour It is proposed that these responses
are linked to a discordance between the permeability of the cell membrane and
the activities of the cellular enzymes, which results in changes in the cellular
enzyme/substrate ratios N B
A82-40435 Aging and visual function of military pilots - A review.
R Sekuler, D Kline, and K Dismukes (National Research Council, Assembly of
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Washington, DC) Aviation. Space, and Environ-
mental Medicine, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 747-758 83 refs Contract No N00014-
80-C-0159 NR Project 201-124
The results of the U S Navy Committee on Vision survey of existing data
regarding sight impairment with age and its importance to the performance of
military pilots are presented Military pilot tasks which diverge from commercial
pilot responsibilities are reviewed, noting that no data specifically concerned with
military pilot vision was available Attention is given to alterations in visual func-
tions such as light transmission, dark adaptation, acuity, contrast sensitivity, dy-
namic visual acuity, oculomotor behavior, the visual field, depth perception,
temporal resolution, visual information processing, and perceptual organization
Methodological problems inherent in conducting cross-sectional and longitudinal
tests are discussed Significant military pilot visual factors affected by age are
concluded to include contrast sensitivity, dynamic acuity, glare recovery, night
vision, and information processing M S K
A82-40436 * Rapid perceptual adaptation to high gravitoinertial
force levels - Evidence for context-specific adaptation. J R Lackner (Bran-
deis University, Waltham, MA) and A Graybiel (U S Navy, Naval Aerospace
Medicine Research Laboratory, Pensacola, FL) Aviation, Space, and Environ-
mental Medicine, vol 53. Aug 1982, p 766-769 12 refs Contract No NAS9-
15147 NASA Order T-9140-E
Subjects exposed to periodic variations in gravitoinertial force (2-G peak) in
parabolic flight maneuvers quickly come to perceive the peak force level as
having decreased in intensity By the end of a 40-parabola flight, the decrease
in apparent force is approximately 40% On successive flight days, the apparent
intensity of the force loads seems to decrease as well, indicating a cumulative
adaptive effect None of the subjects reported feeling abnormally 'light' for more
than a minute or two after return to 1-G background force levels The pattern of
findings suggests a context-specific adaptation to high-force levels (Author)
A82-40437 * Antimotlon-sickness efficacy of scopolamine 12 and 72
hours after transdermal administration. A Graybiel (U S Navy. Naval Aeros-
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pace Medical Research Laboratory, Pensacola, FL),D B Cramer (NASA, Wash-
ington, DC, U S Navy, Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory,
Pensacola, FL), and C D Wood (US Navy, Naval Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory, Pensacola, FL, Louisiana State University, Shreveport, LA) Aviation,
Space, and Environmental Medicine, vo\ 53, Aug 1982, p 770-772 6refs NASA
Order T-3384-G
The antimotion sickness remedy, transdermal therapeutic system-scopola-
mme, administered in this experiment was scheduled to deliver 1 0 mg of scopola-
mine over a period of 3 d, and this paper compares its efficacy 12 and 72 h after
administration In a double-blind study, six male college students were individually
exposed to a standardized provocative test in a slow rotation room after six
apparently identical treatments comprising four placebos and two medications
Efficacy was categorized as beneficial, inconsequential, or detrimental None of
the responses was detrimental Following the first administration of the therapeu-
tic system, there were four beneficial responses after 12 h but none was benefi-
cial after 72 h Following the second treatment regimen, there were four beneficial
responses after 12 h and three beneficial responses after 72 h Great individual
differences were demonstrated, two sublets accounting for six beneficial re-
sponses and two accounting for only one beneficial response The difference in
efficacy after 12 and 72 h has practical and theoretical significance (Author)
A82-40438 * Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion sickness
as measured with a magnitude estimation method. O L Bock and C M
Oman (MIT, Cambridge, MA) Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol
53, Aug 1982, p 773-777 27 refs Grants No NAG2-88, No NCC9-1
Eight subjects, wearing left-right vision reversing goggles, executed sequences
of controlled active head movements to provoke motion sickness Head move-
ment sequences were interspaced with periods of eye closure and no head
movement to permit partial remission of symptoms between sequences Subiects
reported the level of discomfort experienced by using a magnitude estimation
technique derived from Stevens' (1957) ratio scaling method Using this ap-
proach, we demonstrated that the time course of subjective discomfort exhibits
a profile, similar in all our subjects, characterized by both fast and slow response
components The potential usefulness of magnitude estimation for research on
the dynamic properties of the mechanism generating motion sickness symptoms
is discussed (Author)
A82-40439 Task categorization and the limits of human perform-
ance in extreme heat. P A Hancock (Illinois, University, Urbana, IL) Aviation,
Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 778-784 43 refs
A literature review is presented to synthesize data for the effects of extreme
thermal stress on human performance in tasks of mental and cognitive skill,
tracking, and complex or dual task performance In the first category, it was found
that the limit for unimpaired mental performance was close to the thermophysio-
logical limit, with core temperature tolerance set at 1 0 F and mental performance
being impaired when core temperature was raised 2 4 F Tracking performance
displays a higher decrement, with onset beginning at 1 6 F rise in core tempera-
ture Concurrent task performance was determined to be subject to inefficiency
once core temperature rises 0 4 F Task complexity induces earlier heat stress-
related losses of efficiency, and can be partially compensated for in terms of
operator skill M S K
A82-40440 Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs. water-
cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet environments. Y Shapiro, K B Pandolf,
M N Sawka, M M Toner, F R Wmsmann, and R F Goldman (U S Army, Army
Research Institute of Environmental Medicine, Natick, MA) Aviation, Space, and
Environmental M&dicme, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 785-789 15 refs
Twelve male subjects were exposed to hot-wet and hot-dry climatic conditions
while wearing either air- or water-cooled vests in addition to nominal tank crew
clothing, i e , chemical protective uniforms Metabolic rates were monitored in
terms of heart rate, skin temperature, sweat rate, weight losses, and O2 and CO2
concentrations in the breath, while the convective heat transfer, radiative heat
transfer, and the maximal evaporative cooling capacity were calculated A lesser
cardiovascular strain was found for the ventilated air-cooled vest conditions,
while other parameters were equal in the hot-wet conditions Neither type of vest
furnished any sweat rate reduction in the hot-dry conditions, and the air-cooled
vest was noted to potentially cause skin damage in a hot-dry environment due
to high velocity hot air M S K
A82-40441 Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle. S M Hor-
vath and B L Dnnkwater (California, University, Santa Barbara, CA) Aviation,
Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 790-794 27 refs
Grants No NIH-I-R01-ES-00849, No NIH-5-R01-OH-00896
Eight women subjects performed exercise to 30% maximum oxygen volume
uptake in 28 C-12 6 torr, 35 C-28 torr, and 48 C-8 7 torr conditions as part of trials
to determine whether plasma concentrations of estradiol and progesterone as-
sociated with ovulatory, luteal, and flow phases of the menstrual cycle affect
female response to exercise in warm and hot environments The cycle day was
chosen by means of body temperature or physical evidence Each subject per-
formed 90 m/mm treadmill exercise as the grade increased 1 deg/mm to verbally
announced tolerance levels Blood volume, body density, ECG, rectal tempera-
ture, skin temperature at seven sites, blood pressure, hematocnt, etc were
monitored and all exercise was performed in a pressure/temperature controlled
chamber The hormonal changes during the phases of the menstrual cycle were
found to not affect the ability to exercise M S K
A82-40442 Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynamic, subjec-
tive, and thermal responses to prolonged sitting. E Shvartz, J G Gaume,
R C Reibold, E J Glassford, and R T White (Douglas Aircraft Co , Long Beach,
Mercy Hospital and Medical Center, San Diego, CA) Aviation, Space, and
Environmental Medicine, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 795-802 14 refs
Eight young men were twice administered - on two different days - a series of
hemodynamic (using an impedance plethysmograph), subjective, and skin tem-
perature measurements during 5 h of quiet sitting On one day, a Circutone seat
(massage-type seat cushion) was activated for 14 min/h, and on the other day
it was not During the 'Circutone off1 day, 5 h of sitting resulted in a continuous
decrease in calf blood flow and an increase in venous blood pooling in the calf,
an increase in blood pressure and a stable cardiac output (4 6 I/mm), very low
urine output, large increases in skin temperatures at the body areas in contact
with the seat (thigh and lower back), and increases in various subjective re-
sponses of discomfort The Circutone activation resulted in a substantial ex-
change of the stagnant blood in the calf and thigh, a tendency to increase thigh
and calf blood flow, a decrease in venous pooling in the thigh, and less subjective
discomfort The Circutone activation had no effect on skin temperature The
results indicate that the Circutone seat improved seat comfort by improving local
circulation, especially in the thigh, which probably accounted for the improved
subjective reactions (Author)
A82-40443 Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss accidents
in diving. R J Vaernes (Bergen, Universitetet, Bergen, Norway) and S Eidsvik
(Naval School of Diving, Norway) Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine,
vol 53, Aug 1982, p 803-807 19 refs
The possible differences in specific central nervous system functions in two
groups of divers were studied divers with a history of diving accidents (accident
group, N = 9) and accident-free divers (non-accident group, N = 15) Both
groups were characterized with a mean I Q level (WAIS) within the normal range
Of the nine accident group divers, eight showed abnormalities on neuropsycho-
logical tests implicating lesions on higher CNS levels In addition, five of the
accident group divers had a syndrome of subcortical/limbic dysfunctions - spe-
cific memory deficits, low autonomic reactivity, sustained attention problems, and
emotional liability The data confirmed previous findings that a severe diving
accident may lead to cerebral dysfunctions However, in contrast to the previous
studies, it was found that divers with average intellectual levels can develop
specific CNS dysfunctions after a near-miss diving accident Therefore, it is con-
cluded that a combined effect of emboli with multifocal lesions and/or a more
specific effect on limbic structures represent the pathophysiology of a severe
near-miss diving accident (Author)
A82-40444 Neutron radiation dosimetry in high altitude flight per-
sonnel. P E Baily (Texas, University, Houston, TX) Aviation, Space, and Envi-
ronmental Medicine, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 808-817 29 refs
In an attempt to determine cosmic radiation exposure in high altitude NASA
flight personnel, eight WB-57F flight crewmen were monitored for a period of six
months using a combination radiation dosimeter Each dosimeter consisted of two
thermolummescent chips capable of measuring gamma dose and one Albedo
and two Track Etch neutron dosimeters A total of 78 flights were monitored
consisting of 251 flight hours at altitudes above 14 km (45,000 ft) The maximum
yearly dose equivalent measured was 104 mrem, a value well below the Max-
imum Permissible Dose (MPD) of 5 0 rem/y for occupational exposures and 0 5
rem/y for members of the general public A discussion of the theory and use of
several types of neutron dosimeters is included (Author)
A82-40445 The accuracy of ventun masks at altitude. R B Stonehill
(Indiana, University, Indianapolis, IN) and A G Peoples (Wishard Memorial Hos-
pital, Indianapolis, IN) Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol 53,
Aug 1982, p 818-821 7 refs Research supported by the American Lung As-
sociation of Indiana
The concentration of oxygen provided in the inspired gas by five samples of a
ventun mask were measured at ground level and at altitudes up to 10,000 ft for
each of the oxygen port settings from 24-50% oxygen The concentration of
oxygen provided at a given setting was virtually identical for each of the five
masks and was unaffected by ascent to 10,000 ft Thus, patients with chronic
hypercarbia could receive 'low flow oxygen therapy' while traveling on commer-
cial airlines without danger of acute hypo-ventilation by utilizing a ventun mask
(Author)
A82-40446 Subjective response to negative air ion exposure. L W
Buckalew and A Rizzuto (USAF, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH) Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, vol
53, Aug 1982, p 822-823 15 refs USAF-sponsored research
This study investigated specific subjective or psychological effects of relatively
long exposure to negative ions generated by a conventional air purification de-
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vice Subjects - 24 males matched for age, education, physical condition, and
smoking habits - were divided into a control (N= 12) and an ion exposure group
(N = 12) The groups were subjected to 6 h normal and negatively charged atmo-
spheres, respectively The tests used were the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale
(TMAS) and a self-report mood index The analysis of TMAS change scores
clearly showed no effect of negative ion exposure on anxiety Analysis of mood
index data showed significant changes in the subjective perception of both physi-
ological state (relaxation increased) and psychological state (irritability, depres-
sion, and tenseness decreased while calmness and stimulation increased)
(Author)
A82-40447 t From a man-machine system to a social-engineering
system (Ot sistemy 'chelovek-mashina' k 'sotsiotekhnicheskoi' sisteme).
A A Piskoppel' and L P Shchedrovitskn (Moskovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universi-
tet, Moscow, USSR) Voprosy Psikhologii, May-June 1982, p 15-25 22 refs In
Russian
The concept of the man-machine system is examined It is noted that this term
covers at least three notions corresponding to three different ergonomical con-
cepts cybernetic, subject-oriented, and system-of-activity Typical approaches
to the definition of man-machine systems are examined in the light of this classifi-
cation, and attention is given to the use of the concept of social-engineering
systems in the framework of the system-of-activity approach B J
A82-40448 t An absolute threshold in psychoacoustics (Ob absoliut-
nom poroge v psikhoakustike). lu A Indlin (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skn Kinofotomstitut, Moscow, USSR) Voprosy Psikhologii.
May-June 1982, p 108-112 14 refs In Russian
The discussion that has ensued since the concept of internal sensory noise was
introduced is summarized The results of experiments on the detection of a signal
against a background of continuous noise are presented indicating the existence
of a low sensory threshold The internal sensory noise is continuous Conse-
quently, a signal can be detected against a background of this noise only when
the sensory effect caused by the signal exceeds an absolute sensory threshold
The magnitude of this threshold depends on the statistical characteristics of the
internal noise C R
A82-40449 t A test for the prediction of risk-taking attitude in opera-
tors (Test dlia diagnostiki otnoshenna operatora k pnniatiiu nska). A A
Kondratskii (Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Institut Psikhologii, Ukrainian SSR) Vo-
prosy Psikhologii, May-June 1982, p 133-136 In Russian
An apparatus designed to measure the inclination of subjects to take justified
or unjustified chances, and to show unjustified (excessive) prudence, is de-
scribed The task-to be performed by the subject is presented to him as a test
of his sensonmotor abilities The specific values of these inclinations are ascribed
to a subject on the basis of comparing his choices of aims in consecutive trials
with the actual level of his sensonmotor efficiency N B
A82-40450 t Adapting a scale for measuring competition anxiety
(Adaptatsiia shkaly sorevnovatel'noi lichnostnoi trevozhnosti). lu L Khanm
(Vysshaia Profsoiuznaia Shkola Kul'tury, Leningrad, USSR) Voprosy Psikhologii,
May-June 1982, p 136-141 18 refs In Russian
Studies carried out in order to prepare a scale equivalent to that
proposed by Martens (1974,1977) are described The intent is to make the
scale suitable for use in cross-cultural studies The Martens scale, which
relies on questionnaires, is described C R.
A82-40451 t The effect of inotropic factors on the postexercise
characteristics of the heart (Vliianie inotropnykh faktorov na postna-
gruzochnye kharakteristiki serdtsa). Ts R Orlova, S E Ragimov, V A
Shlam, M P Sakharov, and A V Trubetskoi (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsiny, vol 93,
June 1982, p 5-7 5 refs In Russian
Acute experiments performed on cats show that the postexercise characteris-
tics of the left ventricle plotted as a relationship between the magnitudes of the
maximal blood flow velocity and systolic mtraventncular pressure in normal cases
and in cases of inotropic exposure are close to the linear ones Adrenaline shifts
the postexercise characteristics upward and to the right, increasing both the
maximal magnitude of the blood flow velocity at zero pressure and the maximal
magnitude of the pressure at zero blood flow Calcium chloride and obsidian
produce a parallel shift of the postexercise characteristics B J
A82-40452 t A factor of resistance to emotional stress in the brain
of rats (Faktor ustoichivosti k emotsional'nomu stressu v mozge krys). E
A lumatov, lu G Skotselias, N A Kovalenko, I I Votrm, K V Sudarkov, and S
S Debov (I Moskovskn Meditsmskn Institut, Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR,
Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsiny, vol 93, June
1982, p 21-23 13 refs In Russian
A factor that promotes resistance to emotional stress is extracted from the
brains of rats that are highly resistant to chronic emotional stress, and causes
increased resistance to stress in rats predisposed to stress Brain homogenates
of rats resistant to stress are extracted by several different methods, heat
treated, filtered on Sephadex G-15, and lyophilized The fractions extracted,
assumed to be small peptides, are low molecular weight, thermostable, and
resistant to pronase hydrolysis Injections of the partially purified stress resis-
tance factor significantly (p less than 0 05) increases the resistance of the recipi-
ent rats to chronic stress N B
A82-40453 t The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic emotional stress (Korreliatsion-
nye otnosheniia funktsional'nogo sostoianiia tsentral'noi nervnoi sistemy
i shchitovidnoi zhelezy v usloviiakh khronicheskogo emotsional'nogo
stressa). M G Amiragova and M I Arkhangel'skaia (Akademna Meditsmskikh
Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsiny,
vol 93, June 1982, p 24-27 11 refs In Russian
The correlations of the central nervous system function, determined by the time
course of changes in the EEG of the cortical and subcortical regions of the brain,
and the content of thyroxm in the peripheral blood, are investigated in cats
exposed to chronic emotional stress In the course of stress, induced during one
week by daily four-hour immobilization of the animals in combination with aperi-
odic electrical stimulation, it was observed that the EEG patterns show cycles of
bursts of activity of slow waves, which are first recorded in the posterior hypo-
thalamus The bursts of slow waves then become generalized throughout the
brain, and are accompanied by a high level of thyroxm secretion As the stress
exposures are repeated, the EEG changes intensify and the thyroxm secretions
continue at a high level For several days following the cessation of electrical
stimulation, the cycles of bursts of slow wave activity accompanied by enhanced
thyroid function are observable N B
A82-40454 t The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior amygdal-
oid nucleus on heart activity during states of altered reactivity (Vliianie
giperaktivatsii perednogo amigdaliarnogo iadra na deiatel'nost1 serdtsa v
usloviiakh ego izmenennoi reaktivnosti). lu I Pivovarov (Irkutskn Meditsmskn
Institut, Irkutsk, USSR) and G N Kryzhanovskn (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten'Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsiny, vol 93,
June 1982, p 27-30 15 refs In Russian
Changes in the heart reactivity of rats caused by injections of adrenaline,
rausedyl, potassium chloride, and strophanthine facilitate the occurrence of car-
diac rhythm abnormalities during the creation of the generator of pathologically
enhanced excitation (GPEE) in the anterior amygdaloid nucleus While the mo-
ments of rhythm abnormalities are correlated with the occurrence of GPEE epi-
leptic activity, the pattern of cardiac rhythm abnormalities is largely determined
by the specificity of action of the injected substances Myocardial ischemia
caused by the occlusion of the anterior or posterior left coronary artery causes
cardiac rhythm abnormalities similar to those observed during GPEE creation in
the nucleus However, the differences in the pattern of cardiac rhythm abnormali-
ties depend on the area of ischemia N B
A82-40455 t Prevention of heart function abnormalities during reox-
ygenation after ischemia by adaptation to altitude hypoxia (Preduprezhde-
nie postishemicheskikh reoksigenatsionnykh narushenn funktsii serdtsa s
pomoshch'iu adaptatsu k vysotnoi gipoksii). L M Belkma, V A Saltykova,
E E Ustmova, and F Z Meerson (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Mos-
cow, USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Meditsiny, vol 93, June 1982,
p 31-33 10 refs In Russian
The influence of adaptation to altitude hypoxia (2100 m) on rat myocardial
contractility is studied by means of transitory ischemia induced by hgation of the
descending branch of the left coronary artery and subsequent reperfusion Is-
chemia causes identical depressions of heart function both in animals adapted to
hypoxia and in control animals, but after reperfusion only the adapted animals
show a partial recovery of contractile function In addition, evaluation of the heart
function after ischemia and reperfusion demonstrates that the hearts of animals
adapted to hypoxia have the capacity to withstand isometric loads equal to those
attained during adaptation, while the control animals experience substantial dis-
orders of heart function Thus, it is demonstrated that adaptation to hypoxia
increases the resistance of the heart to damages that occur during reoxygena-
tion N B
A82-40456 t Respiratory movements of the facial muscles and respi-
ratory resistance (Dykhatel'nye dvizheniia litsevoi muskulatury i soproti-
vlenie dykhaniiu). S I Frankshtem and Z N Sergeeva (Akademna
Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Biulletin' Ekspenmental'noi
Biologu i Meditsiny, vol 93, June 1982, p 33,34 8 refs In Russian
A82-40457 t The use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of la-
tent disturbances in the external respiration system (Ispol'zovanie gipe-
roksicheskikh smesei dlia diagnostiki skrytykh narushemi v sisteme
vneshnego dykhaniia). L I Uksusova and V P Nizovtsev (Kuibyshevskii Medit-
smskii Institut, Kuibyshev, USSR) Biulleten' Ekspenmental'noi Biologu i Medit-
siny, vol 93, June 1982. p 35, 36 9 refs In Russian
A82-40458 t The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under con-
trolled hyperthermia (Toksicheskie svoistva syvorotki krolikov i sobak pn
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upravhaemoi gipertermii). V S Solov'ev (Tiumenskn Gosudarstvennyi Univer-
sitet. Tyumen, USSR) Biulleten' Eksperimental'noi Biologn i Meditsiny, vol 93,
June 1982, p 45-47 10 refs In Russian
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog blood sera obtained following controlled
hyperthermia are studied in mice with reticuloendothelial system blockage, and
mast cell degranulation is studied in rats during hyperthermia, in order to deter-
mine the linkage between the physiological response to hyperthermia and the
functional condition of the mast cell system The controlled hyperthermia en-
hanced the toxic properties of sera from rabbits and from dogs which had been
given injections of thiopental sodium prior to hyperthermic treatment Heating
intensified the degranulation of mast cells in rats In addition, the toxic properties
of the sera are correlated with the rate of mast cell degranulation It is concluded
that the appearance of the toxic properties of the sera and the significant amount
of mast cell degranulation during hyperthermia testifies to the systemic pattern
of the pathogenesis of hyperthermia N B
A82-404S9 t Diurnal changes in the duration of the S and G2 phases
of the mitotic cycle in mononuclear and binuclear hepatocytes of normal
and thyroxine-treated rats (Izmeneniia v techenie sutok dlitel'nosti S i G2-
periodov mitoticheskogo tsikla v odno- i dvuiadernykh gepatotsitakh u
normal'nykh i tiroksinizirovannykh krys). T V Savchenko and lu A Romanov
(II Moskovskii Meditsmskn Institut, Moscow, USSR) Biulleten' Eksperimental'noi
Biologn i Meditsiny, vol 93, June 1982, p 94-96 6 refs In Russian
A82-40460 t Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to coloniza-
tion after antibiotic therapy (Skrytoe bakterionositel'stvo i kolonizatsion-
naia rezistentnost' posle antibiotikoterapii). N M Shustrova. O V
Chakhava, A A Ivanov, and I N Gailonskaia (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Zhurnal Mikrobiologn, Epidemiologii i Immunobiologn,
June 1982, p 50-53 8 refs In Russian
The enteral administration of antibiotics to mice and rats has been shown to
induce the occult persistence of sporulatmg Gram-positive bacilli, inhabiting the
intestine before the administration of the antibiotics After the prolonged use of
some antibiotics, the intestinal tract becomes an unsuitable environment for non-
pathogenic E Coli, which easily colonize the intestines of germ-free animals This
type of resistance to colonization is an unfavorable consequence of antibiotic
therapy B J
N V Mal'tseva (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Fiziologii, I Lenmgradskii Medit-
sinskn Institut, Leningrad, USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Oeiatel'nosti, vol 32,
May-June 1982, p 472-479 15 refs In Russian
Human auditory evoked potentials were studied during the dichotic presenta-
tion of acoustic signals which produce a sensation of directed movement of an
acoustic image Such signals cause the disappearance of the P1 component of
the evoked potentials and the reduction of the latencies of the N1 and P2 compo-
nents as compared with the corresponding characteristics of the components
during monaural stimulation and bmaural stimulation with a constant interaural
delay of 900 ms, which produces complete lateralization of the acoustic image
BJ
A82-40466 t The influence of a constant magnetic field on the epilep-
togenlc foci in the hippocampus of rabbits (Vliianie postoiannogo magmt-
nogo polia na epileptogennye ochagi v glppokampe krolikov). L I Tyvm
(Pediatncheskn Meditsmskn Institut, Leningrad, USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi
Deiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-June 1982, p 495-501 19 refs In Russian
The influence of a nonumform magnetic field on rabbits injected with penicillin
in the epileptogenic foci of the hippocampus, which gives rise to epileptic seizures,
is investigated Results show that for the control animals the activity between
seizures and the number of electrographic correlates of seizures in the left
hippocampus is significantly higher than in the right Upon the application of the
magnetic field, the number of epileptiform discharges between seizures remains
relatively constant, but the number of electrographic correlates of the seizures
increases In addition, the mterhemispherical difference in the epileptiform activity
in the left and right hippocampus is accentuated in the experimental animals A
constant application of the magnetic field for 15 days does not result in any
indication that the central nervous system of the animals adapted to the presence
of the magnetic field Finally, it is proposed that the effect of the magnetic field
action on the experimental animals is similar to the influence of hypoxia N B
A82-40467 t Statistical analysis of neuronal impulse activity in the
diencephalon during immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
(Statisticheskii analiz impul'snoi aktivnosti neironov mezhutochnogo
mozga pri immobilizatsionnom emotsional'nom stresse u krys). E A Knat-
km (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei
Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-June 1982, p 502-510 14 refs In Russian
A82-40461 t Cytogenetic effect of 5-fluoro-2desoxy uridine in the G2
phase on intact and X-irradiated crepis capillaris L cells (Tsitogeneti-
cheskoe deistvie 5-ftor-2-dezoksiuridina v G2-faze na intaktnye i obluchen-
nye Rentgenovskimi luchami kletki crepis capillaris L). R A Azatian, V A
Avakian, and M S Zakanan (Akademna Nauk Armianskoi SSR, Institut Ek-
sperimental'noi Biologii, Yerevan, Armenian SSR) Tsitologna i Genetika, vol 16,
May-June 1982, p 22-26 10 refs In Russian
A82-40462 t The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the chromo-
some apparatus of mice to the mutagenic effect of measles (Sutochnyi
bioritm chuvstvitel'nosti khromosomnogo apparata myshei k mutagen-
nomu deistviiu virusa kori). N N ll'mskikh and G O Gubm (Tiumenskn Medit-
smskn Institut, Tyumen, USSR) Tsitologua i Genetika, vol 16, May-June 1982,
p 59-62 20 refs In Russian
A82-40463 t Vegetative reactions to the administration of atropine
and propranolol in rats that exhibit different types of behavior (Vegetativ-
nye reaktsii pri vvedenii atropina i propranolola u krys s raznym kharakte-
rom povedemia). N M Khonicheva (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Vysshei
Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti i Neirofiziologn, Moscow, USSR) and M A Bulgakova (Mos-
kovskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Moscow, USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi
Deiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-June 1982, p 433-441 22 refs In Russian
A82-40464 t Dynamics of a stabilized motor defensive conditioned
reflex for different levels of motivation in irradiated rats (Dinamika upro-
chennogo dvigatel'no-oboronitel'nogo uslovnogo refleksa pri raznykh
urovniakh motivatsii u obluchennykh krys). A S Shtemberg Zhurnal Vys-
shei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vo\ 32, May-June 1982, p 463-471 18 refs In Rus-
sian
The total-body gamma irradiation of rats with superlethal doses is shown to
produce phasic disturbances of a stabilized motor defensive conditioned reflex
As the radiation syndrome progresses, sharp fluctuations in the magnitude and
relations of the mam cortical nervous processes are observed, with an increase
in the predominant role of transmargmal inhibition The highest level of electrical
defensive reinforcement provides for maximal strengthening of temporal connec-
tions and their high stability against severe stress impacts B J
A82-40465 t Characteristics of human auditory evoked potentials
during the lateralization of a 'moving' auditory image (Kharaktenstiki sluk-
hovykh vyzvannykh potentsialov cheloveka pri lateralizatsii 'dvizhush-
chegosia' zvukovogo obraza). la A Al'tman, I M Belov, S F Vaitulevich, and
A82-40468 t The anti-stress role of the gamma-aminobutync acid
system of the brain (Antistressornaia rol' gamkergicheskoi sistemy
mozga). B V Andreev, lu D Ignatov, Z S Nikitma, and I A Sytmskn (I Lenm-
gradskii Meditsmskn Institut, Lenmgradskii Institut Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, Leningrad,
USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-June 1982, p
511-519 23 refs In Russian
The reactions of the gamma-aminobutync acid (GABA) system during condi-
tions of painful and emotional stress and the functional role of the GABA mech-
anisms during such conditions are studied in rats It is found that emotional and
painful stress disrupts the emotional and somatic status of the animal, and is
accompanied by a rise in the level of GABA and an inhibition of GABA-transami-
nase in the forebram, but not in the bramstrem Both gamma-vinyl GABA and
gamma-acetylme GABA induce similar, but more pronounced, changes in GABA
metabolism, reduce the number of gastric mucosal erosions, and lead to a
greater metabolism of diazepam and mucm In addition, gamma-vinyl GABA and
diazepam also reduce the amount of behavioral depression following stress
GABA-negative compounds, such as picrotoxm and thiosemicarbazide, reduce
the animals' resistance to stress It is concluded that the directed activation of
GABA transmission is one of the pathways of stress regulation N B
A82-40469 t The effect of the electrical stimulation of afferent path-
ways on neurons in septal slices (Vliianie elektricheskoi stimuliatsii af-
ferentnykh putei na neirony v srezakh septum). S 0 Zhadina, O S
Vmogradova, and A G Bragm (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi
Fiziki, Pushchmo. USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-
June 1982, p 531-539 16 refs In Russian
A82-40470 t Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed spatial
choice and differentiation of time intervals in rhesus monkeys (Uchastie
prefrontal'noi kory v otsrochennom prostranstvennom vybore i different-
sirovanii vremennykh intervalov u makak rezusov). L A Moiseeva (Akade-
mna Nauk SSSR, Institut Fiziologii, Leningrad, USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi
Oeiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-June 1982, p 549-552 5 refs In Russian
A82-40471 t An LED system for the formation of visual stimuli (Sis-
tema formirovaniia zntel'nykh stimulov na baze svetodiodov). S A Po-
grebmskn (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Obshchei i Sudebnoi
Psikhiatrn, Moscow, USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vol 32, May-
June 1982, p 569, 570 In Russian
A minicomputer-controlled LED system for the formation of visual stimuli is
described, and a block diagram of the system is presented This system satisfies
the following requirements (1) situation of the image in a single plane, perpen-
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dicular to the line of sight, (2) a rapid succession of images (in a time less than
100 ms), (3) short exposure times (of the order of milliseconds), and (4) presenta-
tion of images in different halves and parts of the field of vision (angle of sight
with respect to the horizontal of not less than 2 deg) B J
A82-40472 t Intrahemispherlca! relations of EEC slow-wave compo-
nents in patients with local brain lesions (Vnutripolusharnye sootnosheniia
medlennovolnovykh sostavliaiushchikh EEC u bol'nykh a ochagovymi
porazheniiami golovnogo mozga). E V Sharova and M A Kulikov (Akademna
Nauk SSSR, Institut Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti i Neirofiziologn, Moscow,
USSR) Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti. vol 32, May-June 1982, p
546-548 5 refs In Russian
A82-40473 t Robotics: Problems and prospects (Robototekhnika:
Problemy i perspektivy). I M Makarov Akademna Nauk SSSR, Vestmk, no
5, 1982, p 51-60 In Russian
It is noted that by 1980 there were more than 100 models of industrial robots
in the USSR, together with 7000 automated manipulators These devices are
mainly used to perform tasks that are hazardous or physically demanding While
formerly confined mostly to machine building, they are now being designed for
use in mining, metallurgy, the food-processing industry, agriculture, construction,
and light industry The present five-year plan calls for 40,000-45,000 automated
manipulators C R
A82-40474 t As if in weightlessness (Kak v nevesomosti). A Golikov
and E Ettmger Ogonek, May 15, 1982 3 p In Russian
The simulation of weightlessness by means of hypnosis is described Experi-
mental results show that functional changes produced in the body during hypnoti-
cally induced weightlessness are similar to those produced in actual
weightlessness B J
A82-40475 t The combined effect of carbon monoxide and total-
body vibration on the organism (O sochetannom deistvii na organizm okisi
ugleroda i obshchei vibratsii). V V Kustov, V G Litau, and S M Razmkin
Gigiena Truda i Professional'nye Zabolevanna, June 1982, p 15-18 18 refs In
Russian
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and vibration, with an accompanying
noise of 90 dB, on white male rats is investigated Results show that the combined
effect of carbon monoxide and vibration enhances the development of carbon
monoxide poisoning by delaying the normal development of hemoglobin compen-
sation that is evoked by exposure to carbon monoxide However, the effects of
carbon monoxide and vibration on the level of carboxy-hemoglobm in the blood
are not additive, i e , the combined effect is less than the sum of their individual
effects In addition, the influence of vibration, as well as the combination of carbon
monoxide and vibration, on the level of carboxyhemoglobm in the blood increases
over the course of the experimental period, while the influence of carbon monox-
ide alone decreases N B
A82-40476 t State of adaptation in patients with hypertension (Sos-
toianie adaptatsii u bol'nykh gipertonicheskoi bolezn'iu). I S Zozulia (Kiev-
skn Institut Usovershenstvovanna Vrachei, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Vrachebnoe
Delo, May 1982, p 72, 73 In Russian
Adaptive capacities of the auditory, visual, and motor analyzers are studied in
40 patients with cerebral hypertension (in hypertension stages 1 and 2) Results
indicate that in the early stage of hypertension, the adaptive capacities of the
auditory, visual, and motor analyzers are slightly decreased, but these decreases
grow far more pronounced as greater cerebral atherosclerosis is manifested
during later stages of hypertension Normalization of these adaptive capacities
is observed after treatment of the patients in the biotron In addition, it is sug-
gested that the variations in these adaptive capacities would be a useful indicator
to differentiate the earliest stages of hypertension N B
A82-40477 t The significance of the bicycle ergometer test for eval-
uating the work capacity in patients with hypertension (Znachenie veloer-
gometricheskogo testa v otsenke trudosposobnosti bol'nykh
gipertonicheskoi bolezn'iu). O A Proskurkma, L G Garkusha, L G
Stepanova, and I A Mikhailiuk (Dnepropetrovskn Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn In-
stitut Vosstanovlenna i Ekspertizy Trudosposobnosti Invalidov, Dnepropetrovsk,
Ukrainian SSR) Vrachebnoe Delo, May 1982, p 70-72 7 refs In Russian
A82-40478 t The diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure (Znachenie fonoenterografii dlia raspoznavaniia ostroi pc-
chechnoi nedostatochnosti). P S Serniak, V K Denisov, V S Shirokov, and
A P Pntyka (Donetskn Meditsmskn Institut, Donetsk, Ukrainian SSR) Vra-
chebnoe Delo, May 1982, p 23-25 In Russian
A82-40479 t ATPase activity and the potassium ion permeability of
erythrocyte membranes in the presence of serotonin and radiation (AT-
Faznaia aktivnost' eritrotsitamykh membran i ikh pronitsaemost' dlia ionov
kaliia v usloviiakh oblucheniia i pri deistvii serotonina). V V Zhegnevskaia,
M F Vmogradova, and V V Polevoi Lenmgradskn Umversitet, Vestmk, Biologna,
May 1982, p 67-72 22 refs In Russian
A82-40480 t Changes of mtracellular rest potential and the length of
isolated muscle under different loads (Izmeneniia vnutnkletochnogo po-
tentsiala pokoia i dllny izolirovannoi myshtsy pri razhchnykh ee nagruz-
kakh). V S Dannskaia, I D H'chenko, and M I Sologub Lenmgradski/
Umversitet, Vestmk, Bologna, May 1982, p 62-67 27 refs In Russian
A82-40481 t Energy requirements of workers at an oil field in west-
ern Siberia (Potrebnosti v energli rabochikh-neftianikov Zapadnoi Sibiri).
G I Bondarev, V la Vissanonova, V S Dupik, T A Zemlianskaia. and S A
Khotimchenko (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Voprosy
Pitanna, May-June 1982, p 18-21 11 refs In Russian
A82-40482 t The role of nutrition in the changes of energy metabo-
lism during stress (Rol' pitaniia v izmenenii energeticheskogo obmena v
usloviiakh stressa). L E Panm and D I Kuz'menko (Akademna Meditsmskikh
Nauk SSSR, Novosibirsk, USSR) Voprosy Pitanna, May-June 1982, p 15-18 11
refs In Russian
The effect of three different isocalonc diets, which differ in the ratios of proteins,
fats and carbohydrates, on energy metabolism is studied in rats exposed to stress
(swimming in an aquarium at different water temperatures) Results show that the
high protem-lipid diet is the most desirable under stress, since this diet promotes
the transition of energy metabolism from the carbohydrate type to the lipid type,
and thus contributes to the development of adaptive changes in the body during
extreme stress In addition, analyses of kidney mitochondria show dissociation of
pxidative phosphorylation and inhibition of ATPase activity in rats on normal and
high carbohydrate diets, but these effects are not observed in rats on the high
protem-lipid diet N 6
A82-40484 t An automated system for the collection and processing
of cardiovascular information from athletes (Avtomatizirovannyi kompleks
dlia sbora i obrabotki informatsii o serdechno-sosudistoi sisteme sports-
menov). A P Grishanovich and A I Zav'ialov (Belorusskn Gosudarstvennyi
Umversitet, Minsk, Belorussian SSR) Teorna i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May
1982, p 52, 53 In Russian
A82-40485 t A respirator for training in conditions of changeable
respiratory mixture (Respirator dlia trenirovok v usloviiakh izmenennoi
dykhatel'noi smesi). I M Epshtem (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn In-
stitut Fizicheskoi KuPtury, Moscow, USSR) Teorna i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury,
May 1982, p 31, 50 In Russian
The paper describes a simple, portable respirator which does not require the
chemical treatment of gases The chief feature of this respirator is that it assures
a moderate level of hypoxia and hypercapnia in the respiratory mixture B J
A82-40486 t Somatotypology and athletics (Somatotipologiia i
sport). B A Nikitiuk (Gosudarstvennyi Tsentral'nyi Institut Fizicheskoi Kul'tury,
Moscow, USSR) Teorna i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May 1982, p 26-28 15
refs In Russian
An attempt is made to clarify the concept of somatotype (or constitution type)
with particular reference to the application of this concept to athletics The goals
of somatotypology in athletics are defined as selective, metabolic, and explana-
tory of the reactivity and dynamics of ontogeny Particular consideration is given
to the norm of skeletal reaction to mechanical excitations, and to the growth (or
development) dynamics of the body B J
A82-40487 t Physical activity and human requirements for energy
and food substances (Rzicheskaia aktivnost' i potrebnost' cheloveka v
energii i pishchevykh veshchestvakh). V A Shaternikov (Akademna Meditsm-
skikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR). M N Volgarev, and K A Korovmkov
Teorna i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May 1982, p 22-26 In Russian
Tables are presented that list the requirements for a variety of nutrients Both
age and the type of work performed are taken into account, with the standards
presupposing an ideal body weight The nutritional needs of athletes are distin-
guished from those doing heavy labor, noting that the former require nutrients that
will enable them to perform physically at a high level for a relatively short period
of time C R
A82-40488 t Increasing the efficiency of running on the basis of
learning algorithms and information tools (Povyshenie ekonomichnosti
bega na osnove ispol'zovaniia algoritmov obucheniia i informatsionnykh
sredstv). V L Rostovtsev (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Institut Fizi-
cheskoi Kul'tury. Moscow, USSR) Teorna i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May
1982, p 17-19 In Russian
A method is developed for increasing the efficiency of running which is based
on the use of learning algorithms and information on heart rate and the main
biomechamcal parameters The use of such algorithms and information tools
considerably improves evaluation of the efficiency of running and makes it possi-
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ble to determine a more efficient structure of running in one to three sessions A
decrease of vertical oscillations and stopping exertions was found to accompany
the increase in running efficiency B J
A82-40489 t Psychic stress in athletic activity (Psikhicheskaia na-
priazhennost' v sportivnoi deiatel'nosti). I B Viktorov (Sportkomitet, Latvian
SSR), L N Golovnikov (Akademna Pedagogicheskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow,
USSR), and A V Rodionov (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Institut FIZI-
cheskoi Kul'tury, Moscow, USSR) Teorna i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May
1982, p 13-15 In Russian
Experiments performed on boxers show that in stressful conditions there oc-
curs a redistribution of the level of response to standard load (the morning
response exceeds the evening one) Psychic components of stress predominate
on days of a match A series of control matches shows that adaptation occurs
not only on the basis of the principle of functional economization but also on the
basis of the principle of the homogeneity and heterogeneity of psychophysiologi-
cal reactions The heterogeneity of psychophysiological reactions can be accom-
panied by a negative effect of activity when it is connected with psychic functions
that are largely responsible for the efficiency of the boxer B J
A82-40490 t X-ray study of loaded skeletal portions in the upper
extremities of athletes engaging in karate (Rentgenologicheskoe is-
sledovanie nagruzhaemykh otdelov skeleta verkhnikh konechnostei
sportsmenov, zanimaiushchikhsia karate). S G Antonov and V N Shustov
(Lenmgradskii Institut Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, Leningrad, USSR) Arkhiv Anatomii,
Gistologn i Embriologn, vol 82, May 1982, p 71-77 9 refs In Russian
A82-40491 t Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the epidermal
proliferative units /EPU/ (Tsitoarkhitektonika epidermisa i epidermal'nye
proliferativnye edinitsy /EPE/). G la Grafova (Voenno-Meditsmskaia Akade-
mna, Lenningrad, USSR) Arkhiv Anatomii, Gistologii i Embnologn, vol 82, Apr
1982, p 73-85 59 refs In Russian
A82-40492 t Peculiarities of the relief of the trabecular surface of the
spongy substance of the human vertebrae (Osobennosti rel'efa poverk-
hnosti trabekul gubchatogo veshchestva pozvonkov u cheloveka). A A
Doktorov and lu I Denisov-Nikol'skn (Ministerstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR,
Nauchno-lssledovatel'skaia Laboratorna Biologicheskikh Struktur, Moscow,
USSR) Arkhiv Anatomii, Gistologii i Embnologn, vol 82, May 1982, p 61-70 30
refs In Russian
A82-40493 t The response of the venous walls in the extremities to
a disturbed venous outflow (Reaktsiia stenki ven konechnostei na
narushenie venoznogo ottoka). I M Baibekov and V A Khoroshaev (Akade-
mna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Arkhiv Anatomii, Gis-
tologii i Embnologn, vol 82, May 1982, p 45-51 16 refs In Russian
The dynamics of morphological changes occurring in the veins of rabbit and rat
pelvic extremities are studied by means of light and electron microscopy at
various time intervals of venous congestion produced by the ligation of the poste-
rior vena cava During early postoperative stages, lesions of the venous endo-
thelium appear, and are manifested by an increased permeability of the
endothelial cells, thickening of the borders between endotheliocytes, interaction
with blood cells, exfoliation from the basal membrane, and an increased pinocyte
activity Later, the inner membranes of the venous walls thicken, at first due to
the migration of blood leukocytes into the subendothelial layer, and then due to
the appearance of a typical smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts After 1-2
months, mtimosclerosis begins to develop, collagenous fibers appear, and a
proliferation of all types of cells in the venous walls takes place The primary
cause of the damage to the endothelial cells is hypoxia of the venous walls, which
also results in phlebosclerosis of the venous wall structures N B
A82-40494 t Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokmesia /neuromorphological and histochemical inves-
tigation/ (Izmeneniia neironov spinnogo mozga i spinnomozgovykh uzlov
pri gipokinezii /neiromorfologicheskoe i gistokhimicheskoe issledova-
nie/). R A Nasyrov (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Leningrad, USSR)
and G V Konovalov (Semipalatmskn Meditsmskn Institut, Semipalatmsk, USSR)
Arkhiv Anatomii, Gistologii i Embnologn, vol 82, May 1982, p 27-32 13 refs In
Russian
A82-40495 t Afferent associative and commissural projections of
the cortical vestibular zone VI of cats (Afferentnye assotslativnye i komis-
sural'nye proektsii korkovoi vestibuliarnoi zony VI u koshki). F N Makarov
and T F Kuleshova (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Fiziologn, Leningrad, USSR)
Arkhiv Anatomii, Gistologii i Embnologn, vol 82, Apr 1982, p 25-30 32 refs In
Russian
A82-40496 t Age changes in the cerebral cortex of humans and cats
/A comparative electron-microscopical investigation/ (Vozrastnye iz-
meneniia kory mozga cheloveka i koshki /Sravnitel'noe elektronno-mik-
roskopicheskoe issledovanie/). A S lontov (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut
Fiziologn, Leningrad, USSR) and V F Shefer (Lenmgradskii Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skii Psikhonevrologichesku Institut, Leningrad, USSR) Arkhiv Anato-
mii, Gistologii i Embnologu, vol 82, Apr 1982. p 13-20 24 refs In Russian
A82-40497 t The microcirculatory bed of the lungs after an effect
exerted on the right vagus nerve (Mikrotsirkuliatornoe ruslo legkikh pri
vozdeistvn na pravyi bluzhdaiushchii nerv). P N Aleksandrov, V I Chuma-
kov, and V E Krasmkov (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, Vladi-
vostokskii Meditsmskn Institut, Vladivostok, USSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologna
i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 10-12 8 refs In Russian
A82-40498 t The cause of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema (O
prichmakh vysotnogo ostrogo oteka legkikh). E M Ismailov (Kirgizskn Medit-
smskn Institut, Frunze, Kirgiz SSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologna i Ekspenmental'-
naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 21-25 6 refs In Russian
The possible role of shifts in functional systems in the triggering of high-altitude
acute pulmonary edema is examined Attention is given to thy significance of
hypo- and hyper-protememia, hypo- and hyper-volemia, the blocking of alpha and
beta adrenoreceptors, atropmization, glomectomy, increases in central blood
volume and pressure in pulmonary vessels, and increases in the permeability of
these vessels B J
A82-40499 t The early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to stress,
depending on the condition of the peripheral M-cholinergic systems
(Ranniaia reaktsiia krovetvornykh organov na stress-vozdeistvie v zavisi-
mosti ot sostoianiia penfericheskikh M-kholinoreaktivnykh sistem). lu B
Deshevoi Patologicheskaia Fiziologna i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua, May-June
1982, p 25-27 10 refs In Russian
Rats were subjected to six-hour immobilization during atropme block or acecli-
dme stimulation of the peripheral M-cholmergic receptors It is shown that the
injection of the agents did not produce any essential effect on the cellular reaction
of the bone marrow and lymphoid organs to the immobilization stress Atropme
injection intensified while aceclidme injection reduced the degree of poststress
lymphopenia and neutrophilia B J
A82-40500 t The effect of products erythrocyte destruction on im-
munological processes (Vliianie produktov raspada eritrotsltov na im-
munologicheskie protsessy). E G Kirdei and V I Nechaev (Irkutskn
Meditsmskn Institut, Irkutsk, USSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologna i Ekspenmen-
tal'naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 27-30 12 refs In Russian
Tests performed on white mice showed that the products of erythrocyte de-
struction had a stimulating effect on the resistance to infection, antibody forma-
tion, blood serium bactericidal and complementary activity, granulocyte
phagocytic activity, allograft rejection, and macrophage cytotoxic activity These
data indicate that erythrocyte-destruction products contribute to the regulation of
the immune response by the activation of the macrophagal-granulocytic link of
immunogenesis B J
A82-40501 t The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DMA and
RNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in rabbit bone marrow during
the stimulation of erythropoiesis (Sintez ladernykh mitokhondrial'nykh
DNK i RNK, sintez gema i globina v kostnom mozge krolikov pri stimuliatsii
entropoeza). lu D Goncharenko and A D Pavlov (Riazanskn Meditsmskn In-
stitut, Ryazan, USSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologna i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua,
May-June 1982, p 36-39 18 refs In Russian
A82-40502 t The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the heart
to hypoxia (0 vliiami gipokinezii na rezistentnost' serdtsa k gipoksii). E A
Markova, V M Gandziuk, and I L Popovich (Ternopol'skn Meditsmskn Institut,
Ternopol, Ukrainian SSR) Patologicheskaia Fiziologna i Ekspenmental'naia
Terapua, May-June 1982, p 46-50 19 refs In Russian
Experiments performed on white mice show that hypokmesia reduces the
resistance of the heart to acute hypoxia and changes the character of the effect
of adrenaline and mderal on the heart's tolerance to hypoxia These data are
explained from the vantage point of the heterochronous decrease in the synthesis
of protein structures of the sarcolemma and the myocardiocytic sarcoplasmic
reticulum during hypokmesia, as a consequence of which the cation pump capac-
ity decreases and a change is produced in the relation between the effect of
adrenaline on two differently directed processes, determining the efficiency of
oxygen utilization by the mitochondria B J
A82-40503 t Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of calcitonm
and somatotropic hormone injections under hypokinesia (Izmeneniia v
mineralizovannykh tkaniakh pn vvedenii kal'tsitonma I somatotropnogo
gormona v usloviiakh gipokinezii). A I VolozhmandR A Druzhmma (Moskov-
skn Meditsmskn Stomatologicheskii Institut, Moscow, USSR) Patologicheskaia
Fiziologna i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 64-67 7 refs In
Russian
The effect of daily subcutaneous injections of calcitonm (CT) and somatotropic
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hormone (STH) on the structure of the femur and the alveolar process was
investigated on unrestrained and hypokmetic rats CT was found to activate
osteogenesis and inhibit bone-tissue resorption to a greater extent in rats allowed
free movement than in immobilized rats STH inactions given for 10 and 20 days
did not have a protective effect on the bone when movements were restricted
CT injection was found to inhibit the development of a dystrophic in the alveolar
process induced by long-term hypokinesia B J
A82-40504 t The effect of denervation and tendotomy on oxidative
phosphorylation in the skeletal muscles of the rabbit and on the resistance
of phosphorylation to uncoupling agents (Vliianie denervatsii i tendotomh
na okislitel'noe fosforihrovame v skeletnykm mvshtsakh krolika i rezistent-
nost' fosforilirovaniia k razobshchaiushchim agentam). M A Shvets
(Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR, Leningrad, USSR) Patologicheskaia FIZI-
ologua i Ekspenmental'naia Terapua, May-June 1982, p 76-78 10 rets In Rus-
sian
A82-40S60 # Psychological investigation of pilot behavior during in-
tegration of control systems in the cockpit of passenger airliners (Psy-
chologische Untersuchung des Pilotenverhaltens
Bediensystemmtegration im Cockpit von Verkehrsflugzeugen). F V
Schick Braunschweig, Technische Universitat, Naturwissenschafthche Fakultat,
Doktor der Naturwissenschaften Dissertation, 1980 143 p 27 refs In German
The influence of modifications in passenger airliner control systems on pilot
behavior is experimentally investigated The experimental setup is described in
detail, including the division of labor in the cockpit, the simulated flight mission,
and the choice of measurement and registration procedures The data evaluation
and results are discussed, including the influence of turbulence, control system
component configuration, and practice on handling speed, as well as visual as-
pects The results are interpreted for general aspects of control systems C D
A82-40642 t Higher integrative systems of the brain (Vysshie mte-
grativnye sistemy mozga). A S Batuev Leningrad, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1981
256 p 563 refs In Russian
The book reviews experimental data concerning the physiology of the associa-
tion systems of the brain and their role in the formation of complex forms of
behavior m animals and humans Particular attention is devoted to the neuronal
and synaptic organization and the neurophysiological characteristics of the higher
association systems of the brain, the thalamopanetal and the thalamofrental
association systems The features of the evolutionary and ontogenic develop-
ment of the association systems, and their participation in the mechanisms of
information processing and in the processes of the directing and programming
activities of the brain are examined Also discussed is the role of the association
systems in the programming activities of the brain which are based on dominating
motivations, and on the structural accuracy of the surrounding environment,
resulting m the formation of the functional structure of behavioral acts N B
A82-40643 t Space gastroenterology (Kosmicheskaia gastroen-
terologiia). K V Smirnov and A M Ugolev Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1981
280 p 375 refs In Russian
A monographic review of studies dealing with space gastroenterology is
presented, with an emphasis on the results of studies of the digestive system of
cosmonauts obtained during flights of the Soyuz and Salyut spacecraft The
introductory chapters are devoted to a general description of gastroenterological
principles and methods, especially as applied to spacefight conditions involving
humans and animals This analysis is followed by chapters devoted to different
factors involved in space gastroenterology, including factors of spaceflight and
the digestive system during hypokinesia and acceleration, the effect of space diet
on the function of the digestive-system, and the mechanism of the influence of
spaceflight factors on the digestive system A concluding chapter presents a
synthesis of the general features of the functioning of the digestive system during
spaceflight conditions N B
A82-40646 t Neurochemical mechanisms of learning and memory
(Neirokhimicheskie mekhanizmy obucheniia i pamiati). R I Kruglikov Mos-
cow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1981 212 p 515 refs In Russian
The roles of neurochemical systems and the metabolism of nucleic acids and
proteins in the processes of learning and memory are reviewed After a detailed
survey of previous studies concerning the neurochemical mechanisms of learning
and memory, the roles of the neuron mediating systems of the brain in the
processes of learning and memory are analyzed, focusing on the cholmergic,
serotonin, and catecholamme systems The metabolism of proteins in the brain
and its relation to learning and memory are discussed In addition, the mech-
anisms for the participation of the neuron mediating systems of the brain in the
processes of learning and memory are examined, giving consideration to the
interactions of the neuron mediating systems, the regulating influence of seroto-
nin on the protein metabolism of the brain, and the role of the catecholamme
mechanisms of the brain in the regulation of the chemoreactive properties of the
cerebral neurons N B
A82-40649 Proceedings of a Meeting of the IUPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology. Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982)
88 p (For individual items see A82-40650 to A82-40685)
Topics discussed include procedural approaches to gravitational physiology,
methodological aspects of future cardiovascular research in space, and low-G
simulation in mammalian research Particular papers are presented on a rat
model for the simulation of certain aspects of space flight, cardiovascular re-
sponses to isometric exercise during simulated zero gravity, the morphogenesis
of a higher plant from cultured cells and embryos in space, and centrifuge high-g
effects on temperature regulation in unanesthetized rats Also considered are the
effect of baroreceptor denervation on +Gz tolerance in dogs, the dynamics of
weight loss during prolonged space flight, and the effects of horizontal hypo-
kinesia on performance and arcadian physiological rhythms in female humans
BJ
A82-40650 # Gravitational scale effects. T A McMahon (Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, MA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982),
p S-5, S-6 5 refs
Some simple aspects of the performance of living organisms as a function of
gravity and size are considered Gravitational scale effects related to the walking
and running of animals are considered, with particular attention given to a ballistic
walking model, the walking of the Apollo astronauts on the moon is discussed
In addition, gravitational scale effects on trees growing on other planets (the
moon and Jupiter) are examined B J
A82-40651 * # Study of high-g effects in animals. A H Smith (California,
University, Davis, CA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982). p
S-7 to S-10 NSF Grant No G-2255, Grants No NGR-05-004-008, No NsG-
7493
General aspects of animal centrifugation are examined It is shown that once
a covanance is established and the nature of the kinetics is determined it is
possible to calculate a regression of the biological change (with suitable numeri-
cal transforms of the data) upon field strength This should yield a rather simple
equation containing two arbitrary constants a, the zero intercept (a mathematical
prediction of the magnitude of the parameter y, when G = 0), and b, the propor-
tionality coefficient, the change in the parameter y per unit change in G Y = a
+ bG BJ
A82-406S2 # Methodological aspects of future cardiovascular re-
search in space. K Kirsch, L Rocker, and H J Wicke (Berlin, Freie Universitat,
Berlin, West Germany) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p
S-11 to S-14 10 refs
The exposure of man to a zero-g environment creates unique experimental
conditions, which disclose certain functional characteristics of the cardiovascular
system that might play an important role in terrestrial physiology This paper
describes instrumentation developed for cardiovascular studies in space flight
Particular consideration is given to (1) a device which permits repeated recording
of the pressure in the antecubital vein, and (2) ultrasonic pulse equipment for
studying fluid migration on the body axis B J
A82-40653 # Research opportunities and limitations of protracted
hypogravity simulations for plant gravitational physiology. A H Brown
(Pennsylvania, University, Philadelphia, PA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22,
Dec 1979(1982), p Sr15 to S-18 32 refs
Various aspects of the use of clmostats for protracted hypogravity simulation
on plants are examined Consideration is given to the quantitative characteriza-
tion of a plant's bioaccelerometer functions, the morphological dependence on
the g-force, the determination of the persistence of circumnutation in the absence
of a determining effect of gravity, the establishment of the g-dependence of a
physiological trait over a range of g-levels, the exploration of the limits of the
reciprocity rule, and the use of clmostats to simulate whatever g-condition may
be planned for a space experiment The limitations of the use of clmostats are
also considered B J
A82-406S4 * # Low-G simulation in mammalian research. H Sandier
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research Div , Moffett Field, CA)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-19 to S-22 23 refs
After a review of space-flight research concerning the effects of weightless-
ness on mammals, the paper reviews various methods of low-G simulation
Consideration is given to water immersion, bed rest, chair rest, and confinement,
immobilization, and partial body-support systems Countermeasures to offset the
effects of weightlessness are also discussed B J
A82-40655 * # A new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight. E R Morey, E E Sabelman, R T Turner, and D J Baylmk (NASA, Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, U S Veterans Administration Medical Cen-
ter, Tacoma, WA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-23,
S-24
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A rat suspension model to simulate the effects of weightlessness was devel-
oped by U S researchers coincident with U S involvement in Cosmos-satellite
studies This paper presents some preliminary data dealing with weight gam, food
consumption, and bone formation in the rat model as compared with data from
the Cosmos 782 and 936 experiments It is shown that significant changes in bone
formation rates may occur during a space flight lasting only five days B J
A82-40656 # Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the velocity
curves measured by Doppler sonography at the level of the carotid sys-
tem. A Guell. A Bes, L Braak, and M Barrere (Centre Hospitaller Universitaire
Rangueil, Toulouse, France) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22. Dec 1979
(1982), p S-25, S-26 8 refs
A weightlessness simulation (seven days of prolonged bedrest in an antiortho-
static position of -4 deg) was performed on four healthy human subjects The
parameters studied were the systolic time, the arterial resistance index, and the
surface ratios and average velocity index which vary in the same sense as the
cerebral blood flow A significant increase was found in the systolic time from the
10th hour to the fourth day The arterial resistance index increased during the first
four days The surface ratios and the average velocity index decreased signifi-
cantly after the second hour and returned to the basal state after 48 hours
Qualitatively, a decrease was noted in the second positive wave of the sonogram,
corresponding to a decrease in the arterial tonus B J
A82-40657 * # Changes in blood volume and response to vaso-active
drugs in horizontally casted primates. D T Dickey, K K Teoh, H Sandier,
and H L Stone (Oklakoma, University, Oklahoma City, OK) Physiologist, Sup-
plement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-27, S-28 5 refs Grant No NsG-2282
Experiments were performed on horizontally casted primates (male rhesus
monkeys) in order to note changes in blood volume caused by horizontal re-
straint, to compare orthostatic tolerance before and after casting using the re-
sponses to upright tilting, to begin to uncover the cardiovascular and neural
mechanisms involved in deconditionmg. and to compare the data with that ob-
tained from bed-rested human subjects and from humans exposed to weightless-
ness Bolus injections of norepmephnne of 2 0 microgram/kg, phenylephrme of
4 0 microgram/kg, and nitroprusside of 2 0 microgram/kg were administered,
and aortic pressure and heart rate were recorded during the injections The
results indicate that the horizontally casted primate is a valid animal model for
studying the effects of simulated zero-G on the human cardiovascular system
BJ
A82-40658 # Human lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-g and
enhanced at high-g. A Cogoh.M Valluchi.J Reck.M Muller (Zurich, Eidgenos-
sische Techmsche Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland), W Briegleb (Deutsche For-
schungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut fdr Flugmedizm,
Bonn, West Germany), I Cordt, and C Michel (Zurich, Umversitat, Zurich, Swit-
zerland) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-29, S-30
Swiss National Science Foundation Grant No 3,109,077
A82-406S9 * # Computer simulations of postural change, water immer-
sion and bedrest - An mtegrative approach for understanding the spacef-
light response. J | Leonard (General Electric Co , Houston, TX), C S Leach,
and J A Rummel (NASA, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-31,5-32 Contract No NAS7-14587
Mathematical modeling techniques were used to simulate the fluid electrolyte
(F-E) responses during gravity unloading It is shown that the response to weight-
lessness can best be understood by separately examining the acute (hours to
days) and chronic (days to weeks) phases, and assuming the presence of normal,
although complex, feedback regulatory processes Headward shifts of fluid are
shown to be primarily responsible for acute body losses of extracellular F-E
Losses of body water are closely related to the volume of fluid shifts from the
legs A diuresis is predicted within the first several hours of hypogravity, and this
may be obscured by a reduced F-E intake, on Skylab, early F-E losses occurred
primarily by deficit intake B J
A82-40660 # Effect of postural changes on minute ventilation, func-
tional residual capacity and pulmonary N2 clearance. E U Chae and S H
Bae (Kyungpook National University, Taegu, Republic of Korea) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 22. Dec 1979 (1982), p S-33, S-34 5 refs
Respiratory responses to passive tilt were studied in anesthetized dogs that
were tilted from horizontal to upright (+90 deg) and head-down (-90 deg) posi-
tions The functional residual capacity (FRC) increased in the upright position and
decreased in the head-down position The decreased FRC was compensated by
the increased minute ventilation, and an adequate percent oxygen saturation of
arterial blood was maintained in the head-down position On the other hand, in
spite of increased FRC, minute ventilation was diminished and the lung clearance
time was prolonged, and the percent oxygen saturation of arterial blood was
decreased in the upright position B J
A82-40661 # Running in circles. P R Greene and T A McMahon (Har-
vard University, Cambridge, MA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979
(1982). p S-35, S-36
One technique for simulating the effects of enhanced gravitational acceleration
on human locomotion is to have the individual run along a circular trajectory
Under these conditions, it is found that some parameters of the gait (i e top
speed, ground contact time, and ballistic air time) change dramatically with the
radius of the circle, whereas other parameters (i e stride frequency and step
length) are essentially independent of the radius Experimental results from 12
subjects are compared with a simple mathematical theory which assumes that
the anti-gravity muscles have reached peak force Theory and experiments agree
quite well Results are applied to the athletic question of running on a closed path,
with the surprising conclusion that athletic tracks should be circular, not oval
(Author)
A82-40662 # Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise during
simulated zero gravity. F Bonde-Petersen, Y Suzuki, and T Sadamoto
(Copenhagen, University, Copenhagen, Denmark) Physiologist, Supplement,
vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-37, S-38 10 refs
Experiments were performed on six healthy males (age 21-35 years) in order
to investigate whether blood pressure reflexes during isometric exercise are
related to relative muscle strength applied, and whether these reflexes are in-
fluenced by simulated weightlessness (the supine position) It is shown that knee
extension has the greatest impact on cardiovascular parameters, in addition, the
cardiac output showed its greatest increase to above 10 I/mm during contraction
Contrary to the results of Lind et al (1964), responses to isometric exercise at
40% MVC (maximal voluntary contraction) are found to depend on the muscle
mass involved B J
A82-40663 # Effect of athletic training on physical fitness under
hypodynamics. H Saiki, M Nakaya, M Sudoh, M Abe, Y Taketomi, and M
Naruse (Jikei University, Tokyo, Japan) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec
1979 (1982), p S-39, S-40 6 refs
Twenty-nine healthy male adults were subjected to two weeks of vigorous
athletic altitude training As a result of training, such indicators as maximal oxygen
uptake, flicker fusion value, and HPA reaction level, showed an increase of the
physical fitness capacity, in addition, no decrease in orthostatic tolerance was
observed Water immersion exposure (six hours in head-out supine position) after
training showed negative stress effects from the vantage points of the mineral
and hormonal metabolisms The results seem to indicate that an increase of
physical fitness capacity, including orthostatic tolerance, can be achieved during
training B J
A82-40664 * # Effect of physical training in cool and hot environments
on +Gz acceleration tolerance in women. P J Brock, D Sciaraffa, and J E
Greenleaf (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research Div, Moffett
Field, CA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-41, S-42
13 refs
Acceleration tolerance, plasma volume, and maximal oxygen uptake were
measured in 15 healthy women before and after submaximal isotonic exercise
training periods in cool and hot environments The women were divided on the
basis of age, maximal oxygen uptake, and +Gz tolerance into three groups a
group that exercised in heat (40 6 C), a group that exercised at a lower tempera-
ture (187 C), and a sedentary control group that functioned in the cool environ-
ment There was no significant change in the +Gz tolerance in any group after
training, and terminal heart rates were similar within each group It is concluded
that induction of moderate acclimation responses without increases in sweat rate
or resting plasma volume has no influence on +Gz acceleration tolerance in
women B J
A82-40665 * # Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in tropic
and nastic responses in beans. M J Jaffe (Ohio University, Athens, OH)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-43, S-44 7 refs
NASA-supported research
Experiments designed to explore the interaction of gravity and mechanical
stimuli in the tropic and nastic movements of Cherokee Bush bean plants were
summarized When 10-day-old plants were rubbed just prior to presentation of
the gravitic stimulus (by placing them on their sides), they displayed much less
geotropic curvature than did nonrubbed controls Geotropism could also be inhib-
ited by rubbing even after it had been progressing for two hours Wind from a fan
could also inhibit geotropism, suggesting that this phenomenon also occurs in
nature B J
A82-40666 * # Morphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured cells and
embryos in space. A D Knkonan, F R Dutcher, C E Qumn, and F C Steward
(New York, State University, Stony Brook, NY) Physiologist, Supplement, vol
22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-45, S-46 Grant No NsG-7270, Contract No NAS2-
10150
Reference is made to the Cosmos 782 experiment, which showed that cultured
totipotent cells of carrot can give rise to embryos with well-developed roots but
minimally developed shoots at near-zero g The problem of whether the develop-
ment of leafy shoots is sensitive to near-zero g conditions is considered A test
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system that would allow this problem to be resolved in a future space flight is
described C R
A82-40667 # Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells. J O Kessler (Arizona, University, Tucson, AZ) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-47, S-48 5 refs
A82-40668 * # Receptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect. H
B Hartman (Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX) Physiologist, Supplement, vol
22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-49, S-50 6 refs NSF-supported research, Grant No
NsG-7435
Displacement in any direction from primary orientation is found to evoke tonic
activity from at least one of the four interneurons of a certain type of burrowing
cockroach, the receptive field for each mterneuron is slightly more than a quad-
rant The receptive field of each mterneuron is found to be the same as the row
of receptors providing the input Displacement about the least stable axis (0-180
deg) or roll, on the one hand, and the most stable axis (90-270 deg) or pitch, on
the other, is found to be unambiguously signaled by pairs of interneurons Indica-
tions are obtained that receptors in the lateral row drive a giant mterneuron in a
contralateral connective and those in the medial row drive one in an ipsilateral
connective C R
A82-40669 * # Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation. L C Keil (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, CA) and J W Evans (California, University, Davis, CA)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-53, S-54 8 refs
The primary ob|ective of the study is to determine the effect of continuous
exposure to hypergravity on the development and composition of weight-bearing
bone The experimental results are seen to suggest that many, if not all, of the
changes observed in bone growth and composition derive from the retarded
growth rate of the centnfuged rats Both centnfuged weanling and mature rats
exhibit a significant reduction in femur length and mass The changes in femur size
are more apparent in the weanlings since they are exposed to hypergravity during
their most rapid phase of skeletal development In addition to a slower growth
rate, the body mass of the mature and weanling animals is reduced even further
by the depletion of body fat The rapid loss of body fat observed in rats and mice
during centrifugation, it is found, can produce a prompt and significant rise in
relative femur mass after two weeks of exposure After adaptation to centrifuga-
tion, however, relative femur mass is similar to that of controls at four and eight
weeks At 18 weeks, the centnfuged rats again exhibit an increase in relative
femur mass It is thought that this increase in relative femur mass may be gener-
ated by the difference in fat deposition between the 1 -G controls and the high-G
rats C R
A82-40670 * # Cardiovascular responses of the chronically instru-
mented monkey during simulated space flight. E P McCutcheon, E Carlson,
R C Mams, N Pace, D F Rahlmann, and H Sandier (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Biomedical Research Div , Moffett Field, California, University, Berkeley,
CA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-55, S-56
A pod enclosure system designed by the Environmental Physiology Laboratory
at the University of California at Berkeley is found to be eminently suitable for
work with monkeys The pattern of cardiovascular activity is found to vary In the
first half of the exposure, the hourly mean values suggest an initial period of
instability, most marked for heart rate, beginning at 'launch' In the second half
of the exposure, the final three days, the responses appear much more ordered,
with a stable phase relationship between Orcadian shifts in heart rate and mean
aortic pressure Since the latter stability is more normal, the assumption is made
that the animal had become adjusted to its situation Imposition of a daily lower
body negative pressure (LBNP) stress shows characteristic responses C R
A82-40671 * # Centrifuge high-g effects on temperature regulation in
unanesthetized rats. J M Horowitz, E R Schertel, and B A Horwitz (Cali-
fornia, University, Davis, CA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979
(1982), p S-57, S-58 Grant No NsG-2234
A82-40672 # Effects of high-G on ventilation/perfusion in the domes-
tic fowl. S C Walgenbach, R E Burger, and A H Smith (California, University,
Davis, CA) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-59, S-60
7 refs Grant No AF-AFOSR-77-3430
A82-40673 * # Dynamics Of weight loss during prolonged spaceflight.
C S Leach (NASA, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX),J I Leonard (General
Electric Co, Houston, TX), and P C Rambaut (NASA, Washington, DC) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-61, S-62 6 refs
Data from three Skylab flights lasting 28, -59, and 84 days are used to study
changes in body composition occurring during extended spaceflight The analysis
includes pre- and postflight measurements used to compute lean body mass and
body fat losses for an entire mission using previously accepted methods based
on total body water, potassium, and density, and also includes the daily metabolic
balances in order to provide an estimate of the time course of the changes in
water, protein, and fat The analytical approach is explained and the results
presented, including a summary of changes in lean body mass and changes in
weight loss and tissue components It is concluded that little more than half of the
weight loss observed during the missions can be attributed to loss in lean body
mass, the remainder being derived from fat stores C D
A82-40674 * # Otocomal complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph.
M D Ross and T J Williams (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Ml) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-63, S-64 5 refs Grant No NsG-
9047
Scintillation spectrometry was employed to examine the Ca-45(2+) uptake and
exchange by otoconial complexes in the sensory region endolymph medium, and
a comparison was made with bone mineral deposition CaCI was injected m-
traperitoneally into 222 rats and blood samples were collected at set intervals
during the subsequent 15 mm-l mo life durations of the animals The animals were
eventually sacrificed and saccular and utncular otoconial complexes were mi-
crodissected while bone chips from the otic bone and femur were gathered by
scraping Ca-45 was present in the saccular otoconial complexes within 15 mm
of injection, an uptake similar to the bone deposition, while slower rates were
observed with the utncular complexes Utncular uptake, however, accelerated
5-6 hr postmjection, and total otoconial content was always lower than propor-
tional bone absorption M S K
A82-40675 # Effect of baroreceptor denervation on -t-G sub z toler-
ance in dogs. D F Peterson (Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, OK) and V S
Bishop (Texas, University, San Antonio, TX) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22,
Dec 1979(1982), p S-65, S-66 Grant No AF-AFOSR-73-2525
A82-40676 # The effects of +G2 acceleration stress on right ven-
tricular pressures in conscious miniature swine.. M H Laughlm and J E
Whmnery (USAF, School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-67, S-68
The effects of various levels of g-stress due to acceleration were examined on
five young female miniature swine Physiological parameters were monitored by
means of catheters inserted in the cranial vena cava and outfitted with pressure
transducers which were moved into the right ventricular chamber when the ani-
mals were placed in a centrifuge Sample pressures were taken during rest, and
during and after 30 sec exposures to 1 -9 g integer increments of stress Increases
were observed in mean right ventricular systolic pressure, torr/sec, and heart
during acceleration The highest mean right ventricular diastolic pressure in-
crease occurred at 5 g, while the pressure peaked at 3 g It is concluded that
acceleration induced a reflex increase in sympathetic tone to the heart, affected
the mechanical processes of the lungs, and increased pulmonary vascular resis-
tance M S K
A82-40677 * # Effect of simulated weightlessness on energy metabo-
lism in the rat. J P Jordan, H A Sykes, J C Crownover, C L Schatte, J B
Simmons, II, and D P Jordan (Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-69, S-70 Grant No
NsG-2232
Results of measurements of food uptake and body weight changes occurring
in rats suspended from a harness so that the antigravity muscles were not used
for locomotion are presented The rats were tested in pairs, with both in a harness
but only one suspended off its hind legs, this section lasted 7 days A second
phase of the experiment involved feeding the nonsuspended rat the same amount
of food the experimental rat had consumed the previous day All rats experienced
decreased in body weight and food intake in the first stage, while in the second
stage the suspended rat lost more weight The total oxygen uptake, CO2 output,
and rate of C-14O2 production were depressed in the suspended rats, then
returned to normal levels once the rats were back on thyground It is concluded
that the gross metabolic processes are unaffected by simulated weightlessness
M S K
A82-40678 # Gravity, metabolic rate and body size of mammals. A C
Economos (San Jose State University, San Jose, CA) Physiologist, Supplement,
vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-71,3-72 10 refs
The discrepancy of mammalian basal metabolic rate allometry from the
theoretically plausible 'surface law' is studied from the perspective of response
to experimentally induced hypergravity Gravitational tolerance, 'rate' of repres-
sion of growth, and basal metabolic rate as a function of body mass are deter-
mined for a variety of animals It is shown that gravitational tolerance obeys a
power law, which is also found for repression of growth in hypergravity C D
A82-40679 * # Altered bone turnover during spaceflight. R T Turner, E
R Morey, C Liu, and D J Baylmk (U S Veterans Administration Medical Center,
Tacoma, WA, NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982), p S-73, S-74 5 refs
Modifications in calcium metabolism during spaceflight were studied, using
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parameters that reflect bone turnover Bone formation rate, medullary area, bone
length, bone density, pore size distribution, and differential bone cell number were
evaluated in growing rate both immediately after and 25 days after orbital spacef-
lights aboard the Soviet biological satellites Cosmos 782 and 936 The primary
effect of space flight on bone turnover was a reversible inhibition of bone forma-
tion at the penosteal surface A simultaneous increase in the length of the penos-
teal arrest line suggests that bone formation ceased along corresponding
portions of that surface Possible reasons include increased secretion of gluco-
corticoids and mechanical unloading of the skeleton due to near-weightlessness,
while starvation and immobilization are excluded as causes C D
A82-40680 * # Effect of space flight on bone strength. D M Spengler,
E R Morey, D R Carter, R T Turner, and D J Baylmk (NASA, Ames Research
Center. Moffett Field, CA, U S Veterans Administration Medical Center, Tacoma,
WA) Physiologist. Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p S-75, S-76 6refs
To test the possibility that spaceflight has a deleterious effect on bone mechani-
cal properties, femur breaking strength by torsional loading in rats that had been
flown for 19 days aboard Cosmos 936 was determined The results showed that
femurs from flight rats were less stiff than the flight controls, and failed under
torsion at a lower torque and energy of absorption The defect was corrected
following space flight and could be prevented during space flight by centnfuging
the rats at 1 x g Altered bone geometry due to inhibition of bone formation at the
penosteal surface provides the most likely explanation for the decrease in bone
strength during spaceflight C D
A82-40681 # The effect of G sub z acceleration on pulmonary perfu-
sion in the miniature swine. J E Whmnery and M H Laughlin (USAF, School
of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22,
Dec 1979 (1982), p S-77, S-78
A82-40682 * # Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on performance
and circadian physiological rhythms in female humans. C M Wmget, C W
DeRoshia, and H Sandier (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research
Div , Moffett Field, CA) Physiologist. Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979(1982), p
S-79, S-80 5 refs
Eight females from 35-45 yr of age were subjected to seven days of ambula-
tory control, seven days of bed rest, and a five day recovery period, with 30 mm
of centnfugation on day seven of bedrest to determine the effects of weightless-
ness on the circadian rhythms of females in that age group Heart rate and rectal
temperature (RT) were monitored and each sub|ect was tested in a flight simula-
tor twice a day in conditions of varying levels of turbulence The flight simulations
were run during the morning and acrophase of the arcadian RT and performance
errors wery monitored for 6 mm No significant differences were detected in the
group performance data pre-, during, and post-bedrest, although better perform-
ance in the simulator was observed after the centrifuge exposure An RT phase
shift was statistically significant between pre- and during bedrest stages
M S K
A82-40683 * # Instantaneous stroke volume in man during lower body
negative pressure /LBNPA J A Loeppky, K L Richards, E R Greene, M W
Eldndge, D E Hoekenga, M D Venters, and U C Luft (Lovelace Foundation for
Medical Education and Research, U S Veterans Administration Medical Center,
Albuquerque, NM) Physiologist. Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982). p 3-81,
S-82 6 refs Contract No NAS9-15483
Results of an examination of the instantaneous time course of the stroke
volume (SV) and cardiac output (O) in response to the onset and release of -50
torr lower body negative pressure (LBNP) are reported Six male subjects were
sealed into a LBNP box up to the iliac crest while being monitored by echocardio-
graph for centerlamma blood velocity, fluid displacement, stroke volume, heart
rate, and leg volume Particular use was made of pulsed ultrasonic Doppler
velocity meters for measuring the blood velocities and flow dynamics Measure-
ments were made of the subjects continuously beginning from 20 sec prior to and
one mm after LBNP onset and release A linear fall in the SV was observed with
LBNP at 49% of the baseline value after 33 sec A 62% drop, the lowest, was
detected after 8 mm of LBNP The leg volume was inversely related to Q for the
duration of the experiment MSK
A82-40684 # Ultra-high impact free-fall survival. R G Snyder (Michi-
gan, University, Ann Arbor, Ml) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979
(1982), p S-83, S-84 11 refs
Results of a survey of recorded literature empirically defining the lethal limits
of stopp.mg time afte.free fall are reported The studies covered impacts on a
variety of surfaces, including water, snow, ice. concrete, etc A decisive factor in
the survival after impact following free-fall was determined to be the distribution
of the force Cleaving water by head-first or feet-first entrance was found to have
prevented death after terminal speeds of 97 and 116 ft/sec Cases are cited,
however, of suicide attempts from jumping off five and six story buildings, where
the individuals received only minor injuries, and actually were ambulatory after
the impact It is suggested that if the time duration of an abrupt impact decreases
below 600 microsec, levels of impact forces may be withstood which in other
conditions would be lethal MSK
A82-40685 # Simulated gravitational field influences on the aging
process. A Vrabiescu (National Institute of Gerontology and Genatncs, Buchar-
est, Rumania) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 22, Dec 1979 (1982). p S-85,
S-86 7 refs
Results of experiments on 97 rats to assay the influence of gravity on aging
process are reported Three groups experienced 1, 2, and 5 g's each for period
of at least 473 days in a centrifugal device Growth, skin condition, hair, nails,
behavior, memory, O2 consumption, body temperature, ECG. peripheral blood
cytomorphology, morbidity, and mortality were evaluated in all the animals, with
6-10 rats from parallel groups also undergoing autopsy for morphological exami-
nation of internal organs and the biological age of collagen Rats exposed to
higher accelerations experienced growth slowdown 30-90 days earlier than the
normal gravity rats Symptoms such as arthrosis, osteoporosis, and decalafica-
tion, all indicative of advanced age, were also present in the rats exposed to two
and five g acceleration after several months Accelerated collagen aging was
evident in the rats enduring 5 g's, as were neuro-endocrme reactions suggestive
of stress MSK
A82-40686 International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,1980, Proceedings. Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23. Dec 1980 (1982) 159 p
The Proceedings of the Second Annual Meeting of the IUPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology are presented Papers are presented on the effects of
gravity and weightlessness on the physiology of humans and other animals, both
during space flights and in simulation experiments Topics discussed include the
adaptation of animals to changed gravity, metabolic and morphological studies
of physiological systems during conditions of changed gravity, the function and
structure of the gravity-dependent systems, such as the vestibular, bone, and
muscle systems, hypokinesia and immobilization, as well as various other as-
pects of gravitational physiology N B
A82-40687 # Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to gravitational
stresses. F Bonde-Petersen, N J Christensen, O Hennksen, B Nielsen, C
Nielsen, P Norsk, L B Rowell, T Sadamoto, G Sjogaard, and K Skagen
(Copenhagen, University, Copenhagen, Denmark) (International Union of Physi-
ological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-7 to S-10 10 refs
Research supported by the Danish Space Council, and Statens Laegeviden-
skabelige Forsknmgsrad
Conditions of gravitational stress were studied in humans during exercise, both
dynamic and static The subjects were exposed to high and low gravity conditions,
simulated by a variety of methods, including lower body negative and positive
pressures, bed rest, and water immersion Dynamic exercise tests were con-
ducted on bicycle ergometers Various parameters were measured, including
cardiac output (CO), mean arterial blood pressure, heart rate, and skin blood
flow Blood samples were analyzed for proteins, hemoglobin, colloid osmotic
pressure, etc Among other results, it was found that plasma volume decreases
during studies lasting six hours The adaptation of CO, which first was increased
by up to 60%, was more rapid as CO was gradually recovering during the first
two hr However, the decrease in forearm vascular resistance, which was ob-
served immediately at the onset of head-out water immersion, persisted during
the experiment During exercise, static and dynamic water immersion to the
xiphoid level produced greater changes than during the control situation In addi-
tion, local hydrostatic forces elicit vascular reflexes, which can be dominated by
the general sympathetic nervous activity evoked during lower body negative
pressure N B
A82-40688 # Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Results of animal experiments aboard blosatellites. O G
Gazenko, A M Genm, E A ll'm, V S Oganov, and L V Serova (Mmisterstvo
Zdravookhranemia SSSR. Insfitut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow,
USSR) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd,
Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec
1980 (1982), p S-11 to S-15 47 refs
Results of experiments on mammals aboard several Cosmos biological satel-
lites are reviewed These experiments were conducted to investigate the patterns
of adaptation of higher animals to weightlessness, to study the physiological and
morphobiochemical characteristics of organs and tissues of weightless animals,
and to explore their readaptation to earth's gravity after exposure to zero-g
Results of these biosatellite experiments demonstrated certain patterns of adap-
tation of animals to weightlessness For example, a relatively prolonged exposure
to weightlessness did not cause pathological changes in the structure of any of
the organs tested The changes observed in the hypothalamus-hypothysis-adre-
nal system, muscles, bones, myocardium, and other organs proved reversible,
returning to normal by 25 days after the flights Certain experiments suggest that
the space flight-induced stress reaction remains at a moderate level throughout
the flight Among other results, the studies provided information about structural
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and metabolic changes in muscles and bones, which were found to be similar to
the changes seen in ground-based simulation experiments (hypokinesia and
hypodynamia) N B
A82-40689 # Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat skeletal
muscles to weightlessness and similar functional requirements. V S Oga-
nov, S A Skuratova, A N Potapov, and M A Shirvmskaia (Mmisterstvo Zdra-
vookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow,
USSR) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd,
Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec
1980 (1982), p S-16 to S-21 34 refs
Investigations of the mechanisms of functional atrophy in skeletal muscles,
such as muscle mass loss, and the decline of muscle tone, strength, and endur-
ance, which occurs during long periods of weightlessness were conducted on rats
aboard Cosmos biosatelhtes and in ground-based simulated weightlessness
studies It was observed that the soleus and extensor digitorum longus muscles
showed a decrease of muscle contraction strength upon their tetanic stimulation,
loss of elasticity, and a decline of tolerance to fatigue In addition, the soleus
muscle displayed a selective acceleration of tetanus development and a de-
crease of the amplitude of the twitch/tetanic tension ratio A decrease in the
maximum amplitude of isometric tension (Pm) was observed in the slow soleus
muscle and, to a lesser extent, in the medial head of the triceps brachii muscle
Hypokmetic experiments did not reveal significant changes of Pm in glycermated
fibers of any fore- or hind-limb muscle tested Hypodynamic studies demon-
strated a decrease in strength and a shortening of the time of tetanus develop-
ment in the intact medial head of the triceps brachii muscle N B
A82-40690 # Weightlessness effects on resistance and reactivity of
animals. L V Serova (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranemia SSSR, Institut Mediko-
Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-22 to S-26 10 refs
Studies of bodily resistance and reactivity in rats during weightless conditions
were conducted aboard several Cosmos biosatellites during flights lasting
16 5-22 days (approximately 1 /SO of the lifespan of the animals) It was observed
that both catabolic and anabolic processes were activated, the thymus and
spleen weights decreased, and the thymocyte and splenocyte counts we re-
duced In addition, the animals exhibited lumphopenia in the blood and a decrease
in the percentage content of lymphocytes in the bone marrow Stress tests
showed that the animals exposed to weightless conditions largely retained their
ability for adequate reactions of blood cells to additional stressors, in spite of the
fact that the mtial (postflight-pretest) blood of flight animals differed significantly
from that of control animals It is concluded that an 18-22 day exposure to
weightlessness reduces resistance of the animal body, although this reduction is
not great and exerts no significant effect on animal viability N B
A82-40691 # Artificial gravity in space flight. A R Kotovskaia, E A ll'm,
V I Korolkov, and A A Shipov (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranemia SSSR, Insitut
Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physi-
ological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-27 to S-29 5 refs
The biomedical effects of artificial gravity generated by spacecraft rotation on
rats was investigated during a 19 5 day space flight, and compared to the effects
caused by weightlessness An artificial gravity of 1 g generated inflight helped to
prevent to a large degree the development of weightlessness-induced adverse
changes in the animals Artificial gravity normalized the effects of weightlessness
on the functions of the myocardium, skeletal muscule system, and the excretory
system However, specific effects caused by the rotation were also observed,
including functions realized through the combined action of the optic, vestibular,
and motor sensors (equilibrium function, turning reflex, orientation in a maze,
higher motor control) N B
A82-40692 # Biorhythms of rats during and after space flight. V la
Klimovitskii, E A ll'm, V S Oganov, G G Shlyk, V V Vengo (Mmisterstvo
Zdravookhranemia SSSR. Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow,
USSR), K Hecht, M Poppei, T Schlegel, E Wahtel, and 0 Zass (Berlin, Hum-
boldt Umversitat, Berlin, East Germany) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-30 to S-33 9 refs
The influence of weightlessness, confinement, and the remoteness of natural
terrestrial time cues on biorhythms in rats was investigated both during and after
space flights on Cosmos satellites Results showed that weightlessness did not
exert an adverse effect on the formation and stability of arcadian rhythms of rats
in-flight The rate with which the phase of the arcadian rhythm of motor activity
and body temperature drifted after a day-night inversion was normal It was
suggested that weightlessness, being an additional stressor that was absent in
the synchronous animals, somehow helped t accentuate circadian rhythmicity
After flight and synchronous experiments, the Orcadian and minute rhythms
changed in both animal groups, although these experiments were completed
during the phase drift which continued after day-night inversion However, the
physiological loads associated with the adaptation to weightlessness and readap-
tation to 1 g upon return to earth of flight animals were responsible for more stable
changes in their biorhythms than for synchronous rats N B
A82-40693 # Rhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline excretion
in urine of rats after three weeks of weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-
1129. K Kwarecki, H Debiec, andZ Koter (Wojskowy Instytut Medycyny Lotmc-
zej, Warsaw, Poland) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement,
vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-34 to S-37 14 refs
Investigations were carried out on rats subjected to a 180 deg light-dark phase
shift within 10 days of spaceflight On the third, eighth and thirteenth day after
landing the following rhythms were determined urine volume, excretion of
sodium, potassium, calcium, phosphate and hydroxyproline with urine All
rhythms studied in the urine in control groups were synchronized within 13 days
after being subjected to the inverted lighting schedule In postflight animals the
Orcadian rhythms of diuresis, sodium and potassium excretion with urine were
synchronized to the new lighting regimen whereas the other variables were not
phase-shifted even within 23 days period The results suggest that the synchro-
nizing effect of the light-dark cycle under space conditions was weakened
(Author)
A82-40694 # Ultrastructural qualitative and quantitative evaluation of
cytoplasmatic structures of heart muscle of rats living aboard biosputnik
Kosmos 936. S Baranski, M Kujawa, and A Kaplanskn (Wojskowy Instytut
Medycyny Lotniczej, Warsaw, Poland, Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranemia SSSR,
Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union
of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,
1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-38 to S-40 8
refs
Ultrastructural morphometrical examinations of some cytoplasmatic structures
from heart muscle of rats flight on board of the biosatellite Cosmos 936 were
carried out Two groups of animals were examined, one living in weightlessness
conditions and the second in weightlessness with artificial, centrifuge-induced
gravity In both groups of animals the following was observed, changes in the
structure of mitochondrial and smooth endoplasmatic reticulum and miofilaments
Artificial gravity does not prevent changes in rat heart muscle (Author)
A82-40695 # Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129.
A S Ushakov, T A Smirnova (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranemia SSSR, Institut
Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR), G C Pitts (Virginia, Univer-
sity, Charlottesville, VA). N Pace, A H Smith, and D F Rahlmann (California,
University, Berkeley and Davis, CA) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-41 to S-44 9 refs
(Previously announced in STAR as N82-20832)
A82-40696 # Stress in space flight - Metabolic aspects. R A Ti-
graman, L Macho, R Kvetnansky. S Nemeth, and N F Kalita (Mmisterstvo
Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow,
USSR Slovenska Akademia Vied, Ustav Expenmentalnei Endokrmologie, Bratis-
lava, Czechoslovakia) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement,
vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-45 to S-50 25 refs
In order to identify the stress reaction associated with a prolonged exposure
to weightlessness, various stress indicators (such as the concentration of cate-
cholammes, the activities of enzymes involved in adrenal, hypothalamus, myocar-
dium, and blood metabolism, the hormone content in blood, and the enzyme
activity in the liver) were investigated m different organs and tissues of rats flown
for 18 5 days aboard a Cosmos biosatellite The results obtained were compared
to data from rats exposed to the effects of artificial gravity generated by a
centnfuge on the biosatellite, as well as from vivarium controls It was concluded
that the space flight was not a powerful stressor for the sympatho-adrenal sys-
tem An increase in the activities of aspartate ammotranferase, alanme ammo-
transferase, fructose-1,6-diphosphatase, and gluocose-6-phosphatase was the
only convincing evidence of weightlessness-induced chronic stress to which the
rats were exposed throughout the flight Thus, this study demonstrated a good
adaptation of animals to prolonged weightlessness alone and to space flight
effects on the whole N B
A82-40697 # Results of morphological investigations aboard biosa-
tellites Cosmos. A S Kaplanskn, E A Savma, V V Portugalov, E I ll'ma-
Kakueva, E I Alekseev, G N Durnova, A S Pankova, G I Plakhuta-Plakutma,
V N Shvets. and V I Yakovleva (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranemia SSSR, Institut
Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physi-
ological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-51 to S-54 20 refs
A review is presented of morphological studies, conducted on Cosmos biosa-
tellites, designed to identify the systems and organs showing reactions to weight-
lessness and to determine the pattern, specificity, and reversibility of changes
induced Results of these studies show that the direct effect of weightlessness
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causes inhibition of bone growth, resorption and demineralization of bone tissues,
functional atrophy of muscles, depletion of a portion of the capillaries in muscles,
inhibition of erythropoiesis and thrombocytopoiesis, and the appearance of mor-
phological signs of a decreased functioning of certain components of the neuro-
endocnne system A stress reaction during weightlessness results in the
involution of lymphoid organs It is concluded that all morphological effects of
weightlessness are directly or indirectly associated with a diminished functioning
of different organs and systems, and reflect the adaptation of the animal body
to a new environment N B
A82-40698 * # Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in the
conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in rats exposed to prolonged spa-
cef light aboard Cosmos 1129. S Abraham, C Y Lin (Children's Hospital Medi-
cal Center, Oakland, CA), H P Klein, C Volkmann (NASA, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, CA), R A Tigraman, and E G Vetrova (Ministerstvo Zdra-
vookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR)
(International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest,
Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982),
p S-55 to S-58 6 refs
(Previously announced in STAR as N81-32831)
A82-40699 # Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain aspects
of brain metabolism of the rat. N N Demm.O G Gazenko, andR A Tigraman
(Ministerstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem,
Moscow, USSR) (Internationa/ Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting,
2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980} Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23,
Dec 1980 (1982), p S-59 to S-62
The effect of relatively long periods of weightlessness on the metabolism of the
central nervous system was studied in rats aboard several Cosmos biosatellites
Results showed that during stable adaptation to space flight conditions, cerebral
metabolism was slightly inhibited, as expressed in the brain segments associated
with motor activity The decline in the absolute content of RNA and the normal
content of proteins in Purktnje cells suggested that the level of protein metabolism
in these neurons was lowered This was also indicated by a decrease in the
activities of acetylcholinesterase and cholinesterase In the motor lobe, the con-
tent of thiol groups as well as cholinesterase activity decreased, perhaps reflect-
ing an inhibition of central structures In general, the changes identified are
suggestive of a passive suppression of the functional activity of the brain, rather
than manifestations of stress reactions N B
A82-40702 # Variability of physiological properties of rat skeletal
muscles at different gravity levels. V S Oganov, A N Potapov, S A
Skuratova, and M A Shirvmskaia (Ministerstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut
Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physi-
ological Sciences. Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-71 to S-75 26 refs
Changes in the physiological parameters of skeletal muscles of rats exposed
to weightlessness and to artificial gravity both in terrestrial and space flight
conditions were investigated Hindhmb muscles exhibited a significant decrease
of maximal amplitude of isometric tension, especially in the soleus muscle, in the
absence of significant changes in the contraction strength of the extensor
digitonum longus muscle Studies of the forelimb muscles suggested that the final
result of weightlessness on the triceps muscle is very similar to the reaction of
the antigravity soleus muscle The response of the brachial muscle to space flight
includes a more marked 'training' effect, which is manifested as an increased
maximal amplitude of isometric tension These experimental findings give evi-
dence that the reactions of the contraction system of different muscle due to an
altered gravity are strongly dependent on their functional specialization and the
biomechanics of their contraction N B
A82-40703 * # Morphometric analysis of rat muscle fibers following
space flight and hypogravity. L A Chui (Southern California, University, Los
Angeles, CA) and K R Castleman (California Institute of Technology, Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Sup-
plement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-76 to S-78 10 refs NASA-supported
research
The effect of hypogravity on stnate muscles, containing both fast twitch glyco-
lytic and slow twitch oxidative fibers, was studied in rats aboard two Cosmos
biosatellites Results of a computer-assisted image analysis of extensor digito-
rum muscles from five rats, exposed to 18 5 days of hypogravity and processed
for the alkaline ATPase reaction, showed a reduction of the mean fiber diameter
(41 32 + or - 0 55 microns), compared to synchronous (46 32 + or - 0 55 microns)
and vivarium (49 + or - 0 5 microns) controls A further experiment studied the
ratio of fast to slow twitch fibers in 25 rats exposed to 18 5 days of hypogravity
and analyzed at four different periods of recovery following the space flight Using
the previous techniques, the gastrocnemius muscle showed a reduction of the
total muscle fiber area in square microns and a reduction in the percentage of
slow fibers of flight animals compared to the control animals N B
A82-40700 # Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation. A
Cogoli and A Tschopp (Zurich, Eidgenossische Techmsche Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting,
2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23,
Dec 1980 (1982), p S-63 to S-66 14 refs Swiss National Science Foundation
Grant No 3,499,0,79
A review is presented of experiments on human lymphocytes performed either
during space flights or at high-g and simulated low-g conditions in order to test
the efficiency of the specific immune system during and after space flight Results
show that low-g conditions depress the activity of lymphocytes, whereas high-g
conditions have a stimulating effect Although no mechansim of activation is
proposed, a number of effects are possible, including changes in the distribution
of organelles induced by gravity or weightlessness which change the concentra-
tion of molecules involved in lymphocyte activation In addition, the observed
effect of gravity on the rate of lymphocyte activation suggests that a not-yet-
identified biological clock in lymphocytes could be regulated by gravity N B
A82-40701 # Study of contractile properties and composition of
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles in the Cosmos-1129 experiment.
T Szilagyi, A Szoor, O Takacs, M Rapcsak. V S Oganov, S A Skuratova, S
S Oganesian, L M Murashko, and M A Eloian (Debreceni Orvostudomanyi
Egyetem, Debrecen, Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem, Szeged, Hungary,
Ministerstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem,
Moscow, USSR, Institute of Cardiology, Yerevan, Armenian SSR) (International
Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-67 to
S-70 14 refs
The influence of weightlessness on the soleus, extensor digitorum longus,
triceps, and brachial muscles was investigated in rats flown for 18 5 days aboard
a Cosmos biosatellite Results suggest that the changes in the muscles due to
weightlessness depend on the functional properties of the muscles, although all
of the muscles studied showed a great decrease in weight and contractile proper-
ties The most sensitive reaction was displayed by the soleus muscle, which
predominantly consists of slow fibers Gel electrophoresis studies revealed an
increase in the quantity of LC-3 fast myosin subunits in the soleus and extensor
digitorum muscles, indicating that a transformation of the muscles takes place
under conditions of weightlessness Recovery experiments demonstrated that
the soleus and brachial muscles showed significant change on the sixth day,
whereas on the 29th day readaptation was complete In addition, plaster cast
immobilization studies were found to serve as a good model for the simulation of
the effects of weightlessness N B
A82-40704 * # Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats during
spaceflight. C E Cann, R R Adachi, and E Morey Holton (NASA, Ames
Research Center. Biomedical Research Div , Moffett Field, California, University,
San Francisco, CA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meet-
ing, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol
23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-83 to S-86 7 refs
(Previously announced in STAR as N81-32845)
A82-40705 # Bone growth In the rat mandible during space flight. D
J Simmons, J E Russell, F Winter, W Walker (Washington University, St Louis,
MO), A Vignery, Mr Tran Van Thuc (Yale University, New Haven, CT), G D
Rosenberg (Indiana University, Purdue University, Indianapolis, IN), and R Baron
(International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest,
Hungary, July 13-19,1980)Physiologist, Supplement,vol 23,Dec 1980(1982),
p S-87 to S-90 8 refs
(Previously announced in STAR as N81 -32839)
A82-40706 ' # A new rat model for studies of hypokinesia and antior-
thostasis. X J Musacchia and D R Deavers (Louisville, University, Louisville,
KY) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Buda-
pest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1960) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980
(1982), p S-91.S-92 12 refs Grants No NsG-2191, No NsG-2325
A new rat model (suspension and immobilization) is described for induction of
hypokinesia and orthostatic manipulations Hypokmetic responses were compa-
rable to those in prolonged bed rest and weightlessness in humans, body or limb
casted and small cage restrained animals Responses to antiorthostasis (15 to
20 deg head down tilt) in rats were similar to those in neutral bouyancy tests in
humans and animals and to those in prolonged bed rest in humans During seven
days of hypokinesia there was an atrophy of the gastrocnemius and increased
excretion of urinary nitrogeneous end products The antiorthostatic (AOH) 15 to
20 deg head down tilt resulted in diuresis, natnuresis and kaliuresis No compara-
ble responses were observed in orthostatic hypokmetic (OH) rats Readaptation
from AOH and OH occurred during one week recovery in metabolic cage condi-
tions (Author)
A82-40707 # Na/+/-K/+/ dependent ATP-ase modifications of skele-
tal muscle and myocardium of hypokmetic rats. P Groza, S Cananau, D
Ungureanu. A Petrescu, and C T Dragomir (Academia de Stnnte Medicale,
Bucharest, Rumania) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
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Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement,
vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-93, S-94 8 rets
Membrane ionic transfer in skeletal and cardiac muscles was studied in rats
exposed to 15, 30, and 60 days of hypokinesia by determining the Na(+)-K(+)
dependent ATPase membrane activity Electron microscopy showed that both
types of muscles were modified after hypokinesia, and mitrochondnal alteration
and atrophy of the myofibnls were also observed The changes in the myocar-
dium were more marked, due to a decreased metabolic rate based on a dimin-
ished oxygen need and use and a functional deficiency Na(+)-K(+) dependent
ATPase activity diminished with a lengthening of the time of hypokinesia In the
myocardium, the decrease in the activity of this enzyme was more pronounced,
as well as more rapid, than in the soleus muscle, thus demonstrating a greater
functional lability of this muscle The mtracellular content of Na(+) increased,
while that of K(+) decreased, which can be explained as the consequence of
structural modifications and alterations of the complex ATPase membrane sys-
tem which ensures the Na(+) and K(+) extracellular and mtracellular distribution
and polarization N B
A82-40708 # Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities and
Ca-uptake of sarcoplasmic reticulum in different types of muscles. G
Jakab, L Gajdos, and F Guba (Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem, Szeged,
Hungary) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd,
Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec
1980 (1982), p S-95, S-96 7 rets
The effect of immobilization on the activity of ATPase calcium ion uptake is
studied in sacroplasmic reticulum vesicles isolated from rabbit gastrocnemius
and soleus muscles The changes in the 'extra' Ca(2+) ATPase activity of normal
and immobilized muscles are examined in order to study the Ca transport system
Results show that the 'extra' Ca(2+) ATPase activity increases about two-fold in
the gastrocnemius muscle and about five-fold in the soleus muscle in comparison
with the controls after two weeks of immobilization The calcium ion uptake
capacity values in both types of muscles are the highest after two weeks of
immobilization, increasing three-fold in the gastrocnemius muscle and four-fold
in the soleus muscle It is concluded that immobilization has a strong effect on
the calcium metabolism of the fibers, in which the muscles adapt to new situations
by establishing a new steady state N B
A82-40709 # Plasticity of fast and slow muscle myofibrillar proteins
in model experiments simulating weightlessness. M G Meszaros, O
Takacs, J Hideg, E Berenyi, and F Guba (Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem,
Szeged, Hungarian People's Army, Medical Corps, Hungary) (International
Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-97,8-98
Plaster cast immobilization seems to be an adequate method for simulating the
effect of weightlessness on muscles under terrestrial conditions Therefore, the
protein composition of myofibrils from fast and slow muscles of rabbit hind limbs
immobilized by plaster cast was analyzed using one- and two-dimensional gel-
electrophoretic techniques It was demonstrated that the response of structural
elements from functionally different muscles on the altered demands manifests
itself in a fading of isomyosm pattern characteristic of fast and/or slow contractile
properties In the fast muscle the quantity of homodimenc LC-3 isomyosm de-
creases, while increases in the slow one This results in a transformation of the
myosin population, consequently a de-differentiation of muscle cells The
changes will be discussed in the term of plasticity of vertebrate striated muscles
(Author)
A82-40710 # Effect of immobilization of the excitatory parameters of
different type skeletal muscle. A Torok, I Sziklai, O Takacs, and F Guba
(Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem, Szeged, Hungary) (International Union of
Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,
1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-99, S-100
The effect of immobilization on the physiological functions of rabbit skeletal
muscles is investigated Results indicate that the latency time, which may be
regarded as one of the excitation parameters, increases in immobilized muscles,
and may be related to the effect of disuse The twitching amplitude of the gastroc-
nemius muscle does not change with disuse, while it decreases by about 50%
in the soleus muscle, and these values are found to be parallel to the decrease
of myofibrillar protein content More importantly, it is determined that the half-time
of tension development and the half-time of relaxation for the soleus muscle are
equivalent to the values found for the gastrocnemius muscle as a result of disuse
It is concluded that disuse leads to the dedifferentiation of muscles with different
functions N B
A82-40711 # Effect of immobilization on the nonhistone protein com-
position in different types of skeletal muscles. I Sziklai, O Takacs, Z Kiss,
and F Guba (Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem, Szeged, Hungary) (Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary,
July13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982),p S-101,
S-102
Nonhistone proteins of fast-twitch glycolytic head of the gastrocnemius muscle
and slow-twitch oxydative soleus muscle of rabbit were extracted and analyzed
by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis in normal stages and after two weeks of
disuse The ratio of the quantities of nonhistone chromosomal proteins to DMA
was nearly standard in soleus muscle 1 21 (normal), 1 29 (disused), and de-
creased in gastrocnemius muscle 2 66 (normal), 2 26 (disused) After disuse,
besides the basically unchanged nonhistone patterns, there was a disappearance
of the low mol weight spots in the soleus muscle while new polypeptides
emerged in the same range in the gastrocnemius muscle (Author)
A82-40712 # Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic me-
tabolism of the skeletal muscles. I Edes, I Sohar, H Mazarean, O Takacs,
and F Guba (Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem, Szeged, Hungary) (Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary,
July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec. 1980 (1982), p S-103,
S-104
The effect of different periods of immobilization (1 -6 weeks) on the aerobic and
anaerobic metabolism of rabbit soleus and gastrocnemius muscles is studied by
measuring the total activity of lactic dehydrogenase (LDH), malic dehydrogenase
(MDH), aldolase (ALD), isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH), as well as the distribu-
tion of LDH isoenzymes In the soleus muscle, the activity of the enzymes taking
part in the oxidative metabolism (ICDH, MDH) decreases more rapidly than the
rate of the glycolytic enzyme activities (LDH, ALD), while in the gastrocnemius
muscle the rate of decrease in the activity of these enzyme pairs is reversed For
both types of muscles, increasing penods of immobilization lead to increasing
amounts of LDH isoenzymes containing M subunits, which are characteristic for
anaerobic metabolism N B
A82-40713 # The effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on the
blood-brain barrier in rats. E Dux, F Joo (Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia,
Biofizikai Intezet and Biologiai Kozpont, Szeged, Hungary), L Dux, A Geese, A
Ottlecz, Zs Mezei, G Telegdy (Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem, Szeged,
Hungary), L Bognar, P Remes, and J Hideg (Hungarian People's Army, Medical
Corps , Hungary) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meet-
ing, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol
23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-105 to S-107 10 refs
The effect of intermittent hypoxic and hypobaric environments on the ultras-
tructure of the blood-brain barrier in rats is studied, and the ability of the isolated
brain capillaries of the pups from the previously exposed rats, as well as adult
male rats, to synthesize prostacyclin and prostaglandm (PG) is determined Re-
sults show that in pregnant rats, hypoxic exercises enhance the transport pro-
cesses through the endothelial cells, as shown by an mcrased number of
pmocytotic vesicles and a contraction of the nuclei of endothelial cells Progester-
one treatment prevents these alterations, and also normalizes the changes in the
PGF 2 and PGE 2 synthesizing ability of the pups of hypoxic exercised rats In
adult male rats, no ultrastructural changes and milder alterations of PG synthesis
are found N B
A82-40714 # Relations between respiratory and circulatory control
during gravitational load in man. S Waunck (Leipzig, Umversitat, Leipzig, East
Germany) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd,
Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec
1980(1982), p S-108toS-110 11 refs
The respiratory CO2-responses (0, 2, 4% CO2 in air) of five healthy males
were investigated in a horizontal (0 deg), a 30 and 70 deg upright position The
response curves were shifted to the left, depending on the gravitational load As
the cardiac output diminishes under these conditions it is concluded that the
influence of circulatory control on respiratory regulation is not based on the
magnitude of bloodflow The ratio of relative change in heart rate and respiratory
minute-volume was 1 2 35 compared to 1 3 or 1 4 during workload Furthermore
increasing CO2-concentrations provoked chronotropic effects, with their direction
and extent depending on the initial state Going from horizontal to vertical posi-
tions the changes in the inclinations of CO2 heartrate and CO2 respiratory re-
sponse curves were always correlated (Author)
A82-40715 # The effects of human growth hormone administration
on the functional status of rat atrophied muscle following immobilization.
M Apostolakis, A Deligiannis, and A Madena-Pyrgaki (Salonika, University,
Salonika, Greece) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meet-
ing, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol
23. Dec 1980(1982), p S-111,8-112 6 refs
In 40 adult rats the right hind limb was immobilized by insertion of a metal pin
Fifteen days later the pin was removed and the animals divided into two equal
groups group A-untreated and group B-treated by 0 06 I U hGH daily After two
weeks the following parameters of both gastrocnemius muscles in all the animals
were obtained total EMG activity, contractile properties and work capacity From
the results it can be concluded that hGH administration (1) increased the EMG
activity of atrophied muscle in group B by 73%, (2) increased the isometric
tension of the same muscles by 58% and 65% (twitch and tetanic tension respec-
tively), and (3) restored to a great extent (by 44%) the work capacity of the
atrophied muscles in group B as compared to the atrophied muscles of group A
(Author)
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A82-40716 * # Gravitational adaptation of animals. A H Smith (Cali-
fornia, University, Davis. CA) and R R Burton (USAF, School of Aerospace
Medicine, Brooks AFB, TX) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, An-
nual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist,''Supple-
ment, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982). p S-113. S-114 9 refs Grant No
NGR-05-004-008
The effect of gravitational adaptation is studied in a group of five Leghorn cocks
which had become physiologically adapted to 2 G after 162 days of centnfuga-
tion After this period of adaptation, they are periodically exposed to a 2 G field,
accompanied by five previously unexposed hatch-mates, and the degree of re-
tained acceleration adaptation is estimated from the decrease in lymphocyte
frequency after 24 hr at 2 G Results show that the previously adapted birds
exhibit an 84% greater lymphopenia than the unexposed birds, and.that the
lymphocyte frequency does not decrease to a level below that found at the end
of 162 days at 2 G In addition, the capacity for adaptation to chronic acceleration
is found to be highly heritable An acceleration tolerant strain of birds shows
lesser mortality during chronic acceleration, particularly in intermediate fields,
although the result of acceleration selection -is largely quantitative (a greater
number of survivors) rather than qualitative (behavioral or physiological
changes) N B
A82-40717 # Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during-t-Gz
acceleration. H Debiec, W Kowalski, S Wroblewski, and K Kwarecki (Woj-
skowy Instytut Medycyny Lotniczej, Warsaw, Poland) (International Union of
Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,
1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-117, S-118 7
refs
Stability of lysosomes and mitochondria were tested to determine the influence
of acceleration on brain iniunes The degree of enzymatic adaptation to'hypoxic
conditions was also evaluated After 1 hr of +5Gz acceleration, cytoplasmic
activity of mtralysosomal and mtramitochondnal enzymes increased, which indi-
cates damage of these cell structures An increase in isoenzyme LDH5 activity
suggests a change of cell metabolism to anaerobic (Author)
A82-40718 * # Alterations in heat loss and heat production mech-
anisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields. J M Horowitz, B A Horwitz.and
J Oyama (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research Div, Moffett
Field, California, University, Davis, CA) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980 ) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vo\ 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-119,5-120 7 refs Grant No
NsG-2234
A review of studies investigating the thermal response of rats exposed to
hypergravic fields well below maximum tolerance levels is presented It is con-
cluded that several lines of evidence indicate that the neural switching network
for temperature regulation and cardiovascular channeling of blood flow is tran-
siently affected during the first hour a rat is exposed to hypergravity Moreover,
even after one hour of exposure, when the core temperature has fallen several
degrees, shivering and nonshivenng thermogenesis are not fully activated Only
after prolonged exposure to hypergravic fields do heat production mechanisms
recover sufficiently to bring the core temperature back to a normal level Thus,
the data indicate a more rapid recovery of effector mechanisms for heat loss than
for heat production N B
A82-40719 * # Chronic central vascular expansion induces hypoka-
lemia in conscious primates. M C Moore-Ede and D A Kass (Harvard Univer-
sity, Boston, MA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement,
vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-123, S-124 5 refs Grant No NsG-9054
Central vascular expansion maintained for four days in conscious squirrel
monkeys reconciles the apparently conflicting short-term fluid and electrolyte
responses to water immersion and atrial balloon distension, with those described
for prolonged weightlessness during space flight The monkeys are subjected to
an increased lower body positive air pressure^LBPP) of 20 torr which produces
a 3 cm water increase in the central venous pressure Results show a marked
increase in the urinary excretion of sodium, potassium, and water during the firxt
six hours of LBPP, and the diuresis is maintained throughout the period of LBPP,
although the levels of sodium and potassium excretion decline after 24 hours of
exposure Plasma aldosterone transiently drops within the first three hours of
LBPP, and then regains normal levels within 24 hours, after which time these
levels are maintained despite the continued LBPP stimulus It is suggested that
the normal plasma aldosterone levels observed in the experiments, as well as
dunng space flight, might, epresent a relative hyposecretion in terms of volume
homeostasis and a relative hypersecretion with respect to plasma potassium
regulation Thus, kaliuresis and marked natnuresis is confined pnmarly to the first
24 hours of central volume expansion, a period for which comparable data from
space flights are lacking N B
A82-40720 # Autonomic reactions in labyrinthectomized rabbits dur-
ing centrifuge acceleration. H Urano, Y Mizuno, S Watanabe (Gifu University,
Gifu, Japan), and G Mitarai (Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan) (International
Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-125,
S-126 6 refs
The effects of acceleration produced by centrifugal force upon cardiopulmo-
nary and somatosensory system were investigated using 23 adult rabbits The
experiments were included to compare with intact and labyrinthectomized ani-
mals, and also with awake and light anaesthetized ones The centrifugal force (G)
was applied up to 5 G making a load paradigm of staircase-type or trapezoid-
type, in which each plateau level of G continued over 45 sec The respiratory rate
and heart rate were not in proportion to magnitude of acceleration Responses
by the staircase acceleration drew a. hysteresis loop and it seems that the re-
sponses of respiratory and heart rates produced by acceleration took either of
those two values on the hysteresis curve It was also observed in some cases
that the nystagmus induced by acceleration was correlated inversely to EMG
response of hind limbs (Author)
A82-40721 # Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended vestibular
sensory input. L Korzenszky and L Simon (Semmelweis Orvostudomanyi
Egyetem, Budapest, Hungary) (International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest Hungary, July 13-19, 1980 ) Physiologist, Supple-
ment, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-127, S-128
A simple, clearly reproducible experimental method is described for blocking
the labyrinthine functions in mice, which can serve as a model for studying the
vestibular adaptations to normal gravity and also can make it possible to differen-
tiate the physiological states of animals during space flight The vestibulum is
filled with a sterile mixture of beeswax and paraffin which prevents movements
of the endolymph in the semicircular ducts, as well as the deformation of otolithic
receptor organs during accelerational or gravitational stimulation Animals that
have undergone the operation on one side show considerable asymmetry of
postural tone, which is later exaggerated into a continuous rolling toward the
plugged side Mystagmography, biaxial stabilography, and the lift reaction are
used to quantitatively evaluate the asymmetry in the postural and motor behavior,
as well as to determine the time curve of adaptation N B
A82-40722 # Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids in
rats. I Ahlers, E Ahlersova, E Pauhkova, I Datelmka, B Smaida, M Toropila,
M Prashcka (Univerzita Pavla Jozefa Safanka, Kosice, Czechoslovakia), and R
A Tigranian (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologiches-
kikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Sup-
plement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-131,8-132 6 refs
Plasma and tissue lipids were determined in rats flown in average 20 days
aboard four (690, 782, 936, 1129) Cosmos biosatellites Immediately after land-
ing there was an increase in lipomobilization, in plasma lipids, in liver, thymus, and
bone marrow tnglycendes The creation and use of artificial gravity (Cosmos 936)
prevented the appearance of 'fatty liver', the increase of phospholipids in serum
and the accumulation of tnglycendes in bone marrow The additional stress
(repeated short-term immobilization) on days 1 -6 postflight acted more profundly
on the space flight group, as compared with animals from terrestrial modelling
experiments or with intact control ones On day 25 postflight all changes disap-
peared but accumulation of bone marrow tnglycendes persisted (Author)
A82-40723 # Effects of space flight factors and artificial gravity on
deoxynbonucleoprotein in lymphoid organs of rats. E Misurova, M Pras-
licka, K Kropacova, T Szabova (Univerzita Pavla Jozefa Safanka, Kosice,
Czechoslovakia), and R A Tigranian (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR,
Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh-Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union
of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,
1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-133, S-134 5
refs
The influence of space flight and artificial gravity on changes in the levels of
deoxynbonucleoprotein (DNP) and nucleic acid is studied for the spleen and
thymus of rats after approximately 20 days onboard three Cosmos satellites
Several hours after landing, partial DNP breakdown was found in the spleen and
liver and the content of nucleic acids was reduced by about 60% However, rats
exposed to artificial gravity during the space flights show decreased DNP break-
down in the thymus, but not in the spleen The changes in the DNP and nucleic
acid levels evoked by the space flights recovered quickly after landing (within six
days) Immobilization stress tests conducted 25 days after landing showed, on
the other hand, a decrease in the DNA levels only in flight rats, but not in rats from
model experiments or control groups N B
A82-40724 # Initiation of nutation in sunflower hypocotyls. A H
Brown (Pennsylvania, University, Philadelphia, PA) and D K Chapman (Univer-
sity City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980 ) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-135, S-136 10 refs
A biophysical model for simulating the circumnutation of sunflower hypocotyls,
developed by Johnsson (1968), is tested for validity by observing the initiation of
nutation in these plants The preferred experimental method consists of observa-
tions of clinostatted plants at rest and during the application of a 1 G centripetal
force in the axial direction of the plants The results obtained are not decisively
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incompatible with Johnsson's model of circumnutation as a gravitropic hunting
process However, they are more easily reconciled with the less definitive con-
cept of an endosenous oscillator which can initiate nutational motion when trig-
gered by an axially imposed gravitational force without a significant prelude in the
form of patently inductive wandering growth movements N B
A82-40725 # Changes of periodic protoplasmic movements on the
fast clinostat. W Briegleb and A Schatz (Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur
Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut fur Flugmedizm, Bonn, West Germany) (Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary,
July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982) p S-137
S-138 7 refs
The effect of weightlessness on different physiological states of two organisms,
the water plant Elodea canadensis and the slime mold Physarum polycephalum,
is investigated Small specimens of single cells of the test organisms are placed
on a fast clinostat, and observed microscopically to detect changes of the
periodic mtracellular movements The results are compatible with a general g-
sensitivity of the cells and can be interpreted as an adaptation process of a rated
value donor which cybernates the cell matrix For Physarum, the speed of proto-
plasmic motion temporarily increases, and a long lasting induction of asymmetric
half-period lengths, which may be more directly attributed to growth differentia-
tion of the ectoplasm, is observed In addition, the changes of period lengths,
especially in Elodea, indicate correlations between endogenous clocks, espe-
cially those of circadian nature, and gravity N B
A82-40726 # Skin temperature and thermal comfort in weightless-
ness. L Novak (Universita J E Purkyne, Brno, Czechoslovakia), A M Genin
(Mimsterstvo Zdravookhranemia SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem.
Moscow, USSR), and S Kozlowski (Polish Academy of Sciences, Laboratory of
Applied Physiology, Warsaw, Poland) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980 ) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-139, S-140 6 refs
The influence of weightlessness on the process of heat transfer between the
human body and the outer environment during space flights is investigated Re-
sults, obtained by an electrical dynamic katathermometer, show that skin temper-
atures during weightlessness differ markedly both at rest and after a work load
has been applied from those under normal terrestrial conditions, including an
increase in the skin temperature of the chest and a decrease in that of the
extremities In addition, the temperature of the space cabin exhibited a greater
cooling power than did a test cabin on earth, despite the fact that they had similar
temperature variations N B
A82-40727 # Aortic and tibial bloodflow response to lower body
negative pressure /LBNP/. J A Loeppky, E R Greene, D E Hoekenga, M
D Venters, and M W Eldndge (Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and
Research, U S Veterans Administration Medical Center, Albuquerque, NM)
(International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest,
Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982),
p S-141 to S-144 12 refs
Blood velocities in the ascending aorta from the suprasternal notch were deter-
mined by a 3 0 MHz pulse Doppler velocity meter (PD) for seven subjects before,
during, and after progressive 5 mm stages of LBNP Changes in the stroke
volume (SV) were calculated from the systolic velocity integrals, while the blood
flow in the posterior tibial artery was estimated by using a unique 20 MHz PD
At -20 torr, mean SV fell by 11 % and gradually declined by 48% with successive
increments of LBNP to -60 torr Mean tibial flow fell progressively with LBNP
stress, due to an increase in the reverse flow component and a reduction in the
peak forward flow and diameter SV increased and the heart rate fell sharply
during the first 15 sec of recovery In two subjects, vasovagal symptoms were
observed, during which the SV rose by 86% and more than compensated for the
drop in heart rate It is suggested that vasovagal presyncope is accompanied by
a paradoxical increase in venous return and that the reduction in heart rate is the
primary cardiovascular event N B
A82-40728 # Effects of lower body negative pressure on the reliabil-
ity of cardiovascular system using X-ray kymograms. Y G Zorbas, Mr
Sadeghi-Shoia, and S Khaligh (European Institute of Environmental Cybernetics,
Athens. Greece) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting,
2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23,
Dec 1980(1982), p S-145, S-146 16 refs
The effects of lower-body negative pressure (LBNP) on man's cardiovascular
system reliability (functional capacity) were investigated by the X-ray kymogra-
phy method Twenty-six experiments were conducted on 16 physically healthy
males in the age group from 18 to 22 years X-ray kymograms were recorded
before and during the exposure to LBNP of -40 and -80 mm Hg Diastolic, systolic
and stroke volumes of the heart were computed A decrease in the diastolic,
systolic and stroke volumes and cardiac output, and contractile activity and an
elevation in tilting of myocardium axis were determined Under the influence of
LBNP the reliability of the cardiovascular system exhibits an appreciable impair-
ment (Author)
A82-40729 # Vibration and decompression gas bubbles. U I Balldm
(Forsvarets Forskningsanstalt, Stockholm, Sweden) and A Sporrong (Kungl
Karolmska Institute!, Stockholm, Sweden) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1930) Physiolo-
gist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-147, S-148 7 refs
The paper describes experiments conducted to determine if vibrations, similar
to those that may appear in helicopter flights, might also release decompression
gas bubbles after diving Subjects are exposed to intermittent hyperbaric condi-
tions while performing bicycle ergometer work, followed by hypobaric exposure,
which causes decompression gas bubbles in great amounts During hypobaric
exposure the subjects are exposed to alternating periods of 0 23 g sub z (peak)
vibrations of 15 Hz and periods of nonvibrations Results show that no significant
differences in the release of decompression gas bubbles could be found between
15 Hz vibration and nonvibration conditions Similar results are found in a few
experiments using a 25 Hz vibration N B
A82-40730 # Relation between physiological effects of gravitational
forces and that of magnetic forces. H Saiki, M Saiki, M Nakaya, M Sudoh,
M Abe, and Y Taketomi (Jikei University, Tokyo, Japan) (International Union
of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,
1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980(1982), p S-149, S-150 5
refs
Physiological functions of mice are examined during and after exposure to low
magnetic fields (1 % intensity of the geomagnetic field) under simulated hypo-
gravic conditions, and the results compared to those of geomagnetic field expo-
sure Results indicate a decline in the healing process of wounds inflicted with a
punch to the dorsum under hypokmetic fields after exposure to low magnetic
fields In addition, the detrimental effects of hypokmetics on swimming capacity
is attenuated by low magnetic fields However, the deterioration in swimming
capacity caused by hypokmetic exposure gradually ameliorates over time, and
the swimming capacity returns to normal after a three month hypokmetic expo-
sure N B
A82-40731 # Orthostatic tolerance and exercise response before
and after 7 days simulated weightlessness. A Guell, L Braak, J Bousquet,
M Barrere, and A Bes (Centre Hospitaller Universitaire Rangueil, Toulouse,
France) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd,
Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec
1980(1982), p S-151,3-152 5 refs
Four volunteers underwent Orthostatic tests before and after a 7-day period of
prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic position (-4 deg) A +85 deg tilt test (head
up) during 20 minutes and a squat-stand test were performed Tests on an
ergometnc bicycle were also performed Concerning Orthostatic tolerance after
the simulation, a greatly increased intolerance among two of the volunteers was
noted, that can be translated as a presyncopal state with severe arterial hypoten-
sion, whereas the other two volunteers showed a paradoxical reaction with a
hypertensive spike The exercise response was also perturbed after, especially
for one of the volunteers for whom the test had to be stopped It is concluded that
these results confirm the value of such a position when one intends to simulate
the cardiovascular changes that occur during weightlessness (Author)
A82-40732 # Postural control related to the different tilting body po-
sitions. V Litvmenkova F Hlavacka, and M Knzkova (Slovenska Akademia
Vied, Ustav Normalnej a Patologickej Fyziologie, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia)
(International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest,
Hungary, July 13-19, 1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982),
o S-153, S-154
The effects of 5 minutes exposure to different body tilting positions on the
patterns of postural control were investigated By means of a stabilographic
method the influence of recumbent (supine) position - head horizontal 0 deg, head
up +60 deg, head down -15 deg and sitting position head +90 deg was measured
The evaluated parameters of the posture stability were statokmesigram area (A)
and the velocity index of body sways (I) Thirty-one healthy men aged 18-24 were
tested after all tilting exposures with eyes open and eyes closed Romberg
quotient (R) was computed from data obtained Horizontal position 0 deg induced
the mildest decrease of postural stability The most destabilizing effect after +60
deg tilting was found The significant changes were manifested only in subjects
with eyes closed It was the R for A which reflected the reduced ortostatic
tolerance most sensitively (Author)
A82-40733 # The reaction of simulated and true weightlessness on
digestive tract of rats. P Groza, A Bordeianu, A Boca, and S Cananau
(Academia de Stnnte Medicale, Bucharest, Rumania) (International Union of
Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July 13-19,
1980) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 23, Dec 1980 (1982), p S-155, S-156
In order to better differentiate the reactions produced by stress and weightless-
ness, changes in the digestive tract of rats produced by restraining their move-
ments are determined and compared with the changes produced in true space
flight Histochemical studies show that 15-30 days of terrestrial hypokmesia pro-
duces modifications similar to those evoked by a space flight lasting 185 days,
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including decreased mucopolysaccharide secretion in different digestive organs,
increased secretion of several enzymes of the intestinal wall, and increased
secretory activity of antral and duodenal gastnn secreting cells Gastric acid and
pepsin secretions, as well as secretions of plasmatic corticosterone, increase
only during terrestrial hypokmesia, and not during space flights, and are a result
of stress reactions N B
observed as a function of time The rate of protein degradation of the homogen-
ates from the soleus muscles of suspended and control animals was not signifi-
cantly different The rate of cell-free protein synthesis was severely repressed
in the atrophied muscle An initial rise in the levels of plasma glucose and corti-
costerone was observed on the second day of suspension, but they subsequently
returned to normal values (Author)
A82-40734 International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, September 29-October 2,1981, Proceed-
ings. Physiologist, Supplement, vo/24, Dec 1981(1982) 126 p
The proceedings of the Third Annual Meeting of the IUPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology are presented Particular consideration is given to such
topics as the reduction in renal artery blood flow impedance during upright tilt in
man, the atrophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated weightlessness, induced
hypokinesia and antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness, the restraint
of animals in space research, and cellular aspects of gravitational biology Atten-
tion is also given to embryonic development during chronic acceleration, cardiac
and cerebral vascular adaptation to gravitational stresses in man, evidence for
arrested bone formation during space flight, and gravity perception and asymmet-
ric growth in plants B J
A82-40735 # Reduction in renal artery blood flow impedance during
upright tilt in man. J A Loeppky, E R Greene, and M W Eldndge (Lovelace
Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Albuquerque, NM) (Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p
S-1, S-2 6 refs
Because of the relative inaccessibility of the renal vascular bed, there is little
information on the dynamics of renal artery blood flow in response to alterations
in gravitational stress in man In the present study, a 5 0 MHz real-time two-
dimensional pulsed Doppler duplex scanner was used to nonmvasively character-
ize the changes in renal artery impedance and flow during orthostasis These
changes were then compared to changes in the central circulation in an attempt
to define the redistribution of pressures and flow occurring in the central and renal
vascular beds B J
A82-40736 # Relevance of aldosterone on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness and on aerobic meta-
bolic rate. W Skipka and J Stegemann (Koln, Deutsche Sporthochschule, Co-
logne, West Germany) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supple-
ment, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-3, S-4 13 refs
The present study examined the relevance of the decrement in aldosterone
level during simulated weightlessness by head-out water immersion (Wl) with
respect to circulatory, renal, and blood reactions Four-hour Wl experiments were
performed in which aldosterone was substituted by injections of Aldocorten at the
beginning and after two hours of Wl Red cell 2,3-DPG concentration increased
significantly in the opposite direction to that of the controls (Wl without aldoster-
one) Additional experiments showed that aldosterone significantly augmented
oxygen uptake during work loads This indicates that the Wl-mduced decrease of
performance capacity can be due to a concomitant aldosterone decrement
BJ
A82-40737 # Relation between sensoric and motoric function of Wi-
star rats after space flight by biosatellite Cosmos 1129. M Poppei, K Hecht,
V S Oganov, V la Klimovitsku, T Schlegel, D Sass, E Wachtel, and V S
Magedov (Berlin, Humboldt-Umversitat, Berlin, East Germany, Mmisterstvo Zdra-
vookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR)
(International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck,
Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981
(1982), p S-7, S-8 7 refs
The locomotor avoidance reflex of rats on Cosmos 1129 was evaluated in
order to determine the relationship between sensory and motor functions An
automatic timing clock was used to study the central nervous reaction time and
the motor reaction time Changes in muscle structure after 18 and one-half days
of space flight were found to be reflected in changes in motor reaction Markedly
shortened motor reaction times pointed to a motor hyperactivity related to an
increased muscle metabolism, indicating the effects of weightlessness and a
stress reaction B J
A82-40738 * # Atrophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated weightless-
ness. D D Feller, H S Ginoza, andE R Morey (NASA, Arnes Research Center,
Biomedical Research Div , Moffett Field, CA) (International Union of Physiologi-
cal Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-9, S-10 11 refs
A hypokmetic rat model was used for elucidation of the mechanism of skeletal
muscle wasting which occurs in weightlessness Rats were suspended from a
back-harness with the head tilted downward and the hind limbs totally unloaded
A progressive decrease in the size of the soleus muscle from suspended rats was
A82-40739 # The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the function
of muscles. T Szilagyi, J Hideg, E Berenyi, A Pozsgai (Hungarian People's
Army, Medical Corps, Hungary), A. Szoor (Debreceni Orvostudomanyi Egyetem,
Debrecen, Hungary) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supple-
ment, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-11. S-12 5 refs
Experiments were performed on adult male rats to study the effects of hypo-
kmesia and hypoxia on the extensor digitorum longus, gastrocnemius, and soleus
muscles It is shown that plaster cast immobilization causes rapid and pro-
nounced structural and functional changes in all three types of muscles, first of
all in the antigravitational soleus muscle These changes are similar to those
observed in weightlessness Hypokmesia causes slight changes which develop
slowly, while hypoxia (the equivalent of 7000 m above sea level for eight hours
a day) intensifies the effect of hypokmesia B J
A82-40740 # Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to ortho-
static stress using nomnvasive methods. H Pessenhofer, G Schwaberger,
N Sauseng.andT Kenner (Graz, Universitat, Graz, Austria) (InternationalUnion
of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct
2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-13, S-14 7
refs
The application of nomnvasive methods for the analysis of dynamic control
phenomena in the cardiovascular system on clinical and space research prob-
lems is demonstrated In an investigation, performed in 10 volunteers, the tran-
sient responses of heart period, systolic time intervals and impedance
cardiogram were recorded immediately after a sudden change in body position
from horizontal to vertical (tilt-table), beat-per-beat for one minute To estimate
the time course of variables which could not be directly determined by nomnva-
sive methods, a mathematical model of the physiological system was used, the
free parameters of which were estimated by means of a systems identification
procedure The resulting time functions of the measured variables and of the
variables calculated on the basis of the model (mean arterial pressure, enddias-
tolic filling pressure, total peripheral resistance) demonstrated the interplay be-
tween baroreceptor reflex and Frank-Starlmg-mechanism in the ad|ustment of
the mean arterial pressure after a change in body position (Author)
A82-40741 * # Antiorthostatic hypokinesia and circulation in the rat. V
Popovic (Emory University, Atlanta, GA) (Internationa/ Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981(1982), p S-15, S-16 Grant No NGR-11-
001-009
Circulatory mechanisms that occur during exposure to head-down hypokinesia
as well as during readaptation to control conditions were studied on unanesthe-
tized unrestrained Sprague-Dawley rats exposed to hypokmesia for seven days
The heart rate was slightly elevated, and the right atrial pressure increased to 4
mm Hg, but returned to 0 mm Hg after three days of exposure Mean arterial
blood pressure decreased from 118 to 100 mm Hg during early exposure to
antiorthostatic hypokinesia Cardiac output and stroke volume of resting rats
increased during early exposure to hypokmesia but decreased continuously dur-
ing the next seven days The results indicate that antiorthostatic hypokinesia
induces circulatory changes similar to those seen in astronauts after several days
of exposure to 0 g forces B J
A82-40742 # Protein composition of mRNA containing 18S-40S sub-
ribosomal particles in soleus muscle before and after immobilization. I
Sziklai, D Szekely, Z Kiss, and F Cuba (Szegedi Orvostudomanyi Egyetem,
Szeged, Hungary) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meet-
ing, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol
24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-17, S-18
A82-40743 # Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic position
on rCBF measured by 133Xe inhalation technique - Effects of clonidine. A
Guell, G Victor, A Bru, P Montastruc, and A Bes (Centre Hospitaller Univer-
sitaire Rangueil, Toulouse, France) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-19, S-20 12 refs
Experiments involving prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic position were per-
formed in order to simulate cardiovascular changes observed in weightlessness
Six young healthy subjects were placed in strict bedrest in a -4-deg antiorthostatic
position for seven days The rCBF (regional cerebral blood flow) measurements
were made by an Xe-133 inhalation method, three of the subjects received 0 450
mg of clonidine during the experiment A constant increase in rCBF was observed
during the first 12 hours in subjects who did not receive clonidine, at the 72nd
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hour, all values returned to the basal state These findings agree with the rapid
correction of hemodynamic disturbances observed in the first days of weightless-
ness In subjects treated with clonidme, the increase in rCBF did not occur
BJ
A82-40744 * # Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and antior-
thostasis as a simulation of weightlessness. X J Musacchia, J M Steffen
(Louisville, University, Louisville, KY), and D R Deavers (College of Osteopathic
Medicine and Surgery, Des Momes, IA) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-21,3-22 5 refs Grants No
NsG-2191, No NsG-2325
Muscle, renal, fluid and electrolyte responses were measured in suspended
rats, the hind limbs are non-load bearing and the front limbs can be used for
feeding and grooming Hind limb hypokinesia reverses after removal from the
suspension harness This suspension system is adjustable for a head-down tilt
to produce antiorthostatic responses which are also reversible Responses to
hypokinesia or antiorthostatic hypokinesia for up to 14 days were measured, e g ,
muscle atrophy soleus greater than gastrocnemius equals plantans greater than
extensor digitorum longus, kaliuresis. and increased excretion of urea, NH3, and
3 methylhistidine Muscle protein loss, a response to a reduction in RNA, is also
reversible A head-down tilt for 7-14 days results in diuresis and natnuresis
These changes are reversed within 24 hours after removal from the restraint
harness Physiological effects of suspension restraint can be used to simulate
and predict responses to microgravity exposure (Author)
A82-40745 # Root cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction. P E Pilet
(Lausanne, Umversite, Lausanne, Switzerland) (International Union of Physio-
logical Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-25 to S-28 9 refs
Some interactions between two endogeneous hormones, lndole-3yl-acetic acid
(IAA) and abscisic acid (AbA), were studied in gravistimulated maize roots (culti-
vars of Zea mays) It is found that the growth reaction of the gravistimulated roots
is regulated by the IAA movement, which is strongly acropetal and by the AbA
transport, which is preferentially basipetal These two hormones, being found in
larger amounts in the lower part of the growing region, induce a growth inhibition
in this region, causing a downward root curvature B J
A82-40746 # The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant growth
substances in plant tissues. W Hartung (Wurzburg, Umversitat, WDrzburg.
West Germany) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting,
3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24,
Dec 1981 (1982), p S-29 to S-32 14 refs Research supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft
The distribution of abscisic acid (ABA) in root tip tissues and of mdole acetic
acid (IAA) in shoot tissues of several plants is not affected by gravity Pretreat-
ment with ABA (roots) and IAA (shoots), however, increases the geotropic reac-
tion of the organs Treatment of the roots and shoots that alters the pH-gradients
within the cells and thus the cellular phytohormone distribution reduces the sen-
sitivity of horizontally placed plant organs to gravity The results communicated
in this paper cast doubt on the validity of the Cholodny Went theory It appears
possible that gravity influences the cellular compartmentation of plant growth
substances (Author)
A82-40747 # Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms for preventing
cerebral ischemia due to positive /Gz/ acceleration. E H Wood, E H
Lambert, and C F Code (Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MM) (International
Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept
29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-33
to S-36 11 refs
A82-40748 # Restraint of animals in space research. R R Burton, J
W Burns, and A H Smith (USAF, School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB,
TX, California, University, Davis, CA) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-41 to S-44 26 refs
The restraint of animals for orientation purposes in a space (zero G) environ-
ment for research purposes is considered Attention is given to types of restraint,
restraint tolerance criteria, and animal training, adaptation, and selection for
restraint Potential problems concerning animal restraint in a space environment
are examined B J
A82-40749 * # Animal models for simulating weightlessness. E Morey-
Holton and T J Wronski (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research
Div , Moffett Field, CA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supple-
ment, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-45 to S-48 17 refs
NASA has developed a rat model to simulate on earth some aspects of the
weightlessness alterations experienced in space, i e , unloading and fluid shifts
Comparison of data collected from space flight and from the head-down rat
suspension model suggests that this model system reproduces many of the
physiological alterations induced by space flight Data from various versions of
the rat model are virtually identical for the same parameters, thus, modifications
of the model for acute, chronic, or metabolic studies do not alter the results as
long as the critical components of the model are maintained, i e, a cephalad shift
of fluids and/or unloading of the rear limbs B J
A82-40750 # Results of investigations of weightlessness effects dur-
ing prolonged manned space flights onboard Salyut-6. O P Kozerenko, A
I Grigor'ev, and A D Egorov (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut
Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physi-
ological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2,
1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982),p S-49 to S-54 15
refs
Salyut-6 results indicate that a prolonged exposure to weightlessness may
induce homeostatic changes in various physiological systems, bringing the body
to a level of functioning that is different from that on earth The physiological
changes observed during and after flights were reversible, return to normal
occurred after a relatively short period of readaptation There was no linear
correlation between flight duration and the level of inflight and postflight reactions
BJ
A82-40751 # Results of biosatellite studies of gravity-dependent
changes in the musculc-skeletal system of mammals. V S Oganov (Mmis-
terstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem, Mos-
cow, USSR) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting,
3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24,
Dec 1981 (1982), p S-55 to S-58 28 refs
Results of rat experiments performed on Cosmos satellites indicate that space
flight may induce not only atrophic changes in the slow antigravitational muscles
but also adaptive and biologically expedient transformations of phenotypes of
muscle fibers, including (in all likelihood) reprogrammed synthesis of contractile
muscle proteins This may cause the rearrangement of the functional profile of
muscles the slow antigravitational soleus muscle acquires the features typical of
fast muscles, while the fast brachialis muscle gams those peculiar to slow mus-
cles B J
A82-40752 # Mechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man. I B Kozlovskaia, lu V Kreidich, and A S Rakhmanov
(Mmisterstvo Zdravookhraneniia SSSR, Institut Mediko-Biologicheskikh Problem,
Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting,
3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24,
Dec 1981 (1982), p S-59 to S-64 15 refs
A broad spectrum of motor effects of weightlessness has been revealed,
including changes in muscle properties, shifts in sensory systems and reflex
mechanisms, and perceptual and coordination disorders These changes are
usually attributed primarily to weight-bearing unloading and related muscle atro-
phy But clinical and physiological examinations of the motor function performed
during 140 and 175 day flights on Salyut-6 are at variance with this idea and point
to a multifactorial genesis of the postflight changes In particular, the magnitude
and duration of changes in different components of the motor system of crew
members were found to be uncorrelated B J
A82-40753 # Adaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness and its
physiological mechanisms - Results of animal experiments aboard the
Cosmos-1129 biosatellite. D J Simmons (Washington University, St Louis,
MO) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsb-
ruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec
1981 (1982), p S-65 to S-68 12 refs
Results from Cosmos-1129 and from other Cosmos biosatelhtes have provided
an incisive description of the effect of null gravity on the kinetics of the rat
skeleton, and its cells and mineral metabolism The applicability of the rat model
to the adult human astronaut skeleton has yet to be validated in all of its aspects
The rat model is least controversial in terms of changes in bone matrix formation
It is most controversial in terms of how it relates to the resorption/remodelmg
rates of bone B J
A82-40754 # Cellular aspects of gravitational biology. M G Tairbekov
and G P Parfenov (Mmisterstvo Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Mediko-
Biologleheskikh1 Problem, Moscow, USSR) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-69 to S-72 20 refs
The mechanisms of energy use and material transport through the walls of a
biologic cell are reviewed, along with the results of spaceborne bioscience experi-
ments, to conclude that cells with dimensions of one cubic millimeter or less
function independent of a gravity field Additionally, the absence of gravity-
induced convection gradients in space environments enhance the equilibrated
processes of cell functions The effects become more complicated with multicel-
lular species, which may have both vegetative and animal components and dis-
play teleocentnc behavior during growth Changes which occur in multicellular
species, or in a cell which is part of a multicellular organism, are concluded to
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occur due to metabolic shifts caused by energy process changes within and
outside of gravity fields M S K
Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982). p S-81, S-82 6 refs
A82-40755 * # Embryonic development during chronic acceleration. A
H Smith and U K Abbott (California, University, Davis, CA) (International Union
of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept. 29-
Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-73.S-74
7 refs Grant No NsG-7493
Expenments carried out on chicken eggs indicate that the embryo is affected
during very early development, especially over the first four days, and during
hatching In the first four days, the brain develops as well as the anlage for all
other organs In addition, the heart commences to function and the extraembry-
onic membranes that compartmentalize the egg contents form The latter require
an appreciable extension and folding of tissue which may be disrupted by the
mechanical load Observations of embryonic abnormalities that occur during
chronic acceleration suggest an inhibition of development of the axial skeleton,
which is rarely seen otherwise, a general retardation of embryonic growth, and
circulatory problems The final stages of development (after 18 days) involve the
uptake of fluids, the transition to aerial respiration, and the reorientation of the
embryo into a normal hatching position At 4 G mortality is very high during this
period, with a majority of embryos failing to reorient into the normal hatching
position C R
A82-40756 * # Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness. W E Roberts, P G Mozsary (University of the Pacific, San
Francisco, CA), and E R Morey (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
CA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsb-
ruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec
1981 (1982), p S-75, S-76 Research supported by the Pacific Dental Research
Foundation, Grants No NCA2-OR-588-002, No NIH-DE-05136, No NIH-2-S07-
RR-05301
It is pointed out that associated with weightlessness is a marked depression or
arrest of bone formation Although the mechanism of this effect is unknown, it
probably involves a failure of osteogenic induction The present study's objective
is to determine if weightlessness alters osteoblast differentiation, as evidenced
by a change in relative distribution of large to small nuclei in rat moral penodontal
ligament of the maxilla In conjunction with the U S /USSR Biological Satellite
Program, male Wistar rats were flown aboard a modified Soviet Vostok space-
craft (Cosmos 1129). The results of the study are discussed Morphometnc
investigations suggest that depleted numbers of preosteoblasts may be an impor-
tant factor in the inhibition of bone formation during weightlessness G R
A82-40757 • # Clinostat exposure and symmetrlzation of frog eggs. G
W Nace (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Ml) and J W Tremor (NASA, Ames
Research Center, Biosystems Div , Moffett Field, CA) (International Union of
Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2,
1961) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-77, S-78 6 refs
Grant No NAGW-29, Contract No NAS2-10945
Since the orientation of unfertilized eggs and the righting of eggs after grey
crescent formation do not affect the axes, attention here is directed toward a
comparative study of the initial rotation of the fertilized egg, the so-called rotation
of orientation (R-of-O) The goal of the investigation is to determine the timing and
dynamics of the R-of-O (as distinct from inversion rotations), to confirm prior
observations, and to examine the influence of gravity compensation at periods
that might be crucial Gravity compensation for 1 hr during the R-of-O is found
to yield fewer abnormalities It is hypothesized that it changes the axes and that
return to normal conditions permits regulation Longer exposure is found to yield
more abnormalities, perhaps by perturbing both the action of the aster and regu-
lation C R
A82-40758 * # The intracellular responses of frog eggs to novel orien-
tations to gravity. G P Radice, A W Neff, and G M Malacinski (Indiana
University, Bloomington, IN) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, An-
nual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Sup-
plement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-79, S-80 5 refs Grant No NAGW-60
It is found that multiple short doses of ultraviolet light are as effective as a single
large dose in producing neural defects In addition, 180 deg rotation (inversion)
of irradiated eggs reduces the ultraviolet effect Since yolk platelets may be the
gravity sensing mechanism, their size, density, and distribution in normal and
inverted eggs are investigated Large platelets are denser and for the most part
are in a distinct zone in the vegetal hemisphere, whereas small platelets are less
dense and occur in the animal hemisphere When inverted, the large platelets
flow into the animal hemisphere as a coherent mass and partially displace the
small platelets Inversion is thought to rearrange cytoplasmic components neces-
sary for later neural development into an appropriate configuration C R
A82-40759 # Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Rana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation. J Neubert (Deutsche
Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut fur Flugmedi-
zm, Cologne, West Germany) (International Union of Physiological Sciences,
A82-40760 # Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasls in
man - Assessment of transvascular fluid shifts after graded tilt. H Hmghof-
er-Szalkay, T Kenner, and M Moser (Graz, Umversitat, Graz, Austria) (Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982). p
S-83, S-84
A82-40761 # Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on lung fluid bal-
ance - An ultrastructural study. W J Weidner, L F Hoffman, and D O
DeFouw (California, University, Davis, CA, New Jersey, College of Dentistry and
Medicine, Newark, NJ) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supple-
ment, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-85, S-86
In order to examine the effects of sustained acceleration on lung fluid balance,
chickens were centrifuged at +2Gz or +4Gz for one hour At the end of the
centrifuge run, the animals were immediately anesthetized with pentobarbital and
the lungs were fixed by tracheal instillation at 20 cm H2O pressure with 2%
glutaraldehyde Interstitial pulmonary edema was observed in those animals
subjected to 4Gz acceleration Micromorphometnc data indicate that thickening
of the pulmonary interstitial space separating alveolar epithelial cells and capil-
lary endothehum occurred in the 4Gz group Both 2G and 4G acceleration were
associated with a decrease in mean capillary diameter Endothelial vesicular
density was progressively reduced in upper and middle lung sections at 2G and
4G, while this parameter was progressively increased in dependent lung sections
Results suggest that pulmonary edema can occur at acceleration intensities
below 5 Gz if centrifuge runs are prolonged (Author)
A82-40762 # Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine. S
Vesterhauge, A Mansson, F Bonde-Petersen, P Norsk, and K Zilstorff (Rig-
shospitalet, Copenhagen, Universitet, Copenhagen, Denmark) (International
Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept
29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-87,
S-88 6 refs Research supported by the Danish Space Board and Boehnnger
Ingelheim
Attention is given to the way in which circulatory changes modify the vestibular
function and the way in which they contribute to the development of space motion
sickness Circulatory changes similar to those occurring during microgravity can
be induced by head-out water immersion, these changes are modified here by
the administration of Clonidine It is shown that circulatory changes induced by
simulated weightlessness increase the unphysiologic caloric response but do not
influence the physiological function of the semicircular canals Clonidine is found
to reduce the caloric response and increase the rotatory phase lag, probably due
to an 'unspecific' central sedation rather than to circulatory changes C R
A82-40763 # The effect of Clonidine on peripheral vasomotor reac-
tions during simulated zero gravity. F Bonde-Petersen, A Guell, K Skagen,
and O Hennksen (Copenhagen, Universitet, Copenhagen, Denmark, Centre
Hospitaller Universitaire Rangueil, Toulouse, France) (International Union of
Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2,
1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-89, S-90 8 refs
The influence of prolonged bedrest (BR) on the venous compliance (VC) and
the vasoconstrictor response in the artenoles during local increases in hydrostatic
pressure and during tilt are investigated BR is also combined with Clonidine
medication Clonidine stimulates the CNS cardiovascular depressor center and
the peripheral alpha-receptors Clonidine's mam effect is found to be as a central
sympathetic nervous activity (SNA) depressor Water immersion per se is found
to depress SNA, an additive effect of water immersion and Clonidine shows an
additional reduction of splanchnic vascular resistance down to 50% of control
values This effect counteracts the increased total peripheral resistance which
otherwise would be a consequence of an increased alpha stimulation A fall in
mean arterial pressure is therefore observed C R
A82-40764 # Cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20 hours
head down tilt /-5 deg/. P Norsk, F Bonde-Petersen, and J Warberg (Copen-
hagen, Universitet, Copenhagen, Denmark) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting. 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-91, S-92 8 refs
The cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20 hr of bedrest where the head
is tilted downward by 5 deg are investigated, as are the effects of Clonidine on
exercise capacity and orthostatic tolerance before and after the bedrest The
stress induced by the 20 hr of bedrest is found to be counteracted by the central
depressor effect of Clonidine on the heart The peripheral effect of Clonidine
increasing forearm vascular resistance, venous tone, and lung tissue volume
facilitates the adaptation to the microgravity environment C R
A82-4076S # Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to gravita-
tional stresses in man. A Belluschi (Ospedale Maggiore Ca'Granda, Milan,
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Italy) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsb-
ruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec
1981 (1982), p S-93, S-94
A polygraphic method comprising a cerebral rheogram (REG), digital plethys-
mography, and a phonocardiogram (PCG) is used in analyzing the behavior of the
cerebral vascular resistances and that of the cardiac output The influence of the
gravitational vector, which is constant in its direction, is found to change for the
different postures and in the arterial and venous network, the brain, and the
peripheral area It is concluded that the gravitational vector is a stimulus for the
regulation of the arterial tone Another finding is that the gravitational vector
associated with the thorax bellows is a coefficient of the venous outflow and as
such a stimulus to the cerebral capillary vascular reactions C R
A82-40766 * # Response of rat body composition to simultaneous ex-
ercise and centrifugation at 3.14g. G C Pitts (Virginia, University, Charlottes-
ville, VA) and J Oyama (NASA, Ames Research Center, Biomedical Research
Div , Moffett Field, CA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual
Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supple-
ment, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-95, S-96 9 refs
A study is described calling into question the hypothesis that an increased
physical load during chronic centrifugation contributes to the body composition
changes observed in centnfuged rats Considering fat-free and fat-free dry
masses of the total body and carcass, it is seen that centrifugation combined with
either wheel running or restraint reduced these masses to approximately 85% of
the respective 1-g values, that is. the same result with either sedentary rats or
rats running several hundred meters per day It is pointed out that if an effect of
a centrifugation-mduced load is present but hidden by opposing factors, an anal-
ysis of variance should reveal it as an interaction between acceleration and other
variables, however, no such interactions are found here Tables are included
emphasizing the pervasive influence of chronic centrifugation after only 12 days
exposure C R
A82-40767 * # Evidence for arrested bone formation during spacef-
light. R T Turner, J D Bobyn, P Duvall, E R Morey, D J Baylmk, and M
Spector (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, South Carolina, Medi-
cal University, U S Veterans Administration Medical Center, Charleston, SC,
U S Veterans Administration, Medical Center, Tacoma, WA) (International
Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept
29-Oct 2, 1981-) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24. Dec 1981 (1982), p S-97,
S-98 7 refs
Addressing the question of whether the bone formed in space is unusual, the
morphology of bone made at the tibial diaphysis of rats before, during, and after
spaceflight is studied Evidence of arrest lines in the bone formed in space is
reported suggesting that bone formation ceases along portions of the periosteum
during spaceflight Visualized by microradiography, the arrest lines are shown to
be less mineralized than the surrounding bone matrix When viewed by scanning
electron microscopy, it is seen that bone fractures more readily at the site of an
arrest line These observations are seen as suggesting that arrest lines are a
zone of weakness and that their formation may result in decreased bone strength
in spite of normalization of bone formation after flight The occurrence, location,
and morphology of arrest lines are seen as suggesting that they are a visible
result of the phenomenon of arrested bone formation C R
A82-40768 # Validation of a new method for studying the effects of
vibration on the primate spine. P Quandieu and C Nogues (Laboratoire Cen-
tral de Biologie Aerospatiale, Pans, France) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-99, S-100
The results obtained from miniature accelerometers implanted anteriorly on the
vertebral bodies of primates are discussed It is found that when stimulated by
vibration, the mtervertebral disk behaves as a low-pass filter The filter is linear,
even when the amplitude of stimulation acceleration reaches relatively high levels
(0 4 G) Muscle activity causes a variation in the transfer properties of the disk
Muscle contraction improves its low-pass properties (lower transmission in the
high-frequency range), whereas muscle relaxation causes a translation of filter
properties towards the high-frequency range (transmission at 80 Hz improving
with nembutal and curare) Removal of the nucleus pulposus brings about a shift
in resonance to the high-frequency range, the occurrence of nonlineanty, and a
serious increase in transfer toward that high-frequency range of the lumbar disks
nearest the sacrum C R
A82-40769 * # Chronic acceleration and brain density. L F Hoffman
and A H Smith (California, University, Davis, CA) (International Union of Physio-
logical Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-101, S-102 9 refs
Grant No NsG-7493
Tests carried out on rabbits show that the effect of chronic acceleration is not
uniform among the various tissues studied Although body mass is reduced by the
treatment, as expected, no change is apparenfin brain mass o in the density of
cerebrospmal fluid Acceleration-induced changes are encountered in tissue den-
sity, the myocardium exhibiting a transient increase followed by an exponential
decrease toward a limit and the brain showing an arithmetic increase in density
with continued exposure to 2 5 G The data are seen as suggesting that a specific
brain load is not a regulated phenomenon and that no physiological processes
occur to attenuate the increased load imposed by the hyperdynamic environment
An equation is derived indicating that the stimulus potential per unit of brain load
increases with body size, even though brain density decreases and cerebrospmal
fluid density increases C R
A82-40770 # Gravity only dependent receptor field of the vestibular
sensors - Its significance in orbital flight. T Gualtierotti (Milano, Universita,
Milan, Italy) (International Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd,
Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24,
Dec 1981 (1982), p S-103, S-104 5 refs
In the bull frog the gravity dependent receptive field of tonic and phasic-tonic
vestibular receptors covers nearly the entire 360 deg solid angle Consequently
any given position of the head will modify the adapted firing rate of the entire
family of statoreceptors, in an orderly pattern As a result, stationary responses
to gravity effectively modulate the evoked activity of the vestibular receptors due
to head movement In '0' g this organized gravity dependent pattern disappears
altering the amplitude and mode of the vestibular responses to head movements
The problem is further complicated by the random 'wandering' of the cell mean
frequency which is orders of magnitude larger in '0' g than on earth (Author)
A82-40771 f Relation between physiological effects of gravitational
forces and that of magnetic forces. II. H Saiki, M Sudoh, M Nakaya, and M
Abe (Jikei University, Tokyo, Japan) (International Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austna, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-105, S-106 6 refs
The effects of various intensities of magnetic field (low, geomagnetic, and high)
on the metabolic and cardiovascular functions of albino rats are investigated
under various gravity conditions The high magnetic field tends to dimmish the
effects of hypodynamic exposure in such parameters as urine volume and meta-
bolic rate at rest The low magnetic field tends to attenuate the effect of the
hypodynamic exposure in such parameters as unne volume and the excretion
rate of K(+) and Ca(2+) C R
A82-40772 * # Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked po-
tentials as complimentary noninvaslve measures of central neural function
during exposure to hypergravic fields. T A Jones and J M Horowitz (Cali-
fornia, University, Davis, CA) (International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austna, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist,
Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-107, S-108 Grant No NsG-2234,
Contract No NAS5-33146
A82-40773 # Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity.
A Tschopp, A Cogoli (Zurich, Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland), and W Bnegleb (Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur
Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut fur Flugmedizm, Cologne, West Germany) (Interna-
tional Union of Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austna,
Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p
S-109, S-110 Swiss National Science Foundation Grant No 3,499-0,79
Preliminary results obtained with four cell lines at high-g and with lymphocytes
monitored in a fast-rotating clmostat are described The experiments shown that
gravity has an influence on cell growth that is independent of cell line High-g
increases the growth rate, whereas low-g has an inhibitory effect At high-g, no
correlation is found between g-level and cell growth, the high-g effect remains
essentially the same at 3-g. 20-g, and 40-g C R
A82-40774 * # Temperature and behavioral responses of squirrel mon-
keys to 2Gz acceleration. C A Fuller (California, University, Riverside, CA), J
Tremor, J P Connolly, and B A Williams (NASA, Ames Research Center,
Biosystems Div, Moffett Reid, CA) (international Union of Physiological
Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981) Physi-
ologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-111, S-112 6 refs NSF
Grant No BNS-79-2441, Grant No PHS-BRD-RR-09070, Contract No NAS2-
10536
This study examines the responses of squirrel monkeys to acute +2Gz expo-
sure Body temperature responses of loosely restrained animals were recorded
via a thermistor in the colon Behavioral responses were recorded by video
monitoring After baseline recording at 1G, monkeys were exposed to 2G for 60
mm The body temperature started to fall within 10 mm of the onset of centrifuga-
tion and declined an average of 1 4 C in 60 mm This is in contrast to a stable
body temperature during the control period Further, after a few minutes at 2G.
the animals became drowsy and appeared to fall asleep During the control
penod, however, they were alert and continually shifting their gaze about the
cage Thus, primates are susceptible to hypergravic fields in the +Gz orientation
The-depression in primate body temperature was consistent and significant
Further, the observed drowsiness in this study has significant ramifications re-
garding alertness and performance in man (Author)
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A82-40775 * # Gravity perception and asymmetric growth m plants - A
model derived from the grass pulvmus. P Dayanandan, C I Franklin, and P
B Kaufman (Michigan, University, Ann Arbor, Ml) (International Union of Physio-
logical Sciences. Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept 29-Oct 2, 1981)
Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24. Dec 1981 (1982). p S-113, S-114 Grant No
NAGW-34
It is pointed out that gravitropic responses in plants involve asymmetric growth
On the basis of the geometry of growth response in grass leaf sheath pulvmus,
a general model is proposed for gravitropism in multicellular plant organs The
negative gravitropic response of a pulvmus is a result of cell elongation involving
all but the uppermost region of a horizontally placed organ Whereas the upper-
most region does not grow, the lowermost region elongates maximally The
regions between elongate to intermediate extents An expression is given relating
the angle of curvature of the organ to the diameter and initial and final lengths
of the organ It is shown that the response of the individual cells can be expressed
as inherent sensitivity to gravitational stimulus according to a particular equation
CR
A82-40776 # ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration. H von Ameln, M Laniado. L Rocker, K Kirsch, H J Wicke, and
I Busch (Berlin. Freie Umversitat, Berlin, West Germany) (International Union of
Physiological Sciences, Annual Meeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austna, Sept 29-Oct 2,
1981) Physiologist, Supplement, vol 24, Dec 1981 (1982), p S-115
It is assumed that under zero gravity, an increased central blood volume is a
concomitant of elevated plasma osmolality This is seen to present a problem with
respect to ADH secretion because, on the one hand, increased plasma osmolality
stimulates ADH secretion whereas, on the other, an increase in central blood
volume suppresses ADH secretion The experiment described here involves a
regimen of thermal dehydration that is followed by either head-out immersion or
chair rest The immersion is found to lead to a volume shift of about 700 ml into
the intrathoracic compartment Therefore, given high plasma osmolality com-
bined with hypovolemia, after thermal dehydration the maximal stimulatory drive
for ADH secretion will be counteracted by immersion C R
A82-40885 # Human factor and flight safety. J C Wanner In Interna-
tional Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 13th and AIAA Aircraft
Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle, WA, August 22-27, 1982, Pro-
ceedings Volume 1 New York, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1982, p 83-96
Design considerations developed to assist human operators of the Concorde
in emergency situations are explored for principles which may be extended to
other complex machine control design problems Noting that with complex ma-
chinery, no one factor can nominally be identified as the only cause of an acci-
dent, each accident is considered to be a chain of events In-flight accidents occur
because of pilotabihty incidents, aircraft control sensitivity to perturbation inci-
dents, and maneuverability incidents, which may have to do solely with changing
the functional status of the aircraft Characteristics of human attentiveness, a
natural inclination to search fo, data, and the ability to compensate for an altered
workload are outlined Recommendations are given that information relayed by
instruments be useful, that information follow anticipation, alarms be easy to
identify, and that necessary appropriate actions be limited in number M S K
A82-41122 * Ultrasonic determination of thermodynamic threshold
parameters for irreversible cutaneous burns. J H Cantrell, Jr (NASA, Lang-
ley Research Center, Hampton, VA) Acoustical Society of America, Journal,
vol 72, Aug 1982, p 337-339 10 refs
In vivo ultrasonic measurements of the depth of conductive cutaneous burns
experimentally induced in anesthetized Yorkshire pigs are reported as a function
of burn time for the case in which the skin surface temperature is maintained at
100 C The data are used in the solution of the one-dimensional heat diffusion
equation with time-dependent boundary conditions to obtain the threshold tem-
perature and the energy of transformation per unit mass associated with the
transition of the tissue from the state of viability to the state of necrosis The
simplicity of the mathematical model and the expediency of the ultrasonic meas-
urements in studies of thermal injury are emphasized (Author)
A82-41195 Molecular basis for the genetic code. M Shimizu (Tokyo,
University, Tokyo, Japan) Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol 18, July 1982 p
297-303 30 refs
It was found by using the CPK molecular model that holes on the complexes
of four nucleotides (C4N) on the tRNAs, namely complexes of the anticodon
bases with the discriminator base at 4th position of 3' end, had lock and key
relations to the corresponding protein ammo acids Various general features of
the universal and mitochondnal genetic codes were easily explained in terms of
the C4N model The recognition mechanism of the tRNA by the ammoacyl-tRNA-
synthetase is closely correlated with the formation of the C4N on the Rossmann
fold on the synthetase The meaning of the hypermodification of the tRNA base
next to the third anticodon base and other phenomena were also discussed
(Author)
A82-41196 * Chemical evolution. XL - Clay-mediated oxidation of
diaminomaleonitrile. J P. Ferris, W J Hagan, Jr, K W Alwis, and J McCrea
(Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, NY) Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol
18, July 1982, p 304-309 30 refs NSF Grant No 79-24364, Grant No NGR-30-
018-148
The inhibition of the oligomenzation of HCN by montmonllonite clays is shown
to be caused by oxidation of diammomaleonitnle (DAMN) by ferric ion in the clay
lattice, with ferrous ion and oxalic acid the reaction products It is demonstrated
that dnminosuccinonitnle is the initial reaction product and is rapidly hydrolized to
oxalic acid and HCN The same oxidative transformations are effected by ferric
ion bound to Dowex 50, feme ion in solution, and Ni(NH3)6(2+) The rate of
reaction of DAMN indicates no catalytic role for the clay in the oxidation of DAMN,
and little reaction of the latter was observed with montmonllonite in which the bulk
of the iron was in the divalent state The possible significance of these redox
reactions to chemical evolution is discussed C D
A82-41197 The radiolysis of aqueous propionitrile - Compounds of
interest to chemical evolution studies. S Jovanovic, V Spine (Institut za
Nuklearne Nauke, Belgrade, Yugoslavia), S Neskovic (Beograd, Univerzitet, Bel-
grade, Yugoslavia), Z Draganic, and I Draganic (Umversidad Nacional Aut6-
noma de Mexico, Villa Oreg6n, Mexico) Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol 18,
July 1982, p 337-343 11 refs
Oxygen-free aqueous solutions of CH3CH2CN (01 M, pH 6) were exposed to
gamma rays from a Co-60 source and the mixture of radiolytic products frac-
tionated The separated fractions were analyzed by magnetic resonance meth-
ods (EPR, NMR), spectrophotometry (UV-VIS-IR), gas chromatography and
ammo acids analysis About 70 percent of radiolytic products consist of non-
volatile material A large variety of compounds was detected propionaldehyde,
acetaldeyde, sixteen carboxylic acids and, in the hydrolysate, eleven protein and
nonprotem ammo acids About 20 percent of the nonvolatile radiolytic products
have a hydrophobic character and can be extracted with chloroform Among
them is a long-living nitroxide free radical which is stable for months at room
temperature It has been suggested that the nitroso compounds are formed as
radiolytic products, and that they act as spin-traps by converting some of the
short living radicals to the observed nitroxide radical This and other experimental
findings are discussed in the light of free radical reactions induced by ionizing
radiation (Author)
A82-41198 A model for the origin of life. F J Dyson (Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ) Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol 18, July
1982, p 344-350 12 refs
A simple statistical model is constructed, describing the transition from disorder
to order in a population of mutually catalytic molecules undergoing random muta-
tions The consequences of the model are calculated, and its possible relevance
to the problem of the origin of life is discussed The mam conclusion of the
analysis is that the model allows populations of several thousand molecular units
to make the transition from disorder to order with resonable probability
(Author)
A82-41199 Acceleration of HCN oligomerization by formaldehyde
and related compounds - Implications for prebiotic syntheses. A W
Schwartz and M Goverde (Nijmegen, Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen, Nether-
lands) Journal of Molecular Evolution, vol 18, July 1982, p 351-353 17 refs
Formaldehyde and other simple carbonyl compounds are known to react rap-
idly with HCN in aqueous solution to produce the corresponding cyanohydnn
compounds It is observed that these cyanohydrms markedly accelerate the rate
of HCN oligomerization, both in homogeneous solution as well as in the frozen
state These results, for which a tentative mechanism is suggested, significantly
extend the possible range of conditions for HCN oligomerization on the prebiotic
earth (Author)
A82-41200 * Formation of the thioester, N-acetyl, S-lactoylcysteme,
by reaction of N-acetylcysteine with pyruvaldehyde in aqueous solution.
A L Weber (Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, CA) Journal of
Molecular Evolution, vol 18, July 1982, p 354-359 50 refs Grant No NsG-7627
N-acetylcysteme reacts efficiently with pyruvaldehyde (methylglyoxal) in aque-
ous solution (pH 7 0) in the presence of a weak base, like imidazole or phosphate,
to give the thioester, N-acetyl, S-lactoylcysteme Reactions of 100 mM N-acetyl-
cysteme with 14 mM, 24 mM and 41 mM pyruvaldehyde yield, respectively, 86%,
76% and 59% N-acetyl, S-lactoylcysteme based on pyruvaldehyde The de-
crease in the percent yield at higher pyruvaldehyde concentrations suggests that
during its formation the thioester is not only consumed by hydrolysis, but also by
reaction with some substance in the pyruvaldehyde preparation Indeed, purified
N-acetyl, S-lactoylcysteme disappears much more rapidly in the presence of
pyruvaldehyde than in its absence Presumably, N-acetyl, S-lactoylcysteme syn-
thesis occurs by rearrangement of the hemithioacetal of N-acetylcysteme and
pyruvaldehyde The significance of this pathway of thioester formation to molecu-
lar evolution is discussed (Author)
A82-41206 Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia and
hypercapnia during sleep in adults. L L Hedemark and R S Kronenberg
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(Minnesota, University, Minneapolis, MN) Journal of Applied Physiology Respi-
ratory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 307-312
24 refs
leucme data at rest but did not exhibit a significant increase during exposure
However, net protein catabolism based on the leucine data did increase signifi-
cantly during acute cold exposure (Author)
A82-41207 Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine, 3,5,3
prime-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in rats. J M Connors (Illinois, Univer-
sity, Chicago, IL) and L G Martin (Peona School of Medicine, Peoria, IL) Journal
of Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol
53, Aug 1982, p 313-315 21 refs Grant No NIH-5-S01-RR-05369-12
The thyroid function of high-altitude-acclimated (6,900 m for 5 wk) and nonalti-
tude-acclimated control (198 m) rats was studied After 5 wk of high-altitude
exposure the plasma concentrations of both thyroxine (T4) and truodothyronine
(T3) were lower than those in control rats (4 7 + or - 0 3 vs 3 3 + or - 0 2
micrograms/dl and 96 + or - 5 vs 74 + or - 6 ng/dl, respectively) The plasma
thyrotropin (TSH) concentration was elevated in the high-altitude-acclimated rats
compared with controls (52 + or - 4 vs 29 + or - 3 micrograms/dl, respectively)
Gross anatomical (thyroid wt/body wt) and histological observations of thyroid
tissue were consistent with elevated plasma TSH concentrations These results
suggest that the fall in the plasma concentrations of T4 and T3 during acclimation
to severe hypoxia is due to a primary block of thyroid secretion and not to a fall
in plasma TSH levels (Author)
A82-41208 Effect of heating rate on evaporative heat loss in the
microwave-exposed mouse. C J Gordon (U S Environmental Protection
Agency, Experimental Biology Div, Research Triangle Park, NC) Journal of
Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53,
Aug 1982, p 316-323 28 refs
Mice were exposed to microwave radiation at 2 450 MHz at varying intensities
and heat loads to determine if the animals thermoregulate or temperature regu-
late in conditions of varying heat load The mice were exposed to whole-body
doses of microwave radiation and power not reflected back was regarded as
absorbed by the mouse Incident powers of three to six watts were used, resulting
in specific absorption rates of 47 4-93 4 W/kg Deep body temperatures and the
evaporated heat loss were monitored, and results demonstrated that mice ther-
moregulate, le , dissipate heat loads through evaporative heat loss at a rate
which is modeled numerically It is concluded that a significant portion of the
microwave energy is deposited internally M S K
A82-41209 * Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and contrac-
tile properties of skeletal muscle. F A Witzmann, D H Kim, and R H Fitts
(Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wl) Journal of Applied Physiology Respira-
tory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 335-345 32
refs Grant No NIH-AM-22037, Contract No NAS9-15711
Casts were placed around rat feet in plantar flexion position to immobilize the
soleus muscle in a shortened position, while the other foot was fixed in dorsal
flexion to set the extensor digitorum longus in a shortened position The total
muscular atrophy and contractile properties were measured at 1, 2, 4, 7,14,21,
28, 35, and 42 days after immobilization, with casts being replaced every two
weeks The slow twitch soleus and the fast-twitch vastus lateralis and longus
muscles were excised after termination of the experiment The muscles were
then stretched and subjected to electric shock to elicit peak tetanic tension and
peak tetanic tension development Force velocity features of the three muscles
were assayed in a series of afterloaded contractions and fiber lengths were
measured from subsequently macerated muscle All muscles atrophied during
immobilization, reaching a new steady state by day 21 Decreases in fiber and
sarcomere lengths were also observed M S K
A82-41210 Pulmonary stretch receptor discharge patterns in eup-
nea, hypercapnia, and hypoxia. S Iscoe (Queen's University, Kingston, On-
tario, Canada) Journal of Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and
Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 346-354 31 refs Research supported
by the Medical Research Council of Canada
A82-41211 Leucine and urea metabolism in acute human cold expo-
sure. R D Goodenough, G T Royle, E R Nadel, M H Wolfe, and R R Wolfe
(Harvard University, Massachusetts General Hospital, Shnners Burns Institute,
Boston, MA, John B Pierce Foundation, New Haven, CT) Journal of Applied
Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug
1982,p 367-372 25 refs Grants No NIH-GM-00455-03, No NIH-GM-21700-07,
No NIH-GM-007-035
Four healthy males voluntarily underwent acute cold exposure at 10 C Meta-
bolic rate doubled for the 100-mm exposure (1 -carbon-13) leucine and (nitrogen-
15) urea were used as tracers of protein metabolism via a primed constant
infusion Total and plasma transported leucine oxidation approximately doubled,
but the oxidation of leucine derived from protein in the tissue where oxidation
occurred ('mtracellular oxidation') did not change as it did when the same subjects
underwent mild exercise Rate of appearance of urea and leucine in plasma were
not significantly different between control and cold Although the rate of protein
synthesis calculated from the leucine data did not change, the rate of catabolism
increased Net protein catabolism based on the urea data agreed well with the
A82-41212 Effect of warm-up on left ventricular response to sud-
den strenuous exercise. C Foster, D S Dymond, J Carpenter, and D H
Schmidt (Wisconsin, University. Mount Sinai Medical Center, Milwaukee, Wl)
Journal of Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and Exercise Physi-
ology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 380-383 22 refs
Twenty male subjects divided into groups of ten performed bicycle exercise,
one group using warm-up of an incremental work-load type, to determine if left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) could be normalized in its response to the
onset of strenuous exercise The subjects were monitored by ECG, for blood
pressure, and with radionuclide angiography, and a variance analysis for a
groups-by-tnal design was performed with the data The warm-ups were found
to significantly affect the left ventricular response to sudden strenuous exercise
(SSE), although the responses were never normalized The ECG data is cited to
demonstrate that the lack of complete normalization is due to ischemic responses
to the SSE, which may be secondary to a delay in autoregulation of coronary
blood flow during SSE M S K
A82-41213 Neuromuscular adaptation inhuman thenar muscles fol-
lowing strength training and immobilization. D G Sale, A J McComas, J
D MacDougall, and ARM Upton (McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada) Journal of Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and Exer-
cise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 419-424 30 refs Research supported by
the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada
The effects of strength training and limb immobilization on the human thenar
muscles were investigated in 11 healthy subjects One group (n = 6) trained prior
to immobilization and a second group (n = 5) underwent immobilization prior to
training Measurements made in the control condition and following the two ex-
perimental conditions included voluntary isometric strength, motor-unit counts,
motor nerve conduction velocity, reflex potentiation, and isometric twitch-contrac-
tion properties When the results of both groups were combined an average of
5 wk of immobilization was found to cause a significant decrease in voluntary
strength (42%, P less than 0 05) and reflex potentiation (37%, P less than 0 01)
in relation to the control condition Training caused an increase (40%, P less 0 05)
in voluntary strength and a decrease in twitch tension (25%, p less than 001) and
contraction time (8%, P less than 0 05) Training prior to immobilization provided
a reserve of neuromuscular function, which attenuated the effect of immobiliza-
tion in relation to the control condition It was concluded that neural as well as
muscular adaptation occurred in response to immobilization (Author)
A82-41214 In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrme sweating
in patas and rhesus monkeys. C V Gisolfi, K Sato, P T Wall, and F Sato
(Iowa, University, Iowa City, IA) Journal of Applied Physiology Respiratory,
Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 425-431 25 refs
Grant No NIH-5-R01-NS-14745-03, Contract No N00014-75-C-0597
A82-41215 Metabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in trained
hypophysectomized rats. J G Edwards, D D Lund, T G Bedford, C M
Tipton, R D Matthes, and P G Schmid (U S Veterans Administration Medical
Center, Iowa, University, Iowa City, I A) Journal of Applied Physiology Respira-
tory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 448-454 54
refs Grants No NIH-HL-21245-05, No NIH-GM-07045-04
Two groups of rats, one hypophysectomized, were exposed to progressive
treadmill training for 14-17 weeks The rats were monitored for blood pressure
before training and before sacrifice, muscarmic cholmergic receptor density in the
heart, and canovascular responses to lower body negative pressure The hypo-
physectomized rats were found to have reduced maximum oxygen uptake and
heart rate, both of which increased with endurance training Blood pressure was
lower before training and stayed lower in the rats with the pituitary removed, and
decreases in cholmergic receptors were observed in the right atrium of the trained
group It is concluded that significant metabolic and cardiovascular adaptations
occur in trained animals deprived of anterior pituitary hormones, but the exact
mechanism for individual changes was not determined M S K
A82-41216 Relationship between muscle QO2 and fatigue during
repeated isokinetic contractions. J. L Ivy, W M Sherman, J M Miller, B
D Maxwell, and D L Costill (Ball State University, Muncie, IN) Journal of
Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology,
vol 53, Aug 1982, p 470-474 31 refs. Grant No NIH-HL-20408-02
Two biopsy samples were taken from the vastus lateralis muscles of 13 male
subjects, who then performed isokinetic exercizes of lifting a weight through a 90
deg arc using apparatus on a leg exercise bench Data was gathered on thigh
volumes, fatigue limits, the distribution of fast- and slow-twitch muscles in the
biopsied muscles, and the muscle respiratory capacities (RC) Subjects with RC
above a 2472 microhter O2/hr mean value displayed slower fatigue onset than
subjects with RC values below the mean The maximum aerobic power was
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correlated with the percent of maximum power and power/ml of fat-free thigh
volume The results indicated that muscle capacity for aerobic metabolism influ-
ences the rate of fatigue development, while a correlation between fiber type and
fatigue onset was not found M S K
A82-41217 Protection from O2 toxicity by preexposure to hypoxia
- Lung antioxidant enzyme role. L Frank (U S Veterans Administration Hospi-
tal, Miami, University, Miami, FL) Journal of Applied Physiology Respiratory,
Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 475-482 45 refs
Research supported by the U S Veterans Administration, Grants No NIH-HL-
26029, No NIH-HL-20366, No NIH-HL-22333, No NIH-HL-07382
Adult rats, mice, and hamsters were exposed to hypoxic conditions, examined
for lung antioxidant enzyme responses to the hypoxia, and tested for tolerance
in atmospheres of greater than 95% O2 The animals were initially placed in a
14% O2 environment, with gradual decreases over a 24 hr interval to 10%
Comparisons were made of hypoxia preexposed animals and nonpreexposed
animals in terms of lung concentrations of superoxide dismutase (SOD), Protein,
and DNA, and the enzymes catalase, glutathione peroxidase, glucose-6-phos-
phate dehydrogenase Statistical analyses indicated an increase in lung antioxi-
dant enzyme activities in rats following an exposure to hypoxic conditions,
resulting in a tolerance to hyperoxic atmosphere A further test involving injection
of an SOD blocker eliminated the tolerance in rats Mice and hamsters ex-
perienced no increase in hyperoxic tolerance following hypoxic exposure
M S K
A82-41218 Effect of induced erythrocythemia on hypoxia toler-
ance during physical exercise. R J Robertson, R Gilcher, K F Metz, G S
Sknnar, T G Allison, H T Bahnson, R A Abbott, R Becker, and J E Falkel
(Pittsburgh, University, Pittsburgh, PA) Journal of Applied Physiology Respira-
tory, Environmental and Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 490-495 33
refs
Five male mountain climbers participated in treadmill exercizes after submitting
to phlebotomies for the extraction of red blood cells totaling four units over a 32
wk period The cells were frozen while the blood plasma was remjected The
subjects were supplied with 300 mg of ferrous glucanate until remjected with the
stored red blood cells over a two-day period The subjects then performed
treadmill trials while breathing either a normoxic mixture or a hypoxic gas simulat-
ing a 3566 2 m altitude Monitoring comprised heart rate, expired ventilation,
ventilatory flow, respiratory rate, and breath O2 and CO2 content, as well as
treadmill performance, hematocnt, and hemoglobin blood concentration The
induced erythrocythemia was found to increase normoxic performance by 158%
and altitude hypoxia exercise output by 8 9%, while both conditions produced a
maximal oxygen uptake increase of at least 12% MSK
A82-41219 Acid-base, metabolic, and ventilatory responses to re-
peated bouts of exercise. M J Buono and F B Roby (Arizona, University,
Tucson, AZ) Journal of Applied Physiology Respiratory, Environmental and
Exercise Physiology, vol 53, Aug 1982, p 436-439 28 refs
Acid-base, metabolic, and ventilatory responses to sequences of short term,
high intensity exercise were examined in ten male subjects performing at a
maximal rate on a bicycle ergometer Maximal work load levels were determined
for each subject in alternating 3 mm peddling, 3 mm rest cycles until exhaustion
Parameters which were monitored included the O2 uptake, CO2 production,
respiratory exchange rate, minute ventilation, heart rate, and blood pH, CO2
partial pressure, and lactate content Dual five minute maximal tests were then
run with a 25 mm rest between sessions The 5 mm trials revealed that a recipro-
cal relationship exists between the blood lactate removal rate and bicarbonate
build-up during the rest period, and the second trial resulted in lower lactate levels
than the first It is concluded that a period of high intensity exercise can alter
acid-base and metabolic responses in succeeding exercizes MSK
A82-41230 A nonlinear model combining pulmonary mechanics
and gas concentration dynamics. K R Lutchen (Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity, Cleveland, OH), F P Primiano, Jr (Case Western Reserve University,
Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital, Cleveland, OH), and G M Saidel (Case
Western Reserve University, U S Veterans Administration Medical Center,
Cleveland, OH) IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, vol BME-29,
Sept 1982, p 629-641 19 refs Research supported by the U S Veterans Ad-
ministration, Grants No NIH-HL-07414, No NIH-AM-08305
A nonlinear mathematical model is presented which describes the functional
relations between pulmonary mechanics and gas concentration dynamics during
breathing at various frequencies and volume operating points Various combina-
tions of parameters are chosen, including cases in which the model is mechani-
cally uniform (normal) and nonuniform (obstructive) Clinical measures of
mechanical uniformity and gas concentration mhomogeneity are evaluated along
with unobservable indexes It is shown that for the nonuniform model, the gas is
distributed more mhomogeneously at higher frequencies and lower lung volumes,
the distribution of initial dead space gas to the compartments as well as pendelluft
tend to decrease this mhomogeneity Dynamic compliance for the nonuniform
model is found to be frequency dependent at each of the three volume points
investigated, whereas the semilog nitrogen washout curve is essentially linear for
some frequencies and volumes and nonlinear for others V L
A82-41324 Evolution of early mechanisms of translation of genetic
information into polypeptides. H Kuhn (Max-Planck-lnstitut fur biophysikalis-
che Chemie, Gottmgen, West Germany) and J Waser Nature, vol 298, Aug 5,
1982, p 585, 586 11 refs
A model for the development of enzymes from the interactions between helices
of hairpin-loop adaptor RNA molecules aligned in parallel in a sequence com-
plementarity to another messenger RNA to promote polypeptide synthesis is
presented Hydrogen bonds from between nucleotides in the hairpin loop and
complementary nucleotides in an extended RNA filament, which is attached to
another hairpin loop, etc , to form a picket fence arrangement Hairpin RNAs are
precursors to tRNA and the filament is a precursor to mRNA Primeval conditions
are assumed, including the presence of activated nucleotides and ammo acids,
the existence of periodic temperature changes, and a structurally diversified
environment such as porous rocks Aggregate groups forming in small pores
could move to large pores, with growth proceedings by the linkages of the twisted
hairpin loops to collector strands MSK
A82-41334 t A new hypothesis for the mechanism of muscle con-
traction (Novaia gipoteza mekhanizma myshechnogo sokrashchemia). N
S Miroshmchenko (Kievskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR)
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Doklady, vol 265, no 3, 1982, p 735, 736 7 refs In
Russian
The contraction mechanism of a cross-striated muscle is explained in terms of
a new model which involves screw-like motion of a thick protofibril inside six
hexagonally arranged thin protofibrils whereby the thin protofibrils are turned onto
the thick protofibril m the same way as a nut onto a screw Experimental data
which support this hypothesis are briefly discussed In particular, the proposed
hypothesis accounts for the presence of two identical heads in the myosm mole-
cule V L
A82-41445 # Mode of mutual influence of stimulation-characteristics
in the visual processing system (Art und Ort der gegenseitigen Beemflus-
sung von Reizmerkmalen in der visuellen Informationsverarbeitung - Ein
empinscher Vergleich der Modelle von Estes sowie Shiffrin und Geisler).
D Lange Braunschweig, Technsche Umversitat, Naturwissenschaftliche Fakul-
tat, Doktor der Naturwissenschaften Dissertation, 1980 145 p 31 refs In Ger-
man
The results of an investigation of perceptual independence of stimulation char-
acteristics in the human visual system are presented The sensory models of
Estes (1972) and of Shiffrin and Geisler (1973) are presented and their validity
tested The study takes into account independent variables such as similarity,
separation, and position as well as dependent ones and analyzes stimulative
material The independence of the statistical findings from the independent vari-
ables is evaluated C D
A82-41450 # On the observability of electrical cardiac sources. A A
H Damen Eindhoven, Technische Hogeschool, Doctor in de technische Weten-
schappen Dissertation, 1980 259 p 184 refs Research supported by the Neder-
landse Hartstichtmg
The observability of electrical cardiac sources is investigated based on nonm-
vasive measurements, focusing on the identification of pencardial potentials
which can be used to formulate the fundamental field-theory constraints caused
by the geometrical configuration in order to provide a proper modelling of the
system As an initial approximation of the skin potential patterns, the torso is
modelled as being homogeneous, and a simple simulation of the electrical heart
action is developed and analyzed experimentally The distribution of the electrode
positions on the skin is optimized by means of spherical projection methods,
resulting in a balanced plot of equipotentials Both the simulated data and the
actual measurements are used to identify the corresponding sources by means
of three approaches multiple dipoles, the multipolar approach, and a singular
value decomposition Of the three models tested, only the singular value decom-
position provides sufficient, unambiguous estimations of the transfer relating pen-
cardial potentials to skin potentials Using this approach, about 66 patterns on the
pencard are obtained, which form a complete set for all possible potential distri-
butions In addition, the observable skin patterns are found to have a high correla-
tion with the principal components of the measured skin potential distribution
NB
A82-41458 t The potential of radionuclide diagnosis of acute myo-
cardial infarction (Vozmozhnosti radionuklidnoi diagnostiki ostrogo m-
farkta miokarda). V N Zakharov, V K Sychev, N M Sukhanova, and V V
Kovalev Sovetskaia Meditsina, no 6, 1982, p 3-6 16 refs In Russian
Clinical tests have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of Tc-99-
pyrophosphate scmtigraphy in diagnosing acute myocardial infarction Results
indicate that this technique is useful in complicated cases involving arrhythmias
and conductivity disturbances as well as atypical infarctions with negative ECG
picture The method is found to be of particular value in diagnosing transmural
and large-focus myocardial infarctions V L
A82-41459 t Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients with
acute myocardial infarction (Funktsional'nye svoistva T-limfotsitov u bol'-
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nykh v ostrom periode infarkta miokarda). I M Korochkin, I I Chukaeva, S
S Kirzon, and I I Selivanov (II Moskovskn Meditsmskn Institut, Moscow, USSR)
Sovetskaia Meditsma, no 6, 1982, p 6-9 11 rets In Russian
A82-41460 t Diurnal dynamics of the indicators of the capacity for
physical work and of physiological functions (Vnutrisutochnaia dinamika
pokazatelei fizicheskoi rabotosposobnosti i fiziologicheskikh funktsii). L
la Glybm (Vladivostokskii Meditsmskn Institut, Vladivostok, USSR) Sovetskaia
Medits/na, no 6, 1982, p 10-13 13 refs In Russian
It is pointed out that no clear notion exists of the periodicity during the day of
the physiological processes that determine the time dependence of a person's
capacity for work Experiments are carried out on 111 subjects (78 men and 33
women) ranging in age from 18 to 45 Work capacity is evaluated with a dyna-
mometer that measures the strength of a hand squeeze Endurance is evaluated
by measuring the time that a given strength of squeeze can be maintained These
indicators of the capacity for physical work are found to reach a maximum at the
following times of day Sam. noon, 4 p m , 8 p m , and midnight These are also
the optimum times for the indicators of such physiological factors as arterial
pressure, body temperature, frequency of heart contractions, frequency of respi-
ration, breathing capcity, and time between inhalation and exhalation C R
A82-41461 t Dyspnea - What is it (Chto takoe odyshka). A G Dembo
(Institut Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, Leningrad, USSR) Sovetskaia Meditsma, no 6,
1982, p 53-56 26 refs In Russian
It is contended that subjective criteria by themselves are insufficient for a
diagnosis Individual responses may differ and a person who has become accus-
tomed to the condition will be less sensitive to it In some cases, however,
dyspnea actually is purely subjective, there beina no actual impairment of respira-
tion, in others the condition is present without the person's awareness Dyspnea
is defined here as labored and/or altered breathing, the first being manifested
through a sensation, the second through actual changes in the indicators of
external respiration In most cases, the two occur together A distinction is drawn
between physiological and pathological dyspnea C R
A82-41462 t Hygienic evaluation of an 8-mm-wave electromagnetic
field (Qigienicheskaia otsenka elektromagnitnogo polia 8-millimetrovykh
voln). lu D Dumanskn and L A Tomashevskaia (Kievskn Nauchno-lssledovatel'-
skn Institut Obshchei i Kommunal'noi Gigieny, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Gigiena i
Samtania, June 1982, p 18-20 In Russian
A study has been earned out to investigate the effect of 8-mm-wave electro-
magnetic fields of 140,100, and 60 microwatt/sq cm produced by meteorological
radars on certain metabolic functions in animals A relationship is established
between metabolic disturbances, on the one hand, and the energy flux density
and exposure fme, on the other hand It is recommended to use the findings of
the study as the basis for hygienic regulation of electromagnetic fields in residen-
tial areas V L
A82-41463 t Tritium oxide distribution and excretion kinetics in the
exposure of animals to noise (Raspredelenie i kinetika vyvedenna okisi
tritiia pn vozdeistvii shuma na organizm zhivotnykh). M M Tsapkov and N
S Kaliazma Gigiena i Samtania, June 1982. p 29-31 In Russian
The effect of noise (100-103 dB, 500 Hz) on the uptake of tritium oxide in
various tissues of rats, as well as the kinetics of tritium oxide excretion, is investi-
gated The experimental animals are intrapentoneally administered single injec-
tions of tritium oxide, and exposed to noise for three hours each day for up to 256
days, and the isotope content in the aqueous phases of the brain, lungs, muscles,
skin, and blood is determined Results show that the isotope content in all of the
tissues studied is higher after 2, 4, 64, 128, and 256 days of exposure to noise
than for control groups not exposed to noise By the 256th day of exposure to
noise, the levels of tritium in these organs are two to four times higher than in the
corresponding organs of the control animals In addition, the rate of isotope
excretion from the aqueous phase and dry residue of the test organs is found to
be slower for the experimental animals than for the control ones N B
A82-41464 t A hygienic evaluation of the biological effects of non-
ionizing microwave radiation (K gigienicheskoi otsenke biologicheskogo
deistviia neioniziruiushchikh mikrovolnovykh izluchenii). V S Belokrinitskn
(Kievskn Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Obshchei i Kommunal'noi Gigieny,
Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Gigiena / Samtania, June 1982, p 32-34 7 refs In Russian
The effects of nonionizing microwave radiation of various intensities and dura-
tions are investigated for rats, dogs, and cats Analyses of histochemical indices
(such as the content of glycogen, neutral fats, nucleic acids, chromatm, and the
activities of the enzymes succmic dehydrogenase, malate dehydrogenase, lac-
tate dehydrogenase, and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase) and ultrastruc-
tural changes in cells of the brain and spinal cord, heart, and kidneys show that
the animals studied have a high sensitivity to microwave radiation with wave-
lengths of about 12 6 cm In addition, it is determined that the changes in the
histochemical indices and the ultrastructural alterations are correlated with the
intensity and duration of the microwave radiation, as well as with the tissue assay
period and the specific functions of the cells studied Attention is also given to the
limits of the histochemical and structural transformations in the cells, tissues, and
organs which show morphological changes under the influence of microwave
radiation N B
A82-41465 t The assimilation of vitamin C in seamen during voyages
at high latitudes (C-vitaminnaia obespechennost' organizma moriakov pri
plavanii v vysokikh shirotakh). V S Novikov and V P Petrov Gigiena i
Samtania, June 1982, p 78, 79 In Russian
The tissue saturation of vitamin C in seamen is investigated, along with the
effect of increased doses of ascorbic acid during voyages at high latitudes in the
spnng and fall Seamen whose tissue saturation before the voyage is good or
satisfactory do not suffer a decrease in the amount of vitamin C absorbed into
the tissue in voyages during the spring In the fall, the content of the vitamin in
the tissues is found to fall off in proportion to the length of the voyage Additional
doses of vitamin C are recommended for voyages in the fall The RotteT(i937)
method is used for determining vitamin content C R
A82-41466 t The effect of the natural and climatic conditions of the
Far North on the human cardiovascular system (Vliianie prirodno-klimati-
cheskikh faktorov Krainego Severa na sostoianie serdechno-sosudistoi
sistemy cheloveka). I I Dedenko, B V Ustiushm, B M Stolbun, and O G
Novikova (Moskovskii Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Gigieny, Moscow,
USSR) Gigiena i Samtania, June 1982, p 79-81 12 refs In Russian
A82-41467 t The incorporation of P-32 into various sections of the
brain upon exposure to intermittent noise of low intensity (Vkliuchenie 32R
v razlichnye otdely golovnogo mozga pri vozdeistvii preryvistogo shuma
maloi intensivnosti). N F Svadkovskaia (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR,
Moscow, USSR) Gigiena i Samtania, June 1982, p 87, 88 In Russian
White male rats are subjected to intermittent noise for two hours each day for
18, 54, and 90 days The two-hour session comprises alternating 15-mmute
periods of noise and silence The intensity of the noise is 60 dB, and the frequency
is m the range 50-5000 Hz The number of sections of the brain in which an
increase is observed in the coefficient of isotope accumulation and the coefficient
of relative organ activity is found to depend on the total time of exposure to the
noise When P-32 is introduced before the two-hour session, a significant accu-
mulation of the isotope is observed in various sections of the brain The more
pronounced shifts observed when the isotope is introduced before the noise are
seen as suggesting that the changes occur principally through the direct action
of the noise C R
A82-41468 t Biochemical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain (Biokhimicheskie aspekty mekhanizma
deistviia kholinohtikov na mozg). S S KrylovandE V Semenov (Mimsterstvo
Zdravookhranenna SSSR, Institut Toksikologn, Leningrad, USSR) Uspekhi Sov-
remennoi Biologii, vol 93, May-June 1982, p 397-408 116 refs In Russian
It is shown that the blocking of postsynaptic choline receptors produces
changes in neuromediator metabolism, ion transport, and ferment activity It is
emphasized that one of the essential factors determining the effect of cholmolyt-
ics on the presynaptic structures of the brain nerve endings is a change in the
permeability of the membranes with respect to electrolytes It is suggested that
liberation and retention of neuromediators in tissue in the presence of cholmolyt-
ics and due to the effect of neuromediators and their mimetics (agonists) are
largely determined by the ratio of Ca(2+) and Mg(2+) V L
A82-41469 t Myosatellocytes and cambial properties of skeletal and
muscular tissue (Miosatellitotsity i problema kambial'nosti skeletonomy-
shechnoi tkani). R K Danilov and A A. Klishov (Kuibyshevskn Meditsmskii
Institut, Kuibyshev, USSR) Uspekhi Sovremennoi Biologn, vol 93. May-June
1982, p 409-420 85 refs In Russian
A82-41470 t The structure and function of macrophages (Struktura
i funktsii makrofagov). lu I Afanas'ev, V I Nozdrm, M 2 Bakhshmian, and V
L Gonachkma (I Moskovskii Meditsmskn Institut, Moscow, USSR, Erevanskn
Meditsmskn Institut, Yerevan, Armenian SSR) Uspekhi Sovremennoi Biologn,
vol 93, May-June 1982, p 421-432 139 refs In Russian
Macrophages are defined as mononuclear myeloid cells whose cytoplasm is
characterized by a moderately developed synthesizing apparatus and a well-
developed complex of lysosomes The cells typically have a well-developed
periphery that provides for phagocytosis, pmocytosis, secretion, and motion The
population of macrophages is not uniform, diffenng in functional and morphologi-
cal respects This heterogeneity is a reflection of the different stages of the cells
in the life cycle The principal biological function of macrophages is to support,
together with other cells, immune homeostasis C R
A82-41471 t Microcalorimetry in biomedical investigations (Mik-
rokalorimetriia v mediko-biologicheskikh issledovaniiakh). A Sh Zaichik
and L P Chunlov (Mimsterstvo Zdravookhranenna RSFSR, Leningradskn Pedia-
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tnchesku Meditsmskn Institut, Leningrad, USSR) Uspekhi Sovremennoi Biologii,
vol 93, May-June 1982, p 448-465 210 refs In Russian
The principles, achievements, and prospects of the biological-reaction mi-
crocalonmetry used in investigating biochemical systems, cells, organs, and im-
munological reactions are surveyed Attention is given to microcalonmetnc
investigations on the cellular level and to the calonmetry of subcellular structures
CR
A82-41472 t Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis (Vorrosy op-
timizatsii lekarstvennogo elektroforeza). I E Oranskn, L I Baichorova, and
V S Ulashchik (Belorusskn Institut Usovershenstvovanua Vrachei, Minsk,
Belorussian SSR, Sverdlovskn Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Kurortologn i
Fizioterapii, Sverdlovsk, USSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi
Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 9-12 6 refs In Russian
Methods for increasing the efficiency of medicinal electrophoresis are briefly
discussed In particular, attention is given to techniques for increasing skin perme-
ability, the use of pulsed current (particularly, sinusoidal current), biological syn-
chronization, and parametric optimization V.L
A82-41473 t The use of an audio-frequency magnetic field in certain
diseases (Primenenie magnitnogo polia zvukovogo diapazona pri nekoto-
rykh zabolevaniiakh). A G Kakulna, L A Abuladze, L G Glonti, M N Melikish-
vili, and L S Urpanishvili (Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Kurortologn i
Fizioterapii, Tbilisi, Georgian SSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi
Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 18-21 In Russian
Clinical data on 60 patients suffering from obliterating atherosclerosis of the
lower extremities and 30 patients with osteoarthrosis deformans indicate that a
course of treatment with an audio-frequency magnetic field can be effective in
such cases Apart from general clinical improvement, the treatment normalizes
lipid metabolism and improves peripheral circulation and muscular function of the
extremities in obliterating atherosclerosis, and normalizes the total content of
chondroitin sulfate and its fractions in patients with osteoarthrosis deformans
V L
A82-41474 t Thermal pulsation - Techniques, demonstration, and
clinical application (Teplovaia pul'satsiia - Metodiki, obosnovaniia i pri-
menenie v klinike). V A Likhtenshtem (Dagestanskii Meditsmskn Institut, Mak-
hachkala, USSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi
Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 21-25 10 refs In Russian
Devices for generating thermal pulses and techniques used in thermal pulsa-
tion therapy are briefly reviewed Data demonstrating the clinical effectiveness
of thermal pulsation applied to the nasolabial reflexogenic area are presented
and physiological mechanisms underlaying the effect of thermal pulsation are
discussed V L
A82-41475 t Application of laser therapy to patients with osteoar-
throsis deformans (Primenenne lazernoi terapii bol'nykh deformiruiush-
chim osteoartrozom). I L Pshetakovskn, T V Shutova, and 2 G Ostashkova
(Odesskn Institut Kurortologn, Odessa, Ukrainian SSR) Voprosy Kurortologn,
Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 25-29 8 refs In
Russian
Clinical and immunologic studies on patients with primary osteoarthrosis defor-
mans have shown that laser therapy employing an 8-mm, 25-mW He-Ne laser
(632 A) produces clinical improvement along with favorable changes in muscular
function, peripheral hemodynamics, vegetovascular reactions, and immunologic
reactivity In two thirds of the patients observed, the improvement lasted for 6-12
months following the treatment, in one third of the patients, it lasted for 13-18
months In most cases, the therapeutic effect became particularly noticeable 1 -3
months after the treatment V L
A82-41476 t The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of ganglio-
blockers on the cardiovascular system in patients with cervical osteo-
chondrosis (Vlnanie ul'trazvuka i fonoforeza ganglioblokatorov na
serdechno-sosudistuiu sistemu bol'nykh sheinym osteokhondrozom). D
L Vashkevich (Tsentral'nyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Kurortologn i Fizi-
oterapii, Moscow, USSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fiziches-
koi Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 29-34 6 refs In Russian
A82-41477 t Dynamics of the brain electric activity in patients with
cerebral insults under the effect of muscle stimulation with sinusoidal
modulated currents (Dinamika elektricheskoi aktivnosti mozga u bol'nykh
s tserebral'nymi msul'tami pod vlhaniem elektrostimuliatsii myshts sinusoi-
dal'nymi modulirovannymi tokami). G E Bagel', S E Gmzburg, and N S
Katernoga (Belorusskn Institut Usovershenstvovanna Vrachei, Minsk, Belorussian
SSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-
June 1982, p 37-40 8 refs In Russian
A82-41478 t The use of electrovacuum therapy in certain diseases
of the peripheral nervous system (Primenenie elektrovakuumnoi terapii pri
nekotorykh zabolevaniiakh perifericheskoi nervnoi sistemy). L L Luts (Tar-
tuskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet, Tartu, Estonian SSR) and E A Roode (Tar-
tuskaia Klmicheskaia Bol'nitsa, Tartu. Estonian SSR) Voprosy Kurortologn,
Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 40-43 7 refs In
Russian
A82-41479 t Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder following
radical surgery for cancer of the rectum (Elektrostimuliatsiia mochevogo
puzyria posle radikal'nykh operatsii po povodu raka priamoi kishki). E V
Dorogova, E L Ozhiganov, and lu F Bagirov (Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk
SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fiziches-
koi Kul'tury, May-June 1982. p 43-46 10 refs In Russian
A82-41480 t Sources of an artificial magnetic field for implantation
/experimental study/ (Istochniki iskustvennogo magnitnogo polia dlia im-
plantatsii /eksperimental'noe issledovanie/). A M Demetskn and G V Lud
(Vitebskn Meditsmskn Institut, Vitebsk, Belorussian SSR) Voprosy Kurortologn,
Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-June 1982. p 53-55 In Russian
The effect of the implantation of a resolving magnetic field source on blood
vessels and surrounding tissue during the autoplasty of the carotid artery is
studied In experiments carried out on dogs, it is found that the resolving field
source (collagen sponge) prevents activation of blood clotting The changes that
occur in the blood strengthen the body's defensive reactions C R
A82-41481 t Present-day magnetic-field sources, used in medical
treatment (Sovremennye istochniki magnitnogo polia, primeniaemye dlia
lecheniia). G R Solov'eva (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Medit-
smskogo Pnborostroenna, Moscow. USSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i
Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-June 1982, p 62-65 20 refs In Russian
A82-41482 t A device for producing the action of static magnetic
fields on biological objects (Ustroistvo dlia vozdeistviia postoiannym mag-
nitnym polem na biologicheskie ob'ekty). M S Golmskaia and G D Kozlov
(Tsentral'nyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Kurortologn i Fizioterapii, Moscow,
USSR) Voprosy Kurortologn, Fizioterapii i Lechebnoi Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, May-
June, 1982, p 65, 66 In Russian
A82-41483 t The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation in
the preoperative assessment of the reversal of left-ventricle asynergy in
patients with ischemic heart disease (Znacheme postekstrasistoliches-
kogo potentsirovantia v dooperatsionnoi otsenke obratimosti asinergii
levogo zheludochka u bol'nykh ishemicheskoi bolezn'iu serdtsa). la E
Ekha, A R Leissoo, and 0 A Lukha (Tartuskn Gosudarstvennyi Universitet,
Tartu, Estonian SSR) Kardiologna, vol 22, June 1982, p 10-14 16 refs In
Russian
A82-41484 t The ultrastructure of the myocardium in the restorative
period following aorto-coronary shunting in patients with chronic ischemic
heart disease (Ul'trastruktura miokarda v vosstanovitel'nyi period posle
aortokoronarnogo shuntirovaniia u bol'nykh khronicheskoi ishemicheskoi
bolezn'iu serdtsa). G D Kniazeva, G F Sheremet'eva, and A A Martynov
(Akademna Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR Moscow, USSR) Kardiologna, vol 22,
June 1982, p 18-23 14 refs In Russian
A82-41485 t A modification of Souns' method of selective corona-
rography (Modifikatsha metoda selektivnoi koronarografii po Sounsu). B
E Shakhov (Klmika Gospital'noi Khirurgn, Gorki, USSR) Kardiologna, vol 22,
June 1982, p 37-40 6 refs In Russian
In contrast to Souns's original method, in the present modification the catheter
is introduced through the axillary artery and thy working tip of the catheter is
U-shaped These changes make the method more reliable and shorten the time
of the procedure B J
A82-41486 t The amplitude of the R wave and the contractile func-
tion of the left ventricle in patients with ischemic heart disease (Amplitude
zubtsa R i sokratitel'naia funktsua levogo zheludochka u bol'nykh ishemi-
cheskoi bolezn'iu serdtsa). N K Furkalo and M I Lutai (Ukrainskn Nauchno-
lssledovatel'skn Institut Kardiologn, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Kardiologna, vol 22,
June 1982, p 44-50 21 refs In Russian
A82-41487 t Immunological reactions to lipoproteins and heparin in
young men with a hereditary tendency to atherosclerosis (Immunologi-
cheskie reaktsii k lipoproteidam i geparinu u molodykh muzhchin s otia-
goshchennoi po aterosklerozu nasledstvennost'iu) I S Golod, S S Barats,
and S I Plotnikova (Sverdlovskn Meditsmskn Institut, Mmisterstvo Zdravookh-
ranenna RSFSR, Sverdlovskn Institut Kurortologn i Fizioterapii, Sverdlovsk,
USSR) Kardiologna, vol 22, June 1982, p 58-61 15 refs In Russian
A82-41488 t The effect of diethylamme analog of ethmozine on the
functional condition of myocardium /Clinical and experimental study/
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(Vliianie dietilaminovogo analogs etmozina na funktsional'noe sostoianie
miokarda /Kliniko-eksperimental'noe issledovanie/). L V Rozenshtraukh.
N V Kaverma, E P Aniukhovskn, S A Dremm, G G Beloshapko, and Kh Kh
Shugushev (Akademna Meditsinskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Kardi-
ologna, vol 22, June 1982, p 72-78 23 refs In Russian
Diethylamine analog of ethmozine (DAA ethmozine) administered intrave-
nously in doses of 0 5-1 mg/kg, which result in marked antiarrhythmic effects
under both clinical and experimental conditions, is found to have little effect on
arterial pressure and myocardial contractility, while producing statistically insig-
nificant depression of the automatism of the sinus node and conductive system
fibers DAA ethmozine increased the duration of the refractory periods of the atria
and atnoventncular tiode by 20-30%, it also increased the time of stimulation
conduction at all levels of the heart conductive system It is concluded that the
drug might be effective in the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias V L
A82-41489 t The rate of coronary perfusion as a factor determining
the extent to which the contractile function of the heart is decreased in
energy formation disorders (Skorosf koronarnoi perfuzii kak faktor,
opredeliaiushchii stepen1 umen'shemia sokratitel'noi funktsii serdtsa pn
narushenii energoobrazovaniia). N A Novikova, E S Solomatina, and V I
Kapel'ko (Akademna Meditsinskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Kardiologua,
vol 22, June 1982, p 78-82 17 refs In Russian
Experiments on the isolated hearts of guinea pigs show that administration of
dmitrophenol in concentrations of 001-010 mmol produce a decrease in the
pressure of a latex balloon placed into the left ventricle and an increase in the
shift of the ST segment of the ECG It is shown that the extent to which the
contractile function of the heart is depressed in energy formation disorders and
restored during reoxygenation is largely determined by the coronary flow rate
This effect is explained in terms of changes in the concentration of extracellular
K(+) and other metabolites V L
A82-41490 t The effect of leienkephalm and thyrosine on the lym-
phatic and blood microvessels (Vliianie leienkefalma i tirozma na limfati-
cheskie i krovenosnye mikrososudy). V K Khugaeva, V V Suchkov, and M
I Titov (Akademna Meditsinskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Kardiologua, vol
22, June 1982, p 83-86 11 refs In Russian
A82-41491 t Characteristics of night sleep disorders in the case of
myocardial infarction according to polygraphic data (Kharaktenstika naru-
shenii nochnogo sna pri infarkte miokarda po dannym poligrafii). K lu
luldashev, A R Rakhimdzhanov, B G Gafurov, and P Saidahev (Tashkentskn
Institut Usovershenstvovanua Vrachei, Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) Kardiologua, vol
22, June 1982, p 90-93 20 refs In Russian
A82-41492 t The influence of psychological and somatic factors on
the symptomatics of hypertension (Vliianie psikhologicheskikh i somati-
cheskikh faktorov na simptomatiku gipertonicheskoi bolezni). I K Shkhvat-
sabaia, A P lurenev, and T A Aivazian (Akademna Meditsinskikh Nauk SSSR,
Moscow, USSR) Kardiologua, vol 22, June 1982, p 98,99 10 refs In Russian
A82-41493 t An evaluation of the informativeness of EKG parame-
ters in diagnosing a myocardial infarction of the back wall of the left ventri-
cle (Otsenka informativnosti parametrov EKG pri diagnostike mfarkta
miokarda zadnei stenki Levogo zheludochka). V V Shlygin and L G Aseeva
(Akademna Nauk SSSR, Institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, Pushchmo, USSR) Kardi-
ologna, vol 22, June 1982, p 99, 100 11 refs In Russian
A82-41494 t The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the er-
gometry of patients with atherosclerosis (Ispol'zovanie biokhimicheskikh
metodov kontroha pri ergometrii u bol'nykh aterosklerozom). M D Mit-
senko (Dnepropetrovsk!! Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Vosstanovlenna i Ek-
spertizy Trudosposobnosti Invahdov, Dnepropetrovsk, Ukrainian SSR)
Kardiologua, vol 22, June 1982, p 101, 102 13 refs In Russian
A82-41495 t The tolerance to physical loads in women during meno-
pause complicated by climacteric neurosis with cardialgia (Tolerantnosf
k fizicheskoi nagruzke u zhenshchin, nakhodiashchikhsia v klimaktenches-
kom periode, oslozhnennom klimaktericheskim nevrozom s kardialgiei). U
Sh Ramdzhutun (Kalminskn Meditsmskn Institut, Kalinin, USSR) Kardiologua, vol
22, June 1982, p 102-104 8 refs In Russian
A82-41496 t A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic indica-
tors of the myocardial contractility of the left ventricle in patients suffering
from various forms of ischemic heart disease (Sopostavlenie ekho- i
kinetokardiograficheskikh pokazatelei sokratimosti miokarda levogo
zheludochka u bol'nykh s razlichnymi formani ishemicheskoi bolezni
serdtsa). N F Shimuk and A I Romanov Kardiologna, vol 22, June 1982, p
101-106 10 refs In Russian
A82-41497 t Output and efficiency of the heart in young athletes as
a function of the type of athletic training (Ob'em i rabotosposobnost'
serdtsa u iunykh sportsmenov v zavisimosti ot napravlennosti treniro-
vochnogo protsessa). V I ll'nitskn (Teknopol'skn Meditsmskn Institut, Teknopol,
Ukrainian SSR) Kardiologua, vol 22, June 1982, p 107-109 9 refs In Russian
A82-41498 t The rate at which exogeneous hydrocortisone is elimi-
nated from peripheral blood flow in patients suffering from an acute myo-
cardial infarction (Skorosf elimmatsii ekzogennogo kortizola iz
perifencheskogo krovotoka u bol'nykh ostrym infarktom miokarda). V N
Shershnev, A D Kuimov, V A Milaeva, V lu Dananin, M S Nabiulm, and A N
Pugma (Novosibirsk!! Meditsmskn Institut, Novosibirsk, USSR) Kardiologua, vol
22, June 1982, p 109,110 10 refs In Russian
A82-41499 t The role of the energy transport system in changes of
the contractile function of the heart in the case of the measured limitation
of coronary blood flow (Rol'sistemy transporta energii v izmenenii sok-
ratitel'noi funktsii serdtsa pn dozirovannom ogranichenii koronarnogo
krovotoka). R A Frol'kis, G S Voronkov, and N N Orlova (Ukramskn Nauchno-
lssledovatel'skn Institut Kardiologn, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR) Kardiologua, vol 22,
June 1982, p 111-113 7 refs In Russian
Experimental results are presented on the relationship between the character-
istics of the heart's contractile function and changes of energy-transport indices
in the case of measured limitation of the coronary blood flow to 70 and 90% It
is shown that changes in the makeup and activity of individual components of the
energy-transport system play a considerable role in the formation of pathological
and compensatory shifts in the contractile function of the damaged and condition-
ally intact myocardium in the early period of the partial limitation of coronary blood
flow B J
A82-41500 t Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in the
dynamics of emotional and pain stress (Funktsional'noe sostoianie mitok-
hondrn serdtsa v dmamike emotsional'no-bolevogo stressa). V V Maly-
shev, V I Lifant'ev, and V Z Meerson (Irkutskn Meditsmskn Institut, Irkutsk,
Akademna Meditsinskikh Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR) Kardiologua, vol 22,
June 1982, p 113-115 6 refs In Russian
Experiments were performed on male albino rats to study the effect of emo-
tional and pain stress on heart mitochondria It is shown that this type of stress
is accompanied by considerable disruptions of the energy metabolism in the heart
mitochondria, preceding the development of necrotic changes in the myocardium
These disruptions are most marked during the formation of deep contracture
disorders and necrosis in the myocardium B J
A82-41501 t The achievements of investigations carried out in the
years 1976-1980 on the problem of insufficient blood circulation and heart
rhythm disturbances (Itogi nauchnykh issledovanii po probleme 'nedo-
statochnost' krovoobrashchenna i narushenna ritma serdtsa' za 1976-1980
gg). N N Mukharhamov and T lu Shvab Kardiologua, vol 22, June 1982, p
120-125 In Russian
A82-41502 t Problems in the metrology of the training load of ski
racers (Voprosy metrologii tremrovochnoi nagruzki lyzhnika-gonshchika).
N I Semenov and A G Shinaev (Gosudarstvennyi Institut Fizicheskoi Kul'tury,
Leningrad, USSR) Teonia i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, June 1982, p 13-
16 11 refs In Russian
A special endurance coefficient (SEC) is developed as a criterion for the pre-
paredness of ski racers It is shown that individual indices of the magnitude and
intensity of the training load are invalid as criteria for determining preparedness
A method involving the search for a maximal correlation is recommended as a
mathematical procedure for the processing of data on ski-racer performance
BJ
A82-41503 t Optimizing conditions for athletic activity with an allow-
ance made for neurodynamic peculiarities /using bicycle sports as a
model/ (Optimizatsna uslovii sportivnoi deiatel'nosti s uchetom
neirodinamicheskikh osobennostei sportsmenov /na modeli velosporta/).
G G Illanonov (Chuvashskn Gosudarstvennyi Pedagogicheskn Institut, Chebok-
sary, USSR) Teorua i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, June 1982, p 19-21 14 refs
In Russian
A82-41504 t The influence of a deficit of vitamins on immunity /A
review of the literature/ (Vliianie defitsita vitaminov na immunitet /Obzor
literatury/). I D Surkina (Vsesoiuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatel'skn Institut Fiziches-
koi Kul'tury, USSR) and G Mateev (Vysshn Institut Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, Sofia,
Bulgaria) Teonia i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, June 1982, p 22-25 76 refs In
Russian
A82-41505 t The speed of blood flow in athletes subjected to the
combined action of a training regime and high-altitude climatic factors
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(Skorosf krovotoka u sportsmenov pri sovmestnom vozdelstvii vysotno-
klimaticheskikh faktorov i trenirovochnykh nagruzok). lu M Pogosian, V G
Meloian. G L Muradian, A A. Chatmian, and G A Akopian (Armianskn Gosu-
darstvennyi Institut Rzicheskoi Kul'tury. Armenian SSR) Teonia i Praktika FIZI-
cheskoi Kul'tury. June 1982, p 30, 31 12 refs In Russian
A82-41506 t Certain psychological and tactical aspects of athlete
activities during competitions (Nekotorye psikhologicheskie i taktlcheskie
osobennosti sorevnovatel'noi deiatel'nosti sportsmena). V S Keller (L'vov-
sku Gosudarstvennyi Institut Rzicheskoi Kul'tury, Lvov, Ukrainian SSR) Teoma
i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul'tury, June 1982. p 47, 48 In Russian
A82-41548 * Skeletal abnormalities in rats induced by simulated
weightlessness. T J WronskiandE R Morey (NASA, Ames Research Center,
Biomedical Research Div, Moffett Field, CA) Metabolic Bone Disease and
Related Research, vol 4, 1982, p 69-75 41 refs
A hypokmetic model has been developed which attempts to simulate the
weightlessness experienced during space flight Male rats were suspended from
the model with a head-down tilt for a two-week period Total mechanical unload-
ing of the hind limbs and partial unloading of the fore limbs occurred In compari-
son to pair-fed control rats, the skeletal alterations in the proximal tibial and
humeral metaphyses of suspended rats were determined to be a diminished rate
of longitudinal bone growth, a reduced mass of mineralized tissue, and an accu-
mulation of marrow fat Also, suspended rats exhibited decreased numbers of
osteoblasts and increased numbers of osteoclasts immediately adjacent to the
growth plate-metaphyseal junction at both skeletal sites Although the reduction
in mineralized tissue and the fat accumulation were more marked in the tibia, the
skeletal changes in the proximal tibial and humeral metaphyses were generally
comparable The observed abnormalitieslnay be due to mechanical unloading
and/or a hypersecretion of corticosteroids (Author)
A82-41551 * Telemetry methods for monitoring physiological
parameters. T B Fryer and H Sandier (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett
Field, CA) In Hypertension research, Methods and models New York, Marcel
Dekker, Inc , 1982, p 45-82 73 refs
The use of telemetry to monitor various physiological functions is discussed
The advantages of the technique and the parameters that it can monitor are
assessed, and the mam telemetry systems, including pressure telemetry, flow
telemetry, and multichannel telemetry, are detailed Human applications of im-
planted flow transducers, total implant versus backpack telemetry, the use of
power sources and integrated circuits in telemetry, and the future prospects of
the technique in hypertension treatment and research are discussed C D
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STAR ENTRIES
N82-28945# Letterman Army Inst of Research, San Francisco,
Calif
DOMESTIC SWINE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 3
BLOOD GAS AND ACID-BASE VALUES OF ARTERIAL AND
VENOUS BLOOD FROM YOUNG ANESTHETIZED PIGS
MAINTAINED UNDER STEADY-STATE VENTILATORY
CONDITIONS Interim Report, Jun - Dec 1981
John P Hannon and William Y Moores Feb 1982 35 p
refs
(DA Proj 3M1-61102-BS-10)
(AD-A1 11834 LAIR-113) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL
06/16
The arterial and venous blood gas and acid-base characteristics
of anesthetized young domestic swine were determined under
steady-state ventilatory conditions designed to establish arterial
P 02 at 100 torr and pH at 740 Under these circumstances,
mean (N=15) femoral artery values were P 02, 97 torr, S O2
94% C 02 154 ml/dl pH 7399 P C02, 47 torr (HCO3),
2 7 6 m E q / 1 and (B E ), 2 8 mEq/1 Values for pulmonary artery,
mixed venous blood were P 02 36 torr, Sa02 51% C 02,
85 ml/dl, pH. 7335 P C02, 57 torr (HCO3) 296 mEq/1
and ( B E ) 39 mEq/1 Comparisons of venous values obtained
from various vascular sites (pulmonary artery, anterior vena
cava, posterior vena cava internal jugular vein femoral vein and
coronary sinus) revealed numerous between-vessel differences
in blood gas and actd-base status The arterial characteristics of
this anesthetized preparation differed from those of the conscious
pig, the anesthetized animal had lower pH, (HC03) and (B E )
values and higher P 02 and P C02 values than the conscious
animal Anesthesia with mechanical ventilation appeared to
produce defects in alveolar-arterial gas exchange similar to
those reported for other species The anesthetized pig, neverthe-
less, can serve as an effective biomedical model for human oriented
research Author (GRA)
N82-28946# Letterman Army Inst of Research San Francisco
Calif
LONG-TERM AND PROGRESSIVE CHANGES IN RHESUS
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY AFTER LOW-LEVEL COHERENT
LIGHT (514nm EXPOSURE) Technical Note. 1978 - 1980
Harry Zwick Edwin S Bratrice and Thomas A Garcia Dec
1981 17 p refs
(AD-A1 11639 LAIR-81-19TN) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 06/18
Although present laser safety standards are based on an
adequate data base for acute viewing situations, they are limited
in predicting the type of change in visual function that might
be induced from prolonged or repetitive viewing of laser sources
Viewing requirements in holography laser display systems and
in general, repeated exposure to low levels of laser radiation
require a more complete data base for optimizing the environmen-
tal protection of individuals who wall be required to work in
such environments In these studies, we have simulated very
low-level radiation environments and determined the effects of
repetitive prolonged exposure on the visual function of the of
the Rhesus Our data suggest that prolonged viewing of such
sources, even though they are well below present laser safety
standards, can produce permanent changes in visual processes
that underline normal human day (photopic) and night (sco-
topic) vision Studies of morphology have shown possible subtle
morphological correlate The coherency of laser light is implicated
as a significant factor in inducing these effects It is recommended
that individuals required to work in these situations be frequent-
ly evaluated for changes in visual function by presently available
clinical instruments for assessment of visual function Further
confirmation of these studies will determine the impact of these
research findings on present laser safety standards GRA
N82-28947# Puerto Rico Univ . Mayaguez Center for Energy
and Environment Research
OTEC BIOFOULING. CORROSION. AND MATERIALS
STUDY FROM A MOORED PLATFORM AT PUNTA TUNA.
PUERTO RICO
D S Sasscer, T R Tosteson and T 0 Morgan Aug 1981
126 p refs Prepared for ANL. Ill
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(DE82-007037 ANL/OTEC-BCM-023) Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01
A biofoulmg test of periodically cleaned OTEC evaporator
tubes was conducted The fouling resistance, total surface carbon
and nitrogen content. ATP, and the wet film thickness (WFT)
were determined throughout the test Visual observations of the
fouling film were made by light sectioning and scanning
microscopy, and at the end of the test, a study was made of
the macrofoulmg of the flow system The results of the tests
indicate that a base layer of bacteria and exudated polysacchandes
enhance microbial adhesion and thereby create an environment
conducive to rapid film growth Fouling rates for aluminum were
generally higher than for titanium but they were linear for both
materials Excellent correlation was found to exist between R/sub
f and WFT which supports the hypothesis that it is the stagnant
film of water entrapped by bacteria which is largely responsible
for the insulating properties of the biofilm The macrofoulmg
study identified 61 species of benthic invertebrates representing
ten phyla growing in those parts of the flow system where
flow was less than 3 fps but no macrofoulmg where the flow
velocity significantly exceeded 3 fps DOE
N82-28948# National Inst for Metallurgy Randburg (South
Africa)
THE ORGANIZING OF CONFERENCES
L F Haughton 18 Sep 1981 18 p refs
(PB82-142696, NIM-2130 ISB N-0-86999-556-1) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 05A
The Liaison and Information Division of the National Institute
for Metallurgy (NIM) has been concerned in the planning and
organizing of conferences, local and international, large and small,
for many years, and as the result of trial and error has acquired
a fair amount of knowledge of the subject and developed a
successful modus operandi It is felt that the knowledge and
expertise gleaned over the years should be made available
generally for use by interested organizers GRA
N82-28949# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington.
Va
USSR REPORT. SPACE BIOLOGY AND A E R O S P A C E
MEDICINE. VOLUME 16. NO 3, MAY - JUNE 1982
0 G Gazenko ed 2 Jul 1982 155 p refs Transl into
ENGLISH of Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR),
1982
(JPRS-81197) Avail NTIS HC A08
The effects of weightlessness and acceleration on the
physiology of man were studied The heart was studied in relation
to the effects of long term spaceflight circadian rhythms, and
external conditions Different aspects of blood circulation and
motion sickness were studied For individual titles, see N82-28950
through N82-28976
N82-28950# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington,
Va
PROBLEM OF ACCELERATIONS IN AVIATION MEDICINE
P V Vasilyev and S A Gozulov In its USSR Rept Space
Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16 No 3 May - Jun 1982
2 Jul 1982 p 1-6 (JPRS 81197) refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR) v 16, no 3.
May - Jun 1982 p 4-7
Avail NTIS HC A08
The problem of effects of accelerations on an organism,
particularly on a pilot s work capacity is discussed Further increase
in the body s resistance to accelerations and consequently,
increase of pilot's work capacity are emphasized The increasing
diversity of inflight tasks and complexity of interaction in the
pilot-aircraft-environment system make it imperative to examine
many physiological questions from the standpoint of the systems
approach and with consideration of ergonomic aspects of this
problem The accelerations inherent in aircraft flights are divided
into two main types prolonged (piloting), which occur when
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maneuvering the aircraft, and impact, which occur during ejection,
opening of the parachute, landing of the pilot, as well as forced
('rough') landings of the aircraft The effects of these accelera-
tions on pilots differ appreciably S L
N82-28951# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
SLEEP, ORCADIAN CYCLES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNC-
TIONS AND PARAMETERS OF HUMAN WORK CAPACITY
ON FIRST DAY AFTER CHANGING FROM ALTERED TO
USUAL SLEEP-WAKING CYCLE
A N Litsov In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med V 16. No 3 May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 7-14 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982
p 8-13
Avail NTIS HC A08
Twelve male test subjects, aged 28 to 40 took part in
studies, in which a normal work-rest cycle was preceded by
three types of an altered cycle, to investigate their adaptation
reactions The return to the normal work-rest cycle was
accompanied by slight changes in physiological functions, work
capacity and sleep patterns The level of these changes was
correlated with the type of altered work-rest cycles and with
the degree of men's adaptation to them The return to the normal
work-rest cycle proceeded more readily, if adaptation to an altered
cycle was incomplete The required level of work capacity of
men that have to vary their work-rest cycles frequently can be
maintained by short term (for 1 to 3 days) cycle alterations S L
N82-28952# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington,
Va
ROLE OF HORMONAL COMPOUNDS IN REGULATION OF
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM IN THE PRESENCE OF
EMOTIONAL STRESS
B B Afonm L L Orlov N F Kahta. T A Vitmg. and R A
Tigranyan In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med .
V 16, No 3, May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982
p 15-19 refs Transl into ENGLISH' f rom Kosm Biol
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16 no 3 May - Jun 1982
p 13-16
Avail NTIS HC A08
The emotional stress simulated by examinations taken by
medical students led to a decrease of socium concentration in
blood A simultaneous increase of mmeralocorticoiqjs and a
decrease of glucocorticoids was responsible for the sodium
concentration in the blood Both inhibition of glucocorticoids
and stimulation of mmeralocorticoids were associated with a
high activity of plasma renm and a low concentration of
adrenocorticotropic hormone ' S L
N82-28953# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington
Va
METABOLIC DISTINCTIONS RELATED TO INTAKE OF
LOW-CALORIE 'SURVIVAL' RATIONS CONSISTING ONLY
OF READILY ASSIMILATED CARBOHYDRATES
I G Popov. P A Lozmskiy. A A Latskevich and I A Romanova
In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16.
No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 20-31
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya
Med (USSR), v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982 p 16-25
Avail NTIS HC A08
Carbohydrate, mineral, ammo acid, nitrogen metabolism,
nutritional status and general health condition of test subjects
were studied In the case of an emergency landing in an area
with a temperate climate, a contingency diet consisting of 300 g
of readily assimilable disacchandes can be consumed for
5 days S L
N82-28954# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
Va
DYNAMICS OF LEFT VENTRICULAR SYSTOLIC PHASE
STRUCTURE DURING LONG-TERM (140-185 DAYS)
SPACEFLIGHTS
A P Polyakova. A D Yegorov, and I V Alferova In its USSR
Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16. No 3. May -
Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 32-38 refs Transl
into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR).
v 16, no 3, May - Jun 1982 p 25-30
Avail NTIS HC A08
Kmetocardiographic studies of the left ventricular systolic
time intervals at rest in spaceflights of 140, 175, and 185 days
in duration revealed functional changes reflecting cardiovascular
adaptation to weightlessness The typical changes were
shortening of isometric contraction, decrease of the tension index,
irregular decline of the ejection time, and a slight increase in
the intrasystohc index These changes in the systolic time intervals
are indicative of an enhanced strength of cardiac contraction
This may in turn be associated with cephalad fluid shifts and
reduced activity of the peripheral muscular heart S L
N82-28955# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington,
Va
SLOW WAVES OF CARDIAC RHYTHM IN HEALTHY MAN
UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
A N Karpov and L A Zmovyeva In its USSR Rept Space
Biol and Aerospace Med, V 16, No 3. May - Jun 1982
(JPRS-8197) 2 Jul 1982 p 39-42 refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16. no 3,
May-Jun 1982 p 30-32
Avail NTIS HC A08
The slow waves of the cardiac rhythm were investigated at
rest and under emotional and physical stress In most test subjects
emotional stress led to the generation of the first order slow
waves of 0 04-0 09 cps, whereas exercises inhibited slow waves
of the above frequency range Heart rate increased in response
to both emotional and physical stress The slow wave responses
are used to evaluate the emotional status and to differentiate
emotional and physical stress S L
N82-28956# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington,
Va
SYNCHRONIZATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR ACCIDENTS
WITH PHYSICAL CLOCKS
R M Arslanova. V N Benevolenskiy, N G Ptitsyna, and K A
Trukhanov In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med. V 16, No 3, May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 43-47 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16, no 3, May - Jun 1982
p 32-34
Avail NTIS HC A08
The frequency of cardiovascular catastrophes (daily mortality
rate of patients with ischemic heart disease), heliogeomagnetic
activity (solar radiation in the wave band 107 cm, H. D and Z
components of the geomagnetic field), synchronization and
desynchronization of circaseptidian rhythms, and total number
of cardiovascular catastrophes in different seasons are cor-
related The raw data sets were treated with due account of
the discrete pattern of random sequences and noise in the medical
data set finite analysis interval and mformativrty of the derivatives
of the parameters used The occurrence of cardiovascular
catastrophes showed circaseptidian rhythms whose level depend
on the above three factors The results obtained are discussed
with respect to possible synchronization and desynchronization
of endogenous biorhythms by time cues, relating them to the
mechanism of human adaptation to the environment S L
N82-28957# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington,
Va
REGULATION OF CEREBRAL CIRCULATION IN ERECT
POSITION
V S Shubm. V L Anzimirov Ya K Gasanov, and V N Korniyenko
In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med, V 16.
No 3, May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 48-55
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya
Med (USSR), v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982 p 35-40
Avail NTIS HC A08
The functional mechanisms responsible for orthostatic
tolerance of cerebral circulation in the normal man and in
ambulatory and bedridden neurosurgical patients were investi-
gated, using the following methods cerebral serial angiography,
measurement of cerebral blood flow by means of xenon 133
clearance, measurement of brain perfusion pressure, ventricular
pressure acid base equilibrium in the blood flowing in and out
of the brain, determination of cardiac output and stroke volume,
electroencephaloraphy, and rheography of cerebral and peripheral
vessels In the normal men and patients with compensated
neurosurgical pathologies, the transfer into the head up position
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induced small changes in the systemic and cerebral regional
circulation This was associated with complex reactions of the
vascular system triggered by the receptors of the smocarotid
area S L
N82-28958# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
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ENDURANCE OF • Gl G FORCES BY MIDDLE-AGED
PEOPLE BEFORE AND AFTER 7-DAY IMMERSION
A R Kotovskaya. I F VilVilyams. V I Zborovskaya, V G
Andreyeva. 0 L Golovkma. T N Krupma, Kh Kh Yarullm. and
N P Artamonova In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med. V 16. No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS 81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 56-60 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Bio!
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16.no 3, May - Jun 1982
p 40-43
Avail NTIS HC A08
Before and after 7 day immersion G sub 2 for 60 sec in a
centrifuge with an arm of 7 25 m The runs were repeated
12 times The test subjects tolerated the exposure before and
after immersion However, after immersion the physiological
systems functioned in a more stressful manner than prior to
immersion This is attributed to the deconditionmg caused by
simulated weightlessness The comparison of the experimental
findings with the literature data gives evidence that the pattern
and level of physiological changes induced by an exposure to
+ 3 G sub z for 60 sec in the test subjects, aged 41 to 49. do
not differ significantly from those in younger (aged 23 to 36)
people S L
N82-28959# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington,
Va
HUMAN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION AND GAS EXCHANGE
IN ACUTE PERIOD OF ADAPTATION TO IMMERSION IN
WATER
0 L Golovkma In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med, V 16, No 3. May - Jun 1082 (JPRS 81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 61-65 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16, no 3. May -Jun 1982
p 43-46
Avail NTIS HC A08
Responses of respiration and gas exchange of 6 test subjects
to 3-day dry immersion were investigated It was found that an
exposure to immersion was accompanied by decreases in
respiratory volume, vital lung capacity, maximum pulmonary
ventilation, and breathing time retention during inhalation and
expiration These changes were paralleled by an increase in the
portion of the functional dead space and a decrease in the
portion of the efficient alveolar volume The permeability of
respiratory tracts remained unchanged These changes seem to
be of the type of total respiratory insufficiency induced by
circulatory disorders This may be one of the factors responsible
for a decline in human tolerance to exercises and acceleration
applied after an exposure to simulated weightlessness Author
N82-28960# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington
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REACTION TO DIMINISHED CIRCULATING BLOOD
VOLUME IN INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE SUSCEPTIBLE AND
INSUSCEPTIBLE TO MOTION SICKNESS (SEASICKNESS)
V G Isupov, D G Maksimov. and B I Polyakov In its USSR
Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16, No 3. May -
Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 66-70 refs Transl
into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR),
v 16 no 3, May - Jun 1982 p 46-49
Avail NTIS HC A08
The study of 54 healthy male test subjects demonstrated
significantly different responses of motion sickness susceptible
and resistant people to 10 minute occlusion of their femoral
veins The changes in limb rheograms, as well as heart rate
and stroke volume indicated that in motion sickness susceptible
subjects the circulating blood volume in the upper body de-
creased, whereas in motion sickness resistant subjects it remained
unaltered or increased in response to the occlusion Author
N82-28961# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington
Va
EFFICACY OF KAVINTON IN PREVENTION OF MOTION
SICKNESS
D Bodo. A R Kotovskaya. R R Galle. L N Gavnlova. G A
Gusakova and V A Smirnov In its USSR Rept Space Biol
and Aerospace Med V 16. No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-
81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 71-74 refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR) v 16 no 3.
May-Jun 1982 p 49-51
Avail NTIS HC A08
During the study 8 motion sickness susceptible test subjects
were kept in a chamber rotating at a rate of 6 rpm for 5 hours
The effectiveness of the drug taken regularly during the exposure
was compared with that of scopolamine and placebo taken as
a single dose The results obtained are suggestive of a positive
effect of kavmton as an antimotion drug T M
N82-28962# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
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NYSTAGMOMETRY OF OPTOVESTIBULAR INTERACTION
M M Levashov and A I Tumakov In its USSR Rept Space
Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16. No 3, May - Jun 1982
(JPRS 81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 75-80 refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16. no 3,
May -Jun 1982 p 51-55
Avail NTIS HC A08
Nystagmograms recorded in healthy people (270 ENG from
30 children aged 3 to 7) were analyzed quantitatively The velocity
of the slow component of the vestibular nystagmus during caloric
tests, optokmetic nystagmus in response to stimul applied at
20 and 10 deg/sec, as well as vestibulooptokmetic nystagmus
resulting from modulation of he optokmetic nydtagmus due to
the inhibitory or enhancing effect of caloric stimulation, were
measured The modulation level i e. the change of the velocity
of the slow component that accompanied the transition of the
optokmetic nystagmus to the vestibulo-optokmetic nystagmus,
was always less than that of the vestibular nystagmus This
disagrees with the concept about algebraic summation of
intensities of the reactions The modulation level showed a low
correlation with the vestibular nystagmus slow component velocity
and depended on the optokmetic nystagmus velocity Author
N82-28963# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
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EFFECT OF CALORIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR
SYSTEM ON HEARING
G P Tsunkova In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med V 16 No 3, May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 81-86 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16 no 3. May - Jun 1982
p 55-58
Avail NTIS HC A08
Changes of bone-conduction thresholds for tonal signals
(250 and 2000 Hz) in each ear due to caloric vestibular tests
were studied in 60 healthy test subjects (32 men and 28 women)
These changes were found in 48 subjects In most cases perceptual
thresholds decreased (by 7 3 dB on the average) and in few
cases increased (by 8 3 dB on the average) The sign of alteration
was independent of the tonal signal frequency or the side exposed
to the vestibular test or the number of examinations The threshold
returned to the norm for a long time (30 mm or more) These
findings suggest that the interaction may be governed by the
principles that function in other sensory systems It is recom-
mended to carry out audiological examinations prior to vestibular
tests in order to avoid distortions of the results Author
N82-28964# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington,
Va
POSSIBLE IMPAIRMENT OF RESPIRATORY REGULATION
UNDER HYPERBARIC NITROGEN NARCOSIS
L A Bryantseva, A V Suvorov and I S Breslav In its USSR
Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med, V 16, No 3 May -
Jun 1982 (JPRS 81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 87-90 refs Transl
into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR)
v 16 no 3. May - Jun 1982 p 59-61
Avail NTIS HC A08
Nitrogen narcosis was simulated by nitrous oxide The
ventilation increment was measured as a function of an increase
of the hypercapnic stimulus A combination of high degree of
hypercapnia and the narcotic effect may lead to ventilation
inhibition and respiration disturbance T M
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MITOTIC ACTIVITY AND VOLUME OF EPITHELIAL CELL
NUCLEI OF RAT CORNEA FOLLOWING SPACEFLIGHTS
IN BIOSATELLITES
F V Sushkov. S V Rudneva. N G Sepetova and Z Ye Vnukova
In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16.
No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 91-98
refs Trans) into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Awakosmicheskaya
Med (USSR) v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982 p 61-66
Avail NTIS HC A08
The following parameters of the epithelial mitosis were
studied mitotic index, ratio of mitotic phases, number of
abnormalities of cell division, and number of chromosome
aberrations in anaphases These parameters are considered to
be indicators of physiological regeneration The nuclear volume
of cells of two inner epithelial layers was measured, using a
modified karyometnc technique that yielded representative data
The lack of significant changes in the above mitotic parameters
can be attributed either to the absence of a strong stress-reaction
of rats postflight or to the discrepancy between the time of
animal sacrifice and the time of the maximum post-stressor
inhibition of mitotic activity T M
N82-28966# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington.
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CATECHOLAMINES AND ENZYMES OF THEIR METABO-
LISM IN RAT MYOCARDIUM AFTER FLIGHT ABOARD THE
COSMOS 936 BIOSATELLITE
R Kwetmanski. R A Tigranyan, and T Torda In its USSR
Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med, V 16, No 3 May -
Jun 1982 (JPRS81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 99-102 refs Transl
into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR),
v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982 p 66-68
Avail NTIS HC A08
In the myocardium of the weightless and contnfuged rats
flown for 185 days onboard the biosatellite Cosmos-936 the
catecholamme concentration and activity of enzymes involved in
their synthesis and degradation, dopamme beta-hydroxylase
monoamine oxidase and catechol-0-methyl transferase. were
measured The catecholamme concentration in the myocardium
of both flight groups significantly increased, and the enzyme
activity did not change These results suggest that an exposure
to space flight increases the catecholamme concentration and
exerts no effect on their synthesis and degradation in the rat
myocardium Author
N82-28967# Joint Publications Research Sen/ice, Arlington
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NITROGEN COMPOUND LEVELS IN TISSUES OF RAT
CEREBRAL HEMISPHERES AND CEREBELLUM AFTER
FLIGHT ABOARD COSMOS 1129 BIOSATELLITE
L M Kurkina and R A Tigranyan In its USSR Rept Space
Biol and Aerospace Med, V 16. No 3. May - Jun 1982
(JPRS 81197) J Jul 1982 p 103-106 refs Transl into
ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR)
v 16, no 3, May - Jun 1982 p 68-70
Avail NTIS HC A08
The content of ammonia, glutamme. urea glutamic acid,
aspartic acid and GABA was measured to study nitrogen
metabolism Soon after recovery (6-10 hours after recovery) the
content of the above compounds in brain tissues increased except
for GABA whose content decreased Similar but more marked
changes were seen in the brain of control rats exposed to a
repeated immobilization stress-effect These changes were still
greater m the flight rats exposed to a repeated immobilization
stress-effect postflight It is suggested that the postflight changes
of the above parameters of nitrogen metabolism are induced by
stress-agents inherent in space flight and recovery Author
N82-28969# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
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CONDITION OF RATS CONNECTIVE TISSUE DURING
LONG-TERM HYPOKINESIA AND IN RECOVERY PERIOD
P P Potapov In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med. V 16. No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 112-116 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm
Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16 no 3 May - Jun
1982 p 73-76
Avail NTIS HC A08
Changes in the content of collagen m hydroxyproline. total
ammopolysacchandes hexosammes, and acid glycosammoglycans
m hexuronic acids m the skin and tendons of white rats were
determined on the 15. 30 and 19th hypolmetic days and on
the 15 30 and 90th days of posthypokmesia recovery It was
found that the hydroxyproline content m the skin and tendons
did not change, the content of hexosammes and hexuronic acid
decreased in tendons on hypokmetic days 15 and 90 and m
the skin on day 15 The content of hexosammes in the skin
increased on day 90 the content of hexosammes and hexuronic
acids in the skin and tendons increased on recovery day 15 and
remained unaltered on day 90 E A K
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OSTEOPOROSIS IN UNSUPPORTED EXTREMITIES
A I Volozhm. G P Stupakov A N Polyakov. S M Remizov.
N N Pavlova and I Ye Didenko In its USSR Rept Space
Biol and Aerospace Med, V 16, No 3, May - Jun 1982
(JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 117-125 refs Transl into
ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR),
v 16. no 3, May - Jun 1982 p 76-82
Avail NTIS HC A08
Oystrophic changes m bone tissue classified as osteoporosis,
were demonstrated under the influence of spaceflight factors
and model experiments where the bearing function of bones
was eliminated The lower part of the right extremities was
amputated in dogs thus generating a support free state of the
femur On day 90 after the amputation bone resorption reached
a high level and by the end of the year declined The mature
bone microstructures showed a higher degree of mineralization,
whereas the young bone microstructures which were in
predominance in the support free femur displayed a lower degree
of mineralization In bone, the content of Ca decreased, that of
K increased, while the content of Na and P remained un-
changed It is concluded that the development of osteoporosis
in the support free femur does not involve only quantitative
variations in the mineral components E A K
N82-28971# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington.
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PREPARATION OF LABYRINTHECTOMIED ANIMALS FOR
FLIGHT ABOARD COSMOS-936 BIOSATELLITE
A R Kotovskaya Ye A" Savma, A V Mokrousova, Ye I
Alekseuev. A S Markm. V F Anichm. A A Shipov, and G S
Ayzikov In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med .
V 16. No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS 81197) 2 Jul 1982
p 126-131 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol
Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982
p 83-86
Avail NTIS HC A08
Labyrmthectomized animals (LA) were tested aboard the
Cosmos 936 biosatellite It was assumed that examination of
LA after the space flight would make it possible to assess the
role of the vestibular system in the complex reactions to long
term weightlessness It is found that LA endure weightlessness
more calmly and easily than anticipated Preparation of LA for
the space flight included problems like refining of the technique
and performing effective labynnthectomy on animals, monitor
their condition in the postoperative period E A K
N82-28972# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
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METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TESTING ERYTHROCYTE
BALANCE BY COUNTING INCUBATED RETICULOCYTES
A V Llykhm. T Ye Burkovakaya, A V Shafirkm. and N V
Klyuchanskaya In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med, V 16, No 3, May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 132-136 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm
Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16. no 3 May -Jun
1982 p 86-88
Avail NTIS HC A08
The mechanisms causing erythrocyte deficiency are dis-
cussed The correlations between cytokmetic parameters of
erythrocyte balance was investigated to assess functional activity.
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reserve potential and mechanisms of development of various
disturbances in the erythron system Quantitative evaluation of
erythrocyte balance are made by cytokmetic methods for
examining erythropoieiis and dieresis Techniques involving
intravital labeling of erythrocytes with radioactive isotopes are
reliable but not indifferent to the body It is found that
determination of erythrocyte life span by in vitro maturation rate
of reticulocytes is least disturbing to the patient and suitable
for space research purposes E A K
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MODIFICATION OF METHOD FOR ASSAYING OZONE BY
THE DIACETYL DIHYDROLUTIDINE REACTION
B V Anisimov G N Kuzmenko. and T I Golubeva In its
USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace Med. V 16 No 3.
May - Jun 1982 (JPRS 81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 137-139
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya
Med (USSR) v 16 no 3 May - Jun 1982 p 89-90
Avail NTIS HC A08
Ozone as the main toxic component of the atmosphere in
photochemical smog and as a necessary factor for trace
concentration to assure a biological quality of the atmosphere
of areas with people in need of natural air ventilation was studied
Methods for measuring ozone in pressurized areas are dis-
cussed E A K
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EFFECTS OF LOW-INTENSITY ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL ERYTHROCYTES
V P Shabayev In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med. V 16 No 3. May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 140-142 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm
Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR), v 16, no 3. May - Jun
1982 p 91-92
Avail NTIS HC A08
The balancing of Locke-Ringer solution and human and albino
rat blood erythrocyte suspensions (50% hematocnt) prepared with
this solution was studied Changes in oxygen concentration and
pH served as parameters characterizing the state of the aqueous
medium Permeability of erythrocyte membranes to water
according to hemolysis was assessed A tent which outer wall
was made of ferromagnetic material, served as a shield to
attenuate the electromagnetic field of Earth Specimens were
exposed for 3 hours in the ungrounded shield and ordinary
conditions The effect of the shield was assessed The aqueous
Locke-Ringer solutions stored under electromagnetic shields
contain 8% more oxygen than control It is found that with the
use of the shield there is a large amount of hemoglobin and
two other proteins in the intercellular region which are in the
space near the cathode in electrophoresis E A K
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EFFECT OF HIGH AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ON CARBOHY-
DRATE METABOLISM IN RAT LIVER AND SKELETAL
MUSCLES
R Akhmedov and A M Nasyrova in its USSR Rept Space
Biol and Aerospace Med V 16. No'3. May - Jun 1982
(JPRS-81197) 2 Jul 1982 p 143-146 refs Transl into
ENGLISH from Kosm Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR),
v 16. no 3. May - Jun 1982 p 92-94
Avail NTIS HC A08
Brief and prolonged exposure to high and low ambient
temperatures which leads to substantial changes in physiological
reactions that maintain temperature homeostasis in organisms
was studied Adaptive changes in physiological functions are
based on adaptive shifts in intensity of metabolism and energy
Organic, tissular and cellular mechanisms of change in metabolism,
the significant of the different elements of metabolism in different
physiological systems of the body involved in maintaining
temperature homeostasis with a changing ambient temperature
are investigated Changes in carbohydrate metabolism in the liver
and skeletal muscles related to exposure to high ambient
temperatures, are demonstrated E A K
VIBRATION AND ASSESSMENT OF THIS FLIGHT FACTOR
BY PILOTS
Yu N Kamenskiy In its USSR Rept Space Biol and Aerospace
Med V 16 No 3 May - Jun 1982 (JPRS-81197) 2 Jul
1982 p 147-151 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Kosm
Biol Aviakosmicheskaya Med (USSR) v 16, no 3, May - Jun
1982 p 94-96
Avail NTIS HC A08
Vibration on active factors in the pilot-helicoper encironment
system is discussed The effect of this factor on pilot performance
and its source of information on the status of the helicoper and
its systems is emphasized The role of nonmstrument information
(angular and longitudinal accelerations, vibration, noise) in piloting
an aircraft (higher precision of control, recognition of emergency
situations) is confirmed Special purpose pilot training in the
use of such negative flight factors as vibration, buffeting as
information about the status of the vehicle to be controlled is
recommended standardized and their practical use are con-
sidered E A K
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USSR REPORT. LIFE SCIENCES BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. NO. 16
12 May 1982 87 p refs Transl into ENGLISH of various
Russian articles
(JPRS-80789) Copyright Avail NTIS HC A05
The use of microorganisms to monitor environmental pollution,
the biochemistry of peptide and protem bioregvilators. insect
breeding, rat behavior, a microelectronic electrode brain probe,
and the environmental and genetic aspects of human intellectual
capacities are discussed
N82-28978# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington
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MICROORGANISMS USED TO MONITOR ENVIRONMEN-
TAL POLLUTION
G A Bagdasaryan and K V Gematulm In its USSR Rept
Life Sci Biomed and Behavioral Sci, No 16 IJPRS-80789)
12 May 1982 p 1-4 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Gig
Sanit (USSR), no 11. Nov 1981 p 11-13
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A05
The use of microorganisms to measure environmental pollution
is discussed Criteria for the selection of specific microorganisms
depend on metabolic and genetic changes of the microorganism
under the influence of pollution Development of standardization
and metrology of measurements with the required reproducibility
and accuracy is considered Mathematical methods for choosing
test systems for microorganisms and their parameters for
demonstration of pollutants and processing measurement results
are discussed J D
N82-28979# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
MONOGRAPH ON NEW DIRECTION OF CHEMISTRY AND
BIOLOGY OF PEPTIDE AND PROTEIN BIOREGULATORS
REVIEWED
V Ivanov and A Miroshmkov In its USSR Rept Life Sci
Biomed and Behavioral Sci. No 16 (JPRS-80789) 12 May
1982 p 13-15 Transl into ENGLISH from Izv Akad Nauk
Latvivskoy SSSR (USSR) no 1. Jan 1982 p 137-138
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A05
The development of methodological and experimental
approaches to the study of the mechanisms of action of low
molecular peptide hormones and kmms is described Principles
of information theory were applied to studies of complex stochastic
systems, and the modeling method was used with extrapolation
of results from one complex system to another The principles
that determine ligand-receptor interaction in the formation of
complexes of trypsm group enzymes with certain protease
inhibitors are analyzed Common, universal principles which
determine peptide-protem and protein-protein interaction are
outlined The selective design and laboratory synthesis of cyclic
analogs of hormones and other peptide-protem bioregulators
which are more selective and have longer action than their natural
prototypes are described J D
N82-28976# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
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CULTIVATION OF INSECTS AS NEW BRANCH OF
ENTOMOLOGY - INDUSTRIAL ENTOMOLOGY
N A Tamanna In its USSR_Rept_ Life Sci Biomed and
Behavioral Sci No 16 (JPRS-80789) 12 May 1982 p 16-26
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Zool Zh (USSR), v 60.no 11
Nov 1981 p 1605-1613
Copyright "Avail NTIS HC A05
The general principles and methods of cultivating insects
are formulated as a new branch of applied entomology (technical
entomology) whose methodology is the systems approach and
optimization theory based on modern computer technology
Cultivation of insects is viewed as the development of artificial
populations with specified properties The process of creating
cultures is divided into three periods (1) the introduction of
species into the laboratory (2) the development and standardiza-
tion of cultures of different types, and (3) the creation of mass
scale cultures with specified properties The tasks and methods
of each period are discussed A new classification is offered for
insect cultures J D
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ORIENTING AND EXPLORATORY BEHAVIOR OF GRAY RAT
IN OPEN FIELD. ZOOPSYCHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
N N Meshkova In its USSR Rept Life Sci Biomed and
Behavioral Sci No 16 (JPRS-80789) 12 May 1982 p 32-41
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Byull Mosk Obshch Ispyt
Prir. Otd_ Biol (USSR), v 86. no 6. Nov - Dec 1981 p 22-29
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A05
The orienting and exploratory behavior of gray rats in an
open field environment was observed to contain the following
behavior elements spatial orienting stances, movement inspection
of objects, and actions referable to the category of shifted activity
Each of these elements is readily distinguished in the continuum
of behavior and serves a specific role in the familiarization of
animals with a new terrain The process of becoming familiar
with an open field is broken down into four stages characterizing
different degrees of conformity of rate behavior to the distinctions
of the terrain The animal begins to orient itself with regard to
the properties of the field on the basis of its individual experience
at the start of the first stage, and a complete image of the
surroundings is formed at the fourth stage of exploration J 0
N82-28982# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
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MICROELECTRONIC ELECTRODE PROBE FOR TESTING
BRAIN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY
B V Zhuravlev and A B Simakov In its USSR Rept Life
Sci Biomed and Behavior Sci No 16 (JPRS-80789) 12 May
1982 p 50-52 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Izv Vyssh
Ucheb Zaved. Radioelektron (USSR) v 24.no 12 Dec 1981
p 66-68
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A05
The development and construction of a multichannel electrode
probe combining both the micropipette and metal electrodes is
described The size of he active electrode surfaces is 50x50
microns and that of the contact areas is 250x250 microns
Gold is used as the material for the active electrode area The
electrical properties of the probe are described and its main
electrical parameters given The experimental introduction of the
probe into the hypothalamus of a rabbit is described J 0
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NATURAL AND SOCIAL DETERMINATION OF HUMAN
PSYCHE
G I Tsaregorodtsev and N I Gubanov In its USSR Rept
Life Sci Biomed and Behavioral Sci. No 16 (JPRS-80789)
12 May 1982 p 72-82 refs Transl into ENGLISH from
Vestn Akad Med Nauk SSSR (USSR), no 4, Apr 1981 p 56-65
Copyright Avail NTIS HC A05
The role of biological and social factors in the inception
and development of human consciousness and thinking are
discussed in the light of Marxist philosophy The development
of opinions on the relative weight which is given to genetic and
social factors in the development of intelligence is focussed
upon It is concluded that intelligence is determined by social
factors acting upon inherited mental capacity J D
N82-28986*# Maryland Univ, Baltimore Dept of Neurol-
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TESTOSTERONE ENHANCES [C-14] 2-DEOXYG LU COSE
UPTAKE BY STRIATED MUSCLE
James Toop and Stephen R Max [1982] 22 p refs
(Grants NAG2-100. NS-15766)
(NASA-CR-169101, NAS 126169101) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 06P
The effect of testosterone propionate (TP) on C-14 2-deoxy-
glucose (C-14 2DG) uptake was studied in the rat levator am
muscle in vivo using the autoradiographic technique Following
a delay of 1 to 3 h after injecting TP the rate of C-14 2DG
uptake in experimental animals began to increase and continued
to increase for at least 20 h The label, which corresponds to
C-14 2-deoxyglucose 6-phosphate. as demonstrated by chromat-
ographic analysis of muscle extracts, was uniformly distributed
over the entire muscle and was predominantly in muscle fibers,
although nonmuscular elements were also labeled The 1 to 3 h
time lag suggests that the TP effect may be genomic. acting
via androgen receptors, rather than directly on muscle membranes
Acceleration of glucose uptake may be an important early event
in the anabolic response of the rat levator am muscle to
androgens S L
N82-28987# Naval Aerospace Medical Inst, Pensacola. Fla
A PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF NYSTAGMUS AND
OTHER EYE MOVEMENTS
Graham R Barnes 23 Jun 1981 21 p refs Prepared in
cooperation with the Royal Air Force Inst of Aviation Medicine
(M0933PN004. MR0410103)
(AD-A112603. NAMRL-1280) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 06/16
A new procedure was developed to analyze oculomotor
responses to many forms of vestibular and/or visual stimuli used
in experimental work and in clinical practice The main advantage
of the procedure lies in the simplicity of the basic algorithm
which enables fairly rapid data analysis of a variety of response
forms on a medium-speed computer working in a high-level
language For slow phase analysis, detection of saccades is carried
out by a simple threshold procedure based upon the expected
response form, and regression procedures are used to obtain
stimulus-response correlation and slope (gam) measures The
procedure provides measures of gam phase, and directional
preponderance for responses to sinusoidal stimuli Author (GRA)
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VISUAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH SIMULATOR (VTRS)
HUMAN PERFORMANCE RESEARCH PHASE 3 Final
Report. 1 May 1980 - 30 Nov 1981
G Lmtern, B E Nelson, D J Sheppard. D P Westra. and R
S Kennedy Nov 1981 45 p refs
(Contract N61339-78-C-0060)
(AD-A112475 TR-81-022, NAVTRAEQUIPC-78-C-0060-11)
Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 05/9
. This report summarizes the research projects for which Canyon
Research Group Inc has a major responsibility under the Visual
Technology Research Simulator (VTRS) Human Performance
Research Contract The basic research approach has been
multifactor and much of the experimental preparations involved
demonstration of the feasibility of efficient multifactor designs
Multifactor performance and transfer studies have been completed
Other work has involved the investigation of unconventional
visual displays for flight training, automatic freeze techniques
for carrier landing instruction, and descent rate cuing as an aid
to glideslope tracking for carrier landings Work has also continued
on the development of performance measurement and statistical
analysis capabilities Common emphases of the experimental
program were that disparate and generally costly equipment
features were studied experimentally in pilots making carrier
landings The general findings were that practice effects were
small, mam effects of equipment features modest, some display
principles improve performance, and individual differences were
reliable and large The importance of fidelity for other purposes
( e g . pilot acceptance, realism) is problematic GRA
N82-28989# Naval Air Development Center. Warmmster. Pa
Aircraft and Crew Systems Technology Directorate
SIMULATION OF THE MOTION OF THE CENTER OF MASS
OF AN OCCUPANT UNDER EJECTION ACCELERATIONS
Final Report
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N82-28995
Louis A DAuleno and George D Fnsch (Naval Biodynamics
Lab. New Orleans) Sep 1981 46 p refs
IWF4140000)
(AD-A113806 NADC-81305-60) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 06/19
The development of highly sophisticated and complex ejection
seats to provide safe egress from aircraft during low altitude,
high speed and adverse attitude ejections addresses the need
for a reliable computer simulation capability to determine the
trajectory of the seat and occupant under these conditions The
occupant response to increasingly severe acceleration profiles
must, therefore, be addressed if the simulation model is to be
able to evaluate the behavior of the seat/occupant system
Traditionally, the seat and occupant have been treated in
combination as a rigid body for purposes of trajectory analysis
However experience with ejection seat tests has demonstrated
a considerable amount of relative motion between the occupant
(typically an anthropomorphic dummy) and the seat itself This
report presents a lumped mass, spring-damper mathematical
computer model to simulate the motion of the occupant's CG
with respect to the seat under a dynamic ejection environment
The analysis of anthropomorphic dummy results and of computer
generated biodynamic simulation data used in the evaluation of
the model will be discussed Author (GRA)
N82-28990# Lovelace Biomedical and Environmental Research
Inst. Albuquerque, N Mex
THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF REPEATED BLASTS Final
Report. 30 Apr. 1980 - 30 Apr 1981
Donald R Richmond, John T Yelverton, and E Ro/ce Fletcher
30 Apr 1981 42 p refs
(Contract DNA IACRO 81-832. DNA Pro) U99-QAXMKOOO)
(AD-A113113 AD-E300951) Avail NTIS HC A03/MF A01
CSCL 06/21
The results of investigations on the biological effects of
repeated blasts were reviewed Sheep and swine were sub|ected
to mulitple blasts at a rate of one per minute in 100-percent
mortality in 1 hour Blast injuries to the organs in the neck
(larynx, pharynx, and trachea) and the gastrointestinal tract
occurred at blast overpressure levels lower than those necessary
for lung hemorrhage for both single and multiple exposures Curves
estimating the LD1 for man as a function of incident overpressure
and number of blasts were compiled For a standing man the
L01 incident overpressure was 27 psi (186 KPa) for a single
blast and 18 psi (124 kPa) for five blasts The overpressures
from one or five blasts required to inflict selected injuries in
man were presented Author
N82-28991# Arkansas Univ , Little Rock
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF HEAT STRESS ACCLIMA-
TION DURING A SPECIFIC EXERCISE REGIMEN Final
Report
Leland F Morgans 20 Oct 1981 7 p Submitted for
publication
(Grant AF-AFOSR-0098-81. AF Proj 2312)
(AD-A111897 AFOSR-82-0091TR) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 06/19
Eleven subjects were used to determine the ef fects of
racquetball on core temperature skin temperature, sweat
production, and weight loss The results indicated that an hour
of racquetball play produced a significant increase in core
temperature, a significant decrease in skin temperature, a high
level of sweating and a weight loss It was concluded that the
exercise regimen of racquetball can act as a good heat stress
acchmator by virtue of finding that it produced a significantly
high level of hyperthermia Author (GRA)
N82-28992# Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab Pensacola.
Fla
DETERMINING VISUAL ACUITY THRESHOLDS A
SIMULATION STUDY OF STIMULUS PRESENTATION
STRATEGIES
David J Blower Aug 1981 24 p refs
(ZF51524004)
(AD-A111821, NAMRL-1282) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 05/10
An accurate and economical method for determining visual
acuity thresholds was necessary for many tests in the Vision
Test Battery (VTB) There were certain unanswered questions as
to how the classical up and down method of presenting stimuli
would perform in this regard with a four alternative forced choice
task To answer these questions computer simulation runs of
the up and down method were carried out A model of the
psychometric function relating probability of correct detection to
stimulus gap size was based on the cumulative normal distribution
The parameters of this model were chosen to characterize one
of the acuity tests in the VTB The intent of the simulation with
this model was to generate a large sample of acuity thresholds,
and. from this sample form an estimate of the average acuity
threshold and its variability for any given number of trials An
alternative method of presenting stimuli in a sequential manner
was also studied via simulation This method, called the bracket
method, proved to be superior to the up and down method in
calculating an average estimate of threshold acuity The error
attached to the threshold acuity estimate was also smaller in
the bracket method When the slope of the psychometric curve
was varied over a large range, the bracket method retained
these advantages over the up and down method Author (GRA)
N82-28993# Army Research Inst of Environmental Medicine
Natick, Mass
ACCLIMATIZATION TO DRY HEAT: ACTIVE MEN VERSUS
ACTIVE WOMEN
Donald H Horstman and Elaine Chnstensen 29 Jan 1982
29 p refs
(DA Proj 3E1-61102-BS-10)
(AD-A111708 USARIEM-M-13/82) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 06/19
The purposes of this study were to compare performance
of exercise of equal relative intensity in dry heat and related
physiological responses between active men and active women
of nearly equal physical fitness level before, during and after
heat acclimatization GRA
N82-28994# Air Force Hospital. Wiesbaden (West Germany)
Bioenvironmental Engineering Services Dept
AN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT
REFUELING INSIDE CLOSED AIRCRAFT SHELTERS AT
ELEVATED AMBIENT TEMPERATURES Final Report.
Aug. - Sep. 1981
Joseph A Martone Oct 1981 26 p refs
(AD-A114396. BEES(W)-81-42) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 01/3
This report presents results of three m-shelter aircraft refueling
tests with ambient temperatures of 30 C or higher For the
specific situations studied, refuel crew personnel were exposed
to total fuel vapor concentrations approaching permissible
exposure limits Exposure to benzene and other selected fuel
vapor components were well below permissible exposure limits
The data were normalized to predict that personnel exposures
above 50 percent of the short term exposure limit for fuel vapors
would occur in both first and modified first generation shelters
at elevated temperatures The data support temperature
limitations for m-shelter refueling with JP-4 in first and modified
first generation shelters No such limitations were found necessary
for second or third generation shelters as they provide nearly
three times the dilution volume of first generation shelters To
permit m-shelter refueling above the recommended temperature
limits, restrictions on the amount of fuel transferred are suggested
Special consideration is given to the F-111 aircraft because of
its large fuel capacity GRA
N82-28995# Oak Ridge National Lab Term
WHAT IS ALARA
J A Auxier 1981 12 p refs Presented -t Edison Elec Inst
Health Phys Comm Meeting. Hartford. 10 -ep 1981
(DE81-030814. CONF-810968-1) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01
The history of ALARA and what it seemingly means to different
interest groups is discussed A balanced viewpoint that health
physicists should adopt is presented The as-low-as-reasonably-
achievable (ALARA) philosophy as it applies to personnel radiation
exposure is outlined The essential tenets of this philosophy
surfaced early in the history of the Manhattan Project Although
the terminology has suffered through various translations, the
principles remain valid Some regulatory agencies claim ALARA
as their newfound miracle drug and that application according
to their prescriptions will result in endless rounds of cyclical
improvement in radiation protection practices Advantage is taken
of the popularity of ALARA and the philosophy is standardized
to mean whatever is expedient for their purposes
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N82-28996# Medical Biological Lab RVO-TNO. Ri|swi|k
(Netherlands)
THE CONSEQUENCES OF HYDRAZINE EXPOSITION AND
ITS TREATMENT
E Meeter Jun 1981 11 p refs In DUTCH ENGLISH
summary
(Contract A76/K/098)
(MBL-1981-2. TDCK-75105) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
The consequences for man and animals of exposure to
hydrazme in the event of a crash of an F-16 aircraft whose
emergency power unit contains hydrazme are described Hydrazme
and its derivatives are corrosive to eyes, mucous membranes
and skin, and are harmful to many organs The measures to be
taken in case of an accident are outlined Author (ESA)
N82-28997# Pennsylvania State Univ University Park Dept
of Psychology
ADAPATIVE MOTIVATION THEORY Annual Report. 15 Dec.
1979 - 1 Fob 1981
Frank J Landy Feb 1982 60 p refs
(Contract N00014-81-K-0197 NR Pro| 170-906)
(AD-A111195. Rept-82-1) Avail NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL
05/10
This report presents the theoretical foundation for a new
set of propositions regarding human motivation called Adaptive
Motivation Theory The major proposition of the theory is that
individuals undergo cognitive change as a result of environmen-
tal interaction This cognitive change has implications for motivated
behavior In addition to a statement of the theory, activities for
the past year and the next year are discussed Author (GRA)
N82-28998# Navy Personnel Research and Development Center.
San Diego. Calif
ON MODELS AND METHODS FOR PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT Final Report. Aug 1979 - Sep 1980
William J Moonan Mar 1982 22 p refs
(AD-A1 13578. NPRDC-TN-82-1 1. NPRDC-1 1-80-12) Avail
NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 05/9
Models were specified and methods defined that characterize
performance measurement as a process and as a function of
(1) the performers capability, (2) variables that indicate how
well job operations are performed and (3) the difficulties of
those operations The report shows methods of mathematical
measurement model development that relate (1). (2), and
(3) above A performance quality model was defined Illustrations
of two performance models'were provided through examples
Author (GRA)
N82-28999# Canyon Research Group Inc. Westlake Village,
Calif
UNCONVENTIONAL VISUAL DISPLAYS FOR FLIGHT
TRAINING Interim Technical Report, 1 May 1980 - 30 Nov.
1981
Robert T Hennessy (NAS-NRC) Gavan Lmtern, and Stanley C
Collyer (Naval Training Equipment Center) Orlando Fla Naval
Training Equipment Center Nov 1981 66 p refs
(Contract N61339-78-C-014)
(AD-A1 11392 TR-81-014, NAVTRAEQUIPC-TR-81-014) Avail
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 05/9
Use of simulators for flight instruction has typically followed
the pattern of using similar instructional approaches to those
that have traditionally been used for m-fhght instruction However
there is a growing awareness that a simulator permits radical
departures from the traditional methods Some of these may be
less expensive or even more effective in terms of acquiring the
skill The general purpose of the research reported here was to
examine training effectiveness for basic flight tasks of radically
different methods of displaying the information that is necessary
to support learning of the tasks Four different visual displays
were evaluated for their effectiveness in the acquisition of flight
tasks in a simulator The control condition had a wide field-of-view,
a honzdn and a checkerboard ground plane that obeyed laws of
motion and perspective The experimental displays were (Da
narrow field-of-view with horizon and checkerboard ground plane
(2) an outside viewpoint of an aircraft, and (3) a display that
consisted only of normal flight instruments Flight-naive subjects
were taught to fly straight-and-level for twenty trials with either
the control or one of the experimental displays and then tested
for twenty trials on the control display Training, transfer, and
differential transfer performance was examined GRA
N82-29000# Naval Biodynamics' Lab , New Orleans. La
TASK ANALYSIS AND THE ABILITY REQUIREMENTS OF
TASKS COLLECTED PAPERS
R H Shannon and Robert C Carter Sep 1981 27 p refs
(AD-A111181. NBDL-81R009) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 05/9
This is a collection of papers on the topic of using task
analysis to identify the abilities required for jobs Identification
of ability requirements is a first step in the process of assembling
performance tests that are related to a particular job Once
assembled such tests could be used for many purposes One
use would be selection of personnel who are especially gifted
with the required attributes The use to which the authors' efforts
are directed is environmental research Environmental research
is the study of human performance in unusual environments
(e g . vibration, ship motion, impact) in order to determine whether
and to what degree the environment affects performance Such
research is more relevant to the Navy when the human
performance studied is related to Navy jobs Author (GRA)
N82-29001# Forschungsmstitut fuer Anthropotecnnik. Bonn
(West Germany)
THE RANKING OF DISPLAYS BASED ON TRANSINFORMA-
TION [DIE BEWERTUNG VON ANZEIGEN DURCH DEN
TRANSINFORMATIONSFLUSS]
KR Kimmel Nov 1981 86 p refs In GERMAN, ENGLISH
summary
(FB-52) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01. Fachmformationszent-
rum, Karlsruhe, West Germany DM 10
Transmformation as a means to discriminate between
alternative display configuration with a compensatory control task
was investigated Root-mean-square (rms) control error was used
for comparison purposes The dynamics of the controlled elements
and the bandwidths of the stochastic disturbance functions
served as independent parameters in the experiment Results
from both measures, in general, show good agreement being
somewhat more consistent with transmformation, the suoenority
of which can clearly be seen when an additional auditory of
visual discrete supervisory task is added Control rms did not
permit the construction of a unitary total performance measure
in multiple task situations Transmformation, on the other hand
confirmed the rankings of the different display configurations
which were obtained for the pure analog compensatory manual
control task Author (ESA)
N82-29OO2* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lyndon B Johnson Space Center, Houston Tex
THERMAL GARMENT Patent
James H Hopper, inventor (to NASA) (United Aircraft Corp,
East Hartford, Conn) Issued 3 Jan 1967 6 p Filed 3 Sep
1964 Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-Case-XMS-03694-1 US-Patent-3,295 594
US-Patent-Appl-SN-394280, US-Patent-Clas>s-165-46) Avail
US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 06K
An anthropomorphic thermal garment made entirely of
fluid-carrying tubing, joined in such a way thai the tubes form
a network or mesh fabric, is described N W
N82-290O3*# Massachusetts Inst of Tech . Cambridge Dept
of Nutrition and Food Science
EVALUATION OF ENGINEERING FOODS FOR CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (CELSS) Final
Report. 1 Feb 1980 - 1 Mar. 1982
Marcus Karel 1 Mar 1982 162 p refs
(Contract NAS9-16008)
(NASA-CR-167626, NAS 1 26 167626) Avail NTIS
HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 06K
A nutritionally adequate and acceptable diet was evaluated
and developed A design for a multipurpose food plant is discussed
The types and amounts of foods needed to be regenerated in a
partially closed ecological life support system (PCELSS) were
proposed AM steps of food processes to be utilized in the
multipurpose food plant of PCELSS were also considered
Equipment specifications, simplification of the proposed proc-
esses, and food waste treatment were analyzed N W
N82-29004*# Little (Arthur D ) Inc , Cambridge. Mass
NUTRITION AND FOOD TECHNOLOGY FOR A CON-
TROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (CELSS)
Peter E Glaser and Judith A Mabel May 1981 96 p refs
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N82-29011
(Contract NAS9-15652)
(NASA-CR-167392. NAS 1 26 167392) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 06K
Food technology requirements and a nutritional strategy for
a Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) to provide
adequate food in an acceptable form in future space missions
are discussed The establishment of nutritional requirements,
dietary goals, and a food service system to deliver acceptable
foods m a safe and healthy form and the development of
research goals and priorities were the mam objectives of the
study M D K
N82-29005*# California Univ Berkeley Dept of Mechanical
Engineering
A DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
CONTAINING PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY: APPLICATION
TO NONLINEAR CONTROLLER DESIGN
Gary Young May 1982 90 p refs
(Contract NCC2-67)
(NASA-CR-166358. NAS 126166358) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 05H
A design methodology capable of dealing with nonlinear
systems, such as a controlled ecological life support system
(CELSS), containing parameter uncertainty is discussed The
methodology was applied to the design of discrete time nonlinear
controllers The nonlinear controllers can be used to control either
linear or nonlinear systems Several controller strategies are
presented to illustrate the design procedure E A K
N82-29006*# Massachusetts Inst of Tech Cambridge Dept
of Nutrition and Food Science
EVALUATION OF ENGINEERING FOODS FOR CON-
TROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
(CELSS)
Marcus Karel Jun 1982 92 p refs
(Contract NAS9-16008)
(NASA-CR-166359 NAS 126166359. CELSS-13) Avail
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 06K
The feasibility of developing acceptable and reliable engineered
foods for use in controlled ecological support systems (CELSS)
was evaluated Food resupply and regeneration are calculated
flow charts of food processes in a multipurpose food pilot plant
are presented, and equipment for a multipurpose food pilot plant
and potential simplification of processes are discussed Food-waste
treatment and water usage in food processing and preparation
are also considered A R H
N82-29007# Virginia Polytechnic Inst and State Univ.
Blacksburg Dept of Industrial Engineering/Operations
Research
RULE-BASED PROGRAMMING FOR HUMAN-COMPUTER
INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
John W Roach and Glenn S Fowler Jan 1982 81 p refs
(Contract N00014-81-K-0143. NR Pro) SRO-101)
(AD-A113036 CSIE-82-5) Avail NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL
09/2
An implementation of a rule-based language related to
PROLOG for the specification of human-computer interfaces is
described It ts based not upon von Neumann computer
architectures but rather upon Post production systems or Markov
algorithms, which are the foundations of computer science
Author
N82-29008# Naval Submarine Medical Research Lab , Groton.
Conn
COLD WEATHER GOGGLES. 2. PERFORMANCE EVALUA-
TION Interim Report
S M Luna 23 Mar 1982 17 p refs
(M0095PN001)
(AD-A1 14067 NSMRL-978) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 06/17
The performance of various tasks of importance to the Marines
was compared when the subjects were wearing different goggles
designed to protect the eyes from the cold Color perception
through yellow goggles and nflery through the most distorted
goggles were degraded, but there were no significant impairments
in acuity, depth perception, or vision through binoculars The
optical standards adhered to in the manufacture of commercial
goggles appears to permit the satisfactory performance of practical
tasks Author (GRA)
N82-29009# Naval Biodynamics Lab. New Orleans. La
BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF TASKS INVOLVING
MANUAL MATERIALS HANDLING
Richard H Shannon Feb 1982 27 p refs
(AD-A1 13955. NBDL-82R001) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 05/5
Biomechanics and their relationships with manual materials
handling, sex differences and training are discussed A factor
analytic model of lifting in the floor knuckle and knuckle shoulder
regimens under experimental conditions is considered Sixteen
subjects were divided equally into four groups of males trained/
untrained and females trained/untrained Results indicated that
(1) there were different motion patterns among the four groups,
(2) male movements approximated the trained and female
movements the untrained conditions, and (3) trained individuals
demonstrated more efficient and coordinated lifts Training
programs are recommended in the working environment if women
are expected to lift moderately heavy loads because of their
lower physical fitness and coordination when compared to men
This statement is further supported by the second paper which
conducted a critical incident technique of 484 strain/sprain/
overexertion injuries of naval civilian government workers was
conducted Results indicated that males had significantly more
injuries to the back, to craftsmen/operatives/laborers, using
heavy/very heavy weight GRA
N82-29010jjf Purdue Univ Lafayette Ind School of
Engineering
DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING
AIRCREW WORKLOADS Final Report, Oct. 1978 - Dec.
1980
James R Buck, James W Barany, Mark L Lehto. David M
Ings, David R Payne, Roy D Nixon and William H Grosse
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio Aerospace Medical Research Labs
Nov 1981 95 p vefs
(Contract F33615-78-D-0617, AF Proj 7184)
(AD-A114364. AFAMRL-TR-81-50) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 05/5
The adaptability of industrial methods for setting job and
time standards to workload assessment requirements was
investigated Methods considered included direct and indirect time
study, synthetic time systems, standard data systems, information
content analysis work sampling and job evaluation Conventional
methods were found to be deficient in accounting for task time
variability, divided-attention effects, and cognitive demands which
are regarded as critical to effective air crew workload assessment
A combination of synthetic time and standard data system
methodologies was proposed as an effective approach to the
problem Three experiments were conducted to evaluate the
feasibility of developing a Synthetic Data System(SDS) consistent
with workload assessment needs Swithing communication and
perceptual-mediational tasks were paired with tracking to create
divided-attention demands characteristic of pilot workloads
Regression analyses showed that significant amounts of variance
in task time requirements and error rates could be accounted
for in terms of task and man-machine interface design variables
Development of an SDS on the basis of the performance of
aircrew members in aircraft simulators is recommended GRA
N82-29011# Texas Univ. Austin Center for Cybernetic
Studies
AIRCRAFT AND CREW SCHEDULING DURING AIRLIFT
OPERATIONS
R D Armstrong (Georgia Univ). R D Charnes, and S Samn
(School of Aerospace Medicine) Nov 1981 21 p refs
(Contract N00014-75-C-0569)
(AD-A114114 CCS-402) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
12/2
The Air Force is frequently placed in a situation where a
large quantity of goods must be transported between various
locations in a specified time period by Air Force personnel The
goods are of different and interrelated types thus the sequence
of missions is specified to maintain a proper balance of goods
at each location In addition to aircraft maintenance, health and
alertness maintenance for pilots and personnel is a vital
consideration in scheduling Nevertheless, economy in operations
needs to be demonstrated Thus, the problem addressed in this
paper is one of minimizing the number of crews used in the
airlift, subject to crew rest requirements and the completion of
all missions within the specified time frame Author (GRA)
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N82-29012# Wright State Univ. Dayton. Ohio School of
Medicine
FLIGHT CREWMEMBER WORKLOAD EVALUATION Final
Report. Aug. 1980 - Apr. 1981
Richard L Sulzer. William J Cox. and Stanley R Mohler Apr
1981 208 p refs
(Contract F33615-80-K-3627)
( A D - A 1 14167. DOT-FAA-RD-82-21. DOT-FAA-ASF-82-1)
Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01 CSCL 01/3
This is a report on transport category airplane flight crew
workload measurement techniques as used in cockpit development
and aircraft certification tests by major U S airframe manufactur-
ers It reviews the fundamentals of crew size certification,
workload measures and criteria, workload studies made during
aircraft design, and workload studies made after the design has
been established, including those used in flight test Certain
documentation practices are identified The limitations of the
currently used practices and the needs for improved workload
measurement techniques are addressed Author (GRA)
N82-29669# Institut fuer Angewandte Geodaesie. Frankfurt am
Main (West Germany)
TRAINING OF PERSONNEL SPECIALIZED IN CARTOGRA-
PHY [AUSBILDUNG VON KARTOGRAPHISCHEM FACH-
PERSONAL]
Gisela Beer In its Rept on Cartography and Geodesy Ser 1
Original Rept. No 86 1981 p 55-60 In GERMAN Original
contains color illustrations
Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Training since 1956, at the Berlin branch office of the Institute
for Applied Geodesy is reviewed The evolution of training
requirements is discussed Recruiting and hiring practices are
summarized Training at the university and professional levels is
outlined Author (ESA)
N82-29848*# George Washington Univ . Washington. D C
Dept of Medical and Public Affairs
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS: 1980 - 1982
Final Report
Linda Pleasant and Letty Limbach Washington NASA Jul
1982 49 p
(Grant NASw-3165)
(NASA-CR-3587. NAS 1 26 3587) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 06C
Publications concerning the major physiological and psycho-
logical problems encountered by man when he undertakes space
flight are listed Nine research areas are included cardiovascular
deconditionmg. motion sickness, bone alterations, muscle atrophy,
blood cell alterations, fluid and eletrolyte changes, radiation effects
and protection, behavior and performance, and general biomedical
research N W
N82-29849# Army Research Inst of Environmental Medicine.
Natick. Mass Heat Research Div
HYPO-AND HYPERGLYCEMIA IN RATS- EFFECTS ON THE
ABILITY TO WORK IN THE HEAT
Ralph P Francesconi and Milton Mager 3 Feb 1982 25 p
refs
(DA Proj 3E1-61102-BS-10)
(AD-A111711 USARIEM-M-15/82) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 06/19
To investigate the hypothesis that circulating glucose levels
may affect exercise performance and the severity of hyperthermic
injury, rats were made hypoglycemic (IV insulin. 4U) or hyperglyce-
mic (IP glucose. 750mg) before exercise in the heat to
hyperthermic exhaustion (Tre = 42 5 -43 C) The endurance
capacity of rats administered glucose was significantly greater
than that of insulin treated, while neither was different from
saline treated controls Hematocnt levels were unaffected by
exercise in control and insulin treated rats, but were significantly
increased in the glucose treated Lactate levels were increased
postrun in all groups, and these increments were exacerbated in
glucose treated rats Glucose levels prerun were decreased by
insulin and increased by glucose, and remained depressed postrun
in the insulin treated group Potassium concentrations were
reduced by insulin administration Creatine phosphokmase. urea
nitrogen, and creatmme were increased postrun in all groups
Mortality rates following heat/exercise injury were unaffected
by glucose levels We concluded that while hyperglycemic rats
had increased endurance when compared to hypoglycemic
animals, the seventy of the hyperthermic injury was unaffected
by circulating glucose levels Author (GRA)
N82-29850# VSE Corp. Alexandria. Va
TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PREVENTION OF
MICRO-FOULING ON OTEC HEAT-TRANSFER SURFACES
THROUGH THE USE OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION Final
Report
G A Garrigan. R P Schmitt. and V J Ciccone (Ciccone (V J )
and Associates. Inc. Woodbridge. Va ) Sep 1981 95 p refs
(Contract DE-AC02-78ET-21002)
(DE82-005489. DOE/ET-21002/T21) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01
To reduce or eliminate biofouling by microorganisms, seawater
entering heat exchangers is sterilized (or at least sanitized) by
UV radiation at 253 7 nm The feasibility of applying this technol-
ogy to OTEC is examined Calculations based on the Lambert-Beer
equation and reasonable assumptions about seawater quality and
the intensity of irradiation obtainable from a UV lamp suggest
seawater is transparent enough to a collimated Oeam of UV light
to deliver effective germicidal doses to nearly 150 cm under
some conditions However, the practical limit on the depth of
effective radiation from commercial lamps is severely restricted
by many factors including the natural divergence of light,
absorption and scattering in the media, intensity of radiation
from the light source and so forth Even under very favorable
conditions a common design allowing UV light to penetrate 30 cm
of water would have to permit the water at that distance to be
in contact with the light for 20 seconds or so to deliver the
germicidal effect of high quality sanitization but not necessarily
sterilization DOE
N82-29851# Argonne National Lab , III Components Technology
Div
OTEC 1 POWER SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM BIOFOULING
AND CORROSION MONITORING ON OTEC 1
A P Gavin and T M Kuzay Sep 1981 53 p refs
(Contract W-31-109-eng-38)
(DE82-007035. ANL/OTEC-BCM-027) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01
Biofouling and corrosion experiments performed on board
the ocean energy converter during the OTEC-1 deployment are
summarized The equipment installed for the experiments, details
of the operating history of the experiments, and results obtained
are described DOE
N82-29852# California Univ. Berkeley Lawrence Berkeley
Lab Chemical Biodynamics Div
ORIENTATION AND ENERGY-TRANSFER STUDIES ON
CHLOROPHYLL IN THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC MEMBRANE
Ph.D. Thesis
John Arthur Nairn Dec 1981 216 p refs
(Contract W-7405-eng-48)
(DE82-010180. LBL-13827) Avail NTIS HC A10/MF A01
The two methods of study used for the light reactions of
photosynthesis are orientation dependent spectroscopy and
picosecond resolution of the fluorescence decay kinetics Analysis
of spectroscopic measurements on complex partially ordered
ensembles, such as photosynthetic systems, is usually limited
by knowledge of the onentational distribution function A new
method of parametrically representing the distribution function
using a physical model of the partially ordered ensemble is
described The parametric representation of the distribution
function is the density of states function Many formulas are
included which can be used to calculate density of state functions
for a large range of problems Fluorescence decay kinetics in
chloroplasts from green plants and algae are investigated using
a synchronously pumped, mode-locked dye laser as an excitation
source DOE
N82-29853# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
Va
USSR REPORT. LIFE SCIENCES. BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. NO. 17
2 Aug 1982 110 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from various
Russian publications
(JPRS-81419) Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
Advances in biotechnology and radiation biology are ad-
dressed Emphasis is placed on analysis of the environment to
detect air and water pollution and the biological effects of
irradiation and long term exposure to low doses of gamma
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radiation Other topics covered include biochemistry medicine,
microbiology, pharmacology, physiology and psychiatry
N82-29855# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
Va
ATTENUATION OF R ADIOP ROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF
ACUTE HYPOXIA ON ANIMALS ADAPTED TO HIGH
ALTITUDES
P Kazymbetov In its USSR Rept Life Sci Biomed and
Behavioral Sci. No 17 (JPRS-81419) 2 Aug 1982 p 76-79
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Med Radiol (USSR), v 27.
no 3. Mar 1982 p 60-62
Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The range of modification of radiosensitivity by acute
hypoxia (6% oxygen) in animals adapted to high altitudes was
investigated Experiments were conducted on mongrel white rats
and mice kept at an altitude of 3340 m above sea level for
40 days and on a control group kept at 800 m above sea
level The animals were irradiated in air and under hypoxic
conditions Animal survival for 30 days after irradiation and
quantity of bone marrow cells in one thigh on the third
postirradiation day served as criteria of radiosensitivity The toxicity
of acute hypoxia for control and adapted animals was also tested
The attenuation of radioprotective effects of acute hypoxia was
demonstrated It was also demonstrated that the diminished effect
of acute hypoxia persists for several days after adaptation Also,
results show that adapted animals were twice as resistant to
acute hypoxia as control animals J M S
N82-29856# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
CYTOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
LYMPHOCYTES OF INDIVIDUALS EXPOSED TO LOW
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION
S P Petrova In its USSR Rept Life Sci Biomed and
Behavioral Sci. No 17 (JPRS-81419) 2 Aug 1982 p 80-84
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Med Radiol (USSR), v 27.
no 3. Mar 1982 p 70-72
Avail NTIS HC A06/MF A01
The peripheral blood of 30 men who had been exposed to
external gamma radiation over an extended period of time was
analyzed The incidence of chromosomal abberrations in the
peripheral blood lymphocytes was examined Findings revealed
that there was no appreciable change in the incidence of structural
abberations m peripheral blood lymphocytes with chronic exposure
to radiation in low doses as compared to the spontaneous
level J M S
N82-29857# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
Va
USSR REPORT LIFE SCIENCES BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. NO 18
3 Aug 1982 111 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from various
Russian publications
(JPRS-81428) Copyright Avail Issuing Activity
Investigations in virology cloning, echolocation artificial
hearts, and medical demography are reported The effects of
laser transmission on humans, analysis of taste perception and
the use of computer to quantitatively estimate hoarseness are
other areas of interest discussed
N82-29858# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington,
Va
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF USING
ACOUSTIC REPELLANTS TO SCARE BIRDS. PART 1
INTERSPECIFICITY AND GEOGRAPHIC (REGIONAL)
DISTINCTIONS OF ACOUSTIC REPELLANTS
A V Tikhonov and V S Shevyakov In its USSR Rept Life
Sci Biomed and Behavioral Sci. No 18 (JPRS-81428) 3 Aug
1982 p 43-48 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Biol Nauki
(USSR) no 1 Jan 1982 p 45-49
Avail Issuing Activity
The mterspecificity of alarm and distress signal effects on
Larines. Corvidae and starlings was investigated as well as
geographic aspects of using these signals as acoustic repellants
It was established that repellant reactions are induced in birds
by signals not only of closely related species, but of systematically
distant groups that are biocenotically close neighbors The
mterspecificity of repellant signals is manifested the most during
the nesting period Author
N82-29859# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington.
Va
ELECTROMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF HUMAN GUSTA-
TORY ANALYZER UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS AND IN
SIMULATED WEIGHTLESSNESS
I Ya Yakovleva In its USSR Rept Life Sci Biomed and
Behavioral Sci. No 18 (JPRS-81428) 3 Aug 1982 p 73-76
refs Transl into ENGLISH from Otormolanngol (USSR) no 2
Mar -Ap r 1982 p 15-17
Avail Issuing Activity
Altered perception of the taste of food took place in a number
of cosmonauts and also in healthy individuals when some of
the effects of weightlessness were simulated on Earth Electro-
metrical investigation of taste was used to study the gastrolmgual
reflex and apparently can be performed by the subjects themselves
In this connection, the method is of interest for space medicine
AR H
*
N82-29860# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
SIGNIFICANCE OF MINUTE VOLUME PARAMETERS TO
EVALUATION OF VESTIBULAR STABILITY
A S Gusarov In its USSR Rept Life Sci Biomed and
Behavioral Sci . No 18 (JPRS-18428) 3 Aug 1982 p 88-91
Transl into ENGLISH from Voyenno-Med Zh (USSR), no 8.
Aug 1981 p 48-50
Avail Issuing Activity
Respiration rate minute volume heart rate, and EKG were
recorded in 100 men between 22 and 35 years of age using
an automatic vestibular chair to which was connected a Fizilog
instrument with Reservy unit, a digital printer, and a 12 channel
magnetoelectric oscillograph A 5 minute test for endurance of
cumulative Conohs accelerations with intermittent exposure was
used to study vestibulovegetative reflexes Subjects were grouped
according to (1) high vestibulovegetative reactions. (2) moderate
stability, and 13) poor motion tolerance More than
3 000 vestibulovegetative reactions were recorded Results show
that the first group of subjects endured the 5 mm test without
complaints or external vestibulovegetative manifestations The
second group presented moderate pallor, perspiration and nausea,
mainly in the 3d-5th mm before stopping and after stops Marked
autonomic reactions were (pallor, cold sweat, nausea vomiting)
were observed in the third group either immediately after stopping
the first time, or after the second-third time ARM
N82-29861# Joint Publications Research Service Arlington,
Va
PHASE ANALYSIS OF DYNAMICS OF GALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSES IN MAN
A A Krauklis, A A Aldersons, and I A Spandega In its
USSR Rept Life Sci Biomed and Behavioral Sci. No 18
(JPRS-81428) 3 Aug 1982 p 92-95 refs Transl into ENGLISH
from Iz Akad Nauk Latv SSR (USSR) no 2. Feb 1981
p 123-125
Avail Issuing Activity
The influence of the heat factor and. in particular, ambient
temperature on the appearance and dynamics of GSR m different
parts of the human body both m a state of relative rest and
with graded mental emotional and physical loads was studied
Results obtained using 1140 subjects of both sexes, ranging in
age from 18 to 86 years show that the dynamics of development
of the galvanic skin response presents distinct phases which
depend on ambient temperature, and emotional and physical
tension It was established that GSR dynamics undergo five phases
with rapid elevation of temperature A R H
N82-29862* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center Hampton. Va
ACOUSTIC TOOTH CLEANER Patent
Joseph S Heyman, inventor (to NASA) Issued 25 May 1982
5 p Filed 14 Aug 1980 Supersedes N81-12734 (19 - 03.
p 0392)
(NASA-Case-LAR-12471-1 US-Patent-4.331.422
US-Patent-Appl-SN-178193. US-Patent-Class-433-125,
US-Patent-Class-433-118 US-Patent-Class-433-86
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US-Patent-Class-128-62A) Avail US Patent and Trademark
Office CSCL 06B
An acoustic oral hygiene unit is described that uses acoustic
energy to oscillate mild abrasive particles in a water suspension
which is then directed in a low pressure stream onto the teeth
The oscillating abrasives scrub the teeth clean removing food
particles, plaque, calculous, and other foreign material from tooth
surfaces, interproximal areas, and tooth-gmgiva interface more
effectively than any previous technique The relatively low power
output and the basic design makes the invention safe and
convenient for everyday use in the home without special training
This invention replaces all former means of home dental
prophylaxis, and requires no augmentation to fulfill all requirements
for daily oral hygienic care
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N82-29863* National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md
IMPLANTABLE ELECTRICAL DEVICE Patent
Murzban 0 Jhabvala. inventor (to NASA) Issued 5 Jan 1982
5 p Filed 27 May 1980 Supersedes N80-27073 (18 - 17.
p 2329)
(NASA-Case-GSC-12560-1. US-Patent-4.308.868.
US-Patent-Appl-SN-153246. US-Patent-Class-128-421) Avail
US Patent and Trademark Office CSCL 06B
A fully implantable and self contained device is disclosed
composed of a flexible electrode array for surrounding damaged
nerves and a signal generator for driving the electrode array
with periodic electrical impulses of nanoampere magnitude to
induce regeneration of the damaged nerves
Official Gazette of the U S Patent and Trademark Office
N82-29864# Canada Inst for Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion, Ottawa (Ontario)
THE UTILIZATION OF MACROMOLECU LES IN BLOOD
PURIFICATION SYSTEMS
K Takakura and Toshihide Nakashima 1982 31 p refs Transl
into ENGLISH from Kagaku Zokan (Japan), no 84. 1980
p 141-152
(NRC/CNR-TT-2021. ISSN-0077-5606) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01
The macromolecular membranes and adsorbents that play
essential roles in blood purification sytems as well as materials
that are used to coat the adsorbents are discussed The KF
101 dialyzer employs hollow fibers made of an ethylene-vinyl
alcohol copolymer (EVA) The DHP-1 blood purifier utilizes
activated charcoal coated with hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)
These macromolecules are discussed from the standpoint of their
medical utility NW
N82-29865*# Technology. Inc. Houston. Tex Life Science
Div
NEUROCHEMICAL BACKGROUND AND APPROACHES IN
THE UNDERSTANDING OF MOTION SICKNESS Final
Report
Randall Lee Kohl Washington NASA Jul 1982 54 p refs
(Contract NA S3-14880)
(NASA-CR-3569. NAS 1 2 6 3 5 6 9 . S-515) Avail NTIS
HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 06P
The problems and nature of space motion sickness were
defined The neurochemical and neurophysiological bases of
vestibular system function and of the expression of motion sickness
were reviewed Emphasis was given to the elucidation of the
neuropharmacological mechanisms underlying the effects of
scopolamme and amphetamine on motion sickness Characteriza-
tion of the ascending reticular activating system and the limbic
system provided clues to the etiology of the side effects of
scopolamme The interrelationship between central cholmergic
pathways and the peripheral (autonomic) expression of motion
sickness was described A correlation between the stress of
excessive motion and a variety of hormonal responses to that
stress was also detailed The cholmergic system is involved in
the efferent modulation of the vestibular hair cells, as an afferent
modulator of the vestibular nuclei, in the activation of cortical
and limbic structures, in the expression of motion sickness
symptoms and most likely underscores a number of the hormonal
changes that occur in stressful motion environments The role
of lecithin in the regulation of the levels of neurotransmitters
was characterized as a possible means by which cholmergic
neurochemistry can be modulated Author
N82-29866# Army Research Inst of Environmental Medicine.
Natick Mass
DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL AEROBIC POWER
DURING^ UPPER BODY EXERCISE
Michael N Sawka. Michael E Foley. Nancy A Pimental. Michael
M Toner, and Kent B Pandolf 3 Feb 1982 26 p refs
(AD-A111712. USARIEM-M-14/82) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 06/19
The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate four
protocols for their effectiveness in eliciting maximal aerobic power
(peak V02) during arm crank exercise Comparisons were made
between (1) a continuous (CON) and an intermittent (INT)
protocol (both employed a crank rate of 50 rpm). and (2) the
CON protocol employing crank rates of either 30. 50. or 70 rpm
For the first group of experiments no significant differences were
found between the Con and INT protocols for peak V02. maximal
pulmonary ventilation (VEmax). maximal heart rate (HRmax) or
maximal blood lactate (LAmax) responses For the second group
of experiments, the CON-50 was compared to the CON-30 and
CON-70 protocols In comparison to the CON-50. significantly
higher peak V02 (+10%) and VEmax (+14%) responses were
elicited by the CON-70 protocol, whereas significantly lower peak
V02 (-11%). VEmax (-23%). HRmax (-8%). and LAmax (-29%)
responses were elicited by the CON-30 protocol These data
indicate that for arm crank exercise the combination of a
continuous design and a crank rate of 70 rpm provides the
most effective protocol to elicit peak V02 values Author (GRA)
N82-29867# Federal Aviation Administration. Washington, 0 C
Office of Aviation Medicine
ALCOHOL-INDUCED PHYSIOLOGICAL DISPLACEMENTS
AND THEIR EFFECTS ON FLIGHT RELATED FUNCTIONS
Michael T Lategola. Peggy J Lyne. and Mary J Burr Mar
1982 22 p refs
(AD-A114919. FAA-AM-82-3) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01
CSCL 06/19
Tolerances of human subjects for orthostasis and physical
work were determined at a simulated altitude of 3.048 m
Orthostasis was induced with a lower body negative pressure
(LBNP) device and physical work was done on a pedal ergometer
Altitude was simulated in a hypobaric chamber Tests were carried
out under two experimental conditions (1) after subjects drank
an alcoholic beverage, or (2) after subjects drank a placebo
beverage (no alcohol) The alcoholic beverage produced blood
alcohol concentrations (BAC's) of about 90 mg/100 ml of blood
(90 mg percent) At altitude, arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation
(Hb02) remained adequately compensated but was lower after
alcohol than after placebo intake Arithmetic and eye/hand
coordination performances were both significantly decreased after
school Ergometry. after alcohol, was well tolerated despite some
decreased cardiorespiratory efficiency The LBNP applied around
peak BAC at altitude was tolerated without subjectively adverse
symptoms despite significant decreases in several cardiovascular
parameters Cardiovascular adequacy along with maintained
plasma volume around peak BAC appeared to be temporarily
protective against orthostatic mcapacitation during LBNP Reversal
of this temporary orthostatic protection during BAC recession is
possible Author (GRA)
N82-29868# Dayton Umv . Ohio Research Inst
SEGMENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF STEREOPHOTO-
METRIC BODY SURFACE DATA Final Report
L Douglas Baughman Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio AMRL Apr
1982 193 p refs
(Contract F33615-78-C-0504. AF Pro) 7231)
( A D - A 1 14916. UDR-TR-81-51 AFAMRL-TR-81-96) Avail
NTIS HC A09/MF A01 CSCL 06/2
A stereophotometric data set. describing the body surface
of a subject was segmented into nineteen groups of stereophoto-
metric data, the data in each group describing the surface of a
body segment The process was repeated for a total of 59 such
data sets The data resulting from each of these segmentation
processes were then analyzed for mertial properties and location
and orientation of both anatomical and principal axis systems
The accumulated body volume as a function of vertical distance
from the floor was also tabulated for all the data sets
Author (GRA)
N82-29869# Monsanto Research Corp . Dayton. Ohio
SUPERIOR HEAT-TRANSFER FLUIDS FOR SOLAR HEAT-
ING AND COOLING APPLICATIONS RESULTS OF ACUTE
ORAL TOXICITY DETERMINATIONS Final Report. 15 Sep.
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N82-29878
1980 - 30 Apr. 1981
Leo Parts and David L Conine Nov 1981 127 p Prepared
jointly with Hill Top Research. Cincinnati
(Contract DE-AC04-78CS-35356)
(DE82-003071 MRC-DA-1096-Vol-2) Avail NTIS
HC A07/MF A01
Acute oral toxtcity test were performed on heat transfer
fluids Results obtained for 23 fluid samples are presented
LFM
N82-29870# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
PHYSIOPATHOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OF SPINAL
INJURIES IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
R P Oelahaye and R Auffret Feb 1982 338 p refs
(AGARD-AG-250(Eng). ISBN-92-835-1415-7) Avail NTIS
HC A15/MF A01
The anatomy and biomechanics of the spine are reviewed
and spinal stress in flight is described The aetiology and
pathogenesis of spinal fracture, the clinical examination and
radiology of spinal trauma postural disorders of helicopter and
combat aircraft pilots, and flight fitness are considered Medico-
legal aspects of spinal disorders, including mtervertebral ar-
thritis, spondylohsthesis. and inflammatory rheumatic conditions
are addressed For individual titles, see N82-29871 through
N82-29892
N82-29871# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
ANATOMY OF THE SPINE
C Kleitz and R P Delahaye In its Physiopathol and Pathol of
Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 9-28
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The embryology of the spine, general and special regional
characteristics of vertebrae, interconnections and articulations,
the spine as a whole, and the spine in the seated position are
depicted in anatomical drawings and described ARM
N82-29872# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
BIOMECHANICS OF THE SPINE
C Kleitz and R P Delahaye In its Physiopathol and Pathol of
Spinal Iniuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 29-45
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The spine has at least three basic biomechamcal functions
(1) transmit the weight and the flexing movements of the head
and the trunk to the pelvis (2) allow physiological movement
between the head, trunk, and pelvis, and (3) protect the spinal
cord from trauma caused by forces and movements The functional
biomechanics of the mtervertebral disk, the mtervertebral
ligaments, the vertebrae, and the spinal column are illustrated
and discussed The role of the thoracic cage and muscles is
also examined A R H
N82-29873# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
SPINAL STRESSES IN FLIGHT
R Auffret and H Viellefond In its Physiopathol and Pathol of
Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 47-54
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The spine of a pilot is subjected to two types of stresses
those inherent in flight which are of relatively low intensity and
are related to the time for which they act. and those which are
uncommon but of very high intensity whose effects are related
to the mechanical strength of the spinal column and can lead
to fractures The former represent the problem of fatigue of
materials, the latter the problem of the strength of materials
The physiological effects of aircraft acceleration and vibration
during flight are analyzed The mechanical effects on the human
body of the very high accelerations (impacts) associated with
ejection from high performance aircraft at high speed and during
crash landings away from prepared runways are examined
A R M
THEORIES OF THE PATHOGENESIS OF FRACTURES OF
THE SPINE
R P Delahaye and P J Metges In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 57-59
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The mechanisms of fractures of the thoraco-lumber spine
and of the cervical spine are distinguished The different
aetiological circumstances in which traumatic lesions occur (crash,
parachuting, ejection accidents in flight accidents on centrifuges
and sleds) are examined Clinical studies and practical methods
of examination that are often neglected are considered Radiol-
ogy must be carried out early, using optimal techniques to yield
radiographs that, with the clinical examinations, can facilitate
the establishment of an accurate inventory of the lesions The
numerous after-effects of trauma must be detailed, for they
produce a very special clinical and radiological picture with
which every flight surgeon should be thoroughly familiar A R H
N82-29875# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
AETIOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS
R P Delahaye and R Auffret In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 60-65
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Records of accident investigations of light civil aircraft,
gliders military aircraft, and civil and military transport aircraft
show that the pathogenesis of fractures of the vertebral column
and the associated lesions resulting from crashes is almost
identical The localization of spinal fractures in crashes the forces
and accelerations in crashes, and the effect of deceleration when
the body is restrained by an abdominal belt are considered
AR H
N82-29876# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS
B Vettes and R P Delahaye In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 66-71
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The uses of helicopters in civil and military operations are
reviewed and it is shown that the advantages of maneuverability,
vertical take-off and landing hovering, and the need for
unsophisticated ground base contribute to the frequent, often
serious accidents of these aircraft Statistical studies of civil and
military helicopters, and the distribution of vertebral fractures in
helicopter accidents are discussed The schematic division of
crashes into ground impact in autorotation and crash with loss
of control of aircraft corresponds to a distinction between crashes
with the possibility of survival and unsurvivable crashes The
pathogenesis of vertebral lesions is discussed for crashes in which
the impact is purely vertical (accident in autorotation) and
crashes with a significant horizontal impact component (poor
chance of survival) Case histories of crash injuries are used to
show that the risk of fatal accidents, which is 0 34 per
10.000 flying hours, must be reduced A R H
N82-29877# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
EJECTION OF PILOTS FROM COMBAT AIRCRAFT
R P Delahaye, R Auffret and 8 Vettes In its Physiopathol
and Pathol of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982
p 72-96
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The history of scientific studies of pilot escape especially at
high speeds from combat aircraft, is reviewed and the principles
of the ejection seat are examined The different phases of ejection
(initiation, seat firing and egress from the aircraft separation of
the seat landing survival and rescue) are described Normal
configurations abnormal configurations and the extraction
(YANKEE system) are discussed as well as the overall results of
ejection and the results as a function of m-fhght factors The
distribution of ejection lesions, and the pathogenic mechanisms
of spinal fractures during ejection are examined Parachute opening
shock and pathological factors associated with landing are also
considered A R H
N82-29874jff Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
N82-29878# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
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PARACHUTING
A Leger and R P Delahaye In its Physiopathol and Pathol of
Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 97-121
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The physiopathology and etiology of parachute descents are
examined during (1) leaving the aircraft to parachute opening.
(2) parachute opening and (3) descent on the deployed parachute
Military parachuting techniques and training of military para-
chutists and fracture and trauma of the spine during parachuting
as a means of transport are examined Other lesions and
traumatic sequelae of parachuting are described General
conditions of parachuting as a sport, the equipment used, and
spinal trauma in sport parachuting are also covered Hang gliding
and the limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall are
discussed ARM
N82-29879# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
LIMITS OF HUMAN TOLERANCE FOR IMPACTS IN FREE
FALL
In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries m Aerospace
Med Feb 1982 p 122-126
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Various techniques used to study the degree of human
resistance to impact during an unimpeded fall. jump, or dive
from a known point to a know point are described The physical
factors which influence the nature, size, and severity of the lesions
received are amplitude direction of forces, distribution of forces,
area of application, and duration Biological factors (physical
condition) are also closely related to impact tolerance Injuries
resulting from impacts into water and at terminal velocity are
reported from case histories ARM
N82-2988O# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
FRACTURES OF THE SPINE IN FLIGHT
R P Delahaye and R Auffret In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 127-131
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Case histories show that fractures of the spine can occur in
the pilot of combat aircraft during rapid vibrational phenomena
(induced oscillation) and with inadvertent unlocking of the seat,
an event which produces additional accelerations which lead to
a sudden compression of the vertebral column During turbulence,
a flight attendant thrown against the wall or the seats of an
aircraft sometimes receives a fracture of the spine More rarely.
cervical sprains occur during aerobatics A R H '
N82-29881# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
ACCIDENTS IN CENTRIFUGES AND EXPERIMENTS
(EJECTION SEAT TRAINING TOWERS. SLEDS)
R P Delahaye and R Auffret In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 132-135
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The performance characteristics of the centifuge at CEV
(Bretigny) are described as well as the protocol used Results of
studies at 6 5 G. 9 G. 11 5 G and 135 G are examined to
indicate the types of injuries that occurred Factors responsible
for the low incidence of injuries on ejection seat training rigs
and rocket sleds are mentioned A R H
N82-29882# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF SPINAL INJURIES
P Doury and G Leguay In its Physiopathol and Pathol of
Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 136-138
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Manipulation of the subject in the erect, sitting, or lying
position occurs following history taking and precedes radiology.
In case of severe injury, clinical examination must always be
cautious, usually with the patient lying on his back In the upright
position, the patient is examined from the front, back, and side
as well as while walking on the toes and heels Procedures for
examining the seated, supine, and prone patient should be followed
by neurological and gynecological examination The identification
of thoraco lumbar and cervical fractures is described It is indicated
that simple fractures of the spine are clinically silent in 15% to
20% of cases and that the most searching examination cannot
provide sufficient evidence to eliminate with certainty the fracture
of the 'spinal column A R H
N82-29883# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
RADIOLOGY OF SPINAL TRAUMA IN AVIATION MEDI-
CINE
R P Delahaye and P J Metges In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 139-186
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Radiological examination of the spine in aerospace medicine
is the same as that of any recent spinal trauma, and it obeys
the same principles The examination is carried out as soon as
possible after an aviation accident The entire spine is X-rayed
segmentally. with frontal and lateral films The examination
consists of diagnostic radiography and complementary radiologi-
cal assessment (localized and oblique views, tomography, dynamic
films, examinations with the contrast media, scanning) S L
N82-29884jj> Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF TRAUMATIC LESIONS OF C3-C7
In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace
Med Feb 1982 p 187-198
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
In a frontal view in a neutral position, the spines are aligned.
and the distances between them are more or less equal Any
deviation of the line of the spines is evidence of a unilateral
dislocation, and increase in the distance between two spines
always indicates a dislocation In a straight lateral view, the
articular processes are superimposed If they appear are separated
at' a given level when they are superimposed below, a fracture
of the articular processes is sought The separation indicates a
rotation Traumatic lesions of the cervical spine are often unstable
This instability is not always evident on standard X-rays It is
sometimes necessary to carry out careful dynamic examinations
on a second occasion S L
N82-29885# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seine (France)
RADIOLOGICAL STUDY OF FRACTURES OF C1 AND C2
In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace
Med Feb 1982 p 199-210
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Fractures of the axis and atlas of the C1 and C2 area represent
15 to 25% of the fractures of the cervical spine, and preferentially
affect the odontoid The angles from which the X-rays are taken
must be strictly controlled The frontal view can only be interpreted
if the spmous process of C2 is projected on the center of the
body atlas In profile, in the normal state, the posterior border
of the odontoid should lie on a straight line extended from that
of the body In contrast, the anterior border lies obliquely The
space between the anterior edge of the odontoid and the posterior
border of the anterior arch of the atlas should not exceed
3 mm The state of the soft tissues in front of the spine should
always be carefully assessed S L
N82-29886# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
SEQUELAE OF VERTEBRAL FRACTURES AND TRAUMA
R. P Delahaye and P J Metges In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 211-223
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
the broad principles of treatment of traumatic lesions and
fractures of the spine in aviation medicine are the same as
those in general practice A general scheme in accordance with
the different philosophies of various schools of orthopaedic surgery.
is presented and the very common thoraco-lumbar fractures of
the spine are contrasted with the more severe fractures of the
cervical spine S L
N82-29887jjl Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
BACKACHE IN HELICOPTER PILOTS
R P Delahaye. R Auffret. P J Metges, J L Poiner, and B
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Vettes In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries in
Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 225-260
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Back pains in helicopter pilots are studied These pains are
usually caused by the vibrations of the helicopter The picture is
of a low grade tiring heavy ache localized in the lumbar region,
or sometimes lower It extends laterally often predominantly to
one side and may radiate to the buttocks, the iliac crests or,
more rarely, the groin This discomfort is brought on by flight
aggrevated by lifting effort of by long car journeys and relieved
by lying down and by physiotherapy S L
N82-29888# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seine (France)
THE CERVICAL COLUMN OF PILOTS OF COMBAT
AIRCRAFT
R P Delahaye and R Auffret In its Physiopathol and Pathol
of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 261-263
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The pilots of high performance fighter aircraft sometimes
complain of cervical pain during flight at low altitude The level
of vibrations is especially high and the pilot is often leaning
forward in a fixed position The character of the workload, notably
in high performance combat aircraft (Mach 2) is considered in
studying this problem S L
N82-29889// Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seine (France)"
THE SPINE AND FITNESS FOR FLIGHT '
R P Delahaye R Auffret. G Leguay, P Doury. P J Metges,
and C Kleitz In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries
in Aerospace Med Feb 1982 p 264-289
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The harmful effects of flight factors studied and the analysis
of different sets of statistics confirm that the vertebral column
is subjected to a certain number of more or less severe stresses
in the course of a flying career It is necessary to define some
criteria of fitness, as far as the spine is concerned, in relation
to the type of aircraft These conditions for fitness are consid-
ered from two very distinct aspects fitness at the time of
admission of flying personnel, and fitness upon reexammation
and after air accidents • ' S L
N82-29890# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and,
Development. Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
VERTEBRAL ARTHRITIS
In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace
Med Feb 1982 p 290-295
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Vertebral arthritis is a commonly encountered disorder that
rarely affects the fitness of flying personnel Factors that are
considered are the roles in which the flying duties impose a
stress upon the spine these mainly comprise helicopter and
combat pilots The painful functional disturbance unrelated to
radiological signs, radiogically, severe involvement of the discs,
and therapeutic considerations, which under favorable conditions
do not exclude surgery are also emphasized S L
N82-29891# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development Neuilly-Sur-Seine (France)
ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS
In its Physiopathol and Pathol of Spinal Injuries in Aerospace
Med Feb 1982 p 296-300
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
The question of fitness of aircraft pilots in relation to the
onset of ankylosmg spondylitis is discussed The clinical form of
the disease and the nature of its course are considered Factors,
emphasized are specific roles, such as helicopters or combat,
aircraft, fixed rigidity of the spine and, even .more, deformity,^
extraspmal involvement, severe inflammatory syndromes the.
prospect of rapid development, the recognition of a specific
aetiology and the requirements of treatment S L
N82-29892/J/ Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and_.
Development Neuilly-Sur-Seme (France)
MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECT OF SPINAL DISORDERS IN
AVIATION MEDICINE ' ~,
P Doury. R Auffret. and R P Delahaye In its Physiopathol
and Pathol nf Somal Injuries in Aerospace Med Feb 1982
p 301-307
Avail NTIS HC A15/MF A01
Medico-legal aspects of spinal disorders in aviation medicine
are discussed Trauma and mtervertebral arthritis, trauma and
inflammatory rheumatic conditions and spondylohsthesis and its
association with trauma are considered S L
N82-29893# Instructional Science and Development Inc San
Diego Calif
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION TO P-3 AIRCREW TRAINING Final Report.
Aug 1979 - Feb 1980
Linda J Mark. William W Hawkins, and H Dewey Knbs San
Diego. Calif Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
Mar 1982 43 p
(Contract N66001-79-C-0295)
(AD-A113491 NPRDC-SR-82-18. Rept -1 4-80-1 7) Avail
NTIS HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 09/2
An investigation was undertaken to examine the recently
revised P-3 aircrew training syllabus at Patrol Squadron 31 to
identify the potential contributions that could be made to
training effectiveness by a shift to computer-assisted instruction
(CAI) Five areas representing the range of potential applications
were examined The characteristics of existing and potential
computer-based systems were reviewed, and recommendations
for applications to P-3 aircrew training were made
Author (GRA)
N82-29894# Navy Personnel Research and Development Center.
San Diego. Calif
INSTRUCTOR'S ROLE IN INDIVIDUALIZED TRAINING A
SURVEY OF TWO COMPUTER MANAGED COURSES Final
Report. Jul 1975 - Sep. 1978
Kirk A Johnson and Linda L Graham May 1982 46 p
(ZF55522002)
(AD-A114917 NPRDC-TR-82-45 Rept-14-79-4) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 05/9
Detailed records we'e made of instructor behavior in two
Navy courses taught by means of individualized instruction There
were five specialized jobs in one course and six in the other
The jobs within each course differed considerably from one another
in (1) the kinds and patterns of activities and (2) the total demands
on the instructor Most of the specialized jobs found in one
course had nominal parallels in the other course, but the activities
observed in these parallel jobs were frequently quite different
Author (GRA)
N82-29895# National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council. Washington, D C Div of Health Sciences Policy
AIRLINE PILOT AGE. HEALTH, AND PERFORMANCE.
SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS
National Academy Press Jul 1981 170 p refs
(Contract N01-AG-0-2112) •
(PB82-161506 ISBN-0-309-03176-1 LC-81-82029) Avail
NTIS HC A08/MF A01 CSCL 05!
A comprehensive review is presented of current knowledge
about biomedical and behavioral factors that might influence
the ability of airline pilots to carry out their job safety as they
advance in age GRA
N82-29896*# Southwest Research Inst San Antonio, Tex
A FUNCTIONAL VIDEO-BASED A NTHROPOMETRIC
MEASURING SYSTEM Final Report
J H Nixon and J P Cater 28 May 1982 78 p
(Contract NAS9-16158 SwRI Proj 16-6141)
(NASA-CR-167637, NAS 126167637) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 06B
A high-speed anthropometric three dimensional measurement
system using the Selcom Selspot motion tracking instrument
for visual data acquisition is discussed A three-dimensional
scanning system was created which collects video audio, and
performance data on a single standard video cassette recorder
Recording rates of 1 megabit per second for periods of up to
two hours are possible with the system design A high-speed
off-the-shelf motion analysis system for collecting optical
information as used The video recording adapter ( V R A ) is
interfaced to the Selspot data acquisition system Author
N82-29897*# California Umv Berkeley Dept of Mechanical
Engineering
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N82-29898
AN APPROACH TO THE PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (CELSS)
SCENARIOS AND CONTROL STRATEGIES
J D Stahr. D M Auslander, R C Spear, and G E Young
Jul 1982 46 p refs
(Contract NCC2-67)
(NASA-CR-166368. NAS 1 26 166368) Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 06K
Life support systems for manned space missions are discussed
A scenario analysis method was proposed for the initial step of
comparing possible partial or total recycle scenarios The method
is discussed in detail R J F
N82-29898*# Life Systems. Inc Cleveland. Ohio
PREPROTOTYPE INDEPENDENT AIR REVITALIZATION
SUBSYSTEM Final Report
F H Schubert, Halhck. and R R Woods Apr 1982 92 p
refs
(Contract NAS9-15218)
(NASA-CR-167703. NAS 1 26 167703, LSI-TR-319-4) Avail
NTIS HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 06K
The performance and maturity of a preprototype. three-person
capacity, automatically controlled and monitored, self-contained
independent air revitalization subsystem were evaluated The
subsystem maintains the cabin partial pressure of oxygen at
22 kPa (3 2 psia) and that of carbon dioxide at 400 Pa (3 mm
Hg) over a wide range of cabin air relative humidity conditions
Consumption of water vapor by the water vapor electrolysis
module also provides partial humidity control of the cabin
environment During operation, the average carbon dioxide removal
efficiency at baseline conditions remained constant throughout
the test at 84% The average electrochemical depolarized
concentrator cell voltage at the end of the parametric/endurance
test was 041 V, representing a very slowly decreasing average
cell voltage The average water vapor electrolysis cell voltage
increased only at a rate of 20 mu/h from the initial level of
1 67 V to the final level of 1 69 V at conclusion of the testing
A R M
N82-29899*# National Bureau of Standards, Washington D C
Industrial Systems Div
AN OVERVIEW OF EXPERT SYSTEMS
William B Gevarter May 1982 73 p Sponsored by NASA
(NASA-CR-169197 NAS 1 26 169197. NBSIR-82-2505) Avail
NTIS HC A04/MF A01 CSCL 05H
An expert system is defined and its basic structure is
discussed The knowledge base, the inference engine, and uses
of expert systems are discussed Architecture is considered,
including choice of solution direction, reasoning in the presence
of uncertainty, searching small and large search spaces, handling
large search spaces by transforming them and by developing
alternative or additional spaces, and dealing with time Existing
expert systems are reviewed Tools for building such systems,
construction, and knowledge acquisition and learning are
discussed Centers of research and funding sources are listed
The state-of-the-art, current problems, required research, and
future trends are summarized N W
N82-29900*# Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, Calif
QUANTIFICATION OF PILOT WORKLOAD VIA INSTRU-
MENT SCAN
J R Tole (MIT), A T Stephens (Worcester Polytechnic Inst).
R L Harris (Boeing Co Renton. Wash ) and A Ephrath (Bell
Telephone Labs, Inc Piscaiaway, NY) 21 Jan 1982 17 p
refs Presented at and AIAA Workshop on Flight Testing to
Identify Pilot Workload and Pilot Dyn . Edward AFB, Calif 19-21
Jan 1982
(Contracts NcC1-23 NcC1-56)
(NASA-CR-169238, NAS 126169238) Avail NTIS
HC A02/MF A01 CSCL 05H
The use of visual scanning behavior as an indicator of pilot
workload is described The relationship between level of
performance on a constant piloting task under simulated IFR
conditions, the skill of the pilot the level of mental workload
induced by an additional verbal task imposed on the basic control
task, and visual scanning behavior is investigated An increase
in fixation dwell times, especially on the primary instrument with
increased mental loading is indicated Skilled subjects 'stared'
less under increased loading than did novice pilots Sequences
of instrument fixations were also examined The percentage
occurrence of the subjects most used sequences decreased
with increased task difficulty for novice subjects but not for
highly skilled subjects Entropy rate (bits/sec) of the sequence
of fixations was also used to quantify the scan pattern It
consistently decreased for most subjects as the four loading
levels used increased S L
N82-29901# Massachusetts Inst of Tech . Cambridge Artificial
Intelligence Lab
WORKSHOP ON THE DESIGN AND CONTROL OF
DEXTEROUS HANDS
John M Hollerbach Apr 1982 22 p refs Workshop held at
Cambridge. Mass. 5-6 Nov 1981
(Contract N00014-81-K-0494)
(AD-A114973 AI-M-661) Avail NTIS HC A02/MF A01 CSCL
06/4
The workshop for the Design and Control of Dexterous Hands
was held at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory on November
5-6. 1981 Outside experts were brought together to discuss
four topics kinematics of hands, actuation and materials, touch
sensing and control This report summarizes the discussions of
the participants and attempts to identify a consensus on
applications mechanical design and control Author (GRA)
N82-29902# Virginia Polytechnic Inst and State Univ.
Blacksburg Lab of Human Factors
HUMAN/COMPUTER TRANSACTION TASKS' AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
John G Casah May 1982 93 p
(Contract N00123-77-C-1081, ZF55521001)
(AD-A114800 NPRDC-TN-82-14. Rept-17-82-6) Avail NTIS
HC A05/MF A01 CSCL 09/2
An annotated bibliography of references relating to human/
computer transactions is provided Operator-analyst and software
programmer roles are represented by the majority of the references
Topics covered include display formatting, error modeling,
performance assessment, query languages, keyboard and data
entry, data organization, and speech input/output Author
N 82-29903 # Carnegie-Mellon Univ . Pittsburgh. Pa Robotics
Inst
CONTROL OF A DIRECT-DRIVE ARM
Haruhiko Asada. Takeo Kanade, and Ichiro Takeyama 9 Mar
1982 37 p refs
(Contract N00014-81-K-0503)
(AD-A1 14969 CMU-RI-TR-82-41 Avail NTIS
HC A03/MF A01 CSCL 13/9
A direct-drive arm is a new mechanical arm in which the
shafts of articulated joints are directly coupled to the rotors of
high performance torque motors Since the arm does not contain
any gears or transmission mechanisms between the motors and
their loads, the drive systems have no backlash, small friction
and high mechanical stiffness, all of which are desirable for
jst. accurate and versatile robots This paper presents the
characteristic analysis and the design of the control system
GRA
N82-30275# Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington,
Va
MEDICAL-BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS UNDER SPACE
CONDITIONS' PRESENT AND FUTURE SIGNIFICANCE
H Fntze In its USSR Rept Space, No 16 (JPRS-81359)
26 Jul 1982 p 22-24 Transl into ENGLISH from 2 Mihtaermed
(East Germany), no 2. Apr 1981 p51-52
Avail Issuing Activity
Weightlessness and cosmic radiation are discussed in terms
of their medical and biological effect Psychological factors are
also considered N W
N82-30276# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
TWENTY YEARS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT FROM THE
VIEWPOINT OF SPACE MEDICINE
H Haase In its USSR Rept Space. No 16 (JPRS-81359)
26 Jul 1982 p 25-43 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Z
Mihtaermed (East Germany), no 2, Apr 1981 p 52-60
Avail Issuing Activity
Preparation for the first manned space flight is reviewed
The flight itself is summarized from the point of view of space
medicine Women in space and extravehicular activity are also
discussed N W
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N82-30278
N82-30277# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington.
Va
INITIAL AUDIOMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS IN AN ORBITAL
STATION
W Proehl. R Mocker. Ya Yakovleva. I I Bryanov, and M V
Nefedova In its USSR Rept Space. No 16 (JPRS-81359)
26 Jun 1982 p 44-49 refs Transl into ENGLISH from Z
Militaermed (East Germany), no 2 Apr 1981 p 60-62
Avail Issuing Activity
Audiometric investigations were conducted for the first time
in an orbital station The filter audiometer and the precision
sound impulse level measuring instrument, used during audiome-
tric measurements in the station, are described and the audiograms
of three measurements by both cosmonauts are described No
major deviations from the norm were found Author
N82-30278# Joint Publications Research Service. Arlington,
Va
INTRACUTANEOUS PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE (pO2
SUB ic) IN MAN DURING SHORT-TERM SPACE FLIGHTS:
RESULTS OF JOINT USSR-GOR SPACE FLIGHT
H Haase. E A Kovalenko. A Vacek. M P Bobrovnitskiy, B
Jarsumbeck. and V N Sementsov In its USSR Rept Space.
No 16 (JPRS-81359) 26 Jul 1982 p 50-57 refs Transl
into ENGLISH from Z Militaermed (East Germany), no 2, Apr
1981 p 63-65
Avail Issuing Activity
The results of the Kislorod/Oxygen experiment are presented
The partial mtracutaneous oxygen pressure (PIOP) was determined
polarographically The measurement probe used was an uncovered
platinum puncture electrode In the spaceship engineer, the PIOP
during space flight had dropped by 19 mm Hg and local oxygen
utilization had gone down by 4 mm Hg During the hyperventilation
test, during the first few days after the space flight, the spaceship
commander only had a minor increase while the engineer and
no increase in the PIOP The results are preliminary They agree
well with the measurements on other spaceship crews Author
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A82-U1U79
BUST LOADS
The biological effects of repeated blasts
[10-1113113] N82-28990
BLOOD
Bigration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in
mice after severe mechanical trauma
A82-38541
Determination of blood-lipoproteid dimensions by
optical methods
A82-38593
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
A82-U0458
Belevance of aldosterone on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness
and on aerobic metabolic rate
A82-40736
Domestic swine in physiological research. 3:
Blood gas and acid-base values of arterial and
venous blood from young anesthetized pigs
maintained under steady-state ventilatory
conditions
[ID-111183H] H82-289U5
The utilization of macromolecnles in blood
purification systems
[HBC/CHB-TT-2021] H82-2986U
BLOOD CIBCUL1TIOH
Intiorthostatic hypokinesia and circulation in the
tat
A82-l»07t1
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions
of the Far Horth on the human cardiovascular
system
182-41466
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhythm
disturbances
A82-41501
Reaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals who are susceptible and
insusceptible to motion sickness (seasickness)
H82-28960
BLOOD COAGOLATIOB
Features of microcircnlatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various ABO blood groups
182-3816U
Evidence of an immune mechanism of
enzyme-hemostasis regulation
A82-38552
BLOOD FLO!
Local cerebral blood flow dynamics during
experimental ischemia
A82-3854II
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the hematocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
A82-38550
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
A82-38561
The response of the venous walls in the
extremities to a disturbed venous outflow
A82-«0"93
The effect of G sub z acceleration on pulmonary
perfusion in the miniature swine
A82-40681
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BLOOD PLASHA SUBJECT IBDEX
Aortic and tibial blooiflow response to lower body
negative pressure /LBKP/
A82-40727
Beduction in renal artery blood flov impedance
daring upright tilt in nan
A82-40735
Vestibalar effects of water immersion and Clonidine
A82-40762
The rate at which exogeneous hydrocortisone is
eliminated from peripheral blood flow in
patients suffering from an acute myocardial
infarction
£82-41498
The role of the energy transport systen in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood flow
482-91499
BLOOD PLiSHi
A measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteins in the plasna of human blood
A82-38603
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
A82-40722
Short tern gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascalar fluid shifts
after graded tilt
A82-40760
ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiuretic hormone secretion
A82-40776
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prime-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
A82-41207
BLOOD PBBSSOBE
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
A82-40656
The effects of +62 acceleration stress on right
ventricular pressures in conscious miniature
swine.
A82-40676
BLOOD VESSELS
The effect of leienkephalin and thyrosine on the
lymphatic and blood microvessels
A82-41490
BLOOD VOLOHE
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted primates
A 82-40657
Effects of lower body negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using X-ray
kymograms
A82-40728
Beaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals who are susceptible and
insusceptible to notion sickness (seasickness)
882-28960
BOOT COHPOSITIOH (BIOLOGT)
The concentration of adenyl nucleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
182-38560
Dynamics of weight loss during prolonged spaceflight
A82-40673
Plasticity of fast and slow muscle myofibrillar
proteins in model experiments simulating
we ightless ness
A82-40709
Protein composition of mRNA containing 18S-40S
snbribosomal particles in soleus muscle before
and after immobilization
A82-40742
Besponse of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifugation at 3.14g
A82-40766
Tritium oxide distribution and excretion kinetics
in the exposure of animals to noise
A 82-41463
BODY FLUIDS
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - An integrative approach
for understanding the spaceflight response
A82-40659
Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on lung fluid
balance - An ultrastructnral study
A82-40761
Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
hunan and animal erythrocytes
H82-28974
BOOT SIZE (BIOLOGY)
Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
A82-40650
Gravity, metabolic rate and body size of mammals
A 82-40678
BOOT SBAI TEST
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
A82-40732
BODI TEBPBBATOBE
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
A82-38268
Theraoregulation and the menstrual cycle
182-40441
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
A82-40718
Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked
potentials as complimentary noninvasive measures
of central neural function during exposure to
hypergravic fields
A82-40772
Temperature and behavioral responses of squirrel
monkeys to 2Gz acceleration
A82-40774
BODI 70LOBE (BIOLOGY)
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascnlar fluid shifts
after graded tilt
A82-40760
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
A82-41497
BODY BEIGHT
Dynamics of weight loss daring prolonged spaceflight
A82-40673
Besponse of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifugation at 3.14g
A82-40766
BOBE DEHIBBBALIZATIOH
Effect of space flight on bone strength
A82-40680
Evidence for arrested bone formation daring
spaceflight
A82-40767
BOBB HAHB01
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DBA and
BBA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
A82-38169
Separation of bone marrow cells in mice by
free-flow electrophoresis
A82-38536
The effect of long-wave ultraviolet radiation on
cyclophosphamide-indnced levels of chromosome
aberrations in the bone marrow cells of mice
A82-38556
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of Dice to the matagenic
effect of measles
A82-40462
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DBA and
BBA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
A82-40501
BOBE HIIEBAL COHTEBT
Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifngation
A82-40669
Otoconial complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph
A82-40674
BOBBS
The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
A82-38563
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Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of
calcitonin and somatotropic hormone injections
under hypokinesia
A82-40503
Altered bone turnover daring spaceflight
482-40679
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
daring spaceflight
A 82-40704
Bone growth in the rat mandible daring space flight
A82-40705
Adaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness
and its physiological mechanisms - Results of
animal experiments aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
A82-40753
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation daring
weightlessness
A82-H0756
Application of laser therapy to patients with
osteoarthrosis deformans
A82-41475
BBADIC&BDIA
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
nonoamines in the heart
A82-38163
Alterations in heart work rhythm daring
hyperactivation of the anterior amygdaline nucleus
A82-38545
BBAIH
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
A82-38543
Alterations in heart work rhythm daring
hyperactivation of the anterior amygdaline nucleus
A82-38545
The thermal pulsation method in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
A 82-38559
The content of cABP and cGHP in brain tissues
during adaptation to ischemia
A82-40310
A factor of resistance to emotional stress in the
brain of rats
A82-40452
The anti-stress role of the ga«aa-aiinobutyric
acid system of the brain
A82-40468
Higher integrative systems of the brain —
Bussian book
A82-40642
Neurocheaical mechanisms of learning and memory
—- Bussian book
A82-40646
Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
A82-40699
Chronic acceleration and brain density
A82-40769
The incorporation of P-32 into various sections of
the brain upon exposure to intermittent noise of
low intensity
A82-41467
Biochemical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain
A82-41468
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
H82-28967
BBIII CIBCOUTIOB
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the he»atocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
A82-38550
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
A82-38554
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
A82-38561
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
A 82-4 04 76
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
A82-40656
The effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
A82-40713
Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic
position on rCBF aeasared by 133Xe inhalation
technique - Effects of clonidine regional
Cerebral Blood Flow
A82-40743
Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms for
preventing cerebral ischemia due to positive
/Gz/ acceleration
182-40747
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
482-40765
Regulation of cerebral circulation in erect position
N82-28957
BBAIH DAMAGE
Intrahemispherical relations of EEG slow-wave
components in patients with local brain lesions
A82-40472
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
+Gz acceleration
&82-40717
Dynamics of the brain electric activity in
patients with cerebral insults under the effect
of muscle stimulation with sinusoidal modulated
currents
A82-41477
BBAIH STEfl
Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked
potentials as complimentary noninvasive measures
of central neural function daring exposure to
hypergravic fields
A82-40772
BBEATHIBG APPABATOS
A respirator for training in conditions of
changeable respiratory mixture
A82-40485
BBEEDIHG (HEPHODOCTIOH)
Cultivation of insects as new branch of entomology
- industrial entomology
N82-28980
BOBHS (IHJDBJES)
Ultrasonic determination of thermodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible cutaneous
barns
A82-41122
CALCIOB
Proof of the existence of Ca/2+/-induced
structural changes in stems of myosin-containing
filaments of vertebrate skeletal muscles
A82-38599
CALCIOH ISOTOPES
Otoconial complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph
A82-40674
CALCIDH HBTABOLISH
Changes in electrically neutral Ca/2+/-H/+/
exchange in rat liver mitochondria following
gamma irradiation
A82-38151
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
A82-38549
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the warm-blooded animal heart
A82-40313
Altered bone turnover daring spaceflight
A82-40679
Effect of space flight on bone strength
A82-40680
Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-nptake of sarcoplasaic reticnlum in
different types of muscles
A82-40708
Osteoporosis in unsupported extremities
B82-28970
CAtOBIC BEQOIHEHEHTS
Energy reguirements of workers at an oil field in
western Siberia
A82-40481
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CiLOBIC STIBOLI
Systagmometry of optovastibular interaction
H 82-28962
Effect of caloric stitmlation of vestibalar system
on hearing
H82-28963
C1LOBIHETBBS
Hicrocalorinetry in biomedical investigations
182-41471
CAHCEB
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the recta*
A82-41479
CiBBOHYDBlTE BBTABOLISB
Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in
the conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in
rats exposed to prolonged spaceflight aboard
Cosmos 1129
A82-40698
Metabolic distinctions related to intake of
low-calorie 'survival1 rations consisting only
of readily assimilated carbohydrates
B82-28953
Effect of high ambient temperature on carbohydrate
metabolism in rat liver and skeletal muscles
H82-28975
C6BBOH DIOXIDE
prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
qaseous composition of the blood
A82-38561
C1BBOH DIOXIDE LASEBS
Sword and scalpel laser surgery
A82-38564
CIBBOH ISOTOPES
Conditions leading to kinetic and thermodynaaic
isotopic effects in a cell
& 82-38601
CABBOH HOBOXIDE POISOHIHG
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
A82-40475
C4BDIAC VEHTBICLES
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
A82-38549
A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavioc exhibited by the spiral
excitation wave period in auricle and ventricle
A82-38597
Echocardiographic characterization of heart
hypertension
A 82-40307
The effect of inotropic factors on the
postexercise characteristics of the heart
A82-40451
The effects of +62 acceleration stress on right
ventricular pressures in conscious miniature
swine.
A 82-4 0676
Effect of warm-up on left ventricular response to
sudden strenuous exercise
A82-41212
The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients with
ischemic heart disease
A82-41483
An evaluation of the informativeness of EKG
parameters in diagnosing a myocardial infarction
of the back wall of the left ventricle
A82-41493
& comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering froa
various forms of ischemic heart disease
A82-41496
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
structure during lonj-term (140-185 days)
spaceflights
B82-28954
CiBDIOGBAPHY
A modification of Souns" nethbd of selective
coronarography
A82-41485
A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the myocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischemic heart disease
A82-41496
CABDIOIOGT
On the observability of electrical cardiac sources
Thesis
A82-41450
CABDIO?ASCDLAB SISTEH
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
A82-38166
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases during medical
examinations of seamen
A82-38553
Investigation of the cardiovascular system during
prolonged space flights on board the Salyut
space stations
A82-39429
&n automated system for the collection and
processing of cardiovascular information from
athletes
A82-40484
Rethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
682-40652
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
during simulated 2ero gravity
A82-40662
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey during simulated space flight
A82-40670
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
482-40687
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
A82-40695
Antonomic reactions in labyrinthectomized rabbits
during centrifuge acceleration
A82-40720
Effects of lower body negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using X-ray
kyiograms
682-40728
Orthostatic tolerance and exercise response before
and after 7 days simulated weightlessness
A82-40731
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
A82-40740
Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic
position on rCBF measured by 133Xe inhalation
technique - Effects of clonidine regional
Cerebral Blood Flow
A82-40743
Cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20
hoars head down tilt /-5 deg/
A82-40764
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
A82-40765
Effect of warm-up on left ventricular response to
sudden strenuous exercise
A82-41212
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions
of the Far North on the human cardiovascular
system
A82-41466
The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients with cervical osteochondrosis
A82-41476
Sources of an artificial magnetic field for
implantation /experimental study/
482-41480
C1BOTID SI8DS BODT
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
482-40656
C4BOTID SIBOS BEFLEX
Changes in the hemodynanics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfusion pressure in
carotid sinuses
682-38161
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Bacoceflez regulation of bemodynamics under
orthostatic effects /an investigation with a
mathematical nodel/
A82-38162
CATABOLISH
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
aetabolisn of the skeletal muscles
A82-40712
C1T1LITIC ACTIflTI
Reactions of 0-18 exchange in the myosin systems
of skeletal, cardiac, and saooth muscles
A82-38614
CATBCBOLAHIHE
Catecholaaines and enzymes of their metabolism in
rat myocardium after flight aboard the
Cosmos-936 biosatellite
H82-28966
CATEGORIES
Task categorization and the limits of human
performance in extreme heat
182-10439
CATHBTBBIZATIOH
A modification of Sonus' method of selective
coronarography
A82-41485
CATIOHS
Specificity of action of monovalent cations on the
ATPase activity of myosin HHH-S-1
A82-38594
The effect of oonovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and superprecipitation of actomyosin
A82-38615
CELL DI1ISI01
Diarnal changes in the duration of the S and G2
phases of the mitotic cycle in mononuclear and
binuclear hepatocytes of normal and
thyroxine-treated rats
A82-40459
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DBA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
A82-40501
Morphogenesis of a higaer plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
A 82-40666
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
A82-40756
Hyosatellocytes and cambial properties of skeletal
and muscular tissue
A82-41469
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Optimization of the conditions of modified cell
irradiation
A82-38154
Radiation damage and recovery of mouse T-cells. IV
- Elimination of radiation-induced migration
abnormalities in T-lymphocytes
A82-38156
Effects of cAMP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of BNA
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior
to irradiation
A82-38157
The dynamics of quantitative changes of BNA in rat
cerebellum Purkinje cells in different
functional states
A82-38538
The concentration of adenyl nucleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
A82-38560
Temperature characteristics of the
onabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
A82-38600
Conditions leading to kinetic and thermodynanic
isotopic effects in a cell
A82-38601
P-actin is a helix with a random variable twist
A 82-386 94
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the warm-blooded animal heart
A82-40313
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
A82-40458
Changes of intracellular rest potential and the
length of isolated muscle under different loads
A82-40480
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
+Gz acceleration
A82-40717
Changes of periodic protoplasmic movements on the
fast clinostat
A82-40725
Root cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction
A82-40745
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
A82-40754
The intracellular responses of frog eggs to novel
orientations to gravity
482-40758
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Rana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
A82-40759
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
A82-40773
A hygienic evaluation of the biological effects of
nonionizing microwave radiation
A82-41464
CBITBB OF GBAVIIY
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[AD-A113806] N82-28989
CEJTIHETEB BATES
A hygienic evaluation of the biological effects of
nonionizing microwave radiation
A82-41464
CEHTRAL BEBVOOS SISTEH
A method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
A82-38579
Otonenrological symptoms and syndromes Russian
book
A82-39286
Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss
accidents in diving
A82-40443
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
emotional stress
A82-40453
Relation between sensoric and motoric function of
Histar rats after space flight by biosatellite
Cosmos 1129
A82-40737
CBITHIPOGIHG STRESS
Study of high-g effects in animals
A82-I10651
Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation
A82-40669
Centrifuge high-g effects on temperature
regulation in unanesthetized rats
A82-40671
Artificial gravity in space flight
A82-40691
Stress in space flight - Metabolic aspects
A82-40696
Gravitational adaptation of animals
A82-40716
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
+Gz acceleration
A82-40717
Autonomic reactions in labyrinthectonized rabbits
during centrifuge acceleration
i82-40720
Effect of sustained Gz acceleration on lung fluid
balance - An ultrastructural study
A82-40761
Response of rat body composition to simultaneous
exercise and centrifugation at 3.14g
A82-40766
Accidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection
seat training towers, sleds)
N82-29881
CEREBELLOB
The dynamics of guantitative changes of RNA in rat
cerebellum Purkinje cells in different
functional states
A82-38538
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CBEEBHiL CORTEX SDBJECT IBDBI
Spatial organization of the vestibular inflaences
on the cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats
A82-40312
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellun after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
H82-28967
CEBBBBAL CORTEX
Local cerebral blood flow dynamics daring
experimental ischemia
A82-38544
The cholinergic nature of hypothalamo-cortical
excitatory influence
i82-38551
Oltrastructural changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
A82-38558
Prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
A82-38561
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
A82-38795
The cortical regulation of human motion
Russian book
A82-39283
Neurons in cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
A82-39434
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus nonkeys
A82-40470
Afferent associative and commissnral projections
of the cortical vestibular zone VI of cats
A82-40495
Age changes in the cerebral cortex of humans and
cats /A comparative electron-microscopical
investigation/
A 82-10*96
CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDEHTS
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
A82-40476
CEREBRDH
The role of central gray matter in the activation
of antipain systems of the rat's brain under
stress
A82-38517
The concentration of adenyl nucleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
A82-3856C
CHEBICAL EVOLUTION
Clay and the origin of life
A82-38115
Formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by
electric discharges of model primitive gas
A82-38116
Dracil synthesis via HCH oligomerization
chemical evolution of biomolecules in primitive
earth
A 82-38117
Polynucleotide replication coupled to protein
synthesis A possible mechanism for the origin of
life
A82-38119
Ambigui ty and the evolution of the genetic code
A82-38120
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -
Bibliography Supplement 1980
A82-38122
Ligation of oligonucleotides by pyrimidine dimers
- A missing 'link1 in the origin of life
A82-39423
Chemical evolution. XL - Clay-mediated oxidation
of diaminomaleonitrile
A82-41196
The radiolysis of aqueous propionitrile -
Compounds of interest to chemical evolution
studies
A 82-41197
A model for the origin of life
A82-i>1198
Acceleration of HCH oligoaerization by
fomaldehyde and related compounds -
Inplications for prebiotic syntheses
A82-41199
Formation of the thioester, H-acetyl,
S-lactoylcysteine, by reaction of
H-acetylcysteine with pyruvaldehyde in aqueous
solution in prebiotic evolution
A82-41200
CHEHICAL EEACTIOHS
Clay and the origin of life
A82-38115
Bechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
A82-39159
Formation of the thioester, S-acetyl,
S-lactoylcysteine, by reaction of
H-acetylcysteine with pyruvaldehyde in agueons
solution in prebiotic evolution
A82-41200
CHEBOEECEPTOES
Biocheaical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain
A82-41468
CHEHOTHEBAPT
An attempt at the classification of 'patient
pharmacokinetic capacities'
A82-38562
CHLOROPHYLLS
Orientation and energy-transfer studies on
chlorophyll in the photosynthetic membrane
[DE82-010180] N82-29852
CHOLESTEROL
A measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteins in the plasma of human blood
A82-38603
CHOLINE
Biochemical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain
A82-41468
CHOLINEBGICS
Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral H-cholinergic
systems
A82-38168
The cholinergic nature of hypothalamo-cortical
excitatory influence
A82-38551
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
A82-40502
CHHOBOSOBES
The effect of long-wave ultraviolet radiation on
cyclophosphamide-indnced levels of chromosome
aberrations in the bone marrow cells of mice
A82-38556
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mutagenic
effect of measles
A82-40462
CHROBIC COBDITIOHS
Evaluation of vestibular function in flight
personnel with chronic diseases during stable
remission
A82-38179
Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation
A82-40669
Embryonic development during chronic acceleration
A82-40755
Chronic acceleration and brain density
A82-40769
The ultrastructnre of the myocardium in the
restorative period following aorto-coronary
shunting in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
A82-41484
CIBCAOIAB BHITHBS
Some characteristics of the diurnal rhythm of
physiological functions of sailors in the tropics
A82-38180
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
A82-38268
Rotating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep
are improved by applying circadian principles
A82-38325
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Diaroal changes in the duration of the S and G2
phases of the mitotic cycle in mononuclear and
binuclear hepatocytes of normal and
thyroxine-treated rats
482-40459
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the nutagenie
effect of measles
482-40462
Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on
performance and circadian physiological rhythms
in female humans
482-40682
Biorhythms of rats daring and after space flight
482-40692
Rhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cossos-1129
482-40693
Diurnal dynamics of the indicators of the capacity
foe physical work and of physiological functions
482-41460
OSSB report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, voluae 16, no. 3, Bay - June 1982
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Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological functions
and parameters of huian work capacity on first
day after changing from altered to usual
sleep-waking cycle
N82-28951
Synchronization of cardiovascular accidents with
. physical clocks
N82-28956
CIBCOLAIOHY SYSTEM
4 study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of tha circulatory system
482-38555
Relevance of aldosteroae on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness
and on aerobic metabolic rate
482-4C736
CITIL 1?I»TIOM
Physiological stresses linked to flight on airliners
482-38842
Medical emergencies on board an airliner -
Procedures when a doctor is on board
482-38844
Medical emergencies on board airliners -
Procedures in the absence of a doctor
.482-38845
Hedical emergencies on board airliners - Ground
management
482-38846
CLAYS
Clay and the origin of life
482-38115
Chemical evolution. XL - Clay-mediated oxidation
of dianinomaleonitrile
482-41196
CLIIICAl HEDICIHK
The potential of radionuclide diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction
482-41458
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
482-41472
Present-day magnetic-field sources, used in
medical treatment
482-41481
The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients with
ischemic heart disease
482-41483
4 modification of Scans' method of selective
coronarography
482-41485
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhythm
disturbances
482-41501
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
H82-29882
CLOSED ECOLOGIC4L SYSTEMS
Evaluation of engineering foods for closed
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NASA-CH-167626] H82-29003
Nutrition and food technology for a Controlled
Ecological Life Support system (CELSS)
[B4S4-CE-167392;) N82-29004
Evaluation of engineering foods for Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS)
[H4S4-CH-166359] H82-29006
4n approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
scenarios and control strategies
[H4S4-CB-166368] H82-29897
CLOTTIIG
Features of nicrocirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various 4BO blood groups
482-38164
COCHLEA
Pathomorphological investigation of the mechanism
of cochlear damage caused by noise
482-39241
COCKPITS
Flight crevmember workload evaluation
[4D-4114167] N82-29012
COGHITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
Node of mutual influence of
stimulation-characteristics in the visual
processing system -— German thesis
482-41445
COLD ACCLIHATIZ&TIOH
The physiological mechanisms of the arousal
response in animals under conditions of hypobiosis
482-40311
Trace reactions of the frog tissue metabolism on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Rana
ridibunda Pall
482-40316
The role of nutrition in the changes of energy
metabolism during stress
482-40482
Leucine and urea metabolism in acute human cold
exposure
482-41211
The effect of the natural and climatic conditions
of the Far North on the human cardiovascular
system
482-41466
COLD 1E4THEB
Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on +Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
482-40664
COLLiGElS
The temperature dependence of the H-1 NMR spectrum
of hydrated collagen
482-38611
Condition of rats connective tissue during
long-term bypokinesia and in recovery period
N82-28969
COLOR VISIOI
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
482-38795
Color vision in the peripheral retina under
photopic conditions
482-38798
Field sensitivity of the 'red* mechanism derived
from primate local electroretinogram
482-39431
Effect of chromatic adaptation on the achromatic
locus - The role of contrast, luminance and
background color
482-39433
Discrimination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achromatic mechanisms
482-39438
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways human color vision tests
482-39439
COHPBTITIOH
Adapting a scale for measuring competition anxiety
482-40450
Certain psychological and tactical aspects of
athlete activities during competitions
482-41506
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COHPOTEH ASSISTED I8STHOCTIOH SUBJECT INDEX
COBPOTEB ASSISTED INSTRUCTION •
Potential applications of computer-assisted
instruction to P-3 aircrew training
[AD-A113491] H82-29893
Instructor's role in individualized training: £
survey of two computer managed courses
[AD-A114917] " H82-29894
COHPOTEHIZED SIHOLATIOH
Modeling and simulation in the study of certain
biological systems
A82-39570
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - An integrative approach
for understanding the spaceflight response
A82-40659
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[AD-A113806] H82-28989
COHCEHTBATIOH (COHPOSITION)
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 Jiiosatellite
N82-28967
CONDITIONED REFLEXES
Dynamics of a stabilized motor defensive
conditioned reflex for different levels of
motivation in irradiated rats
182-t046i)
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus monkeys
A82-40470
CONFERENCES
Proceedings of a fleeting of the IDPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology Book
A82-40649
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980, Proceedings
A82-40686
International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
September 29-Octobet 2, 1981, Proceedings
182-40734
The organizing of conferences
[PB82-142696] N82-28948
CONNECTIVE TISSDE
Condition of rats connective tissue during
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
N82-28969
CONSERVATION
Selecting optimal conditions for heart
conservation in weaK aldehyde solutions by using
mathematical methods of experimental design
A82-38534
CONTAHIHANTS
The consequences of hyirazine exposition and its
treatment
[HBL-1981-2] N82-28996
CONTAHINATIOH
Hechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
A82-39159
CONTROL
A design methodology for nonlinear systems
containing parameter uncertainty: Application
to nonlinear controller design
[NASA-CR-166358] N82-29005
CORIOLIS EFFECT
Vestibular screening of cosmonauts
A82-38853
COBHEA
- Hitotic activity and volume of epithelial cell
nuclei of rat cornea following spaceflights in
biosatellites
H 82-2 8965
COROBABT CIBCOLATIOH
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional .evaluation in
flight personnel
A82-40309
The rate of coronary perfusion as a factor
determining the extent to which the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
A82-41489
The role of the energy transport system in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood flow
A82-41499
COBBOSIOI
OTEC-1 power system test program: Biofonling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
£DE82-007035] N82-29851
COBTI OBGAH
Alterations of histochenical organization in the
organ of Corti under the influence of chronic
noise
A82-39242
COBTICOSTEBOIDS
The rate at which exogeneous hydrocortisone is
eliminated from peripheral blood flow in
patients suffering from an acute myocardial
infarction
A82-41498
COBTISOIE
The gradualness of the reaction of the
pituitary-adrenocortical system to activating
and inhibiting signals
A82-40315
COSHIC BATS
Hedical-biological investigations under space
conditions: Present and future significance
_ H82-30275
COSHOBAOTS ™
Orthostatic tests during cosmonaut selection
A82-38854
Investigation of the cardiovascular system during
prolonged space flights on board the Salyut
space stations
A82-39429
As if in weightlessness simulation through
hypnosis
A82-40474
Space gastroenterology Russian book
A82-40643
Hechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
A82-40752
COSHOS SATELLITES
Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
oechanisms - Results of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
A82-40688
, Results of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
A82-40697
COSHOS 936 SATELLITE
Dltrastrnctnral qualitative and guantitative
evaluation of cytoplasmatic structures of heact
muscle of rats living aboard biosputnik Kosmos 936
A82-40694
COSHOS 1129 SATELLITE
Study of contractile properties and composition of
nyofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles in the
Cosmos-1129 experiment
A82-40701
CRASH INJURIES
Spinal stresses in flight
N82-29873
Theories of the pathogenesis of fractures of the
spine
N82-29874
Aetiology and pathogenesis traumatic lesions
of the spine
H82-29875
Helicopter accidents
N82-29876
Radiology of spinal trauma in aviation medicine
H82-29883
Analytical study of traniatic lesions of C3-C7
H82-29884
Radiological study of fractures of C1 and C2
H82-29885
Sequelae of vertebral fractures and trauma
1982-29886
Hedico-legal aspect of spinal disorders in
aviation medicine
N82-29892
CBEATIIE
The concentration of adenyl nncleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
A82-38560
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SUBJECT IBDBX DEOXYHIBOHUCLEIC ACID
CHOP GBOBTH
Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in
tropic and nastic responses in beans
482-40665
Horphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
182-40666
Gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- A model derived froa the grass pulvinns
A82-40775
COLTIVATIOH
DSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
[JPES-80789] B82-28977
Cultivation of insects as new branch of entomology
- industrial entomology
N82-28980
COLTOBE TECHHIQDES
Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to
colonization after antibiotic therapy
A82-40460
Horphogenesis of a higher plant fro» cultured
cells and embryos in space
A82-40666
CDB7ES (GEOHBTBY)
Segmentation and analysis of stereophotometric
body surface data
[AD-A114916] H82-29868
CTiHATES
Formation of cyanate and carbanyl phosphate by
electric discharges of model primitive gas
A82-38116
CYAHIDKS
Chemical evolution. XL - Clay-mediated oxidation
of diaminomaleonitrile
A82-41196
CIAHO COBPODBDS
Acceleration of HCN oligonerization by
formaldehyde and related compounds -
Implications for prebiotic syntheses
A82-41199
CICLIC COHPODSOS
IOD currents through a neuron membrane during the
injection of cyclic nucleotides
A82-38588
CTTOGBNESIS
Cytogenetic effect of 5-fluoro-2desoxy uridine in
the G2 phase on intact and Z-irradiated crepis
capillaris L cells
A82-40461
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mutagenic
effect of measles
A82-40462
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal p^diferative units /EPO/
A82-40491
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
A82-40756
Hethodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incubated reticnlocytes
N82-28972
Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood
lymphocytes of individuals exposed to low doses
of ionizing radiation
N82-29856
CITOLOSI
Optimization of the conditions of modified cell
irradiation
A82-38154
Radiation damage and recovery of mouse T-cells. IV
- Elimination of radiation-induced migration
abnormalities in T-lymphocytes
A82-38156
Effects of cAMP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of BRA
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated vith serotonin prior
to irradiation
A 82-38157
BNA-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
A82-38535
Conditions leading to kinetic and thermodynamic
isotopic effects in a cell
A82-38601
Light curves for photosynthesis under intermittent
illumination
A82-38608
Approaches to the study of the
hypothalamus-pituitary gland relationship
A82-39569
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
A82-4075K
The structure and function of macrophages
A82-41470
CITOPIASH
The dynamics of quantitative changes of RNA in rat
cerebellum Purkinje cells in different
functional states
A82-38538
Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
A82-40667
01trastractoral qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of cytoplasmatic structures of heart
muscle of rats living aboard biosputnik Kosmos 936
A82-40694
DABS 4D4PTATI08
Color vision in the peripheral retina under
photopic conditions
A82-38798
DATA ACQUISITION
An automated system for the collection and
processing of cardiovascular information from
athletes
482-40484
A functional video-based anthropometric measuring
system
[HASA-CE-167637] N82-29896
DECISIOJ BABCIG
A test for the prediction of risk-taking attitude
in operators
482-40449
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
[HASA-CB-169197] H82-29899
DBCOHPBBSSIOH SICKHESS
Vibration and decompression gas bubbles
A82-40729
DBBIDBATIOI
ADH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidinretic hormone secretion
A82-40776
DEfllDBOGEHATIOB
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of
lactate dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
482-38612
DEBSITI (HASS/V01DHE)
Chronic acceleration and brain density
482-40769
DEITISTBI
Acoustic tooth cleaner
[HASA-CASE-1AB-12471-1] H82-29862
DEOIIBIBOIOCLBIC ACID
Changes in the relations of pyrimidine blocks in
DMA of the hematopoietic system immediately
following gamma irradiation of the animal
A82-38152
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DBA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
482-38169
Study of EH4 synthesis rate and DBA content in the
myocardium of new-born rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
A82-38537
Ligation of oligonncleotides by pyrioidine diners
- A aissing 'link1 in the origin of life
482-39423
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DBA and
BNA, and the synthesis of beme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
482-40501
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DEPBESSAHTS SUBJECT IHDBI
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonacleoprotein in lymphoid
organs ot rats
A82-40723
DEPBESSiHTS
Vegetative reactions to the administration of
atropine and propranolol in rats that exhibit
different types of behavior
A82-40463
DESIGH AHALYSIS
Control of a direct-drive arm
[AD-A114969] S82-29903
DBTECTIOB
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
: pathways human color vision tests
A82-39439
DIAGHOSIS
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients vith disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
A 82-3 8 554
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
582-39243
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
A82-40309
The use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
A82-40457
The diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure
A82-40478
The potential of radionaclide diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction
A82-41458
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
A82-41459
A modification of Scans' method of selective
coronarography
A82-41485
An evaluation of the informativeness of EKG
parameters in diagnosing a myocardial infarction
of the back wall of the left ventricle
A82-41493
DIBASIC COHPOOHDS
A comparison between the protonophoric and
separating functions of weak dibasic acids
in mitochondrial respiration
&82-38590
DIBBCEP3ALOH
Statistical analysis of neuronal impulse activity
in the diencephalon during
immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
A82-40467
DIFFBBEHTIATIO§ (BIOLOGY.)
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPD/
A82-40491
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
A 82-40756
DIGESTIVE SISTEH
The reaction of simulated and true weightlessness
ou digestive tract of rats
A82-40733
DIGITAL DATA
A functional video-based anthropometric measuring
system
fNASA-ca-167637] S82-29896
DIHEBIZATIOH
Ligation of oligonucleotides by pyrinidine dimers
- A missing 'link1 in the origin of life
A 82-39423
DISEASES
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
A82-39243
Alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser
irradiation as detected by electron microscopy
A82-39244
The circadian rhythm of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mutagenic
effect of measles
A82-40462
DISPLACEBEIT HEASOHEHBIT
Effects of reference lines on displacement
thresholds at various durations of noveaent
in human visual perception
A82-38797
DISPLAY DEVICES
Visual Technology Eesearch Simulator (VIES) human
performance research: Phase 3
[AD-A112475] H82-28988
Unconventional visual displays for flight training
[AD-A111392] H82-28999
DISTBIBOTIOB (PROPBRT1)
On the mathematical modelling of microbial age
dynamic and some control aspects of nicrobial
growth processes
A82-38823
DIVIHG (DIDEBiATEH)
Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss
accidents in diving
A82-40443
DOSIHETEBS
Neutron radiation dosiaetry in high altitude
flight personnel
A82-40444
DBIHIIMG
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
A82-38178
DBOSOPHILA
Radiation-induced shortening of the life span of
0. nelanogaster. II - Sensitizing effects of
5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine
A82-38155
DRUGS
Experimental and clinical study of a new
immunoregulatory preparation - thymalin
A82-38177
The influence of the GABA-receptor blocker
bicuculline on the effects of fenibnt and diazepai
A82-38539
The effect of potassium orotate on the netabolisn
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
A82-38563
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
A82-39243
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of tine
intervals in rhesus monkeys
A82-40470
In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrine
sweating in patas and rhesus monkeys
A82-41214
The effect of diethylamine analog of ethaozine on
the functional condition of myocardium /Clinical
and experimental study/
A82-41488
The effect of leienkephalin and thyrosine on the
lynphatic and blood licrovessels
A82-41490
DEI HEAT
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
water-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
A82-40440
DIES
Acridine orange inhibition of the ATPase activity
of myosin and its fragments
A82-38613
DYBAHIC CHABACTEBISTICS
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
structure during long-tern (140-185 days)
spaceflights
S82-28954
DIHAHIC BESPOISE
Simulation of the motion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations
[ AD-A113806] H82-28989
DISPHEA
Dyspnea - (That is it
A82-41461
EAB
Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
H82-28971
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SUBJECT IHDEX BLBCTBOHT.STAGB06BAPHT
EABTH (PUIET)
Chemical evolution. XL - Clay-mediated oxidation
of diaminomaleonitrile
A82-41196
BCHOCABDIOeBAPHT
Echocardiographic characterization of heart
hypertension
482-10307
The amplitude of the B wave and the contractile
fnnction of the left ventricle in patients with
ischemic heart disease
A 82-41486
A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the oyocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischenic heart disease
A82-41496
ECOLOGY
A design methodology for nonlinear systens
containing parameter uncertainty: Application
to nonlinear controller design
[HASA-CB-166358] H82-29005
BDEBA
Causes of high-altituda acute pulmonary edema
A82-38167
The cause of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema
A82-40498
BDOCATIOI
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
482-41497
Instructor's role in individualized training: A
survey of tvo computer managed courses[AD-A114917] N82-29894
BFFECTI7BBBSS
Efficacy of kavinton in prevention of motion
sickness
H82-28961
EFFEBENt HEBfODS SISTEHS
Changes in the hemodynaoics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve vitb acute bypozic hypozia
under the stabilization of perfusion pressure in
carotid sinuses
A82-38161
The cortical regulation of human motion
Eussian book
A82-39283
Hechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of nan
482-40752
EGGS
Clinostat ezposnre and symnetrization of frog eggs
482-40757
BJECTIOB IHJOBIES
Spinal stresses in flight
N82-29873
Theories of the pathogenesis of fractures of the
spine
N82-29874
Ejection of pilots from combat aircraft
H82-29877
EJBCTIOI SEATS
Simulation of the notion of the center of mass of
an occupant under ejection accelerations[AD-A113806] H82-28989
EJBCTIOB TBAIHIIG
Accidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection
seat training towers, sleds)
N82-29881
ELBCTBIC DISCHABGES
Formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by
electric discharges of model primitive gas
482-38116
ELBCTBIC STiaOLI
Alterations in heart work rhythm during
hyperactivation of the anterior anygdaline nucleus
A 82-38545
The cholinergic nature of hypothalamo-cortical
excitatory influence
A82-38551
The gradnalness of the reaction of the
pituitary-adrenocortical system to activating
and inhibiting signals
A82-40315
The effect of the electrical stimulation of
afferent pathways on neurons in septal slices
482-40469
Dynamics of the brain electric activity in
patients vitb cerebral insults under the effect
of muscle stimulation with sinusoidal modulated
currents
482-41477
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
482-41479
ELECTBOAIESTHESIA
The use of electrovacuum therapy in certain
diseases of the peripheral nervous system
482-41478
BLECTBOCABDIOGBiPBY
On the observability of electrical cardiac sources
Thesis
482-41450
An evaluation of the informativeness of EKG
parameters in diagnosing a myocardial infarction
of the back wall of the left ventricle
482-41493
ELECTBOCOHDOCTIVIIY
The mechanism of the microwave effect on the
conductivity of bilayer lipid membranes
A82-38587
The conductivity of model protein-lipid membranes
482-38604
ELECTBODES
Microelectronic electrode probe for testing brain
electrical activity
H82-28982
ELECTBODIALYSIS
The utilization of macromolecules in blood
purification systems
[NBC/CNB-TT-2021J H82-29864
ELECIBOEHCEPHALOGBIPHY
A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavior exhibited by the spiral
excitation ware period in auricle and ventricle
482-38597
The cortical regulation of human motion
Bnssian book
A82-39283
Intrahemispherical relations of EEC slow-wave
components in patients with local brain lesions
482-40472
Characteristics of night sleep disorders in the
case of myocardial infarction according to
polygraphic data
482-41491
ELECTBOLITE HETABOLISB
Bhythms of electrolytes and hydrozyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
482-40693
Biochemical aspects of the mechanism by which
cholinolyptics affect the brain
482-41468
Bole of hormonal compounds in regulation of
electrolyte metabolism in the presence of
emotional stress
S82-28952
BLECTBOBAGBETIC ABSOBPTIOB
Absorption characteristics of prolate spheroidal
models exposed to the near fields of
electrically small apertures
A82-38802
ELECTBOHAGIETIC FIELDS
Hygienic evaluation of an 8-mm-wave
electromagnetic field
A82-41462
Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
human and animal erythrocytes
H82-28974
ELECTEDHBTEBS
Electronetric investigation of human gustatory
analyzer under normal conditions and in
simulated weightlessness
H82-29859
ELECTBOBIOGBAPHT
The physiological mechanisms of the arousal
response in animals under conditions of hypobiosis
A82-40311
ELECTEDH BICBOSCOPI
Alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser
irradiation as detected by electron microscopy
A82-39244
ELECTBOBISTAGBOGBAPBI
Hystagmometry of optovestibular interaction
N82-28962
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EtBCTBOPBOBESIS SOBJECT IBDBI
BI.ECTBOPHOBBSIS
Separation of bone marrow cells in alee by
free-flow electrophoresis
482-38536
Effect of immobilization on the nonhistone protein
composition in different types of skeletal muscles
482-40711
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
482-11472
The use of electrovacuum therapy in certain
diseases of the peripheral nervous system
482-41478
EtBCTBOPHTSIOLOGI
The role of central gray matter in the activation
of antipain systems of the rat's brain under
stress
482-38547
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
482-38795
OSSR report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
[JPHS-80789] B82-28977
Microelectronic electrode probe for testing brain
electrical activity '
H82-28982
ELECTBOBETIHOGB1PHT
Field sensitivity of the 'red' mechanism derived
from primate local electroretinogram
482-39431
ElBCTBOSTHICTIOH
& possible explanation for the fluctuations in
reflectivity exhibited by bilayer liped
membranes excited during electrostriction
482-38602
EBBBTOS
Embryonic development during chronic acceleration
482-40755
EHEBGBHCIES
The nature and rate of occurrence of nedical
emergencies on board Air France aircraft
A82-38841
Medical emergencies in flight - Pathogenic aspects
482-38843
Medical emergencies on board airliners -
Procedures in the absence of a doctor
482-38845
EHEBGEHCT LIFE sosT4i8iH6 SYSTEMS
DSSR report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Bay - June 1982
[JPBS-81197] H82-28949
Metabolic distinctions related to intake of
low-calorie 'survival* rations consisting only
of readily assimilated carbohydrates
1182-28953
EBOTIOB4L P4CTOBS
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoamines in the heart
482-38163
Oltrastructaral changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
482-38558
4 factor of resistance to emotional stress in the
brain of rats
482-40452
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
emotional stress
482-40453
Statistical analysis of nenronal impulse activity
in the diencephalon luring
immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
482-40467
Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in
the dynamics of emotional and pain stress
482-41500
USSR report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Bay - June 1982
[JPBS-81197] H82-28949
Bole of hormonal compounds in regulation of
electrolyte metabolism in the presence of
emotional stress
882-28952
Slow waves of cardiac rhythm in healthy Ban under
different conditions
H82-28955
BBDOCBIBB SYSTEMS
Delayed effects of the internal irradiation of
endocrine system in female rats
482-38582
Besults of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
482-40697
BBDOLIBPH
Otoconial complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph
482-40674
BBDOTHBIIOH
The response of the venous walls in the
extremities to a disturbed venous outflow
482-40493
BBBBGT TB48SFBB
The role of the energy transport system in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood flow
482-41499
Orientation and energy-transfer studies on
chlorophyll in the photosynthetic membrane
[DB82-010180] B82-29852
BHTOBOL06Y
Cultivation of insects as new branch of entomology
- industrial entomology
N82-28980
BITIBOiHEHT EFFECTS
Mechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
482-39159
EITIBOBHBIT SIBOL4TOBS
Besearch opportunities and limitations of
protracted hypogravity simulations for plant
gravitational physiology
482-40653
Bi?IBOHHBHT4L BBGIHEEBIHG
4n industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
I4D-1114396] N82-28994
BIYIBOBBBBTU L4BOB4TOBIES
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey during simulated space flight
482-40670
BBfIBOMHE»T41 MOBTTOBIHG
DSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
[JPBS-80789] N82-28977
Microorganisms used to monitor environmental
pollution
N82-28978
EBSYHB 4CTITITI
State of the lactate dehydrogenase reaction in the
muscular tissue of irradiated animals
482-38158
Enzymes that detoxify active forms of oxygen and
lipoperoxide in experimental ischemia and
myocardial infarction
482-38540
Evidence of an immune mechanism of
enzyie-hemostasis regulation
482-38552
The absence of the magnetic-field effect on Ha/*/,
K/+/-dependent iTPase
482-38591
Specificity of action of monovalent cations on the
4TPase activity of myosin BHM-S-1
482-38594
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of
lactate dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
482-38612
The effect of monovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and snperprecipitation of actomyosin
482-38615
The histochemistry of enzymes in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinacens
enropeaus/ during hibernation
482-39792
4TPase activity and the potassium ion permeability
of erythrocyte membranes in the presence of
serotonin and radiation
482-40479
Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokinesia /nenroaorphological
and histochemical investigation/
482-40494
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SUBJECT IIDEX BIBBCISB PHYSIOLOGY
Stress in space flight - Retabolic aspects
A82-40696
Effect of prolonged veigbtlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
A82-40699
Ha/»/-K/+/ dependent ATP-ase modifications of
skeletal muscle and myocardium of hypokinetic rats
182-H0707
Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-uptake of sarcoplasmic reticulum in
different types of muscles
A82-40708
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
182-40712
Some of biochemical parameters in rat brain during
+Gz acceleration
182-10717
Protection from O2 toxicity by preezposnre to
hypozia - Lung antioxidant enzyme role
A82-41217
Catecholamines and enzymes of their metabolism in
rat myocardium after flight aboard the
Cosmos-936 biosatellite
N82-28966
EHIHBS
Evolution of major metabolic innovations in the
Precambrian
A82-38121
Similar genes for a mitochondrial ATPase subnnit
in the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of
Neurospora crassa
182-38698
Monograph on new direction of chemistry and
biology of peptide and protein bioregulators
reviewed
H 82-28979
EHZIHOLOGT
Histoenzynological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
A82-38577
EPIDBBNIS
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPD/
A82-40491
EPILEPSY
The influence of a constant magnetic field on the
epileptogenic foci ia the hippocampus of rabbits
182-40466
EPIIEPHBIBE
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
A82-38S49
The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior
amygdaloid nucleus on heart activity during
states of altered reactivity
A82-40454
EPITHELIUM
Nonthermal effect of nanosecond microwave pulses
on the transepithelial transport of sodium ions
182-38586
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPD/
A82-40491
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Bana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
182-40759
Hitotic activity and volume of epithelial cell
nuclei of rat cornea following spaceflights in
biosatellites
H82-28965
EEGOHETEBS
The significance of the bicycle ergometer test for
evaluating the work capacity in patients with
hypertension
A82-40477
The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the
ergometry of patients with atherosclerosis
A82-U1494
EBYTHBOCITES
The synthesis of nuclear and oitochondrial DBA and
BHA. and the synthesis of heBe and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
182-38169
A measurement of the size distribution of
lipoproteins in the plasma of human blood
A82-38603
The incorporation of an erythrocyte membrane into
planar bilayer lipid membranes
182-38606
ITPase activity and the potassium ion permeability
of erythrocyte membranes in the presence of
serotonin'and radiation
182-40479
The effect of .products erythrocyte destruction on
immunological processes
182-40500
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DNl and
RN1, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
er yt hropoiesis
182-40501
Effect of induced erythrocythemia on hypoxia
tolerance during physical exercise
182-41218
Hethodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incubated reticulocytes
H82-28972
Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
human and animal erytbrocytes
H82-28974
ESTERS
Formation of the thioester, N-acetyl,
S-lactoylcysteine, by reaction of
. B-acetylcysteine with pyruvaldehyde in agueous
solution in prebiotic evolution
• - 182-41200
EIHYL 1LCOHOL
Alcohol-induced physiological displacements and
their effects on flight related functions
[1D-A114919] S82-29867
ETIOL06I
The conditions attending muscular strain in work
involving only a few types of movements
A82-38569
Aetiology and pathogenesis traumatic lesions
of the spine
H82-29875
EOBOPBAH SPICE AGBHCY
Selection and training of European astronauts
A82-39507
ET1POEATIVE COOLIHG
Effect of heating rate on evaporative heat loss in
the microwave-exposed mouse
182-41208
B7APOB1TOBS
OTEC biofouling, corrosion, and materials study
from a moored platform at Punta Tuna, Puerto Bico
[DE82-007037] H82-28947
EVOKED BESPOBSE (PSICHOPHYSIOLOGT)
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
A82-38795
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
182-40770
EXAHIIATIOI
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
H82-29882
EXCBBTIOH
Rhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
182-40693
Tritium oxide distribution and excretion kinetics
in the exposure of animals to noise
A82-41463
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
182-38268
The changes in the concentration of free amino
acids in muscles during exercise
182-40314
Effect of warm-up on left ventricular response to
sadden strenuous exercise
A82-41212
Metabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in
trained hypophysectomized rats
A82-41215
Effect of induced erythrocythemia on hypoxia
tolerance during physical exercise
182-41218
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EXOBIOLOGY SUBJECT IHDBX
Acid-base, metabolic, and ventilator; responses to
repeated bouts of exercise
482-41219
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
A82-41497
Problems in the metrology of the training load of
ski racers
A82-<»1502
Optimizing conditions for athletic activity with
an allowance Bade for nenrodynanic peculiarities
/using bicycle sports as a model/
A82-«1503
Physiological studies of heat stress acclimation
during a specific exercise regimen
[AD-A111897] H82-28991
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[AD-A111711] H82-29849
Determination of maximal aerobic power during
upper body exercise
[AD-A111712] H82-29866
EXOBIOLOGY
Hechanical chemical and bio-hazards —-
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
A82-39159
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
A82-39541
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonucleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
A 82-4 0723
Changes of periodic protoplasmic movements on the
fast clinostat
A82-40725
Biomedical research publications: 1980 - 1982
[NASA-CB-3587] N82-29848
Medical-biological investigations under space
conditions: Present and future significance
N82-30275
Twenty years of manned space flight from the
viewpoint of space medicine
N82-30276
EIPEBIHEHTAL DESIGH
Selecting optimal conditions for heart
conservation in weak aldehyde solutions by using
mathematical methods of experimental design
A82-38534
BXPLOBATIOH
USSR report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
[JPRS-80789] N82-28977
Orienting and exploratory behavior of gray rat in
open field. Zoopsychological analysis
S82-28981
EXPOSURE
Leucine and urea metabolism in acute human cold
exposure
A82-41211
Long-term and progressive changes in Ehesus
spectral sensitivity after low-level coherent
light (514nm exposure) effects of laser
exposure on visual function
rAD-A111639] N82-28946
An industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
[AD-A114396] H82-28994
What is ALABA
[DE81-030814] H82-28995
The consequences of hyirazine exposition and its
treatment
[HBL-1981-2] H82-28996
EITBATEHICOLAB ACTIVITY
Twenty years of manned space flight from the
viewpoint of space medicine
H82-30276
EIE (AHATOBI)
Model of the accommodative mechanism in the human
eye
A 82-39432
EYE HOVEHEHTS
Current problems concerning the vestibulo-ocular
interaction
A82-39416
Eetinal location and visual localization during
pursuit eye movement
A82-39436
A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
[AD-1112603] H82-28987
EYE PROTECTION
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[AD-A114067] H82-29008
F1CE (AMATOHY)
Bespiratory movements of the facial muscles and
respiratory resistance
A82-40456
FEEDBACK COW BO L
Control of a direct-drive arm
[AD-A114969] H82-29903
FEMALES
Twenty years of manned space flight from the
viewpoint of space medicine
H82-30276
FIBBIHOGEI
Features of microcirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various ABO blood groups
A82-38164
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
The cervical column of pilots of combat aircraft
H82-29888
FILAMBHTS
F-actin is a helix with a random variable twist
A82-38694
FIRST AID
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
A82-38554
Medical emergencies on board an airliner -
Procedures when a doctor is on board
A82-38844
Medical emergencies on board airliners -
Procedures in the absence of a doctor
A82-38845
FLIGHT CREBS
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
A82-40309
Development of a methodology for assessing aircrew
workloads
[AD-A114364] N82-29010
Aircraft and crew scheduling during airlift
operations
[AD-A114114] N82-29011
FLIGHT FITHESS
Standards of physical condition for private pilots
of aircraft and gliders
A82-38847
Aging and visual function of military pilots - A
review
A82-40435
FLIGHT SAFETY
Human factor and flight safety
A82-40885
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
Visual Technology Research Simulator (VTBS) human
performance research: Phase 3
[AD-A112475] H82-28988
FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOGY)
Physiological stresses linked to flight on airliners
A82-38842
Medical emergencies in flight - Pathogenic aspects
A82-38843
Aerobatics in light aircraft - Sensations and
stresses experienced by the pilot
A82-38848
Medico-physiological aspects of stunt-flying
A82-38849
Physiological stresses in flying a sailplane
A82-38850
In-flight incapacitation and pathology for the
light aircraft stunt-flyer
A82-38851
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
A82-40695
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SUBJECT IHDEX 6EHETIC CODE
Reduction in renal artery blood flow iapedance
during upright tilt in nan
482-40735
Spinal stresses in flight
H82-29873
Fractures of the spine in flight
N82-29880
The spine and fitness for flight
B82-29889
FLIGHT TBilBIBG
Onconventional visual displays for flight training
[4D-4111392] H82-28999
Potential applications of computer-assisted
instruction to P-3 aircrew training
[4D-4113491] B82-29893
FLOW DISTEIBOTIOH
The effect of G sub z acceleration on pulmonary
perfusion in the niniatnre swine
A82-40681
FLOW BBSIST4BCB
Reduction in renal artery blood flow impedance
daring upright tilt in man
482-40735
PLOH VELOCITY
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the henatocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
482-38550
The speed of blood flow in athletes subjected to
the combined action of a training regime and
high-altitude climatic factors
482-41505
FLUCT04TIOH THEORY
Attributing macroscopic fluctuations in agueons
solutions of proteins and other substances to
the class of flicker noise
482-38592
FLUID FLOW
Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
482-40667
FLDOHIHE OBG4BIC COBFOOHDS
Cytogenetic effect of 5-fluoro-2desoxy uridine in
the G2 phase on intact and X-irradiated crepis
capillaris L cells
482-40461
FLTIBG PEBSOHHEL
Evaluation of vestibular function in flight
personnel with chronic diseases daring stable
remission
482-38179
Neutron radiation dosimetry in high altitude
flight personnel
482-40444
FOKKBB-PL4BCK EQD4TIOH
Conformational dynamics of proteins and simplest
molecular 'machines'
482-38610
FOOD PROCESSIHS
Evaluation of engineering foods for closed
Ecological Life Support Systen (CELSS)
[N4S4-CB-167626J H82-29003
Evaluation of engineering foods for Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS)
[N4S4-CB-166359] H82-29006
FOBH4LDEHIDB
4cceleration of HCN oligomerization by
formaldehyde and related compounds -
Implications for prebiotic syntheses
482-41199
FOOLIBG
OTEC biofouling, corrosion, and materials study
from a BOOred platform at Punta Tuna, Puerto Rico
[DE82-007037] H82-28947
OTEC-1 power system test program: Biofonling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
[DE82-007035] H82-29851
FBBE F4LL
Oltra-high impact free-fall survival
482-40684
Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
H82-29879
FHEOB
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating
and cooling applications. Besnlts of acute oral
tozicity determinations
[DE82-003071] S82-29869
FBBQOEHCY DISTBIBUTIOH
Attributing macroscopic fluctuations in aqueous
solutions of proteins and other substances to
the class of flicker noise
482-38592
FB06S
Clinostat exposure and symmetrization of frog eggs
482-40757
FOHGI
Hycelial fungi, isolated from the ice sheet of the
central 4ntarctic
482-39428
GALV4HIC SKIH BESPOHSE
Phase analysis of dynamics of galvanic skin
responses in man
B82-29861
G4BGLI4
The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose
ganglion during acute henodynamic and
respiratory disorders
< 482-38546
G4BHEBTS
Thermal garment
[N4S4-C4SE-XHS-03694-1] H82-29002
64S COHPOSITIOH
prostoglandins and regulation of cerebral
circulation under conditions of the altered
gaseous composition of the blood
482-38561
The use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
482-40457
Domestic swine in physiological research. 3:
Blood gas and acid-base values of arterial and
venous blood from young anesthetized pigs
maintained under steady-state ventilatory
conditions
[4D-4111834] H82-28945
64S D1B4HICS
4 nonlinear model combining pulmonary mechanics
and gas concentration dynamics
482-41230
G4S EVOLDTIOB
Is the CH4, H2 and CO venting from submarine
hydrothermal systems produced by thermophilic
bacteria
482-39422
G4S EICH4BGB
The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue
respiration
482-38165
The use of hyperozic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
482-40457
Hunan external respiration and gas exchange in
acute period of adaptation to immersion in water
N82-28959
G4S BIXTOBBS
Formation of cyanate and carbamyl phosphate by
electric discharges of model primitive gas
482-38116
Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture during combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
482-38159
The use of hyperozic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
482-40457
4 respirator for training in conditions of
changeable respiratory mixture
482-40485
G4STBOIBTESTIB4L SISTEH
Sword and scalpel laser surgery
482-38564
The diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure
482-40478
Space gastroenterology Russian book
482-40643
6EBETIC CODE
4mbiguity and the evolution of the genetic code
482-38120
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GENETICS SUBJECT IBDBX
Molecular basis for the genetic code
A82-41195 '
Evolution of earl; mechanisms of translation of
genetic information into polypeptides
A82-41324
GENETICS
Similar genes for a mitochondria! ATPase subnnit
in the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of
Heurospora crassa
A82-38698
Natural and social determination of human psyche
N82-28983
GBOHIGHETISH
Synchronization of cardiovascular accidents with
physical clocks
N82-28956
GEOTEOPISH
Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in
tropic and nastic responses in beans
£82-40665
Initiation of nutation in sunflower hypocotyls
A82-40724
The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
A82-40746
Gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- A model derived from the grass pulvinns
A82-40775
GLACIEBS
The raicroflora of the central Antarctica glacier
and control methods for the sterile isolation of
an ice core for microbiological analyses
A82-39U30
GLANDS (AliTOBY)
The histochemistry of anzymes in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinaceus
enropeaus/ during hibernation
A82-39792
In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrine
sveating in patas and rhesus monkeys
A82-41214
GLIDERS
Physiological stresses in flying a sailplane
A82-38850
6 LOB OH HS
An investigation of the conformational stability
of immunoglobulin G in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between aqueous solutions of NaCl
and octane
A82-38607
GLDCOSS
Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and muscle[BASA-CH-169101] N82-28986
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat[HD-A111711] N82-29849
GLOCOS1DBS
Condition of rats connective tissue during
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
H82-28969
GOGGLES
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation[AD-A114067] N82-29008
GRASSES
Gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- A model derived from the grass polvinus
A82-40775
GBATIH6S
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dichoptic fusion of two
monocular images
A82-38796
GBAVIRBCBPTOBS
Gravity sensing, polarjtransport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
A82-40667
Receptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect
A82-40668
Otoconial complexes as ion reservoirs in endolymph
A82-40674
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Bana
temporana/ developed in weightlessness simulation
A 82-1075 9
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
A82-40770
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Gravity and the tilt aftereffect comparison
between monocular, binocular and interocular
exposures
A82-39440
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
A82-39541
Rapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
A82-40436
Proceedings of a fleeting of the IOPS Commission on
Gravitational Physiology Book
A82-40649
Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance -as function of gravity and size
A82-40650
Study of high-g effects in animals
A82-40651
Bethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
A82-40652
Research opportunities and limitations of
protracted hypogravity simulations for plant
gravitational physiology
A82-40653
Hasan lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-g
and enhanced at high-g
A 82-40658
Interaction of gravitic and mechanical stimuli in
tropic and nastic responses in beans
A82-40665
Gravity sensing, polar transport and cytoplasmic
streaming in plant cells
A82-40667
Gravity, metabolic rate and body size of mammals
A82-40678
Simulated gravitational field influences on the
aging process
A82-40685
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual fleeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980, Proceedings
A82-40686
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
A82-40687
Artificial gravity in space flight
A82-40691
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
A82-40700
Variability of physiological properties of rat
skeletal muscles at different gravity levels
A82-40702
Gravitational adaptation of animals
A82-40716
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
A82-40718
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
A82-40721
Initiation of nutation in sunflower hypocotyls
A82-40724
Relation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic forces
A82-40730
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
A82-40732
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Annual Heeting, 3rd, Innsbruck, Austria,
September 29-October 2, 1981, Proceedings
A82-40734
Redaction in renal artery blood flow impedance
during upright tilt in man
A82-40735
Root cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction
A82-40745
The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
A82-40746
Results of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
•usculo-skeletal system of mammals
A82-40751
Cellular aspects of gravitational biology
A82-40754
SUBJECT IIDEI BE1HT FOICTIOH
Clinostat exposure and symmetrization of frog eggs
A82-H0757
The intracellular responses of frog eggs to novel
orientations to gravity
A82-40758
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in nan Assessment of transvascalar fluid shifts
after graded tilt
A82-40760
Cardiac and cerebral vascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses in man
A82-40765
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibalar sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
A82-40770
Delation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic
forces. II
A82-40771
Core temperature and brainsteo auditory evoked
potentials as complimentary noninvasive measures
of central neural function during exposure to
hypergravic fields
A 82-«0772
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
A82-40773
Gravity perception and asymmetric growth in plants
- A model derived from the grass pulvinns
A82-40775
Endurance of +Gz 6 forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
H 82-28958
SROOHD CHBBS
Image orientation for BPV ground station crew
A82-39743
GBOOID STATIOBS
Image orientation for BPV ground station crev
A 82-39743
Human factors of an BPV ground control station
A82-39749
GBOOHD SOPPOBT SISTERS
Medical emergencies on board airliners - Ground
management
A82-38846
GB01TH
Bone growth and composition in weanling and mature
rats exposed to chronic centrifugation
A 82-4 066 9
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
A 82-4 0705
The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
A 82-40746
Evidence for arrested bone formation during
spaceflight
A82-40767
Response of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
A82-40773
H
HAHD (iHATOHY)
The effect of certain characteristics of work
motions on the tolerance of hand muscles to
static exertions
A82-38568
The conditions attending muscular strain in work
involving only a few types of movements
A 82-38569
Workshop on the Design and Control of Dexterous
Hands
[AD-A114973] H82-29901
HAZABDS
Mechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
A82-39159
HEAD HOTEHENT
Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion
sickness as measured with a magnitude estimation
method
A 82-4 043 8
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibular sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
A82-40770
HEALTH
An industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ancient temperatures
[AD-A114396] H82-28994
Airline pilot age, health, and perfornance:
Scientific and medical considerations
[PB82-161506] N82-29895
HBABIBG
Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibular system
on hearing
H82-28963
BEABT
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
different regions of the warn-blooded animal heart
A82-40313
On the observability of electrical cardiac sources
Thesis
A82-41450
BEABT DISEASES
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
A82-38543
The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose
ganglion during acute henodynamic and
respiratory disorders
A82-38546
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases during medical
examinations of seamen
A82-38553
A study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of the circulatory system
A82-38555
Diagnostics of disturbances of heart rhythm and
conductance and their professional evaluation in
flight personnel
A82-40309
The significance of postextrasystolic potentiation
in the preoperative assessment of the reversal
of left-ventricle asynergy in patients with
ischenic heart disease
A82-41483
A modification of Souns* method of selective
coronarography
A82-41485
The rate of coronary perfnsion as a factor
determining the extent to which the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
A82-41489
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhy thm
disturbances
A82-41501
Synchronization of cardiovascular accidents mth
ph ysical clocks
N82-28956
HKABT POHCTI01
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoamines in the heart
A82-38163
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
A82-38170
Alterations in heart work rhythm during
hyperactivation of the anterior amygdaline nucleus
A82-38545
Morphological and functional factors contributing
to a hypertonic heart
A82-38557
A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavior exhibited by the spiral
excitation wave period in auricle and ventricle
A82-33597
The effect of inotropic factors on the
postexercise characteristics of the heart
A82-40451
Prevention of heart function abnormalities during
reoxygenation after ischemia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
A82-40455
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
A82-40502
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HEiBT IHPLAITATIOH SUBJECT IBDBI
Effects of lover body negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using x-ray
kymograms
A82-40728
The auplitade of the B wave and the contractile
function of the left ventricle in patients with
ischemic heart disease
A82-41486
The effect of diethylaiine analog of ethmozine on
the functional condition of myocardium /Clinical
and experimental study/
A82-41488
A comparison of echo- and kinetocardiographic
indicators of the uyocardial contractility of
the left ventricle in patients suffering from
various forms of ischeoic heart disease
A82-41496
Output and efficiency of the heart in young
athletes as a function of the type of athletic
training
A 82-11197
The role of the energy transport systen in changes
of the contractile function of the heart in the
case of the measured limitation of coronary
blood flow
A82-41499
Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in
the dynamics of emotional and pain stress
A82-41500
BBABT IHPLAHTATIOH
Selecting optimal conditions for heart
conservation in weak aldehyde solutions by using
mathematical methods of experimental design
A82-38534
HBABT BATE
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
A82-38268
Two phases of the inotropic effect of adrenaline -
The calcium dependence
A82-38549
The effect of hyperactivation of the anterior
amygdaloid nucleus oa heart activity during
states of altered reactivity
A 82-40454
Vegetative reactions to the administration of
atropine and propranolol in rats that exhibit
different types of behavior
A82-40463
Increasing the efficiency of running on the basis
of learning algorithms and information tools
A82-40488
Instantaneous stroke volume in man during lover
body negative pressure /LBNP/
A82-40683
Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
A82-41206
Slow waves of cardiac rhythm in healthy man under
different conditions
H82-28955
HEAT ACCLIHATIZATIOH
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
A82-38178
Physiological studies of heat stress acclimation
during a specific exercise regimen
[AD-A111897] H82-28991
Acclimatization to dry heat: Active men versus
active women
[AD-A111708] H82-28993
HEJT EICHA8GEES
OTEC biofouling, corrosion, and materials study
from a moored platform at Punta Tuna, Puerto Bico
[DE82-007037] H82-28947
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro-fouling on OTEC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
[DE82-005489] N82-29850
BEAT FLUX
Effect of heating rate on evaporative heat loss in
the microwave-ex posed mouse
A82-41208
HEAT HEASOBEHE1T
Hicrocalorimetry in biomedical investigations
A82-41471
HEAT TOLEBAHCB
Task categorization and the limits of human
performance in extreae heat
A82-40439
Acclimatization to dry heat: Active »en versus
active women
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Hypo-and hyperglyceaia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[AD-A111711] H82-29849
HBAT TBAISFEB
OTEC-1 power system test program: Biofouling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
tDE82-007035] H82-29851
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating
and cooling applications. Results of acute oral
toxicity determinations
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HBLICOPTEBS
Vibration and assessment of this flight factor by
pilots
H82-28976
Helicopter accidents
H82-29876
Backache in helicopter pilots
H82-29887
HELIOB
The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue
respiration
A82-38165
HEHATOCBIT
The influence of the speed of blood flow in the
carotid artery on the heaatocrit of the blood
being delivered to the brain
A82-38550
HEBATOCHIT BATIO
Methodological aspects of testing erythroeyte
balance by counting incubated reticulocytes
H82-28972
Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
human and animal erythrocytes
N82-28974
HBHiTOPOIETIC SISTEH
Changes in the relations of pvrimidine blocks in
DBA of the he»atopoietic system immediately
following gamma irradiation of the aniaal
A82-38152
Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral N-cholinergic
systems
A82-38168
The early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
A82-40499
HEHOCITES
Separation of bone marrow cells in mice by
free-flow electrophoresis
A82-38536
BEHOOINAHIC BESPOISES
The characteristics of henodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
A82-38166
The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose
ganglion during acute henodynanic and
respiratory disorders
A82-38546
Effect of the Circutone seat on hemodynamic,
subjective, and thermal responses to prolonged
sitting
A82-40442
The effect of inotropic factors on the
postexercise characteristics of the heart
A82-40451
The response of the venous walls in the
extremities to a disturbed venous outflow
A82-40493
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
A82-40656
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted primates
A82-40657
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
during simulated zero gravity
A82-40662
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Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey daring siaalated space flight
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Effect of baroreceptor denervation on +G sab z
tolerance in dogs
A82-40675
Instantaneous stroke voluae in a an daring lover
body negative pressure /LBNP/
A82-40683
Aspects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
A82-40687
Belations between respiratory and circulatory
control daring gravitational load in nan
A82-40714
Aortic and tibial bloodflov response to lover body
negative pressure /LBBP/
A 82-4 0727
Effect of vara-up on left ventricular response to
sadden strenuous exercise
A82-41212
Betabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in
trained hypophysectoaized rats
A82-41215
The effect of the natural and clinatic conditions
of the Far Borth on the hnaan cardiovascular
system
A82-41466
The effect of ultrasouad and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients vith cervical osteochondrosis
A82-41476
The amplitude of the B vave and the contractile
function of the left ventricle in patients vith
ischeaic heart disease
A82-41486
The rate of coronary perfusion as a factor
deteraining the extent to vhich the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
A82-41489
The influence of psychological and soaatic factors
on the syaptonatics of hypertension
A82-41492
HBHODYIAHICS
Changes in the heaodynaaics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve vith acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfnsion pressure in
carotid sinuses
A82-38161
Baroreflex regulation of heaodynaaics under
orthostatic effects /an investigation vith a
mathematical model/
A82-38162
The dynaoics of quantitative changes of BNA in rat
cerebellun Porkinje cells in different
functional states
482-38538
Coaparative study of systemic heaodynamics in
noraotensive and hypertensive rats
A82-38542
The aicrocirculatory bed of the lungs after an
effect exerted on the right vagus nerve
A82-40497
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhytha
disturbances
A82-41501
The speed of blood flov in athletes subjected to
the coabined action of a training regime and
high-altitude cliaatic factors
A82-41505
Regulation of cerebral circulation in erect position
H82-28957
Beaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals who are susceptible and
insusceptible to notion sickness (seasickness)
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HBBOGLOBII
The synthesis of nuclear and aitochondrial DBA and
BHA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow daring the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
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The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organise
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HBHOLISIS
Effects of low-intensity electromagnetic fields on
human and animal erythrocytes
N82-28974
HBBOSTATICS
Features of aicrocirculatory hemostasis and of the
clotting and fibrinolytic properties of blood
and the activity of the antioxidant system in
people of various ABO blood groups
A82-38164
Evidence of an immune mechanism of
enzyae-hemostasis regulation
A82-38552
HEPABIIS
laounological reactions to lipoproteins and
heparin in young men vith a hereditary tendency
to atherosclerosis
A82-41487
HBBBDITI
Imannological reactions to lipoproteins and
heparin in young men with a hereditary tendency
to atherosclerosis
582-41487
HBOBISTIC METHODS
An overview of expert systems artificial
intelligence
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Condition of rats connective tissue daring
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
N82-28969
HIBEHBATIOH
The histocheaistry of enzyees in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinaceus
europeaus/ during hibernation
A82-39792
The physiological mechanisms of the arousal
response in animals under conditions of hypobiosis
A82-40311
HIGH ALTITUDE
Beutron radiation dosimetry in high altitude
flight personnel
A82-40444
Attenuation of radioprotective effects of acute
hypoxia on animals adapted to high altitudes
H82-29855
Alcohol-induced physiological displacements and
their effects on flight related functions
[AD-A114919] H82-29867
HIGH ALTITUDE BBEATBIBG
Changes in the hemodynaaics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfusion pressure in
carotid sinuses
A82-38161
Altitude-induced changes in plasna thyroxine,
3,5,3 prine-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
A82-41207
HIGH ALTITUDE EITIBOIHEITS
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
A82-38166
Causes of high-altitude acute pulaonary edema
A82-38167
The accuracy of venturi masks at altitude
A82-40445
The cause of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema
A82-40498
The speed of blood flov in athletes subjected to
the combined action of a training regime and
high-altitude climatic factors
A82-41505
HIGH GBAVITI BH7IBOBHEHTS
Hnaan lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-g
and enhanced at high-g
A82-40658
Centrifuge high-g effects on temperature
regulation in unanesthetized rats
A82-40671
Core temperature and brainstem auditory evoked
potentials as coaplimentary noninvasive neasures
of central neural function during exposure to
hypergravic fields
A82-40772
Besponse of cultured cells to hyper- and hypogravity
A82-40773
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Possible impairment of respirator; regulation
under hyperbaric nitrogen narcosis
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The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
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Task categorization and tie linits of human
performance in extreme heat
182-40439
Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle
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Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on +Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
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BIPPOCAHPUS
The influence of a constant magnetic field on the
epileptogenic foci in the hippocampus of rabbits
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The effect of the electrical stimulation of
afferent pathways on neurons in septa! slices
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HIST1HIHES
Histamine in biochemistry and physiology
Russian book
182-39290
HISTOCHBHIClt IHlilSIS
Histoenzymological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
182-38577
Alterations of histochamical organization in the
organ of Corti under the influence of chronic
noise
182-39242
The histochemistry of enzymes in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinaceus
earopeaus/ during hibernation
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Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokinesia /nenromorphological
and histochemical investigation/
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A hygienic evaluation of the biological effects of
Donionizing microwave radiation
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BOHBOSTASIS
Evidence of an immune aechanism of
enzyme-hemostasis regulation
182-38552
Systeeic mechanisms of homeostasis
' 182-39417
Short term gravity effects on volume homeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascular fluid shifts
after graded tilt
182-40760
Effect of high ambient temperature on carbohydrate
metabolism in rat liver and skeletal muscles
H82-28975
HORIZOHT1L ORIEHT1TIOH
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted primates
182-40657
Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on
performance and circadian physiological rhythms
in female humans
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Experimental and clinical study of a new
iomunoregulatory preparation - thymalin
182-38177
Delayed effects of the internal irradiation of
endocrine system in female rats
182-38582
Stress in space flight - Hetabolic aspects
182-40696
1DH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiuretic hormone secretion
182-40776
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prlae-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
182-01207
Hetabolic and cardiovascular adaptations in
trained hypophysectogized cats
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BOBBOIES
The regulation of calcium exchange in the cells of
•different regions of the warm-blooded animal heart
182-40313
Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of
calcitonin and somatotropic hormone injections
under hypokinesia
182-40503
Boot cell gravireaction - Hormone interaction
182-40745
The effect of gravity on the distribution of plant
growth substances in plant tissues
182-40746
Bonograph on new direction of chemistry and
biology of peptide and protein bioregnlators
reviewed
N82-28979
Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglncose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and nnscle
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Effect of physical training in cool and hot
environments on +Gz acceleration tolerance in
women
182-40664
•Bill BBB1TIOB
1 test for>the prediction of risk-taking attitude
in operators
182-40449
Certain psychological and tactical aspects of
athlete activities during competitions
182-41506
•OB1B BBIBGS
1 method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
182-38579
Bodel of the accommodative mechanism in the human
eye
182-39432
latural and social determination of human psyche
H82-28983
HDB1B BODI
Changes in man's constant electric field in the
course of adaptation to hypokinesia
182-38595
Is if in weightlessness simulation through
hypnosis
182-40474
Somatotypology and athletics
182-40486
Peculiarities of the relief of the trabecnlar
surface of the spongy substance of the human
vertebrae
182-40492
Segmentation and analysis of stereophotometric
body surface data
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Inatomy of the spine
H82-29871
Biomechanics of the spine
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BOB1B P1CTOBS EIGIBBKBII6
Achievements and possibilities in the research
being carried out to protect workers in the 11th
five-year plan from noise and vibration
182-38573
Human factors of an BPV ground control station
182-39749
From a man-machine system to a social-engineering
system
182-40447
Psychological investigation of pilot behavior
during integration of control systems in the
cockpit of passenger airliners German thesis
182-40560
Human factor and flight safety
182-40885
Vibration and assessment of this flight factor by
pilots
B82-28976
Thermal garment
[BlSt-CASB-XHS-03694-1] H82-29002
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[1D-1114067] 882-29008
Flight crewmember workload evaluation
[ID-1114167] H82-29012
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The protective cole of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
A82-38543
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
A82-38554
A study of temporary absences fron work arising
from disorders of the circulatory system :
A82-38555
Use of the thermovision method in the prophylactic
examination of polar workers
A82-38565
Central nervous dysfunctions after near-miss
accidents in diving
• , /• A82-40443
The achievements of investigations carried out in
the years 1976-1980 on the problem of
insufficient blood circulation and heart rhythm
disturbances
, A82-41501
Fhysiopathology and pathology of spinal injuries
in aerospace medicine
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Factors of the natural resistance of the body 'and
nethods for studying then
A82-40308
Task categorization an3 the limits of human
performance in extreme heat
A82-40439
Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle
A82-40441
Physical activity and human requirements for
energy and food substances
A82-40487
Sunning in circles track radius effects on
human running speed
482-10661
Hode of mutual influence of . •
stimulation-characteristics in the visual
processing system German thesis
A82-41445
The assimilation of vitamin C in seamen during
voyages at high latitudes
A82-U1465
Adapative motivation theory
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On models and methods for performance measurement
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Task analysis and the ability requirements of
tasks: Collected papers
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The ranking of displays based on transinformation
as a measure of tracking performance
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BOHiH BE1CTIOHS
Physiological and hygianic analysis of the
response of young truck drivers to their work load
A82-38567
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
A82-38795
Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion
sickness as measured with a magnitude estimation
method
A82-40438
Psychic stress in athletic activity
A82-40489
Certain psychological and tactical aspects-of
athlete activities during competitions
A82-41506
Human external respiration and gas exchange in
acute period of adaptation to immersion in water
N82-28959
Reaction to diminished circulating blood volume in
individuals who are susceptible and
insusceptible to motion sickness (seasickness)
H82-28960
H0HA8 TOIBEASCES
The effect of certain characteristics of work
motions on the tolerance of hand muscles ,to
static exertions • . '
A82-38568
Dynamics of subjective discomfort in motion
sickness as measured with a magnitude estimation
1
 -method
A82-40438
Subjective response to negative air ion exposure
A82-40446
Dltra-high impact free-fall survival
A82-40684
The tolerance to physical loads in women during
• menopause complicated by climacteric neurosis
with cardialgia
A82-41495
Spinal stresses in flight
H82-29873
Parachuting
H82-29878
Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
H82-29879
HOHIDITI
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
water-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
A82-40440
HIDBATIOB
The temperature dependence of the H-1 SUB spectrum
of hydrated collagen
A82-38611
HTDBAZIHES
The consequences of hydrazine exposition and its
treatment
[BBL-1981-2] N82-28996
HTDBOCIAHIC ACID
Oracil synthesis via HCN oligomerization
chemical evolution of biomolecules in primitive
'earth
A82-38117
Acceleration of HCN oligomerization by
formaldehyde and related compounds -
Implications for prebiotic syntheses
A82-41199
HIDBOGEH B01DS
The temperature dependence of the H-1 NHR spectrum
of hydrated collagen
A82-38611
HYDHOGEHATIOW
• Metabolism of the thermophilic hydrogenous
bacterium Pseudomonas thermophila K-2
A82-39U27
HYDROLYSIS
Dracil synthesis via HCN oligomerization
chemical evolution of biomolecules in primitive
earth
A82-38117
HIDHOTHBBHAL SYSTEMS
Is the CHI, B2 and CO venting from submarine
hydrothermal systens produced by thermophilic
bacteria
A82-39422
HTGIBHE
Physiological and hygienic analysis of the
response of young truck drivers to their work load
A82-38567
Setting hygienic standards to be applied to
environmental standards pertaining to the
rolling stock of railroads and subway systems
A82-38578
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Antimotion-sickness efficacy of scopolamine 12 and
72 hours after transdermal administration
A82-40437
Nenrochemical background and approaches in the
understanding of motion sickness
[SASA-CR-3569] N82-29865
HIPERCAPNIA
The accuracy of venturi masks at altitude
A82-40445
Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
A82-41206
Pulmonary "stretch receptor discharge patterns in
eupnea, hypercapnia, and hypoxia
A82-41210
Possible impairment of respiratory regulation
under hyperbaric nitrogen narcosis
N82-28964
BYPEBGLTCEHIA
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[AD-A111711] N82-29849
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HIPEBOII1
Enzymes that detoxify active forms of oxygen and
lipoperoxide in experimental ischemia and
myocardial infarction
182-385*0
The use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
482-40457
Protection from O2 toxicity by preexposure to
hypoxia - Lang antioxidant enzyme role
182-H1217
HIPB8TEHSIOB
Comparative study of systemic henodynanics in
normotensive and hypertensive rats
482-38542
4 study of temporary absences from work arising
from disorders of tha circulatory system
582-38555
Morphological and functional factors contributing
to a hypertonic heart
482-38557
Echocardiographic characterization of heart
hypertension
482-40307
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
482-40476
The significance of the bicycle ergometer test for
evaluating the work capacity in patients with
hypertension
482-10477
The influence of psychological and somatic factors
on the symptomatics of hypertension
482-41492
Telemetry methods for monitoring physiological
parameters
482-41551
HIPEETBEBHI4
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in rats
482-38583
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled byperthermia
482-40458
HYPHOSIS
4s if in weightlessness simulation through
hypnosis
482-40474
HIPODIH4HI4
Effect of athletic training on physical fitness
under hypodynamics
482-40663
HTPOG1ICEHI1
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[4D-4111711] N82-29849
HTPOKIHESI4
Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral B-cholinergic
systems
482-38168
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
482-38170
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and under stress
during postnatal development
482-38584
Changes in man's constant electric field in the
course of adaptation to hypokinesia
482-38595
The anti-stress role of the gamma-aminobntyric
acid system of the brain
482-40468
Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokinesia /neuromorphological
and histochemical investigation/
482-40494
The early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
482-40499
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
482-40502
Changes in mineralized tissues in the case of
calcitonin and somatotropic hormone injections
under hypokinesia
482-40503
Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on
performance and circadian physiological rhythms
in female hunans
&82-40682
4 new rat model for studies of hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis
482-40706
Ha/+/-K/+/ dependent 4TP-ase modifications of
skeletal muscle and myocardium of hypokinetic rats
482-40707
Effect of imnobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-nptake of sarcoplasmic reticuluo in
different types of muscles
482-40708
Plasticity of fast and slow muscle lyofibrillar
proteins in model experiments simulating
weightlessness
482-40709
Effect of immobilization of the excitatory
parameters of different type skeletal muscle
482-40710
The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the
function of muscles
482-40739
4ntiorthostatic hypokinesia and circulation in the
rat
482-40741
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
482-40744
Restraint of animals in space research
482-40748
Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and
contractile properties of skeletal muscle
482-41209
Skeletal abnormalities in rats induced by
simulated weightlessness
482-41548
Condition of rats connective tissue during
long-term hypokinesia and in recovery period
N82-28969
HTPOTH1L4HOS
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
482-38543
The cholinergic nature of hypothalamo-cortical
excitatory influence
482-38551
approaches to the study of the
hypothalamus-pituitary gland relationship
482-39569
HIPOXIi
Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture during combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
482-38159
Changes in the hemodynamics and efferent activity
in the renal nerve with acute hypoxic hypoxia
under the stabilization of perfusion pressure in
carotid sinuses
482-38161
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
482-38166
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
482-38170
Study of ENA synthesis rate and DH4 content in the
myocardium of new-born rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypoxia
482-38537
The participation of the lymphatic system in the
resistance of an organism to hypoxia
482-39793
Prevention of heart function abnormalities during
reoxygenation after ischemia by adaptation to
altitude hypoxia
482-40455
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondria! DM4 and
HH4, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow during the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
482-40501
The effect of hypokinesia on the resistance of the
heart to hypoxia
482-40502
The effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
482-40713
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The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the
function of muscles
A82-40739
Fentilatory and heart rate responses to hypozia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
A82-41206
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thyroxine,
3,5,3 prime-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
A82-41207
Pulmonary stretch receptor discharge patterns in
eupnea, hypercapnia, and hypozia
482-41210
Protection from 02 tozicity by preezposure to
hypoxia - Lung antioxidant enzyme role
A82-41217
Effect of induced erythrocythemia on hypozia
tolerance daring physical exercise
A82-41218
The rate of coronary per fusion as a factor
determining the eztent to which the contractile
function of the heart is decreased in energy
formation disorders
& 82-11489
Attenuation of radioprotective effects of acute
hypozia on animals adapted to high altitudes
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ILLOHIHATIHS
The flavin-dependent consumption of ozygen in
mitochondria under illuaination
A82-38589
IHAGE COHTHiSt
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
A82-38795
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dichoptic fusion of two
monocular images
A82-38796
Effect of chromatic adaptation on the achromatic
locus - The role of contrast, luminance and
background color
A 82-39433
IHAGE EHBAHCEHEHT
Image orientation for BPV ground station crew
A82-39743
IHHOBILIZATIOB
Oltrastractnral changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
A82-38558
Statistical analysis of neuronal impulse activity
in the diencephalon during
immobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
A82-40467
The early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
A82-40499
Effect of immobilization on the ATPase activities
and Ca-uptake of sarcoplasmic reticulum in
different types of muscles
A82-40708
Effect of immobilization of the excitatory
parameters of different type skeletal muscle
A82-40710
Immobilization effects upon aerobic and anaerobic
metabolism of the skeletal muscles
A82-40712
The effects of human growth hormone administration
on the functional status of rat atrophied muscle
following immobilization
A 82-4 0715
Protein composition of mBHA containing 18S-40S
subribosomal particles in solens muscle before
and after immobilization
A82-40742
Hindlimb immobilization - Length-tension and
contractile properties of skeletal muscle
A82-41209
Neuromuscular adaptation in human thenar muscles
following strength training and immobilization
A82-41213
IHBOBITI
Experimental and clinical study of a new
immunoregulatory preparation - thymalin
A82-38177
Migration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in
mice after severe mechanical trauma
A82-38541
Evidence of an immune mechanism of
enzyme-hemostasis regulation
A 82-38552
The influence of a deficit of vitamins on immunity
/A review of the literature/
A82-U1504
IHHDBOLOGY
An investigation of the conformational stability
of immnnoglobulin G in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between aqueous solutions of NaCl
and octane
A82-38607
Factors of the natural resistance of the body and
methods for studying them
A82-40308
The effect of products erythrocyte destruction on
immunological processes
A82-40500
Weightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
A82-U0690
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
A82-40700
Functional properties of T-lymphocytes in patients
with acute myocardial infarction
A82-41459
The structure and function of macrophages
A82-41470
Immunological reactions to lipoproteins and
heparin in young men with a hereditary tendency
to atherosclerosis
A82-U1U87
IMPACT ACCELERATION
Problem of accelerations in aviation medicine
H82-28950
IHPACT DABAGE
Oltra-high impact free-fall survival
A82-40684
IMPACT TOLEBAHCES
Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
H82-29879
IHPLAHTED ELECTEODES (BIOLOGY)
Implantable electrical device
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12560-1] N82-29863
IHDDSTBIAL SAFETY
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
A82-38580
IHEETIA
Rapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
A82-40436
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The organizing of conferences
[PB82-142696] H82-28948
IBFOBBATIOI THEOBY
The ranking of displays based on transinformation
as a measure of tracking performance
[FB-52] H82-29001
IBJOBIES
The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tubular bones
A 82-38563
Limits of human tolerance for impacts in free fall
H82-29879
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OSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
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Cultivation of insects as new branch of entomology
- industrial entomology
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Instructor's role in individualized training: A
survey of two computer managed courses
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OSSB report. Life sciences biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 16
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Natural and social deteraination of human psyche
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Validation of a nev method for studying the
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Biomechanics of the spine
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The effect of monovalent cations on the ATPase
activity and snperprecipitation of actomyosin
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Ion currents through a nearon menbrane daring the
injection of cyclic nucleotides
A 82-38588
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The mechanism of the microwave effect on the
conductivity of bilayer lipid membranes
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ATPase activity and the potassium ion permeability
of erythrocyte membranes in the presence of
serotonin and radiation
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Equivalent doses, dose rates and times of chronic
exposure to ionizing radiation for various mammals
A82-38160
Delayed effects of the internal irradiation of
endocrine system in female rats
182-38582
Absorption characteristics of prolate spheroidal
models exposed to tha near fields of
electrically small apertures
182-38802
Long-term and progressive changes in Bhesus
spectral sensitivity after-low-level coherent
light {514nm exposure) effects of laser
exposure on visual function
[AD-A111639] H82-28946
OS3R report. Life sciences. Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 17
[JPBS-81419] H82-29853
USSR report, life sciences. Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 18
[JPBS-81428] N82-29857
B1DI06BAPBT
Effects of lower bod; negative pressure on the
reliability of cardiovascular system using X-ray
kymograms
182-40728
Analytical study of traumatic lesions of C3-C7
M82-29884
Radiological study of fractures of C1 and C2
H82-29885
B1DIOLOGT
The potential of radionuclide diagnosis of acute
myocardial infarction
182-41458
Badiology of spinal trauma in aviation medicine
H82-29883
BADIOLY.SIS
The radiolysis and racemization of leucine on
proton irradiation
182-38118
The radiolysis of aqueous propionitrile -
Compounds of interest to chemical evolution
studies
182-41197
BADIOP1THOLOGI
Effect of the combined administration of
antibiotic-resistant bifidobacteria and the
corresponding antibiotics on the survival of
irradiated nice
182-38581
BUI TB1BSPOBTITIOH
Setting hygienic standards to be applied to
environmental standards pertaining to the
rolling stock of railroads and subway systems
182-38578
B11KIHS
The ranking of displays based on transinformation
as a measure of tracking performance
[PB-52] H82-29001
B1PID TB11SIT SISTBHS
Setting hygienic standards to be applied to
environmental standards pertaining to the
rolling stock of railroads and subway systems
182-38578
BITS
Idaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness
and its physiological mechanisms - Results of
animal experiments aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
182-40753
Hitotic activity and volume of epithelial cell
nuclei of rat cornea following spaceflights in
biosatellites
H82-28965
Catecholamines and enzymes of their metabolism in
rat myocardium after flight aboard the
Cosmos-936 biosatellite
N82-28966
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
N82-28967
BE1CTIOB TIBB
Bapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
182-40436
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus monkeys
182-40470
BBCBPTOBS (PHTSIOLOGT)
Early reaction of the hemopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral n-cholinergic
systems
182-38168
The influence of the GABl-receptor blocker
bicucnlline on the effects of fenibut and diazepam
182-38539
Alterations of histochemical organization in the
organ of Corti under the influence of chronic
noise
182-39242
Alterations in the labyrinth receptors after laser
irradiation as detected by electron microscopy
182-39244
Pulmonary stretch receptor discharge patterns in
eupnea, hypercapnia, and hypoxia
182-41210
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SECTOR SUBJECT IHDKZ
BECTOH
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectua
482-41479
BEDDCBD GRAVITY
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
482-39541
Research opportunities and limitations of
protracted hypogravity simulations for plant
gravitational physiology
482-40653
Low-6 simulation in mammalian research
A82-40654
Human lymphocyte activation is depressed at low-g
and enhanced at high-g
A 82-4 065 8
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
during simulated zero gravity
482-40662
Horphometric analysis of rat muscle fibers
following space flight and hypogravity
482-40703
Relation between physiological effects of
gtavitational forces and that of magnetic forces
482-10730
Relation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic
forces. II
A82-H0771
Response of cultured calls to hyper- and hypogravity
482-40773
REFLECT4HCE
4 possible explanation for the fluctuations in
reflectivity exhibited by bilayer liped
membranes excited during electrostriction
482-38602
REFLEXES
The protective role of the forebrain with respect
to pathological cardiac reflexes
482-38543
Current problems concerning the vestibulo-ocular
interaction
482-39416
Electrometric investigation of human gustatory
analyzer under normal conditions and in
simulated weightlessness
H82-29859
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
H82-29860
REFOBLIBG
4n industrial hygiene avaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
[4D-4114396] N82-28994
REGEHBR4TIOH (BHGIHEEBIHG)
Preprototype independent air revitalization
subsystem
[H4S4-CR-167703] N82-29898
BEGBHBB1TIOH (PHYSIOLOGY)
Implantable electrical device
[N4S4-C4SE-GSC-12560-1] N82-29863
HEBOTE SEBSOBS
Image orientation for RPV ground station crew
482-39743
HEBOTBLY PILOTED VEHICLES
Image orientation for RPV ground station crew
482-39743
Human factors of an RPV ground control station
482-39749
REH4L FUHCTIOH
The diagnostic value of phonoenterography in acute
renal failure
482-40478
Reduction in renal artery blood flow impedance
during upright tilt in man
482-40735
Relevance of aldosterone on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness
and on aerobic metabolic rate
482-40736
BESE4HCH 4HD DEVELOPHEHT
Robotics: Problems and prospects
482-40473
BESIST4HCE
Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to
colonization after antibiotic therapy
482-40460
RESPIBATIOI
The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue
respiration
482-38165
4 nonlinear model combining pulmonary mechanics
and gas concentration dynamics
482-41230
Human external respiration and gas exchange in
acute period of adaptation to immersion in water
H82-28959
HESPIR4TOBS
A respirator for training in conditions of
changeable respiratory mixture
482-40485
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
The impulse activity of neurons in the nodose
ganglion during acute hemodynanic and
respiratory disorders
482-38546
The use of hyperoxic mixtures for the diagnosis of
latent disturbances in the external respiration
system
482-40457
BESPIH4TOET IBPBDAICB
Respiratory movements of the facial muscles and
respiratory resistance
482-40456
RESPIR4TOUT PHYSIOLOGY
The thermal pulsation method in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
482-38559
The cause of high-altitude acute pulmonary edema
482-40498
Effect of postural changes on minute ventilation,
functional residual capacity and palnonary H2
clearance
482-40660
Pulmonary stretch receptor discharge patterns in
eupnea, hypercapnia, and hypoxia
482-41210
RESPIR4TOBY RATE
Relations between respiratory and circulatory
control during gravitational load in man
482-40714
Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
482-41206
Possible impairment of respiratory regulation
under hyper baric nitrogen narcosis
N82-28964
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
H82-29860
BESPIBATOBY BBFLEXES
Respiratory movements of the facial muscles and
respiratory resistance
482-40456
BEST
Circadian changes in resting heart rate and body
temperature, maximal oxygen consumption and
perceived exertion
482-38268
BETICOLOCYTES
Hethodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incubated reticnlocytes
H82-28972
BHBUHATIC DISEASES
Ankylosing spondylitis
H82-29891
Medico-legal aspect of spinal disorders in
aviation medicine
H82-29892
BIBOHOCLEIC ACIDS
Polynncleotide replication coupled to protein
synthesis 4 possible mechanism for the origin of
life
482-38119
Effects of cAHP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genome expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of 8HA
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior
to irradiation
482-38157
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SUBJECT IIDBI SICKNESSES
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DBA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heme and globin in
rabbit bone marrow daring the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
A82-38169
EHi-content distribution of cells from the normal
and atherosclerotic human aorta
A82-38535
Study of BNA synthesis rate and DNA content in the
Myocardium of new-bora rats during adaptation to
high-altitude hypozia
A82-38537
The dynamics of quantitative changes of BNA in rat
cerebellum Pnrkinje cells in different
functional states
A82-38538
The synthesis of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA and
BNA, and the synthesis of heae and globin in
rabbit bone narrow daring the stimulation of
erythropoiesis
A82-40501
Protein composition of oSNA containing 18S-40S
subribosomal particles in solens muscle before
and after immobilization
A82-40742
Molecular basis for the genetic code
A82-41195
BISK
A test for the prediction of risk-taking attitude
in operators
A82-40449
BOBOTS
Bobotics; Problems and prospects
A82-40473
Control of a direct-drive arm
[AD-A114969] N82-29903
BOCKIT PROPELLED SLEDS
Accidents in centrifugas and experiments (ejection
seat training towers, sleds)
N82-29881
BDIIIIG
Increasing the efficiency of running on the basis
of learning algorithms and information tools
A82-40488
Bunning in circles -— track radius effects on
human running speed
A82-40661
SACCADIC BYE HO7EHEITS
Global visual processing for saccadic eye movements
A82-39435
SAFETY FACTOBS
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
A82-38580
SALIOT SPACE STATION
Initial audiometric investigations in an orbital
station
H82-30277
SABTOOTH iAVEFOBBS
Temporal sensitivities to sguare-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
•ore evidence for multiple spatial freguency
channels in human vision
A82-39437
SCALE EFFECT
Gravitational scale effects moving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
A82-40650
SCAIHBBS
Quantification of pilot workload via instrument scan
[HASA-CB-169238] N82-29900
SCHEDULES
Botating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep
are in proved by applying circadian principles
A 82-38325
SCHEDOLIBG
Aircraft and crew scheduling during airlift
operations
[AD-A114114] N82-29011
SEA WATEH
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro-fouling on OTBC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
[DE82-005489] H82-29850
OTEC-1 power system test program: Biofonling and
corrosion monitoring on OTEC-1
[DE82-007035] B82-29851
SEATS
Effect of the Circutone seat on heoodynamic,
subjective, and thermal responses to prolonged
sitting
A82-40442
SEGHEITS
Segmentation and analysis of stereophotometric
body surface data
[AD-A114916] B82-29868
SEBSOBIHOTOB PBBFOBHANCE
The cortical regulation of human motion
Russian book
A82-39283
Rapid perceptual adaptation to high
gravitoinertial force levels Evidence for
context-specific adaptation
R82-40436
State of adaptation in patients with hypertension
A82-40476
Relation between sensoric and motoric function of
Histar rats after space flight by biosatellite
Cosmos 1129
A82-40737
Sechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
A82-40752
SEBSOBX DEPRIVATION
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
A82-40721
SENSORY PEBCEPTIOB
Vibration and assessment of this flight factor by
pilots
N82-28976
SEISOBI STIHDLATIOH
Vegetative reactions to the administration of
atropine and propranolol in rats that exhibit
different types of behavior
A82-40463
SEBOTOBI1
Effects of cABP accumulation activators on certain
stages of genone expression in cells upon acute
radiation damage to the organism. Ill
Comparative study of the properties of BNA
synthesized in a system of isolated liver and
spleen cell nuclei from irradiated rats and
animals having been treated with serotonin prior
to irradiation
A82-38157
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in rats
A82-38583
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and under stress
during postnatal development
A82-38584
ATPase activity and the potassium ion permeability
of erythrocyte membranes in the presence of
serotonin and radiation
A82-40479
SEHOHS
The participation of the lymphatic system in the
resistance of an organism to hypoxia
A82-39793
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
A82-40458
SEX
Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and nuscle
[NASA-CB-169101] H82-28986
SHEEP
The biological effects of repeated blasts
[AD-A113113] H82-28990
SHELTERS
An industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
[AD-A1KI396] N82-28994
SHIELDING
(That is ALABA
[DE81-030814] H82-28995
SICKNESSES
The nature and rate of occurrence of medical
emergencies on board Air France aircraft
A82-38841
Medical emergencies in flight - Pathogenic aspects
A82-38843
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SIGIS AHD SIHPTOHS SOBJECT IHDEX
SIGHS AID SIHPTOHS
The detection of premorbid states and
cardiovascular diseases daring Medical
examinations of seamen
182-38553
Otoneurological symptoms and syndromes Bus si an
book
& 82-39286
SIRE BATES
Changes in the hasan visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
182-38795
SITTIHG POSITIOH
Effect of the Circntons seat on hemodynamic,
subjective, and thernal responses to prolonged
sitting
182-40442
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
182-40732
SIZE DBTEBBIHATIOR
Determination of blood-lipoproteid dimensions by
optical methods
182-38593
SKIH (1B1TOHI)
The histochemistry of enzymes in specific skin
glands of the European hedgehog /Erinacens
europeaos/ during hibernation
182-39792
Ultrasonic determination of theraodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible cutaneous
barns
182-U1122
SKIB BBSISTAHCE
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
182-41472
SKIH TEHPEBATOBB (BIOL06T)
Ose of the theraovision method in the prophylactic
examination of polar workers
182-38565
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
182-40726
Thermal pulsation - Techniques, demonstration, and
clinical application
182-41474
SLEEP
Rotating shift work schedules that disrupt sleep
are improved by applying circadian principles
182-38325
The thermal pulsation aethod in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
182-38559
Ventilatory and heart rate responses to hypoxia
and hypercapnia during sleep in adults
182-41206
Sleep, circadian cycles of physiological functions
and parameters of huian work capacity on first
day after changing from altered to usual
sleep-waking cycle
H82-28951
SLEEP DEPHI71TIOH
Characteristics of night sleep disorders in the
case of myocardial infarction according to
polygraphic data
182-41491
SOCIAL F1CTOBS
From a man-machine system to a social-engineering
system
182-40447
Natural and social determination of human psyche
H 82-28983
SODIOH
Honthermal effect of nanosecond microwave pulses
on the transepithelial transport of sodium ions
182-38586
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
182-38600
SODIOH CHLOBIOBS
In investigation of the conformational stability
of immunoglobulin G in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between aqueous solutions of RaCl
and octane
182-38607
SOLAB COOLXHG
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating
and cooling applications. Results of acute oral
toxicity determinations
[DE82-003071] N82-29869
SOL1B HE1TIHG
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating
and cooling applications. Results of acute oral
toxicity determinations
[DE82-003071] K82-29869
SOL1B B1DI1TIOH
Synchronization of cardiovascular accidents with
physical clocks
N82-28956
SOBPTIOI
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
during spaceflight
182-40704
SOD ID PBOP1GATIOH
The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients with cervical osteochondrosis
182-11476
SODID 117BS
Theoretical and practical aspects of using
acoustic repellants to scare birds. Part 1:
Interspecificity and geographic (regional)
distinctions of acoustic repellants
H82-29858
SPACE EIVIiOHHEIT SIHDLATIOH
Cardiovascular responses of the chronically
instrumented monkey during simulated space flight
182-40670
SPICE BXPLOBATIOH
Hechanical chemical and bio-hazards
space-probe related planet and earth
contaminations
182-39159
SPACE FLIGHT FEEDIHG
Evaluation of engineering foods for closed
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[NAS1-CB-167626] H82-29003
Nutrition and food technology for a Controlled
Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
[H1S1-CB-167392] H82-29001
Evaluation of engineering foods for Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS)
[H1SA-CB-166359] H82-29006
SPICE FLIGHT SIBESS
Investigation of the cardiovascular system during
prolonged space flights on board the Salyut
space stations
182-39429
Low-G simulation in mammalian research
A82-40654
1 new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight
182-40655
Computer simulations of postural change, water
immersion and bedrest - In integrative approach
for understanding the spaceflight response
182-40659
lltered bone turnover during spaceflight
182-40679
Effect of space flight on bone strength
182-40680
International Onion of Physiological Sciences,
Innaal Heeting, 2nd, Budapest, Hungary, July
13-19, 1980, Proceedings
182-40686
Ispects of cardiovascular adaptation to
gravitational stresses
182-40687
Idaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Results of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
182-40688
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
182-40689
Beightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
182-40690
Artificial gravity in space flight
182-40691
Biorhythms of rats during and after space flight
182-40692
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SUBJECT IIDBI SPIBE
Stress in space flight - Hetabolic aspects
182-40696
Besalts of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosaos
A82-40697
Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain
aspects of brain Metabolism of the rat
182-40699
Effect of spaceflight on lymphocyte stimulation
A82-40700
Horphometric analysis of rat muscle fibers
following space flight and hypogravity
A 82-«0703
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
182-40721
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
182-40722
Effects of space flight factors and artificial
gravity on deoxyribonucleoprotein in lymphoid
organs of rats
182-40723
The reaction of simulated and true weightlessness
on digestive tract of rats
A82-40733
Belation between sensoric and motoric function of
iistar rats after space flight by biosatellite
Cosmos 1129
A 82-40737
Involuntary and voluntary mechanisms for
preventing cerebral ischemia due to positive
/Gz/ acceleration
A82-40747
Results of investigations of weightlessness
effects during prolonged manned space flights
onboard Salyut-6
182-40750
Results of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
musculo-skeletal system of mammals
182-40751
Testibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
182-4C762
Evidence for arrested bone formation during
spaceflight
182-40767
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibnlar sensors Its significance in orbital
flight
182-40770
USSR report. Space biology and aerospace
medicine, volume 16, no. 3, Hay - June 1982
[JPHS-81197] N82-28949
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
structure during long-term (140-185 days)
spaceflights
H82-28951
Biomedical research publications: 1980 - 1982
[H1SA-CB-3587] H82-29848
SPACE FLIGHT TBAIHIHG
Selection and training of European astronauts
182-39507
SPACE PEBCEPTIOI
Hyperacnity for luminance phase angle in the human
visual system
182-38799
Neurons, in cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of notion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
A82-39434
SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
A82-39541
SP1CEBOBHE EXPEBIHBHTS
Lockheed involvement in Shuttle life sciences
flight experiments
182-39541
Morphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
182-40666
Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in
the conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in
rats exposed to prolonged spaceflight aboard
Cosmos 1129
A82-40698
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
during spaceflight
182-40704
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
A82-40705
Space flight effects upon plasma and tissue lipids
in rats
182-40722
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
A82-40726
Results of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
musculo—skeletal system of mammals
182-40751
Initial andiooetric investigations in an orbital
station
H82-30277
SPACECRAFT CASH 1THOSPHERES
Preprototype independent air revitalization
subsystem
[NASA-CB-167703] N82-29898
SPACECRAFT EHVIBOHHEHtS
Hethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
182-40652
SPACBLAB PAYLO1DS
Selection and training of European astronauts
A82-39507
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Cytoarchitectronics of the epidermis and the
epidermal proliferative units /EPO/
182-40491
SPATIAL FILTBBIIG
Temporal sensitivities to square-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
More evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
A82-39437
SPECTRAL SESSITIVITY
Field sensitivity of the 'red' mechanism derived
from primate local electroretinogram
182-39431
Discrimination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achromatic mechanisms
182-39438
Long-term and progressive changes in Rhesus
spectral sensitivity after low-level coherent
light (514nm exposure) effects of laser
exposure on visual function
[1D-1111639] H82-28946
SPIHAL CORD
Changes in neurons of the spinal cord and spinal
ganglia under hypokinesia /neuromorphological
and histochemical investigation/
A82-40494
SPIBE
Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
182-40768
Physiopathology and pathology of spinal injuries
in aerospace medicine
[ AG1RD-1G-250(ENG) ] N82-29870
Inatomy of the spine
N82-29871
Biomechanics of the spine
H82-29872
Spinal stresses in flight
N82-29873
Theories of the pathogenesis of fractures of the
spine
H82-29874
Aetiology and pathogenesis traumatic lesions
of the spine
H82-29875
Helicopter accidents
H82-29876
Parachuting
H82-29878
Fractures of the spine in flight
N82-29880
Iccidents in centrifuges and experiments (ejection
.seat training towers, sleds)
H82-29881
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
H82-29882
Radiology of spinal trauma in aviation medicine
H82-29883
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SQD1BE BA?ES SOBJECT IIDBZ
Analytical study of traunatic lesions of C3-C7
H82-29884
Radiological study of fractures of C1 and C2
N82-29885
Sequelae of vertebral fractures and trauma
H82-29886
The cervical column of pilots of combat aircraft
H82-29888
The spine and fitness for flight
B82-29889
Ankylosing spondylitis
1182-29891
Medico-legal aspect of spinal disorders in
aviation medicine
H82-29892
SQUARE HAVES
Temporal sensitivities to sguare-vave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
(lore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
A 82-39137
STABDABDS
Setting hygienic standards to be applied to
environmental standards pertaining to the
rolling stock of railroads and subway systems
482-38578
Setting safety standards for ionizing radiation
A82-38580
What is ALABA
[DE81-030814] N82-28995
Development of a methodology for assessing aircrew
workloads
[AD-A114364] N82-29010
STATIC LOADS
The effect of certain characteristics of work
motions on the tolerance of hand muscles to
static exertions
A82-38568
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A model for the origin of life
A82-41198
STEBEOPHOTO6EAPHI
Segmentation and analysis of stereophotonetric
body surface data
[AD-A114916] S82-29868
STEBEOSCOPIC VISIOH
Hyperacuity for luminance phase angle in the human
visual system
A82-38799
STEBILIZATIOH
The microflora of the central Antarctica glacier
and control methods for the sterile isolation of
an ice core for microbiological analyses
A82-39430
STEBOIDS
Testosterone enhances C-14 2-deoxyglucose uptake
by striated muscle sex hormones and muscle
[NA.SA-CB-169101 ] N82-28986
STIMULANTS
Temperature characteristics of the
ouabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
A82-38600
STIHDLI
A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye movements
[AD-A112603] 1182-28987
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Conformational dynamics of proteins and simplest
molecular 'machines'
A82-38610
STBESS (PHTSIOLOGI)
The characteristics of hemodynamic shifts under
physical stress at mountain elevations
A82-38166
Early reaction of toe iemopoietic organs depending
on the condition of the peripheral H-cholinergic
systems
A82-38168
Migration kinetics of hemopoietic stem cells in
mice after severe mechanical trauma
A82-38541
The role of central gray natter in the activation
of antipain systems of the rat's brain under
stress
A82-38547
The concentration of aienyl nucleotides and
creatine phosphate in the cerebral hemispheres
during different manifestations of stress
A82-38560
A method of evaluating the functional state of the
central nervous system of a person performing work
A82-38579
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in rats
A82-38583
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and under stress
during postnatal development
A82-38584
Physiological stresses linked to flight on airliners
A82-38842
Physiological stresses in flying a sailplane
A82-38850
The anti-stress role of the gamma-aminobutyric
acid system of the brain
A82-40468
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
A82-40475
Changes of intracellular rest potential and the
length of isolated muscle under different loads
A82-40480
The role of nutrition in the changes of energy
metabolism during stress
A82-40482
Physical activity and human requirements for
energy and food substances
A82-40487
X-ray study of loaded skeletal portions in the
upper extremities of athletes engaging in karate
A82-40490
The early reaction of the hemopoietic organs to
stress, depending on the condition of the
peripheral H-cholinergic systems
A82-40499
The effect of hypoxic and hypobaric exercises on
the blood-brain barrier in rats
A82-40713
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
A82-40740
The use of biochemical monitoring methods in the
ergonetry of patients with atherosclerosis
A82-41494
Functional condition of the heart mitochondria in
the dynamics of emotional and pain stress
A82-41500
Bole of hormonal compounds in regulation of
electrolyte metabolism in the presence of
emotional stress
S82-28952
Slow waves of cardiac rhythm in healthy man under
different conditions
H82-28955
Physiological studies of heat stress acclimation
during a specific exercise regimen
[AD-A111897] N82-28991
Task analysis and the ability reguirements of
tasks: Collected papers
[AD-A111181] 1182-29000
Hypo-and hyperglycemia in rats: Effects on the
ability to work in the heat
[4D-A111711] N82-29849
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibular stability
H82-29860
Phase analysis of dynamics of galvanic skin
responses in man
1182-29861
SIBESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoamines in the heart
A82-38163
The influence of the GABA-receptor blocker
bicuculline on the effects of fenibut and diazepam
A82-38539
Dltrastructural changes in the brains of rats
subjected to acute emotional stress
A 82-38558
Adapting a scale for measuring competition anxiety
A82-40450
A factor of resistance to emotional stress in the
brain of rats
482-40452
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SUBJECT IBDBX TEflPBBATOBB EFFECTS
The correlations of the central nervous system and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
emotional stress
182-40453
Statistical analysis of neuronal iipulse activity
in the diencephalon daring
inmobilization-produced emotional stress in rats
182-40467
The anti-stress role of the gamma-aninobutyric
acid system of the brain
182-40468
Psychic stress in athletic activity
A82-40189
Task analysis and the ability requirements of
tasks: Collected papers
CAD-A111181] S82-29000
STODEHTS
Instructor's role in individualized training: A
survey of two computer managed courses
[1D-1114917] B82-29894
SOBHBRGIBG
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
182-40762
&DH suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiaretic hormone secretion
182-40776
Endurance of +Gz G forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
H82-28958
Human external respiration and gas exchange in
acute period of adaptation to immersion in water
H82-28959
SDIFOB COHPOOIDS
Study of the relation between the number of
solfhydryl groups and the level of lipid
antioxidant activity in the organs of individual
animals of different species
182-38153
SOPIHB POSITIOH
Postural control related to the different tilting
body positions
182-40732
SUBFACE PROPERTIES
In investigation of the conformational stability
of immunoglobulin G in the monolayers at the
phase boundary between aqueous solutions of NaCl
and octane
182-38607
SDBGEBT
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of
the rabbit and the resistance of phosphorylation
to uncoupling agents
182-38171
Sword and scalpel laser surgery
182-38564
The ultrastructure of the myocardium in the
restorative period following aorto-coronary
shunting in patients with chronic ischemic heart
disease
182-41484
SURVIVAL
Effect of the combined administration of
antibiotic-resistant bifidobacteria and the
corresponding antibiotics on the survival of
irradiated nice
182-38581
SURVIVAL BQDIPHBBT
Metabolic distinctions related to intake of
low-calorie 'survival' rations consisting only
of readily assimilated carbohydrates
H82-28953
SUSPEHDIHG (HIBGXIG)
1 new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight
182-40655
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
182-40744
Inimal models for simulating weightlessness
182-40749
SWIHHIBG
Relation between physiological effects of
gravitational forces and that of magnetic forces
182-40730
SflBB
The biological effects of repeated blasts
[1D-1113113] H82-28990
STBPTOHOLOGI
The influence of psychological and somatic factors
on the symptomatics of hypertension
&82-41492
SIH1PSBS
Dltrastructaral changes in the brains of rats
sublected to acute emotional stress
182-38558
SIHTHESIS (CBEBISTBY)
Dracil synthesis via HCH oligomerization
chemical evolution of biomolecules in primitive
earth
182-38117
Acceleration of HCH oligomerization by
formaldehyde and related compounds -
Implications for prebiotic syntheses
182-41199
Monograph on new direction of chemistry and
biology of peptide and protein bioregulators
reviewed
N82-28979
SYSTEHS AI1LISIS
In approach to the preliminary evaluation of
Closed Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
scenarios and control strategies
[NASA-CB-166368] H82-29897
SISTEHS BBGIBEBBIBG
1 design methodology for nonlinear systems
containing parameter uncertainty: Application
to nonlinear controller design
[NASA-CH-166358] H82-29005
Preprototype independent air revitalization
subsystem
[NASA-CB-167703] H82-29898
SYSTOLE
Alterations in heart work rhythm during
hyperactivation of the anterior amygdaline nucleus
182-38545
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
182-40656
Dynamics of left ventricular systolic phase
structure during long-term (140-185 days)
spaceflights
N82-28954
TACHYCARDIA
The effect of repeated episodes of emotional
stress on heart activity and the content of
monoamines in the heart
182-38163
TARGET RECOGHITIOH
Discrimination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achromatic mechanisms
182-39438
TASK COHPLEIITI
Task analysis and the ability requirements of
tasks: Collected papers
[1D-1111181] H82-29000
TASKS
On models and methods for performance measurement
[AD-A113578] S82-28998
TASTE
Electrometric investigation of human gustatory
analyzer under normal conditions and in
simulated weightlessness
N82-29859
TEETH
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
182-40705
Acoustic tooth cleaner
[SASA-CASE-L1R-12471-1] N82-29862
TEHPEB1TOEE DEPEHDEHCE
Temperature characteristics of the
onabain-insensitive sodium flux in frog muscles
182-38600
The temperature dependence of the H-1 HHH spectrum
of hydrated collagen
182-38611
TBHPERATDBE EFFECTS
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of
lactate debydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate
de hydrogenase
A82-38612
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1EHDOHS SUBJECT IHDEX
Thermal pulsation - Techniques, demonstration, and
clinical application
A82-41474
Physiological studies of heat stress acclimation
during a specific exercise regimen
[AD-A111897] . N82-28991
Phase analysis of dynamics of galvanic skin
responses in man
H82-29861
TEBDOHS
The effect of denervation and tendotony on
oxidative phosphorylation in skeletal muscles of
the rabbit and the resistance of phosphorylation
to uncoupling agents
A82-38171
The effect of denervation and tendotomy on
oxidative phosphorylation in the skeletal
muscles of the rabbit and on the resistance of
phosphorylation to uncoupling agents
A82-40504
TB1L1HOS
Higher integrative systems of the brain
Russian book
A82-40642
TBEBAPT
Diagnosis and organization of the therapy of
patients with disorders of blood circulation in
the brain
A82-38554
Occult bacterial persistence and resistance to
colonization after antibiotic therapy
A82-40460
Optimization of medicinal electrophoresis
enhancement of cutaneous penetration
A82-41472
The use of an audio-frequency magnetic field in
certain diseases
A82-41473
Thermal pulsation - Techniques, demonstration, and
clinical application
A82-41474
The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients with cervical osteochondrosis
A82-41476
Dynamics of the brain electric activity in
patients with cerebral insults under the effect
of muscle stimulation with sinusoidal modulated
currents
A82-41477
The use of electrovacuun therapy in certain
diseases of the peripheral nervous system
A82-41478
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
-^ A82-41479
TBEBHiL^ABSOBPTIOH
Effect of heating rate on evaporative heat loss in
the microwave-exposed mouse
A82-41208
TBEBHiL COBFOBT
The effectiveness of perspiration in a hot
environment
A82-38178
Skin temperature and thermal comfort in
weightlessness
A82-40726
Thermal garment
[SASA-CASE-XHS-03694-1J H82-29002
THEBBAI. EH7IBOBHEHTS
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
water-cooled vests ia hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
A82-40440
TBEBHAL IHSOLATIOH
Thermal garment
[HASA-CASE-XHS-03694-1] H82-29002
THEBBU. HAPPIHG
Use of the thermovision method in the prophylactic
examination of polar workers
A82-38565
THEBHAl POLLDTIOB
Is the CB4, B2 and CO venting from submarine
hydrothermal systems produced by theraophilic
bacteria
A82-39422
THEBHAL EBOTECTIO1
Study of the radioprotective effectiveness of an
hypoxic gas mixture daring combined radiation
and thermal injuries to rats
A82-38159
THEBHIL STABILITY
The effect of area and heat on the activity of
lactate dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
A82-38612
THEBHALIZATIOH (EBBBGI ABSOBPTIOH)
Thermal pulsation - Techniques, deaonstration, and
clinical application
A82-41474
TBEBHODIIAHIC PBOPEBTIBS
Thernodynamic parameters characterizing
interaction between polymer-absorbed ligand
molecules
A82-38609
Dltrasonic determination of thermodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible cutaneous
burns
A 82-41122
THEBHODTBABICS
Local cerebral blood flow dynamics during
experimental ischemia
A 8 2-38 544
THBBHOPHILES
Hetabolism of the theraophilic hydrogenous
bacterium Pseudomonas thermophila K-2
A82-39427
THBBBOPHILIC PL1HTS
Is the CB4, H2 and CO venting from submarine
hydrothermal systems produced by thermophilic
bacteria
A82-39422
TBBBBOBESOL1TIOB
The thermal pulsation method in the study of
several physiological mechanisms of the brain stem
A82-38559
The effect of serotonin on the development of
acute hyperthermia in rats
A82-38583
Trace reactions of the frog tissue metabolism on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Bana
ridibunda Pall
A82-40316
Thermoregulation and the menstrual cycle
A82-40441
Centrifuge high-g effects on temperature
regulation in unanesthetized rats
A82-40671
Alterations in heat loss and heat production
mechanisms in rat exposed to hypergravic fields
A82-40718
Temperature and behavioral responses of squirrel
monkeys to 26z acceleration
A82-40774
Effect of heating rate on evaporative heat loss in
the microwave-exposed mouse
A82-41208
In vivo and in vitro characteristics of eccrine
sweating in patas and rhesus monkeys
A82-41214
TBIABIHB
The effect of potassium orotate on the metabolism
of certain vitamins in patients with fractures
of the long tabular bones
A82-38563
TBBESHOLDS (PBBCEPTIOi)
Effects of reference lines on displacement
thresholds at various durations of movement
in human visual perception
A82-38797
Application of xylite for the detection of
labyrinthine hydrops
A82-39243
Temporal sensitivities to square-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Bore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
A82-39437
Discrimination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achromatic mechanisms
A82-39438
An absolute threshold in psychoacoustics
A82-40448
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SUBJECT INDBI OSBH BBQOIBEHEITS
Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibnlar system
on hearing
H82-28963
Determining visual acuity thresholds: &
si Halation study of stimulus presentation
strategies
[AD-A111821J H82-28992
TBtHOS GLAND
Changes in the relations of pyrimidine blocks in
OHA of the hematopoietic system immediately
following gaama irradiation of the aniial
A82-38152
Experimental and clinical study of a new
immnnoregulatory preparation - thymalin
182-38177
IHIBOID GLAND
The correlations of the central nervous systei and
thyroid functions in conditions of chronic
eaotional stress
A82-40453
IHTBOIINB
Altitude-induced changes in plasma thvroxine,
3,5,3 prime-triiodothyronine, and thyrotropin in
rats
A82-41207
The effect of leienkephalin and thyrosine on the
lymphatic and blood nicrovessels
A82-41490
TIBIA
Aortic and tibial bloodflow response to lower body
negative pressure /LBHP/
A82-40727
TIBB DEPENDENCE
Temporal sensitivities to square-vave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Hore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
A82-39U37
Antimotion-sickness efficacy of scopolaaine 12 and
72 hours after transiernal administration
A82-40437
TISSUES (BIOLOGX)
The effect of helium on gas exchange and tissue
respiration
A82-38165
Histoenzymological changes in experimental animals
exposed to variable noise
A 82-38577
Serotonin content of peripheral organs and tissues
in rats under normal conditions and under stress
during postnatal development
A82-38584
the content of cAHF and cGMP in brain tissues
during adaptation to ischemia
A82-40310
Trace reactions of the frog tissue metabolism on
changes of ambient temperature in the frog Sana
ridibnnda Call
A82-40316
Space flight effects upon plasna and tissue lipids
in rats
A82-40722'
The assimilation of vitamin C in seamen during
voyages at high latitudes
A82-41465
Hyosatellocytes and caabial properties of skeletal
and muscular tissue
A82-41469
Nitrogen compound levels in tissues of rat
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum after flight
aboard Cosmos-1129 biosatellite
H82-28967
TOUC HAZARDS
An industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated ambient temperatures
[AD-A114396] N82-28994
TOIICITI
The toxic properties of rabbit and dog sera under
controlled hyperthermia
A82-40458
Protection from 02 toxicity by preexposure to
hypoxia - Lung antioxidant enzyme role
A82-41217
The consequences of hydrazine exposition and its
treatment
[HBL-1981-2] H82-28996
TOIICITI ABD SA7BTI BAZABD
Superior heat-transfer fluids for solar heating
and cooling applications. Besalts of acute oral
toxicity determinations
[DE82-003071] H82-29869
TBACB BLBHBNTS
Changes in the microelenent content of muscles
under denervation
A82-38598
TRAINING AHUISIS
Instructor's role in individualized training: A
survey of two computer managed courses
[AD-A1149n] 882-29894
TBAIHIHG B?ALOATI01
Training of personnel specialized in cartography
H82-29669
Potential applications of computer-assisted
instruction to P-3 aircrew training
[AD-A113491] H82-29893
TBAIHISG SIHOLATOBS
Unconventional visual displays for flight training
[AD-A1113923 S82-28999
TBAHSIBNT RESPONSE
Analysis of transient cardiovascular response to
orthostatic stress using noninvasive methods
A82-40740
TBITIOB
Tritium oxide distribution and excretion kinetics
in the exposure of animals to noise
A82-41463
TROPICAL REGIONS
Some characteristics of the diurnal rhythm of
physiological functions of sailors in the tropics
A82-38180
u
D.S.S.B.
OSSB report. Life sciences. Biomedical and
behavioral sciences, no. 18
[JPBS-81428] H82-29857
ULTRASONIC CLEAHIHG
Acoustic tooth cleaner
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12471-1] N82-29862
DLTBASOHIC BADIATIOH
The effect of ultrasound and phonophoresis of
ganglioblockers on the cardiovascular system in
patients with cervical osteochondrosis
A82-41476
ULTRASONIC TESTS
Ultrasonic determination of thernodynamic
threshold parameters for irreversible cutaneous
burns
A82-41122
ULTRAVIOLET BADIATIOH
The effect of long-wave ultraviolet radiation on
cyclophosphamide-indnced levels of chromosome
aberrations in the bone narrow cells of mice
A82-38556
Technical assessment of the prevention of
micro-fouling on OTEC heat-transfer surfaces
through the use of ultraviolet radiation
[DE82-005489] N82-29850
OBACIL
Uracil synthesis via HCN oligomerization
chemical evolution of biomolecules in primitive
earth
A82-38117
DBEAS
The effect of urea and heat on the activity of
lactate dehydrogenase and glucose 6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
A82-38612
Lencine and urea metabolism in acute human cold
exposure
A82-41211
OBINATION
Electrical stimulation of the urinary bladder
following radical surgery for cancer of the rectum
A82-41479
DBINB
Bhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
A82-40693
OSBB BBOOIBBHBNTS
Development of a methodology for assessing aircrew
workloads
[AD-A114364) N82-29010
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VACUUH EFFECTS SUBJECT IIDBX
VACUDH EFFECTS
The use of electrovacnnm therapy in certain
diseases of the peripheral nervous system
182-41478
VAPORS
in industrial hygiene evaluation of aircraft
refueling inside closed aircraft shelters at
elevated anbient tenperatares
[AD-1114396] H82-28994
VASCULAR SISTEH
Chronic central vascular expansion induces
hypokalemia in conscious prinates
182-40719
Short term gravity effects on volnae hoaeostasis
in man Assessment of transvascular fluid shifts
after graded tilt
182-40760
VASOCOHSTBICTIOI
in improved apparatus for venous occlusion
plethysoography
182-38548
VASOCONSTRICTOR DBOGS
Changes in blood volume and response to
vaso-active drugs in horizontally casted prinates
182-40657
VEGETATIOB 6BOBTH
Cytogenetic effect of 5-fluoro-2desoxy uridine in
the 62 phase on intact and X-irradiated crepis
capillaris L cells
182-40461
Gravitational scale effects noving organism
performance as function of gravity and size
182-40650
VBIHS
The response of the venous vails in the
extremities to a disturbed venous outflow
182-40493
VBHTILATIOB
Acid-base, metabolic, and ventilatory responses to
repeated bouts of exercise
182-41219
Modification of method for assaying ozone by the
diacetyl dihydrolutidine reaction
H82-28973
VEHTURI TUBES
The accuracy of venturi masks at altitude
182-40445
VERTEBRAE
Peculiarities of the relief of the trabecular
surface of the spongy substance of the hnaan
vertebrae
182-40492
VERTEBRAL COLOHB
Inatomy of the spine
H82-29871
Biomechanics of the spine
H82-29872
Helicopter accidents
H82-29876
Clinical examination of spinal injuries
H82-29882
Vertebral arthritis
N82-29890
Medico-legal aspect of spinal disorders in
aviation medicine
H 82- 29892
VERTEBRATES
Proof of the existence of Ca/2+/-induced
structural changes in stems of oyosin-containing
filaments of vertebrate skeletal auscles
182-38599
VERTICAL OBIEHTITIOH
Begulation of cerebral circulation in erect position
H82-28957
VERTICAL PERCEPTION
Receptors signaling gravity orientation in an insect
182-40668
Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosaos-936 biosatellite
H82-28971
VBSTIBOLIB MTSTAGHOS
Evaluation of vestibular function in flight
personnel with chronic diseases during stable
remission
182-38179
Otonenrological symptoas and syndromes Russian
book
A82-39286
Current problems concerning the vestibule-ocular
interaction
182-39416
Hystagoometry of optovestibular interaction
H82-28962
TESTIBDL1K TESTS
Evaluation of vestibular function in flight
personnel with chronic diseases during stable
reiission
182-38179
The dynaaics of quantitative changes of EH1 in rat
cerebellum Pnrkinje cells in different
functional states
182-38538
Vestibular screening of cosmonauts
A82-38853
Labyrinth plugging as a model of suspended
vestibular sensory input
A82-40721
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
A82-40762
Gravity only dependent receptor field of the
vestibnlar sensors Its significance in orbital
flight . .
A82-40770
Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibular systea
on hearing
H82-28963
A procedure for the analysis of nystagmus and
other eye aoveaents
[ ID-A112603] H82-28987
Significance of minute volume parameters to
evaluation of vestibnlar stability
H82-29860
VESTIBULES
Spatial organization of the vestibnlar influences
on the cerebellar fastigial neurons of cats
A82-40312
Afferent associative and commissunal projections
of the cortical vestibnlar zone VI of cats
A82-40495
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Bana
temporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
A82-40759
Effect of caloric stimulation of vestibnlar system
on hearing
H82-28963
Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
H82-28971
VESTS
Auxiliary cooling - Comparison of air-cooled vs.
water-cooled vests in hot-dry and hot-wet
environments
A82-40440
VIBRATIOI EFFECTS
Achievements and possibilities in the research
being carried out to protect workers in the 11th
five-year plan from noise and vibration
A82-38573
The combined effect of carbon monoxide and
total-body vibration on the organism
A82-40475
Vibration and decompression gas bubbles
A82-40729
Validation of a new method for studying the
effects of vibration on the primate spine
A82-40768
Vibration and assessment of this flight factor by
pilots
H82-28976
VIDEO BQOIPHEIT
A functional video-based anthropoaetric measuring
system
[HASA-CB-167637] H82-29896
miL COPOLIHEBS
The utilization of aacroaolecales in blood
purification systems
[HBC/CHR-TT-2021] H82-29864
VIRUSES
The circadian rhytha of the sensitivity of the
chromosome apparatus of mice to the mntagenic
effect of measles
A82-40462
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SUBJECT IHDEI BEIGHTLESSIBSS
TISIOI
Long-term and progressive changes in Rhesus
spectral sensitivity after low-level coherent
light (514nm exposure) effects of laser
exposure on visual function
[AD-A111639] N 82-28946
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[AD-A114067] N82-29008
VISUAL ACCOBBODATIOB
Bodel of the accommodative mechanism in the human
eye
A82-39432
VISUAL ACUITT
Hyperacnity for luminance phase angle in the human
visual systea
A82-38799
Aging and visual function of nilitary pilots - A
review
A82-40435
Determining visual acuity thresholds: A
simulation study of stimulus presentation
strategies
[AD-A111821] H82-28992
VISUAL AIDS
Unconventional visual displays for flight training
[AD-A111392] H82-28999
flSOAL DXSCRIoTUnOB
Discriaination and detection thresholds - The
effect of observer criterion on the spatial
properties of chromatic and achroaatic mechanisms
A82-39438
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways huaan color vision tests
A82-39439
The ranking of displays based on transinformatiou
as a measure of tracking performance
[FB-52] N82-29001
VISUAL PBBCEPTIOB
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dichoptic fusion of two
•onocular images
A82-38796
Retinal location and visual localization during
pursuit eye movement
A82-39436
Temporal sensitivities to sgoare-wave gratings,
sawtooth-wave gratings and their fundamentals -
Bore evidence for multiple spatial frequency
channels in human vision
A82-39437
Image orientation for BP7 ground station crew
A82-39743
Bode of mutual influence of
stimulation-characteristics in the visual
processing system German thesis
482-41445
Visual Technology Research Simulator (VIES) human
performance research: Phase 3
[AD-A112475] H82-28988
Determining visual acuity thresholds: A
simulation study of stimulus presentation
strategies
[AD-A111821] B82-28992
Cold weather goggles. 2: Performance evaluation
[AD-A114067] N82-29008
VISUAL STIMULI
Changes in the human visually evoked cortical
potential in response to chromatic modulation of
a sinusoidal grating
A82-38795
Contrast influence on perceived orientation of
gratings obtained by dichoptic fusion of two
monocular images
A 82-38796
Byperacuity for luminance phase angle in the human
visual system
A82-38799
Field sensitivity of the 'red' mechanism derived
from primate local electroretinogram
A82-39431
Effect of chromatic adaptation on the achromatic
locus - The role of contrast, luminance and
background color
A82-39433
Beacons in cat visual cortex tuned to the
direction of motion in depth - Effect of
positional disparity
A 82-39434
Global visual processing for saccadic eye noveoents
A82-39435
Retinal location and visual localization during
pursuit eye movement
A82-39436
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways human color vision tests
A82-39439
An LED system for the formation of visual stimuli
482-40471
Bode of mutual influence of
stimulation-characteristics in the visual
processing system German thesis
A82-41445
Determining visual acuity thresholds: A
siaulation study of stimulus presentation
strategies
[AD-A111821] H82-28992
VISUAL TASKS
Global visual processing for saccadic eye movements
A82-39435
Participation of the prefrontal cortex in delayed'
spatial choice and differentiation of time
intervals in rhesus monkeys
A82-40470
VITABIHS
The influence of a deficit of vitamins on immunity
/A review of the literature/
A82-41504
w
BATEE BALAICE
A new rat model for studies of hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis
A 82-40706
BATES POLLUTIOI
Hicroorganisms used to monitor environmental
pollution
H82-28978
SAVE GEHEBATIOH
A study of the mechanism governing the different
types of behavior exhibited by the spiral
excitation wave period in auricle and ventricle
A82-38597
BAVBLBBGTBS
Detection/discrimination in the long-wavelength
pathways —- human color vision tests
A82-39439
BEIGHTLESSHESS
Investigation of the cardiovascular systea during
prolonged space flights on board the Salyut
space stations
A82-39429
flethodological aspects of future cardiovascular
research in space
A82-40652
Borphogenesis of a higher plant from cultured
cells and embryos in space
A82-40666
Adaptation to weightlessness and its physiological
mechanisms - Results of animal experiments
aboard biosatellites
A82-40688
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of rat
skeletal muscles to weightlessness and similar
functional requirements
A82-40689
Beightlessness effects on resistance and
reactivity of animals
A82-40690
Artificial gravity in space flight
A82-40691
Bhythms of electrolytes and hydroxyproline
excretion in urine of rats after three weeks of
weightlessness - Biosatellite Cosmos-1129
A82-40693
Body composition of rats flown aboard Cosmos-1129
A82-40695
Stress in space flight - Metabolic aspects
A82-40696
Results of morphological investigations aboard
biosatellites Cosmos
A82-40697
Studies of specific hepatic enzymes involved in
the conversion of carbohydrates to lipids in
rats exposed to prolonged spaceflight aboard
Cosmos 1129
A82-40698
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iEIGHTLBSSHESS SIHOL&TIOH SUBJECT IMDEX
Effect of prolonged weightlessness on certain
aspects of brain metabolism of the rat
482-40699
Study of contractile properties and composition of
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles in the
Cosmos-1129 experiment
482-40701
Bone resorption and calcium absorption in rats
during spaceflight
482-40704
Bone growth in the rat mandible during space flight
482-40705
Skin temperature and thermal cosfort in
weightlessness
482-40726
Results of investigations of weightlessness
effects during prolonged manned space flights
onboard Salyut-6
482-40750
Results of biosatellite studies of
gravity-dependent changes in the
musculo-skeletal system of mammals
482-40751
Mechanisms of the effects of weightlessness on the
motor system of man
A82-40752
adaptation of the rat skeleton to weightlessness
and its physiological mechanisms - Results of
animal experiments aboard the Cosmos-1129
biosatellite
482-40753
Suppression of osteoblast differentiation during
weightlessness
482-40756
. Preparation of labyrinthectomied animals for
flight aboard Cosmos-936 biosatellite
H 82-28971
Hethodological aspects of testing erythrocyte
balance by counting incubated reticulocytes
H82-28972
Heurochemical background and approaches in the
understanding of motion sickness
[HASA-CB-3569] H82-29865
Medical-biological investigations under space
conditions: Present and future significance
H82-30275
Intracutaneous partial oxygen pressure (p02 sub
ic) in man during short-term space flights:
Results of joint OSSH-GDB space flight
H82-30278
iEIGHTLBSSHESS SIMOU1IOH
Orthostatic tests during cosmonaut selection
A82-38854
As if in weightlessness simulation through
hypnosis
A 82-4 04 74
Study of high-g effects in animals
482-40651
Research opportunities and limitations of
protracted hypogravity simulations for plant
gravitational physiology
A82-40653
LowG simulation in mammalian research
482-40654
A new rat model simulating some aspects of space
flight
482-40655
Effects of a weightlessness simulation on the
velocity curves measured by Doppler sonography
at the level of the carotid system
A82-40656
Cardiovascular responses to isometric exercise
daring simulated zero gravity
A82-Q0662
Effect of simulated weightlessness on energy
metabolism in the rat
482-10677
Influences of horizontal hypokinesia on
performance and circadian physiological rhythas
in female humans
482-40682
Plasticity of fast and slow muscle myofibrillar
proteins in model experinents simulating
weightlessness
A82-40709
Chronic central vascular expansion induces
hypokaleoia in conscious prinates
182-40719
Changes of periodic protoplasmic movements on the
fast clinostat
A82-40725
Orthostatic tolerance and exercise response before
and after 7 days simulated weightlessness
A82-40731
The reaction of simulated and true weightlessness
on digestive tract of rats
A82-40733
Belevance of aldosterone on circulatory, renal and
blood reactions during simulated weightlessness
and on aerobic metabolic rate
A82-40736
Atrophy of rat skeletal muscles in simulated
weightlessness
A82-40738
Effects of prolonged bedrest in antiorthostatic
position on rCBF measured by 133Xe inhalation
technique - Effects of clonidine regional
Cerebral Blood Flow
A82-40743
Suspension restraint - Induced hypokinesia and
antiorthostasis as a simulation of weightlessness
482-40744
Restraint of animals in space research
A82-40748
Animal models for simulating weightlessness
A82-40749
Gravity sensing system formation in tadpoles /Bana
teoporaria/ developed in weightlessness simulation
A82-40759
Vestibular effects of water immersion and Clonidine
, 482-40762
The effect of Clonidine on peripheral vasomotor
reactions during simulated zero gravity
482-40763
Cardiovascular effects of Clonidine during 20
hours head down tilt /-5 deg/
A82-40764
4DB suppression under immersion combined with
dehydration antidiuretic hormone secretion
482-40776
Skeletal abnormalities in rats induced by
simulated weightlessness
482-41548
Endurance of +Gz G forces by middle-aged people
before and after 7-day immersion
H82-28958
Efficacy of kavinton in prevention of motion
sickness
H82-28961
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